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Abstract

This thesis examines modern iwi govemance systems and their effect on whakapapa

as an organisational framework in Mdori societies. The main question addressed was;

can whakapapa survive as an organisational process, or will it be stifled, as Maori

societies struggle to establish a strong identity in contemporary New Zealand.

As an organisational fra"mework for Mdori societies, whakapapa works through a

series of principles that function through relationships between people, and between

people and other elements that make up the world. Contemporary M6ori goups

continue to claim that they are whakapapa-based societies. This thesis examines that

claim by investigating to what extent of "being Mdori" today is about adherence to

those principles and to whakapapa-based processes and relationships, and how much

is it about being shaped by non-M6ori constructs that have been formed by state-

intervention and legislated changes to M6ori social organisation. If being Maori

today has as much or more to do with the latter, what place does whakapapa have in

contemporary MSori society, and to what level and to what extent can the principles

of whakapapa be upheld as the basis for contemporary Mdori societies.

A series of stories and case studies were used to answer the questions posed in the

thesis. The case studies demonstrated the ways in which whakapapa worked in

everyday situations, and how the people who take part in whakapapa-based

relationships understood them to work. They also demonstrated how state

intervention through legislation has challenged the way Mdori groups sfucture

themselves when new circumstances have required compromise and change. The

institutionalised evolution of Maori societies is examined in more detail using one

exarnple of a modern tribal structure, Te Rfrnanga o Ngdi Tahu. The Ngdi Tahu

example typifies the implications for MEori if they choose to move from a

whakapapa-based organisational model of governance to a centralised legal-

bureaucratic model of governance.

The adoption of the new centralised governance structures, such as Te Rflnanga o

Ngdi Tahu, will mean that Mdori hapfl and iwi societies are in danger of disappearing



to be rcplaced by a genede group,]shapedby legislafion andintegrated in-to the wider

nation-state of New 7*aland. Wbakapapa can only r€main at the core of Maori

sooieties,f,f,MAod atlow it tor but gr&en lvft6ori adop cen'trailf,bedl "generic'?systom of
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Prologue: positioning myself into the dialogue

The primary theme throughout the thesis is whakapapa, and its ability to survive in a

culturally significant way as part of modern iwi governance structures. In the M6ori

world, everything has a whakapapa that explains the relationships that exist between

all entities and the environment in which they reside. It is appropriate therefore that I

begin with a whakapapa to explain the relationship between the contributors and the

thesis, and their space within the thesis environment.

My place in this thesis is both as participant and observer, and as the originator of

some thoughts and ideas that help to explain the relationships between the themes of

the thesis and the arguments that make up the overall work. One theme concems

whakapapa and its role as the key to understanding the processes that shape M6ori

social structures and relationships. The second theme concerns the forces that have

reshaped Maori social processes and conhibuted to the modernisation of Mdori

govemance structures. I will begin by using two ways of presenting my own

whakapapa as a model to help explain the two interwoven themes in the thesis.

Ko Aoraki te maunga
Ka tdhuri ia, ka tiro ake ra ki te tai tonga
Ki te maunga paenga o Takitimu
Ka tiro atu rdtou ki te maunga o Motupohue
Ka tdhuri ia, ka tiro atu ki te maunga o Rau Uira, kei te noho ia i te wdhi o Tautuku, o

Waikawa hoki.
Ka rere noa iho ngd awa o Mataura, kei te hono ai ki te Awa-a-Kiwa, kei Motupohue.

Ko Enei taonga ko nga whai take o Murihiku, Ko t6ku turangawaewae.
No reir4
Ko Motupohue te maunga"
Ko Te Rau Aroha te marae
Ko Te Rapuwai, Waitaha, Ng6ti Mamoe, Ngdi Tahu ngd iwi
Ko te whanau Wybrow tdku whanau
Ko Enei taonga, ko ahau
No reira
Nga mihi aroha ahau ki ngd t-rpuna ndna i tautoko t€nei mahi, Kei te noho mai koutou
i te rangimarie,
T€nd koutou
NgE mihi aroha ahau hoki ki ngd whanaunga ora ndna i tautoko an6 tEnei mahi.

TEna koutou, t€nd koutou, tdnd ra tdtou kdtoa

The mountain, Aoraki, is the supreme ancestor under whose mantle the land and all

the people living upon it are protected.
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The mountain range, Takitimu, and the mountains, Rau Uira and Motupohue, are the

boundary markers of my hau kainga-the place of my origins.

The river, Mataura is the river that runs through part of my hau kainga and links the

realm of Tdne, the origin of the natural world and people, with the realm of Tangaroa,

the origin of the sea, riverso lakes and the water ways and everything that lives within

them. The Mataura is also the river that has special significance in the history of my

own family.

The land is Murihiku, the southern most region of New Zealand's South Island, and

the people are the past, present and future generations of Te Rapuwai, Kdti Mamoe,

KEi Tahu and Waitahapeoples who occupy the space within the landscape.

This whakapapa is part of my whakapapa and it provides a key to understanding how

I, as aNgai Tahu woman, am related to all the elements of my Ngai Tahu

environment - the snow, the various winds, mists, and the geographical features, are

within my whakapapa and are all within me as Ngai Tahu. It provides a key to

explain how I am part of, and a product of, my Ngai Tahu environment. The lands,

the stratosphere, the elements, the resources, are all part of me, as per according to my

whakapapa. Whakapapa shapes my experiences and relationships with place, space

and other people.

There is another way, however, of writing down my whakapapa. Connections to

contemporary Ngei Tahu are often spoken about in the following way.

I am Ngdi Tahu, Ngdti Mamoe, Waitaha and Te Rapuwai. These are the

MEori gloups that occupy most of the South Island of New Zealand and are

collectively referred to as Ngdi Tahu whanui. The term, Ngdi Tahu Wh6nui,
was awarded to us through the passing of two pieces of legislation that gave us

a legal identity and organisational rules and structure: The Te Rtinanga o Ngdi
Tahu Act, 1996 and The Ngdi Tahu Claims Settlement Act, 1998. The name,

Ngdi Tahu whanui, is stated in the 1998 Act preamble as meaning 'the
collective of individuals who descend from the primary hapfl of Waitatra,

Ng6ti Mamoe, and NgAi Tahu, narnely KAti KurI, Kdti hekehu, Kati Huirapa,

Ngai fuahuriri, and Kai Te Ruahikihiki'.t When I recite these names I am

considered to be giving my whakapapa or my genealogical relationship to the

various groups. This identifies me as part of well-defined, highly structured
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groups who share kinship, have distinct cultural traits - Ngdi Tahutanga - and

hold mana whenua in areas of Te Waipounamu, which are defined by
legislation. I connect by some degree to about 29,000 other people who are

classified the same way. There may be more than this of course, but it is only
those who have registered with the governing body called Te R[nanga o Ngdi
Tahu who are offrcially recognised. It is only the registered beneficiaries who
can access the benefits that Te Rtnanga o Ngdi Tahu administers on our
behalf. That is, the benefits of being Ngdi Tahu which come to us through
whakapapa. I have often been told that this thing, whakapap4 is like a family
tree and tells people how I fit in with the rest of Ngdi Tahu wh6nui. The base

of Ngdi Tahu whakapapa is the Blue Book, which is administered by the

whakapapa unit of Te Rdnanga o Ngdi Tahu. This book is made up of lists of
names of Ngdi Tahu ancestors alive in 1848. In fact, I have also been told that

if a person cannot whakapapa to one of the ancestors in the Blue Book than the
person is not Ngdi Tahu. So the book is pretty powerful as obviously it
distinguishes me from everyone who is not Ngdi Tahu and enables me to
substantiate my claim to various benefits as outlined in the 1998 Settlement
Act. It was the subject of this Act, the Waitangi Treaty settlement with the
New Zealand Govemment, that recently made being Ngdi Tahu something
more desirable. Now lots of people want to be able to prove they have an

ancestor in the Blue Book as this entitles them to join an elite group: it gives

them a whakapapa thereby substantiating their Ngdi Tahuness. The person

may have always lvtown that he or she is Ngdi Tahu but somehow this
connection to a list of names taken down in 1848 makes it offrcial. Therefore
two Acts of Parliament and a census list in a blue book explain by example
what whakapapaNgdi Tahu is.

NgEi Tahutanga, is our distinct cultural difference; ow language dialect, our
material culture, our waiatao stories, shared history and all manner of things
that make w culturally Ngai Tahu. This is managed and controlled through
programmes organised and directed by the Ngai Tahu Development
Corporation, which is in charge of overseeing Ngai Tahu cultural
development. NgEi Tahu mana whenua (power and authority over land) is
now measured through all the assets that identifu us as the owners of certain
parts of Te Waipounamu. All the assets and economic ventures are

administered by the Ngdi Tahu Holding Corporation, which is the financial
division of Te Runanga o Ngdi Tahu.

Both the above whakapapa create difflerent images of me as an Ngdi Tahu woman.

One is the traditional image of whakapapa in its entirety that explains the way all

entities are integrated into the world. It is an image of inclusiveness. The other is a

re-imaged identity that explains my position within an ethnic group. The way the

whakapapa is constructed makes the group appear to be excluded from the

environment in which they exist. It is an image that suggests exclusiveness.



The second whakapapa excludes most of the relationships between NgEi Tahu and

other entities. It describes members of a group who have a shared history, stories,

genealogies, ancestral home, language and culture. It describes a generic ethnicity

devoid of any specific connections with the knowledge, belief and values systems of

the first whakapapa. The images are in tension with each other, because in the second

whakapapa, there is no hint of the experiences and practices that make up the

connections, alliances and relationships between all the elements that co-exist in the

environment. As described in the second whakapap4 the image of Ngdi Tahu identity

has been shaped by forces other than whakapapa and, as a result, part of the total Ngdi

Tahu identity is missing. It is an incomplete image of who Ngdi Tahu wh6nui are as a

people.

The use of the two whakapapa to portray contrasting images of myself as an Ngdi

Tahu woman serves as a model to portray what is happening in wider contemporary

M6ori society. There are two significantly contrasting images of M6ori that are in

tension with each other. One concerns the image of tradition-based groups whose

organisational processes use whakapapa as the fundamental measure of their identity.

The other concerns the image of Mdori groups who are being reshaped by forces

external to whakapapa processes, which have, in turn, conhibuted to the shape of

modern Mdori governance structures. The external forces have provided special

challenges to the way Mdori gxoups are modernising to fit with changing national and

global environments. Yet Mdori insist that whakapapa remains as the key to

understanding their unique identity and organisational processes. There is some

question, however, in what form and to what degree the tradition-based processes will

be allowed to occur in the future. The overall aim of this thesis is to examine the

development of Mdori strategies for restructuring their governance structures and, if
during this process, they are able to successfully maintain their distinctive identities as

MEori societies.

Whakapapa is about relationships based on experiences in the past and present that

help to shape the future. For me, writing Wakapapa and the State has been a way of

reflecting on how past and present experiences and relationships, both from

whakapapa and from external forces, have helped to shape future identity. Therefore
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the thesis offers an opportunity to explore themes of identity, challenge, and

compromise that are changing both the Ngdi Tahu and the wider MSori worlds.

Some thoughts as to the shape of this thesis: Contributions and

acknowledgements

One of the difficulties of writing this thesis has been the use of my own iwi, Ngdi

Tatru" as the main case study. I often thought that I should have been writing from a

third person, observer position. But, as both an observer and a participant in the

changes that are occurring within my iwi, I found it difhcult to separate out my

personal experiences and observations from the reality of my participation in the iwi's

modernising process. Therefore I make no apologies if parts of my writing are

personal and subjective. After all, the thesis is about whakapapa and relationships,

and these are often fuelled and shaped by subjective processes.

Another difficulty that had to be overcome in the writing process concerned the idea

of whakapapa bringing together the past, present and future generations. Sometimes

it was diffrcult to know what tense to use when writing about particular matters. In

order to explain matters conceming whakapapa it may appear that I have confused

tenses, but this may be because some whakapapa-based systems ile very much part of

contemporary M6ori societies. In the nature of whakapapa, the past is with us in the

present and the past has not been replaced by the present. If refened to in the past

tense, the subject will become locked into the past and have no active connection with

the present. [n some cases, such as Mdori leadership, this is not the case. There are

many examples of tradition-based leadership roles still operating efficiently and

effectively; Te Ariki of Tuwharetoa, Tumu te Heuheu is one such example.

In all whakapapqthere are many layers that interweave and add to the experiences

and dynamism of its many relationships. That is also the case with the whakapapa of

this thesis. In order to both explain existing relationships and concepts, and develop

new ones, several alliances have been undertaken between me and interested parties.

The alliances have created new opportunities for expansion and development of the
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thesis itself, just as each new layer added to a whakapapa expands and develops the

relationships layered within it.

Special thanks should go to my supervisors who have helped shape my thoughts into

this thesis. They are Emeritus Professor Sir Hugh Kawharu, Department of Mdori

Studies, and Professor Andrew Sharp, Department of Political Studies, at the

University of Auckland. Others who offered advice and contributed to the early stages

of my writing were Professor Ngapare Hopa and Professor Patu Hohepa. TEnd

koutou k5toa i d koutou tautoko. i 0 koutou awhi ki ahau.

The thesis would not have had the same depth to it if people had not agreed to be

interviewed and share their thoughts on the very complex topic of whakapapa, and to

openly discuss the changes occurring within their own iwi. The interviewees were

chosen because of their connections to various themes of the thesis. Edward Te Kohu

Douglas, Ngati Mamoe and Ngdi Tahu, and Tumu te Heuheu, Te Ariki of

Tuwharetoa, were approached for participation because of their connection with the

Volcanic Interior Plateau claim tVIPl. Ted had worked on the 'Find a Whanau'

project that was conducted to help each hapti find a process for locating all their

members. Tumu was a member of the VIP taumata and one of the claimants listed on

the initial claim. Margaret Mutu is the Kaiwhakahaere of the Ngdti Kahu r0nanga and

she was able to further explain the issues surrounding their former membership of the

central governance group, Te Rfinanga o Muriwhenua. Margaret explained the

development of Ng6ti Kahu since the disbanding of Te Rfinanga o Muriwhenua, and

how they were planning to operate post-sefflement as Ng6ti Kahu. Mark Solomon

was interviewed in his capacity as Kaiwhakahaere of Te R[nanga o Ngdi Tahu, and as

the r[nanga representative of his own rfinanga at Kaikdura. Mark was able to explain

issues surrounding the tension between operating as mana whenu4 and operating as a

democratically elected member of a central r[nanga collective. Both Kelly Tikao and

Reina Whaitiri are Ngdi Tahu taura here living in Auckland, but have also lived

within their hau kainga areas. They were able to talk about their experiences as hau

kainga and as taura here in their relationships with the wider iwi, Ngdi Tahu.

The interview questions were primarily to do with what each participant thought

whakapapa was, and how they saw it as operating within their own particular context.
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For example both Ted and Tumu responded as was appropriate to the VIP claim that

they are involved with- In the course of the interview, Tumu also spoke about his role

as ariki of Tuwharetoa, because he found he could not separate his role from his

responsibilities and comments conceming VIP. Each participant was also asked about

their thoughts on the modern govemance structures of their prospective iwi groups.

The taped interviews were then transcribed and edited for grammatical purposes only.

All the interviewees were given the opportunity to examine the transcriptions and

revise the information, make suggestions as to content, or have information excluded

from the thesis draft. I also explained how I had incorporated their interview material

into the main thesis and in what contexts this had happened. Their co-operation and

further suggestions were very helpful towards writing the final draft of the thesis.

Therefore, mihi nui aroha ki Edward Te Kohu Douglas, Tumu te Heuheu, Margaret

Mutu, Mark Solomon, Kelly Tikao, and Reina Whaitiri. Tdnd koutou kdtoa.

Many of the stories that featwe in Chapter Two were taken from evidence given

before the Waitangi Tribunal during hearings for the NgAi Tahu Claim, the

Whanganui-a-Orutu Claim, the Pouaki Report, the Muriwhenua Fisheriss Qlaim, and

the Te Roroa Report. All these reports are on public record and are held in the

Canterbury University Library lNgai Tahu claims evidence], and the University of

Auckland General Librarv.

The following people have also contributed their thoughts and their stories over the

years spent in writing this thesis and their comments and guidance were much

appreciated. Their contributions were not the result of formal interviews, but each

were given the opportunity to further discuss the inforrration and how I had

incorporated it into the thesis. Terry Ryan, Ngai Tahu, is the kaitiaki of Ngdi Tahu

whakapapa and heads the Te Rlnanga o Ngdi Tahu whakapapa unit. Terry

contributed informally over the four years spent writing the thesis, providing insights

and comments about various experiences he had had while working with the

whakapapa of NgEi Tahu. Isobel Roderick is from Ngati Hikairo andNgeti

Rangiwewehi. Her contributions were as a result of many discussions and

conversations during family gatherings. Miki Roderick is my partner and as with

Isobel, his contributions were from the many conversations we have had over the

years spent writing the thesis. Maruhaeremuri Stirling, Ngdti Mamoe, Ngdi Tahu and
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Te Whdnau a Apanui, and Huata Holmes, Te Rapuwai, Ngdti Mamoe, and NgEi Tahu

are two of my whanaunga, who have been supportive and willing to share their

knowledge of various things relating to whakapapa. Hineira Woodard, Tuhoe, and

Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Ngati Aw4 Ng6ti Porou, are colleagues at the University of

Auckland who offered advice and comments on various issues surrounding their

experiences of whakapapa. Ngd mihi aroha mai ahau ki a koutou katoa.

I have chosen not to follow standard academic procedure to refer to people by their

surnutmes, when their contributions have appeared in the thesis text. The personal

relationships that I have with each of them deemed it more appropriate to use their

fust names. However, when I have quoted or referred to an academic journal or text,

the author(s) has been cited in the usual way of using the sumarne, date of

publication, and page number.

The support I have received from friends and colleagues in the Department of Mdori

Studies, University of Auckland, was valued and appreciated, particularly their

tolerance and understanding during the long, long, long process of writing a thesis.

Ngd mihi nui aroha ki a Merekaraka Gillman, Jane McCrae, Rangimarie Rawiri, Ann

Sullivan, and Deanne Wilson, Roberta Wilson, and to PhD and MA members of the

post-grad room in Maori Studies who shared thoughts and ideas during visits to our

altemate PhD venueo 'Gloria's.' Mihi nui ki Susan Healy, Tane Mokena" Dinah Paul,

Hazel Petrie, Verity Smith, Yvonne Sutherland, and Te Aroha Rountree. No reira,

tEnd koutou, tEnd koutou, tEnE ra tatou katoa.

On reflection then, this thesis is very much about people and relationships and the

challenges that have brought changes to the way they organise themselves socially,

politically and economically in order to meet the expectations of an emerging modem

national and global M6ori identity. The people zue my people, Ngdi Tahu whanui,

and the many other M6ori people whose whakapapa remains at the key to their

identity. The challenge has been, and always will be, the way it is allowed to remain

as the key to Mdori identity, and Whalmpapa and the State altempts to provide some

insights into the lessons of the past, and how they may contain pathways for the

future. The challenge will be how to learn from past lessons and develop new

pathways without losing sight of who M6ori are as people.
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PRONOUNCIATION GUIDE2

The vowel sound in the Mdori language is essential to the correct pronunciation of
M6ori. The vowel sounds are constant except in cases where they vary in length. The

lengthened sound is indicated by a macron over the vowel, e.g. 'a' becomes 'd'.

The vowel a is pronounced as in the English/ar. Avoid all trace of the flat a as in
hat.

The vowel e is pronounced like the ea in leather. Avoid the double sound of the

vowel as found nhay andmay.
The vowel i is pronounced as in the Latin languages. It is equivalent to the vowel

sound in the English words me or he.

The vowel o is pronounced as the English word a,ve. Avoid all trace of the English
pronunciation of oh!

The vowel a is pronounced like the double o rnmoon. Avoid saying it like the ew in

few.

When two vowels occur together, begin by practising each separately

until you can speed up without spoiling ttre clarity of the vowels when

they are run together, 8.8., okoe' should be practiced as 'ko-e' until the

vowels can follow each other smoothly.

The consonants:
must not be rolled, It is pronounced quite close to the sound of / in
English. The tongue is near the front of the mouth.
is generally softer than in Englislr, not an explosive sound.

is usually pronounced likedl [n some districts it is spoken like an ft
(e.g., in Hokianga) and in others like a w (e.9. in Taranaki), in others

again like the whinwhen.
is a softer sound than the English, especially with regard to the g. The

sound is similar to the middle ng in singing.

Language and translation conventions

I have used the macrons where appropriate to indicate vowel length; however there

are some instances where I have not used them. For example,I have not added

macrons to quotes if the author has not used them. Secondly, I did not add them to

Mdori language manuscript material, but chose to transcribe the manuscripts as they

appeared in the original form. I have not added macrons to place names or proper

nouns if they do not appear in the original research material because it is inappropriate

for me to suggest how the hapu or iwi pronounce their place names or ancestral

names. Some of the titles for government departments that appeared in official

p
wh
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?Ryan,1992:161.
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documents such as AJHR documents, did not use a macron, therefore I have not

added them.

M6ori language is made up of different dialects. One of the main dialectal differences

in the South Island is the use of the allophone, [k], in place of the phoneme, /ng/. This

occurs in words such as Ngdti, which is often pronounced, KAti, in the Ngdi Tahu

dialect. I have used the ft] substitution only where it has appeared in quotations and

where my infonnants have used it. This is primarily because there is on-going debate

even amongst NgEi Tahu whdnui as to the authenticity of the [k] substitution.3

In the transcriptions of Maori language manuscripts I have added words into square

brackets for clarification and where there appears to be a misprint in either grammar

or spelling. Otherwise I have transcribed the manuscripts as they appear in the

original material. Each manuscript is footnoted with details of translation sources.

Maori terminolory

A Glossary is included in the thesis. However, it must be made clear that the glosses

for each word are as they appear in the context of this thesis only. I realise that many

of the terms used are terms that represent concepts surrounding M6ori processes and

cannot be defined by a simple English phrase or one word. Many of the words have

more than one meaning and not all are given in the Glossary.

Throughout chapter two and the other chapters of the thesis M6ori groups will be

referred to as "tradition-based" societies rather than using the word "tribe." The

word, "tribe," is problematic because it assumes that each group is a closed society

whose beliefs make it difficult for the entity to adapt and grow when faced with

challenges and changes from outside its closed reality. A main argrrment in this thesis

is that instead of the word, tribe, MEori societies are better described as tradition-

based societies. This type of society is more capable of movement and development

' See Waymouth, 1998: Chapter Three; and Harlow, R., 1979. Regional Variation in Maori, nNew
Zealand Journal of Archaeologt,Yol.l: 123-127, for further discussion on the South Island dialectal

differences.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE PRACTICE OF WHAKAPAPA AIID THE CONTEXTS OF CHALLENGE:
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

This thesis is an investigation into how tradition-based societies, such as M6ori, are coping with

challenges and changes to their organisational structures, and how they are adapting to the

changes in ways that allow them to remain an integral part of New ZeaJ,and society. An

important argument within this thesis is that Mdori are becoming less reliant on whakapapa, their

tradition-based organisation process, and more reliant on modern, legal-bureaucratic processes

when reshaping their iwi govemance structures. This has meant that whakapap4 the base of

Mdori tradition-based organisation, has become marginalised as the way of structuring and

maintaining relationships that are important to the growth and development of M6ori groups.

I will argue that whakapapa has become a system in danger as Maori societies move Bway from

whakapapa as the sole basis for organisation. There are two main themes in this thesis. One

concems whakapapa and its continuation as a viable organisational process for modern Mdori

structures. The second concems the forces external to whakapapa that have reshaped Mdori

social processes and contributed to the way Mdori goups are modemising to fit with the

changing national and global environments. Primarily though, the main topic of this thesis is

whakapapa and its ability to survive as the 'key to the mass of facts' that explain MSori political,

economic and social organisation. t Three key issues re-occur throughout this thesis. The first

concerns the changes to the way Maori groups apply whakapapa. The second concerns the

directions the changes have taken, and to what extent whakapapa has managed to remain intact

or suffrciently intelligible in an enduring form. The third issue is the extent to which the

knowledge and values that underlie the distinctive characteristics of Mdori groups have survived.

What I intend to do in this thesis, however, is not to examine the process of whakapapa versus

democraticJegal-bureaucratic transformation in relation to the whole of Mdoridom, but in

relation to one single iwi, Ngdi Tahu, the main tribal group of the South Island (Te

Waipounamu) and Stewart Island (Rakiura). The recent structure developed by Ngai Tahu is an

example of how a modern structure of governance has transformed a tradition-based organisation

into a legal-bureaucratic organisation. The nature of Te Rfinanga o NgEi Tahu (henceforth

TRONT), has impacted on Ngdi Tahu tradition-based knowledge and values and threatens the

continuation of whakapapa-organised processes. By using Ngdi Tahu as my case study, I will

record how a society of Mdori, whose members present themselves as tradition-based as to their

rNsata 1929 2.



identity and governance, are challenged by new frameworks of identification and governance

proffered them by the prospect of legitimacy and success in the modem world. The Ngdi Tahu

whanui,2 in ptrsuing Treaty settlements and equipping themselves to administer those

settlements, have come to adopt forms of membership recognition and of governance much at

odds with what they present as their traditional ways. Membership has become solely a matter

of proving descent from a range of particular ancestors who in turn descend from Tahu Potiki,

the ancestor who gives his name to the iwi. Membership brings rights with it, yet may be

maintained without discharge of any obligations to the rest of the iwi. Governance no longer

rests on the autonomous base of the largely independent hapfr,3 which make up the iwi, and

authority is no longer distributed according to the rules of each hapt. The hap[ are grouped in

eighteen papatipu r[nanga, or district councils and all eighteen papatipu r[nanga are subject to a

central r[nanga, TRONT, which is a body designed to live in a modern, democratic and capitalist

society. It is democratically elected and it must govern according to principles generally

acceptable to New Zealarrd law. It must administer assets not only with an eye to distributing to

the whdnui, but also with an eye to increasing the wealth of NgAi Tahu. Law appropriate to a

liberal-democratic western society, and commercial practice appropriate to a corporation in a

world of global corporations, has replaced the world of tradition and locality.

The reason for choosing my own iwi, Ngdi Tahu, as my case study is because the iwi has gone

through two important periods of social change for MSori societies that stem from the New

Zealand Govemment's Treaty settlement process: the negotiation period before a treaty

settlement, and the period following a treaty settlement. The grievances caused by the British

Crovrn's failure to uphold the promises made to M6ori through the Treaty of Waitangi, 1840,

underlie the negotiation and settlement process between Mdori claimant groups and the British

Crown.a The Crown was replaced by a European-controlled colonial government in 1853, so the

grievances also stem from the New Zealand Government's failure to uphold the principles of the

Treaty when formatting their policies and legislation. Consequently, in all matters concerning

the Treaty claims since 1853, the New Zealand Govemment - the State - represents the Crown.

The Treaty of Waitangi was signed in 1840 and contained three written articles that were to form

the foundation of a new British colony. The first article gave the British Queen complete

' Whanui means 'wide' or oextensive.' The term, Ngdi Tahu wh6nui was developed for the Te Rtinanga o Ngdi
Tahu legislation, 1996, to describe the descendants of persons living in I 848, whose names appear in a book lodged
in the office of the Registrar of the Maori Land Court, and marked'Ngai Tahu Census Committee Minutes, 1929.*

[SNZ, Vol. 4 1996. Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act, Sec. 7(a) p.3l l4]. Ngdi Tahu whdnui is the generic term now
used for all descendants of Waitaha, Ngati Mamoe and Ngdi Tahu, the three principles groups in the South Island.
3 HapU: to be pregnant; corporate group in M6ori society.
a Henceforth the British Crown will be refened to as the Crown.
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govemment over New Zealand. The second article of the Treaty guaranteed Maori the

unqualified exercise of their chieftainship over their lands, villages and all their treasures, and the

third article promised to oprotect all the ordinary people of New Zealand and will give them the

same rights and duties of citizenship as the people of England.'t Mao.i were quite clear as to the

intentions of the Treaty to uphold their autonomous rights and chieftainship. In 1876, the

Hawke's Bay Mdori-owned newspaper, Te ll'ananga, published a translation of the Treaty that

they claimed was 'prepared with great accuracy so as to express as clearly as possible the sense

and spirit of the original.'6 The newspaper's interpretation of article one stated that Mdori

'chiefs' had 'wholly ceded to the Queen of England, for ever, the chief rulership of their

respective territories.' In exchange, Maori 'nations' were promised retention of their full

chieftainship of their respective territories, and the 'full dominion' (ownership) of their lands and

all their property. Article thlee, according to the newspaper, stated that in consideration for the

cession of the chief rulership, 'her Majesty will grant her protection, and all the rights and

privileges of Englishmen.'7 MAori were of the opinion that they had entered into a parfirership

with the Queen of England and the partnership was guaranteed by the Treaty. In 1878 Remo

Pahi had a letter published inTe Wananga that supported the MEori idea of the Treaty as a

partnership. Pahi argued that the mana (authority and power) of the Queen and the mana of

M6ori were recognised equally in the Treaty of Waitangi.s

Professor Hugh Kawharu has recently stated that the articles of the Treaty protected Maori in

two ways. Article two guaranteed to protect Maori leaders' 'exercise of their rangatiratanga over

taonga - including people.' This protection was reinforced in the pre-emptive clause, which

acted as a safeguard against'unscrupulous buyers of Maori land', by ensuring that'the rangatira

fleader] should not sell their land to any other than the Crown at an agreed price.'e He also

spoke about article three which oreinforced this protection of Maori to exercise their

rangatiratanga [chieftainship].' In article three, M6ori were guaranteed the same rights and

privileges of British subjects and this extended to guaranteeing M6ori that none of their

s Kawharu. I.H., 1996: 321. Other translations of the Treaty offer different interpretations of the words 'tino
rangatiratanga.' For example Professor Margaret Mutu has translated it as 'paramount authority' [Mutu 2003:

Appendix 31. The reason I have retained the fianslation given by Kawharu is because there is little evidence that

Meori referred to rangatiratanga as meaning power or authority in the sense of it being absolute. The nineteenth

century M6ori language newspapers refer to omana' as the term for paramount authority. The word, rangatiratanga,

is not used at atl except when the papers' are reporting the contents of the Treaty articles. [Waymouth 2002:172,

Fn# 41,441.
u Cited in Waymouth 2002: 150. Original appears inTe Wananga,2T January 1876:37-38.
'Ibid
8 Ibid: t60-161. Original letter appears in Te Wananga l6 November 1878:577.
e Personal conversation with Professor Kawharu. December 2001 .



ished rights, such as the exercise of their rangatiratanga over their taonga [lands, people,

, treasures], could be tampered with.l0

year following the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi British sovereignty was declared over

Zealandby Governor Hobson: in the North Island through the Treaty of Waitangi and in

Island through oterra nullius' or right of discovery. In 1852 the New Zealand

on Act established representative govemment in New Zealand. The act and its

breached the Treaty in two significant ways. First, by allowing the vote and

eligi ilitv for election to adult males over 21 with individual title to a small amount of property,

it luded Mdori who were part of a communal land ownership system. Thus MAori had no

effi tive input into the formulation and legislative direction of state policy. Secondly, Section

the act allowed for the delineation of districts in which M6ori custom and law could

to be observed. The introduction of Section 7l was a precaution against the exclusion

Mdori from the parliamentary process and was considered to be only a temporary

The ultimate aim of the colonial administration was amalgamation, which the New

Govemor, Sir George Grey, was optimistic he would achieve in the 'not too distant

'll However, Section 71 was never given effect because of settler and government fears

M6ori autonomy or shared government. The 1852 act allowed for almost exclusive

6 participation in the early years of New Zealand colonial government and remained part

New Zealand constitutional framework until replaced by the 1986 Constitution Act.12

Thi meant that Mdori had no say in the policy or legislative shaping of the country during the

formative years. Despite being awarded four temporary seats in 1867, M6ori continued to

next to no political power, and minimal representation in Parliament.t' All the government

pol

leg

ies concerning the restructuring of Maori society, such as the Mdori land ownership

lation and the formation of the Native Land Court, were carried out without popular support

M6ori groups. During the later part of the nineteenth century, the Treaty of Waitangi

from government policies and legislation and did not become part ofNew Zealand

lation until the passing of the State Owned Enterprises Act, 1986. But from 1840 to the

day, Maori have continued to uphold the Treaty as giving them the right to shared

rnment, and to uphold the principle of partnership which gave them an exclusive

hip with the State.

1987:138.
2002: 16l. Refer also to Cox 1993:30-37; Orange 1987: 138, for further discussion regarding the

of the 1852 New Zealand Constitution Act. MSori did not receive any representation in Parliament until

, when a temporary measure gave them four seats. In 1875 a bill was introduced into Parliament that moved to

the four seats permanent.
is the term given to non-Mdori New Zealanders, generally of European descent.

of
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The 's neglect of Mdori aspirations and rights as recognised and guaranteed under the

T of Waitangi has led to an often acrimonious relationship between Mdori and the State,

has resulted in the grievance claims against breaches of the Treaty. The relationships

Mdori groups and the New Zealand Govemment have their foundation in the Treaty

Its omission from legislation has meant that it has not been used as the guiding

in any Government policies concerning the reshaping of Maori society. This has had a

ing affect on changes to M6ori social processes and identity. The thesis will move

several key areas of social engineering and development, both historical and

porary, which have helped to reshape Mdori society. It is not my intention to provide the

ultir

had

model for M6ori development, but instead discuss important trzursition periods that have

major impact on the way Mdori now organise their governance structures.

All I ving societies undergo change. This often involves some form of compromise and

tion that will uphold traditional forms, but combine these with newer methods of social

isation as fitting new circumstances. In the past Mdori social groups have been structured

in the transmission of institutions, values and practices from one generation to the

4 Because a societv is traditionallv based does not mean it is static. It has the ability to

and develop as required by contemporary situations. The term, traditional, merely

that the basic values and beliefs and how such societies obtain and utilise knowledge

from past generations. The knowledge base for tradition-based Meori societies is

in whakapapa. M6ori, including, Ngai Tahq have insisted that whakapapa still exists

vital ingredient to modern Mdori social structures, which suggests that whakapapa has

its legitimacy as the basis for Mdori social processes in the contemporary environment.

For MEori groups the way they uphold the principles of whakapapa is through a mixture of

old ideas and values that, if continued for long enougtr, will become more widespread

and change. The compromises undertaken in order to maintain social unity will introduce

to social organisation. The challenge to the society is to maintain a social structure that

not compromise the integrity of its knowledge and value systems. It becomes apparent then

would be difficult for whakapapa to survive in its entirety, unless it is dynamic. Because

i societies continue to adhere to the premise that whakapapa is the key to understanding

I am concerned primarily with how the principles of whakapapa have been upheld in

on
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to accommodate change in the social processes of Maori tradition-based societies.
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n thesis is I am interested in exploring how change can be managed to ensure continuity of

. In1929, during an address to the New Zealand Historical Association, Sir Apirana

also pondered the question of change for M6ori societies. He understood that societies

and develop over time and that by blending the 'old regime' with 'aspects of the new',

would retain important parts of their social order while remaining as an integralpart ofthe

ion ofNew Zealand.ls Ngata discussed the importance of recognising whakapapa-

logies - as the 'key to the mass of facts' that helped in understanding, among other things,

social organisation, relationships, politics, and customs relating to property and

He suggested that answers to future development structures for MEori lay in probing

the sources of the 'old regime' in order to sfudy 'the genealogical evidence, supported by

and tradition.'16

scholars have also discussed the question of Maori social change. In a recent article, Dr.

Paul Hugh has argued that the way ahead for Mdori development is to reshape their cultural

ies along ethnic non-blood lines rather than on tribal blood ties.lT [n response Apirana

ika, an Ngdti Porou kaumdtua,ls has argued that this would be 'suicidal for iwi and

'le Mahuika had it in mind that the autonomy experienced by teams of action groups is

subsumed by the notion of one "Maoridom." In this condition, ethnicity has replaced

onal whakapapa (to which I will retum) as the criterion of M6ori group membership, and

the truction of those government and tribal corporations alike, who wish to modernise. The

groups named after eponymous ancestors, who link them to particular geographical

are replaced by One Big Mdoridom inhabiting the whole of New ZeaIand. Traditional

of life are replaced by liberal-democratically inspired ones, and the internal govemance of

becomes legal-bureaucratic.

The whakapapa is seen as fitting into today's world is as a method of tracing wider kinship

ti that eventually end at a place of family origin. It becomes obvious that this method of

family origins is not unique to Maori and could apply to any society. This leads to the

ion as to why Mdori have placed so much importance on whakapapa, which is after all just

lists n€Lmes, as its primary way of imparting the knowledge and values of each MEori group.

is considered vital to understanding the way that MEori organise their political,

tradi
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1929: 8.

1998.

ttM
6tua: a status of leadership in M6ori society: usually an older member of the wh6nau.
ika 1998: 219.



economic and social structures. It is because whakapapa is more than lists of names: whakapapa

is a way of expressing everything

The knowledge of whakapapa is not so easy to obtain or explain in non-M6ori terms. Before I

outline what is in the remaining chapters of the thesis, I want to introduce the reader to some

characteristics of whakapapq so that they will have an idea of what whakapapa is and how

relationships are formed and maintained around the practice of the whakapapa principles.

The continuity and transmission of institutions, values and practices of MSori societies begins

with whakapapa. Whakapapain its simplest of definitions is genealogies, or lists of names that

act as keys to unlocking the way M6ori understand the way the world operates and maintains

stability. It is, according to Mahuika, the 'heart and core of Maori institutions...to deny

whakapapa therefore as the key to both culture and iwi is a recipe for disaster, conflict, and

disharmony.'20 Implicit in whakapapa are notions of kinship, descent, status, authority and

property. Whakapapa is the 'determinant of all mana, rights to land, to marae,2l to membership

of a whdnau,22 hapiand collectively, the iwi whakapapa determines kinship roles and

responsibilities to other kin as well as one's place and stafus within society.'23

M6ori people often talk about "my whdnau," which would include information of who their

parents are, who their siblings are, who their grandparents are and so on. The information can

then be expanded to identifu the person with a wider group of relatives such as aunts, uncles, and

cousins or, *my whanaunga,"24 af,tdwith a particular area of land or, o'my tfrrangawaewae."2s

Whakapapa is often said to give a person a sense of belonging - to identiff their origin. For

example, in M6ori society, it is considered impolite to begin an introduction by saying straight

out: oomy name is ..." and MSori tend not to directly ask: "What is your name?" Instead the

questions begin by asking where the person is from, that is, from where they originate or to

whom they belong, and through a process of elimination eventually arrive at the person's family.

Nd hea koe?
Where are you from?

NO Te Waipounamu ahau.
I am from the South Island.

2o Mahuika l99B: 219.
2t Marae: meeting place; 'the centre of corporate activity in the village' (Kawharu 1977:45). See pp. 79-80 of this
thesis.
22 Whanau: family, to give birth; to be bom into.
23 Mahuika 1998:219.

'n Whanaunga: extended family, relatives.
25 TErangawaewae: standing place for the feet, a person's ancestral territory.



NE! Kei hea tdu kainga?
Is that right! Whereabouts?

Kei Murihiku. Ko Awarua toku r[nang4 ko Te Rau Aroha t6ku marae.

In Southland. My tribal area is Awarua and my marae is Te Rau Aroha.

NE! Ka mohio koe ki te whdnau Mea?26

Is that right! Do you know the Mea family?

Ae, ko ratou 6ku whanaunga. Ko t6ku hakui te tuakana o meae no reira ko ahau nd te

whdnau mea.
Yes. They are my relatives. My grandmother is mea's sister so I am from the family
mea.

Ko wai tdu ingoa?
So what's your name?

Ko mea ahau.
I am Mea.

Ae! Ka mohio ahau ki tOu papa. Ah, tcnA koe!
Oh is that so! I know your father, oh, nice to meet you!

Questioning in this way establishes who the person is through their connection with a

geographical area and the human lineage associated with that area. Sometimes the person has

had no physical connection with the area and may have never lived there, but the important thing

is that they are recognised as originating from there through whakapapa.

When discussing the importance of whakapapa, Kawharu made the distinction between a kin

group and a descent group and the degree to which each group was connected to a specific place.

He stated that kinship refered to categories of people and 'acceptance of ties between those

descended from a coflrmon ancestor, whether or not they live together...simple recognition of

consanguineal kinship unqualifred by residenc e.'27 Adescent group, on the other hand, was the

'implicit or explicit claiming of descent from the acknowledged founder of the hap[' which was

recognised through occupation of a place and social action to maintain the relationship with that

place.28 Kinship therefore was inclusive of everyone who claims some connection to the grouP,

but descent is exclusive of those who do not maintain occupation and sustain the relationships

within a particular place. Whakapapa, as a fully functioning system in society, needs the

acknowledgment of connection to a specific place. Therefore, Kawharu argues that the idea of

26 The word mea is often used in reference to persons that it is not necessary to name. In this context it translates as

'so-and-so' or'such-and-such-a-person'.
27 Kawharu 1975:22.

" Ibid.
8



place and of maintaining unbroken occupation is important in understanding the concepts of how

whakapapa and the principles of whakapapa are upheld.

The notion of occupation and place within the environment underlies the idea of people as part of

the environment. The M6ori term for this is 'otangata whenua" - people of [from] the land.2e

Both place and space are mutually implicated within the environment. Howard Morphy, 1995,

has described this concept as, othe grid of spaces or named places is at any one time occupied by

ancestral or emergent groups connected by individual genealogies...those connections become

part of the value of the place to an individual.'30

Everything in the Maori world, spiritual or physical, has a list of names that trace connections to

a founding ancestor. The lists apply to humans and the physical world; things in the natural

world such as trees, fish, rocks, stars, the winds, rain, sun, moon, seas, and rivers; and to things

in the spiritual world. All the thousands of whakapapa interact in some way and all the

interactions take the form of relationships between families. The interconnectedness of

whakapapa layers was remembered through kdrero3l that linked a group with the land and the

ancestors from whom their obligations and responsibilities to a physical location had originated.

The stories show why the names are in the order that they are in the lists. They indicate the

organisational process that needed to be carried out in order to maintain the relationships among

families, persons and the natural world.

The way that whakapapa suggests organisational practices is appropriate to kin-based groups

whose attachments to each other and their lands is literally umbilical. Hapu were to practice

kaitiakitanga (guardianship over their whenua -land), whanaungatanga (appropriately kin-shaped

relationships), rangatiratanga (self-governance), and manaakitanga (hospitality to visitors).

Laws, lore, customs, and traditions that were known collectively as tikanga, set out the way as to

how the principles of whakapapa were to be observed. The way each individual hapfl or whdnau

caried out tikanga was by their own set of rules, kawa, peculiarly appropriate for them in any

normal situation.

2e "Tangata" means peopte or person. "Whenua" means land or placenta. Maori Marsden explained it this wayi
'The first woman, Hineahuone, was formed out of the clay of mother earth and impregnated by Tane to produce

Hine Titama. the dawn maid. Tane cohabited with her to produce more children. These were the progenitors of the

human race. The Maori thought of himself as holding a special relationship to mother earth and her resources. The
popular name of the earth was whenuq. This is also the name for the 'afterbirth.' Just as a foetus is nurtured in the
mother's womb and after the baby's birth upon her breast; so all life forms are nurtured in the womb and upon the
earth's breast. Man is an integral part tlrerefore of the natural order and recipients of her bounty. He is her son and

therefore, as every son has social obligations to fulfil towards his parents, siblings and other members of the whanau
so has man an obligation to mother earth and her whanau to promote their welfare and good' (Marsden 1992:. 16-
r7).
30 Morphy 1995:204.



The principles of whakapapaguided M6ori social practices. They included concepts like mana

and mana kdkiri. Mana was the power and authority a group had over their lands and resources

including people. Mana kokiri was the way in which the mana was recognised and exercised

through the gloup's leadership. Isobel Roderick has explained this concept in terms of the leader

being the spearhead of the group, who led from the front but with the support and following of

the people.32 The spearhead was ineffectual without the power and momentum that comes from

launching the whole spear.

The word, mana kokiri, has been used instead of the term, mandate, which was unsuitable in this

context because "mandate" is not what took place in tradition-based leadership and authority.33

Mandate is part of a modem, democratic process of decision-making that allows an elected

representative to carry out policies or progranrmes without further consultation with the group

that they represent. In tradition-based Mdori society the decision-making was a consensus-based

system that allowed for full consultation. The role of the leader was 'to listen to the discussion,

summarise the main points and, if not apparent, indicate where the consensus view luy."o

The physical representations of whakapapa in mountains, rivers and other important landmarks

served as reminders of the group's governance status and why they held the mana over particular

areas. This process was known as "ahi ka'- maintaining occupation of the land. The concept of

ahi ka insisted that being a blood relative did not give one right to anything, but was determinant

upon the fulfilment of duties and obligation towards maintaining whakapapa relationships,

occupying the land, and ensuring benefits from it were maintained for future generations. The

land more than anything symbolised the physical representation of the group's whakapapa and it

was here that the group had a base for representation - the marae'

" Korero: stories, language, speeches.
32 Personal conversation withlsobet Mangatiutiu Roderick (nee Daley), Ngdti Hikairo, Ngdti Rangiwewehi. See p.

7l ofthis thesis.

" Mana k6kiri: to lead. To conduct or execute the mana; to lead (with the mana of) a group. 'The word 'kdkiri'
gives more of an idea of the leaders as the spear-head of the people.' Personal conversation with Hineira Woodard,

Tuho", September 2002. Hineira is a Mdori language lecturer, Deparfinent of M6ori Studies, University of
Auckland.' [See also Isobel Roderich p.6S]. The word, mana kdkiri, has been used instead of the more popular

term, mandate, which has been used for example by Durie 1998; and Ngd Tuara, 1992. For further examples of the

use of the word, mandate, see pp.l6l-165 of this thesis.

'o NgA Tuara 1992: 19. The report, Ngd Toka Til Moana. Mdori Leqdership and decision making was published

undei the collective name of Ngd Tuara. I have used this name for the reference in this thesis, but the following

people are acknowledged in the report as having been contributors of the information concerning Mdori leadership:
-Ct,i.f 

luage Edward Taihakure, Peter Adds, Pou Temara, Te Ripowai Higgins, Tamihana Curtis, Mack Kaa, Canon

Hone Kaa, Dr. Anne Salmond, Dr. Ray Harlow, Tuki Nepe, Vapi Kupenga, Graham Hingangaroa Smith, Pauline

Kingi, Pona Matene, Kuni Kaa, and June Mead. 
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The principles that governed reciprocity and participation with the resources were tohatohq

tiakitanga, manaakitanga and whanaungatanga. Tohatoha was a measure of reciprocity' It

measured how much of the resource each person or group could obtain by the amount of effort

he or she put into managing the resource. It was also a needs-based measure of distribution by

which each member of the participating community was provided for: a measure that ensured

that the strength and cohesiveness' of the community was maintained. The principle of

tiakitanga guided the group's guardianship status over the resources. Manaakitanga

demonstrated their resource management skills to other groups through the acts of hospitality,

and ensured needs were met. The principle of whanaungatanga guided the layers of co-operation

between all the groups who may have had some degtee of access to particular resources. The

layers of co-operation differed by degrees of collaboration with the loosest, possible connections

being known as waka.35 The next layer was iwi36 which was made up of groups related

sometimes distantly to an eponymous ancestor. The most cohesive group was the hapfl which

acted as the corporate group in Mdori society. The whanau was the closest group in Mdori

society. All the related groups interacted according to alliances created for specific purposes.

Just as whanaungatanga represented different levels of relatedness, different levels of leadership

managed each group. The leadership roles were determined by whakapapa and were ascribed at

birth. Leadership also relied on skills acquired through actions in securing the continuation of

the group. These may have been actions taken in times of war, or actions that improved the

wellbeing of the group as a whole. The leader's mana, or power and authority, was based on the

recognition given to the person's right to hold the title. Mana kOkiri, as tradition-based

leadership exercised it, was actively carried out through the process of rangatiratanga.

Rangatiratanga was the means by which the group managed its access and use of the land and

resources. The exercise of rangatiratanga relied on adherence to Maori judicial and customary

processes for maintaining social cohesion; tikanga and kawa. It was the adherence to tikanga

and kawa that established the legal and moral boundaries and provided the framework and past

experiences for expanding or modiffing the organisational structure when new challenges

presented themselves.

The tikanga and kawa also included concepts of expressed, sustained and established tapu, mana,

mauri, and hau. Tapu was a state of unrealised potential, or unlimited energy of an object or

person. It positioned the object or person in a place set apart from other things. Noa restricted

the unlimited potential of the object and was the process that made the object safe so that it could

35 Waka: canoe or vessel of some type. The term refers to having descent from an ancestor who came on one of the

settlement canoes in the distant past.
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be utilised. The restriction over an object could vary in intensity depending on the perceived

value, or the purpose for which it was decided it could be used.

Mana was the realisation of the tapu of the object.3? It was realised through the power and

authority that was used to decide the potential use of the object. Rangatiratanga was the term

used to describe the way power and authority were exercised, or were the government processes

in utilising resources. The concept of mauri,38 the spiritual force that was fundamental to life,

also worked through the rangatiratanga process. Hau was the spiritual link to origins that was

sustained through the reciprocal relationships and responsibilities between the ancestral location

and the members of the hap0 - the hau kainga.3e The knowledge of the spiritual aspects of

everything was what helped to keep the balance between use and preservation of the resources.

It may now be clearly seen that whakapapa is about relationships and is practiced through the

way we carry out relationships. Everything that has some kind of relationship with something

else can have that relationship explained through whakapapa. Whakapapa occurs in diflerent

layers. There are layers of co-operation, or whanaungatanga, and layers of participation between

people and the natural and spiritual worlds. The connections are expressed through lists of

names that layer from generation to generation and can move from layer to layer crossways,

downwards and upwards, depending on the pu{pose. Whakapapa orders the different layers of

knowledge, which is accessed through the stories that explain the lists of names. Relationships

occur at different levels depending on how we want to connect and for what purpose at the time.

Knowledge also occurs on different levels and at different degrees of participation by the users,

which govems its use. For example, the exercise of rangatiratanga is managed at different levels

by the different statuses of leadership. They each in turn hold different degrees of power and

knowledge that all come together to ensure the survival of the group as a whole.

36 lwi: literally means "boneso'
37 Explanation as presented by University of Auckland Lecturer, Hemi Toia, during his classes in M6ori Resource
Management, Department of M6ori Studies, University of Auckland, 1997. Isabel Roderick also explained mana in
this wav.

" Mauri: the life force. Pei Te Hurinui Jones explained the source of mauri as coming from the union of Puna, the
female element, and Hani, the male element. Hani impregnated Puna with the male element, which united the two
genders and provided a life force that Puna in turn gave to various forms of life on earth. The female and male
elements are compatible and must be in unison for the mauri to remain strong. [From Pei Te Hurinui Jones' private
family papers. Permission for inclusion into this thesis given by Brian Jones, kaitiaki of the collection].
Tikao noted that when Ngai Tahu harvested the kauru, or cabbage-tree sugar, the tohunga would perform a
ceremony that acknowledged the life-giving force of the female and male components of the tree [Tikao, Teone
Taare, n.d. Mahinga Kauru. ATL, Wellington, Ms. Papers I 187, Folder 208].
If the mauri is damaged the life force becomes weak and if the object dies, the mauri dies along with it. Maori
Marsden explained the relationship as, 'When the mauri is strong fauna and flora flourish. When it is depleted and
weak those forms of life become sickly and weak'[Marsden and Henare 1992.'22].
3e The hau kainga: the place where the whakapapa is sfrongest - the tiirangawaewae - or the place where all the
whakapapa relationships come together: the source of the hapti's mana whenua.
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Whakapapa then was part of an interconnected knowledge system that was accessed through lists

of names.

The physical presence recalls the name. The name recalls the event. The event recalls
the whakapapa. The whakapapa recalls the connection between things past and things
present. The connection between things past and things present is the element, which
gives ... pride and identity.ao

The interconnected knowledge system explains how relationships hang together, but besides

explaining relationships, whakapapa had the qualities of movement and expansion. These

qualities are often expressed symbolically through carved patterns such as the koru - a spiral. ln

Mdori carving the koru resembles a power that is continually generating and developing. Dr Paki

Harrison explained the koru as 'symbolising latent power and energy.'al

There is another carving symbol, the spiral shape known as takarangi,a2 which also represented

whakapapa. According to Dr. Paki Harrison,

These spirals represent the genealogies of man and woman beginning from Rangi and
Papa.... They are also symbols for energy and tension, light, enlightenment, and human
welfare (manawa ora). The two main ridges are earth and s$V in parallel genesis and
evolution. The notches are generation or whakapapa symbols."'

The expressions of movement and expansion in whakapapa are also evident in whakataukT.aa

Whakatauklare sometimes linked directly to a specific M6ori group, or can provide a more

general Iink to one or more groups or areas. The following examples of whakatauki are

metaphors for whakapapa.

He kdwai hue, he kdwai tangata
Hue shoots, man's lineage

fBoth the gourd plant and man have many off-shoots]4s

He muka no te taura whiri a Hine NgEkau
A thread from the woven rope of Hine Ngdkau

Many sub-tribes are her deicendants from Wanganui, even north as far as Taumarunui]46

oo Cited in the Waitangi Tribunal Te Roroa report (Wai 038) 1992:6.2.
or Harrison 1998:19. See page opposite for examples of spirals.
n2 Takarangi - to fall from the sky.
o' Ibid. 20.
4 WhakataukT: metaphorical sayings that contain references to historical actions or situations.
a5 Rilev 1990:40-5.
uu Ryan 1992:174.
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Both symbolic expressions of the gourd vine and the spiral represent the continual movement

and expansion of whakapapa.

Whakapapa can move in atry direction. It is capable of mua, of moving forwards, and muri, of

moving backwards. It can move atu, away from its origin, and mai, back towards the origin. It

can move iho, moving down away from the origin, and ake, moving back up towards the origin.

When a person recites whakapapa, they may themselves move away, down the layers, back up

the layers, go forward from one place or backwards from another, thus expressing movement.

The speaker eventually brings the whakapapa back to the purpose of its use, or the particular

knowledge framework being sought. This is known as t6tai whakapapa, or the movement

expressed through the recitation of whakapapa.a1 In this way the movement demonstrates the

fluidity and versatility of whakapapa when used to explain all relationships.

An example may be taken from a nineteenth-century M6ori language newspapero Te Wananga,

to illustrate the way whakapapa is recited to express movement. The purpose of this recitation

by Teone Topi Patuki was to ensure readers understood that his wife's ancestors were all of

chiefly rank. Thereby he announced her high status.

He whakapapa mo nga uri o Paikea
He korero whakaatu tenei i te matenga o Keita Kairo wahine a Teone Topi Patuki, i mate
ki Ruapuke i te 26 o nga ra o Noema, 1876. He wahine nui ia he rangatira nui ona
tupuna, tuku iho ki ona matua. He korero whakapapa tenei na Teone Topi Patuki mo
tona hoa mo Keita Kairo kua wehe i a ia.

Ko Paikea, ta Paikea ko Whatiua-te-ramarama, muri iho ko Tahupotiki, ta Tahupotiki ko
Iratahu, ta lratahu ko Rakatehurumanu, ta Rakatehurumanu ko Tahumuri, ta Tahumuri ko
Rakawahakura, ko Rakawatrakura ko Rakaiwhakaata, ta Rakaiwhakaata ko Tuwhaitara,
ta Tuwhaitara ko Tamaraeroa, ta Tamaraeroa ko Teaohikurangi, ta Teaohikurangi ko
Tuahuriri, ta Tuahuriri ko Hamua" ta Hamua ko Hutika, ta Hutika ko Ketai, ta Ketai ko
Teaotaumarewa, ta Teaotaumarewa ko Tepuraoterangi, ta Tepuraoterangi ko Teketeiwi,
ta Teketeiwi ko Pitotoe, ta Pitotoe ko Mataiwhakariki, ta Mataiwhakariki ko Keita Kairo.
Ka hoki ano te whakapapa ki te potiki a Tuahwiri, ki a Turakautahi
Ta Turakautahi ko Kaweriri, ta Kaweriri ko Tuahuriri, ta Tuahuriri ko Teruapu, ta
Teruapu ko Pahikore, ta Pahikore ko Tapui, ta Tapui ko Mataiwhakariki, ta
Mataiwhakariki ko Keita Kairo.
He Rangatira mai ano ona tupuna katoa.
Ka hoki ano te whakapapa mai kia Rakawhakura.as

a7 Barlow refers to tiitai as signifying the 'order and structure of various domains...titai of human beings often refers
totheactualrecitalofgenealogiesratherthanthesystemofdescentfromonegenerationtoanother.'Barlow
1990:173.
ot The name, Rakawhakura appears in the first part of the transcription as, Rakawahakura. I have left both spellings
as they appear in the text. Tahu Potiki, Ngdi Tahu, explained that the correct spelling is Rakawahakura. 'He was
the son of Rakaiwhakaata and Maruhoua. Rakaiwhakaata is the parent of Tuhaitara and Maruhoua is the father of
Kuri. He is involved in the early stages of Ngai Tahu tradition and ends up in a terrible clash with his brother-in-
law, Waro, over his sister getting the bash on a regular basis. Rakawahakura eventually entraps Waro by pretending
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Ta Rakawhakura ko Maruhoua, ta Maruhoua ko Kuri, ta Kuri ko Rakitawhiao, ta
Rakitawhiao ko Te Rakipaka" ta Te Rakipaka ko Manawaiwaho, ta Manawaiwaho ko Te
Ruahikihiki, ta Te Ruahikihiki ko Taoka, ta Taoka ko Te Whiwhi, ta Te Whiwhi ko
Tanewhakatorotika, ta Tanewhakatorotika ko Atanui, ka noho i a Teketeiwi ko Pitotoe,
ka noho i a Tapui ko Mataiwhakariki, ka noho i a Puna ko Keita Kairo.
He whakapapa tenei naku na Teone Topi Patuki mo taku hoa kua wehe atu i au, no te
mea e rite tonu ana maua te rangatira, hei panui tenei ma nga Maori Pakeha hoki e noho
ana i roto i te Waipounamu.

This is the notice of the death of Keita Kairo, wife of Teone Topi Patuki, who died at
Ruapuke on the 26ft of November 1876, who was a woman of rank, and descended from
ancestors of note. This is the genealogical account of Keita's ancestry, given by Topi,
who has been divided from her (by death).

There was Paikea, from Paikea there was Whatiua-te-rarnarama, after that there was
Tahupotiki, from Tahupotiki there was lratahu, from Iratahu there was Rakatehurumanu,
From Rakatehurumanu there was Tahumuri, from Tatrumuri there was Rakawahakura,
From Rakawahakura there was Rakaiwhakaata, from Rakaiwhakaata there was
Tuwhaitara, from Tuwhaitara there was Tamaraeroa, from Tamaraeroa there was
Teaohikurangi, from Teaohikurangi there was Tuahuriri, from Tuahuriri there
Hamua, from Hamua there was Hutika, from Hutika there was Ketai, from Ketai
was Teaotaumarewa, from Teaotaumarewa there was Tepuraoterangi,
Tepuraoterangi there was Teketeiwi, from Teketeiwi there was Pitotoe, from Pitotoe
there was Mataiwhakariki, from Mataiwhakariki there was Keita Kairo.
We will return again to Tuahuriri who was the father of Turakautahi.
From Turakautahi there was Kaweriri, from Kaweriri ... From Mataiwhakariki there was
Keita Kairo. All her ancestors were of chiefly rank from way back [to Paikea]

We will go back to Rakawhakura who was the father of Maruhoua, from
Maruhoua...there was Atanui, who took Teketewai as wife, who had Pitotoe who took
Tapui as wife who had Mataiwhakariki who took Puna who had Keita Kairo.

This is the whakapapa written by me, by Teone Topi Patuki, for my wife who has been
separated from me, to explain the chiefly rank to Maori and Pakeha living in Te
Waipounamu.ae

In this example the pfitake, or original ancestor, was Paikea. All other names descended from

him. However, like the hue vine with its many offshoots, they did not necessarily descend in a

direct line from Paikea. When Topi Patuki returned to various names on the list he was stating

his wife's connection to the different offshoots of the vine. These are the teina, or junior lines

that move outwards from the main aho matua" the tuakana or senior line. In his recitation, he

consistently returned to his wife to show where she fitted into the various ancestral lines of

descent. This movement placed her as close as possible to the aho matua. The movement away

and back towards the aho matua - Paikea's direct descendants - positioned Topi's wife into the

to be a gardening party. When Waro comes to help, Raka and his men use their spades to deal to him. Some
suggest that the subsequent feast was the origin of Kaiapoipa's original title, Kaikai-a-Waro (the eating of Waro).
It is more likely though the name of a taniwha.' Personal communication, 5 December 2002.
an Letter to the Editor published tn Te lltananga. Vol.4, Nos.7-8, 24 February 1877:66-67. A full Engtish translation
appears in the newspaper below the M6ori text.
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tuakana line, and therefore explained her importance and status. The movement outwards along

the teina lines illustrated her connections to all branches of the family and to all hapfi that

descended from the ancestor. Paikea.

Whakapapa, as illustrated above, is a traditional method for expressing and maintaining

relationships. However in recent times this method has not always been used as the basis for

relationships among Mdori groups or between Mdori groups and the state. In complete contrast

to a tradition-based system of organisation reliant on maintaining whakapapa relationships, is the

legal-rational-bureaucratic organisational system, which was an inescapable outcome of

Government legislation and policies. The policies on Mdori welfare and economic, political and

social direction are Crown policies based on legal-rational-bureaucratic processes. New Zealand

Government policies that have moved M6ori groups from a communal tradition-based system to

a legal-rational individualistic system have endured in the M6ori psyche into the present day.

These have changed the way that iwi groups are structuring themselves in order to manage

collective resources. The institution of legal and bureaucratic practices has introduced changes

to Mdori society that is finding favour both within Government and within MEori societies. This

has prompted suggestions that the way ahead for Mdori development was to reshape their

cultural identities along ethnic non-blood lines rather than on tribal blood ties.so Apirana

Mahuika has argued that this type of action would be 'suicidal for iwi and culture.'51 Despite

comments such as those expressed by Mahuika the autonomy experienced by many groups is

becoming subsumed by the notion of one "Maoridom'o - one group called *Mdori" as opposed to

many groups named for their eponymous ancestors who link them to particular geographical

locations and resources.

The new iwi organisational structures are not whakapapa-based which means that state

interventions have impacted on the practice of the process of whakapapa. The state-imposed

rules as to who represents Mdori and overtly who is M6ori have introduced changes to MEori

societies that now struggle to assert a Mdori identity that encompasses their aspirations and

beliefs. The state has determined that all settlements are to be with *iwi" and the state

definitions of what constitutes an'oiwi" have become the building blocks for future iwi social

structures. Maaka described the structures as the result of 'legislated social engineering' that

'regulated the acceptable shape, form, and mandate of an iwi.'52 The State, by insisting on iwi as

the recipients of settlements has imposed its own understanding of iwi onto Mdori groups and

therefore oexerts a critical influence over internal iwi politics through its restoration of tribal

50 McHugh 1998.

" Mahuika 1998:219.
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resource bases.'53 The full and enduring Treaty settlements allow iwi groups to take part in the

economic growth and direction ofNew Zealand, albeit financially constrained by the contents of

the settlement itself. The settlement legislation forms the agreement between the iwi and the

Crown. The legislation puts in place the iwi governance process that must comply with

govemment directives for settlement. The legislation offrcially recognises the iwi and its

memberso who are entitled to benefit from the settlement. The question of who is entitled to

share in the access to those resources is determined, not by iwi-driven definitions of resource use

and control, but by state-formed legislation that identifies iwi and iwi members in specific ways.

Although the legal-rational-bureaucratic processes aim to translate into law and legal concepts

the practices and understandings that come from a tradition-based whakapapa process, the

conflict between the two processes means that the legal concepts and law do not always fit well

with that aim. The guiding rules for M6ori legal processes, tikanga and kaw4 stand 'separate

from the State and its law...lt insists that the basis of authority on which the M6ori derivative

group stands is separate from the basis of the State's rights.'s4 The rigidity of state law and

processes fails to capture the fluidity of Mdori whakapapa-based processer.t5 The state

processes lock M6ori groups into narrowly defined and generalised institutions that do not match

up with who iwi think they are.

Whakapapa-based tikanga and kawa is more fluid. The tikanga process is continuous and does

not offer a final solution, but offers experience and possibilities on which to build. It suggests

ways to the next transition. Over a person's lifetime the growth in knowledge from each

changing circumstance will add to the many layers of tikanga and kawa and continue the process

for the next geniration. Oakeshott refers to this concept as a conversation that is continued with

each new generation.56 The whakapapa processes do not strive for an unalterable final solution

but instead allow the ongoing understanding and altering of circumstances.5t Thus, the rigid

legal-rational-bureaucratic process will continue to be in tension with societies who insist that

whakapapa forms the foundation for tradition-based organisation processes.

Throughout their tribal restructuring process Ngdi Tahu have maintained the notion that they are

a whakapapa-based society that exhibits certain qualities and characteristics in its behaviour. But

they have adopted a non-Mdori non-whakapapa based system of govemance in order to move the

iwi collective forward in terms of economic and social development. NgEi Tahu as a

t'Maaka 1998:203.
53 Cheaterand Hopa 1997:210.
to Sharp 2002:28.t' Ibid.29.
56 oakeshott. 1962:489
tt rbid.
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whakapapa-based society claims to have a basis of existence separate from that of a state-

constructed structure that now governs them as an iwi collective. But something has altered the

way that Ngdi Tahu applies whakapapa, because they do not always apply whakapapa in ways

that express Mdori knowledge and values. Ngai Tahu is no longer guided only by whakapapa

principles.

Method

This thesis is about changes that have occurred to the way Mdori groups practice whakapapa.

The idea for the thesis grew from work conducted for my MA thesis, which discussed how oral

traditions verified place and space within the landscape. In my MA, I had examined how the

three main whakapapa groups in the South Island could be distinguished from the contemporary

idea that we are aU NgAi Tahu. There was a recurring theme, however surrounding a

characteristic common to all groups known as whakapap4 and the alliances and whanaungatanga

connections that joined us in varying ways. For my PhD thesis I decided to investigate how

whakapapa worked, and to what extent it has remained working within contemporary M6ori

society: If whakapapa has remained as the base for understanding M6ori society and

relationships, how is it operating and in what contexts? I will examine the changes and

challenges that have occurred to whakapapa-based systems of organisation in a wider Mdori

context. I will then examine how this has occurred within my own iwi group, Ngai Tahu, in a

detailed case study in chapter four. In order to determine the extent to which whakapapa

changes have occurred within Ngdi Tahu, it has been necessary to develop a model that provided

both a comparison and contrast with older ways of expressing whakapapa. This is why chapter

two will serve to restress the idea of whakapapa as a living system. It will remind M6ori about

the idea of whakapapa. It will further introduce the general reader to it. Most importantly it will

serve as a model of the use of whakapapa across time.

The model developed for chapter two uses stories to describe some whakapapa performances.

This approach is designed to evoke ideas of whakapapa without limiting by stipulative definition

an understanding of what it is and how it works. The information contained in chapter two is

drawn from interviews with several informants. Their stories were drawn from evidence given

before the Waitangi Tribunal that explained older ways of understanding whakapapa and how it

was actioned. ss The "storyo'model allows the reader the opportunity to discover how the

principles of whakapapa are actively communicated. It allows a depth of understanding of the

function of the principles of whakapapa. It allows an understanding of the depth of activity in
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whakapapa-based relationships. The use of stories in this way will illustrate whakapapa

processes "in action" in the everyday activities and relationships that feature in stories. The

structure of stories and storytelling mediates between social action and knowledge. This allows

the actors to use stories to communicate life histories and, if taken seriously, they become

relevant ways to explaining the truth about how relationships are orgsnised. 5e A powerful

example is the stories surrounding the Tareha family from Napier and their ancestor, pattia.60

The Tareha narratives demonstrate that stories are better understood as family history about

meaningful relationships. The other stories in chapter two also explain how relationships are

conducted, which helps in understanding the interwoven layers of responsibility, obligation and

reciprocity that drives Mdori tradition-based society. The stories teach about ways to conduct

everyday life, as expressed by a Cache Creek Pomo woman, Mabel McKay, 'don't ask me what

it means, the story. Life will teach you about it, the way it teaches you about life.'61 Also

featuring in Chapter Two are stories that people have written about what they think whakapapa

is. All these stories have formed the basis for the analysis of the thesis questions and helped to

explain how whakapapa worked and was practiced in everyday situations. More importantly the

stories discussed whakapapa-based relationships, and how these were sustained by adherence to

some key principles that allowed balance and order to be maintained.

All the principles of whakapapa play a guiding role in the value, organisation and structure of

whakapapa relationships. While, and through, acknowledging the importance of understanding

the "how" and "what" of whakapapa in action, and showing how it secures the cohesiveness of

the group, an important focus of this thesis is to examine the consequences of allowing non-

M6ori organisational processes to become the dominant factor in defining the political, economic

and social processes of M6ori groups. There have been several key areas of development that

have occurred historically and in contemporary circumstances, which have helped towards the

reshaping of Mdori society.

The history of Crown and government intervention in Mdori organisation processes is an

important part of how whakapapa became exclusive and marginalised from the organisational

processes. It is necessary to discuss the history of state intervention in MSori society, so in

chapter three, I will briefly look into three examples, all of which had important implications as

t* Please refer to p. viii for a full list of the interviewees and why they were chosen to participate in this thesis.

" For further examples of the use of stories to discuss indigenous histories and organisation see Cruikshank 2000;
Bishop 1996.
uo See pp. 35-37 ofthis thesis.
6r Sarris 1993:5. Cache Creek Pomo are one of the Native American tribal groups and Mabel McKay is a renowned
basket weaver and medicine woman. For further historical details on Cache Creek Pomo please refer to Sarris
1993:7-13.
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to the way individual Maori were to participate in the relationships with each other and with the

land and other resources. I will then provide examples of how these processes directly

influenced Ngdi Tahu's decisions to alter their organisational structures. The first of these is the

individualisation of Maori land title. By examining some of the issues surrounding the

introduced changes to Maori land tenureship; I intend to demonstrate how whakapapa processes

were altered, and how this affected both the group dynamics and the individual's levels of

participation in land management.

The New Zealand Settler Government established aNative Land Court inl862 whose role it was

to implement policies that changed the way Mdori determined access and inheritance to land.

The principles of whakapapa that had been employed to maintain the social cohesiveness' of the

group, alliances formed between groups, and the management of resources, were brought

throughout the country into disanay by the introduction of individualised title to land. Kawharu

noted in 1977 that, in general, the Land Court's actions brought fundamental changes to Mdori

social structures.

In the case of land ownership in the South Island, however, the introduction of the Land Court

occurred after the bulk of Ngdi Tahu land had been acquired by the Crown. In the South Island,

whakapapa relationships with the land were altered in vastly different ways to those in the North

Island. By the 1860s, Ngdi Tahu had already been reduced to living on small, inadequate

reserves that had been awarded to them by the Government. The effect of total land alienation

by the Government forced changes to Ngdi Tahu's social structures and more importantly to the

way land was awarded. The cause and affects of land alienation on Ngdi Tahuos social systems

play an important part of their decision to adopt a centralised governance system.

The second historical case study in chapter three will examine how legislation intervened in

determining what makes a person Mdori. One major change to the ways that land was awarded

or acquired by Europeans was by the introduction of legislation that redefined M6ori by degrees

of "blood". I chose to look at this issue because it has had a lasting effect on how Mdori identifr

as "being Mdori." For the purposes of this thesis it was important to illustrate some ways that

individual self-identification had changed degrees of participation by M6ori with their iwi, haptr

and whanau. This has ultimately affected whakapapa ideas of connection and relationships. I

will argue that self-identification through percentages of M6oriness has altered the level and

degree of participation by individuals, and this has in turn altered the reciprocal obligations and

responsibilities inherent within whakapapa. The contemporary registration process that many

iwi now adhere to allows people to register their interests as being part of the particular iwi, but
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the act of registration does not necessarily mean the registered beneficiary will carry out their

inherent whakapapa obligations and responsibilities.

The analysis of ideas of "Mdoriness" in two pieces of historical legislation, the Half-caste

Disability Removal Act, 1862, and Section 17(l) of the Native Land Amendment Act, 1912, will

provide examples of how State-imposed degrees of "M6oriness" contributed to the ways in

which individuals identified and chose to participate in contemporary M6ori society. In the

South Island there were a further six pieces of legislation passed that allocated land to "landless"

Ngai Tatru on the basis of blood quota.62 This was to have lasting affects on land succession and

land ownership categories within Ngdi Tahu wh6nui, which introduced different categories of

access, responsibility and obligation at the hau kainga level.

The changes in the way individuals participate in whakapapa relationships have also been

affected by the types of settlement packages negotiated between MSori and the Crown.

Increasingly the resources being negotiated and returned to groups are in the form of monetary

compensation. The new post-settlement Mdori management structures are designed to manage

money. They are non-whakapapa based and will ultimately alter the way the relationships

between iwi members are carried out. The requirements of membership are no longer based on

adherence to ideas of whanaungatang4 manaakitanga, ahi ka or hau. The key requirement to

membership is that individuals must register on a beneficiary list. The contemporary

expectations of individual M6ori are that if they belong to an iwi, that is, if they have registered

as beneficiaries, they are entitled to a share of the Treaty settlement, regardless of their level of

participation. The beneficiary lists have altered the way people maintain their whakapapa

connections, obligations, and responsibilities. One example is the iwi education grants, which

can be accessed by all beneficiaries regardless of where they live or how much they contribute

back to the iwi. This causes unequal levels of participation by individual members of the groups.

The iwi membership is not guided by whakapapa-based methods of distribution - tohatoha - or

control - ahi ka. However, the very existence of the registers and the insistence that everyone

must have a "whakapapa" suggests that the concept of whakapapa has endured as an expression

of identity and relatedness. So something else must have altered the way Maori groups maintain

relationships with each other and with non-Mdori, in particular, the Government.

ut These were: the Stewart's Istand Grants Act, 1873; the Middle Island Half-caste Crown Grant Act, 1877, which
was followed by three Middle Island Half-caste Crown Grants Amendment acts in 1883, 1885 and 1888. The final
piece ofNgdi Tahu hallcaste legislation was the South Island Landless Natives Act, 1906. The effects of these acts

on the practice of whakapapa when determining access to land will be discussed in Chapter Four.
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The third historical case study in chapter three will be Govemor George Grey's runanga plan,

1862.63 I chose to trace the historical instances of rfrnanga, because of the naming of many

contemporary iwi structures as, 'Rtinanga.' When Grey inhoduced his rDnanga plan there was

much discussion among parliamentarians of the time about adopting the term "rflnangao'so as to

better convince Mdori that the new structures were based on Mdori traditional processes of

disputes resolution. The term, runangq has since become synonymous with modem iwi

structures, in particular with TRONT. I will trace the ideas surrounding the reshaping of Mdori

social strucfures through the 1862 runanga proposals, and demonstrate how these same ideas

remained evident in the formation of the Mdori Tribal Trust Boards, and the 1989/90 Riinanga

Iwi Bill.

Grey's rflnanga plan demonstrated the 'relentless centralising and homogenising process of

legal-bureaucratic thought'64 that has continued to dominate state policies and legislation

concerning the managing of Mdori. Although it was never passed into legislation, gtoups such

as Ngai Tahu adopted the rdnanga plan and continued to develop and refine it as their means of

self-government. The effects of Grey's plan will be examined in the context of the centralising

affect it had on autonomous hap0 structures. The term, r[nanga that is used for modem self-

determination systems is historically contentious. I will now provide a brief explanation of the

term itself, because of its sigrrificance as the term of choice for some of the contemporary iwi

structures.

Although all of the modern systems either claim to be modelled on the traditional Mdori r[nanga

system or utilise the term, runang4 in their descriptions, it is debatable if the nineteenth century

rfinanga systems introduced by Grey were adapted from earlier M6ori systems of dispute

resolution. Evidence suggests that they more than likely evolved from a meeting structure set up

by European missionaries. Angela Ballara, in her 1998 book, Iwi,has described the use of the

word o'rEnanga" as an ancient alternative expression for what the missionaries called k6rero or

council or discussion. She suggested that the mid-nineteenth century r[nanga were a'new

institution', one that had become necessary for the extemal fixing of tribal boundaries.65 She

maintained that they arose from '...lack of control over land alienation [that] motivated them to

t' Sir George Grey was the British-appointed governor to New Zealand from 1845-1853, when he was appointed as

Governor to South Africa. Grey returned to New Zealand, in l 860 for a second term as Governor until the British
Govemment recalled him in 1868. Grey later served in both governing and opposition parties in the New Zealand
and was elected Prime Minister in 1877, resigning in 1879. Grey remained in parliament but eventually resigned his
seat in 1895 and returned to England where he died in 1898.
e Professor Andrew Sharp, personal conversation, August 2002.
65 Ballara 1998:286.
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find communal solutions. Many of these Maori solutions contributed to the corporatisation of

the modern tribe.'66

Other contemporary commentators have suggested that the term was in use for a variety of tribal

gatherings. Keith Sinclair noted in l99l that there were several types of meeting held by Mdori

in the nineteenth century that were labelled as runanga. He described the large inter-hibal

political meetings of the 1850s that were revived in the 1870s in the form of tribal committees

and often indistinguishable from r[nanga.67 The tribal committees took on the judicial role as

described by Ballara but also developed as political organisations such as the Ng6ti Kahungunu

committee which was formed around the Hawke's Bay land Repudiation Movement.

Much earlier in 1862, Turton described the history of MSori r[nanga in his report 'Respecting

the Runanga Maori.'

In old times the term Runanga seems to have been chiefly used for Councils of a grave

and political character, to which all men, women, and children, except slaves and their

offspring, were frequently admitted. Meetings of a more private and select nature, and

generally held in the night time, were used by the head chiefs for the discussion of the

more important questions, especially such as related to peace or war. In 1832 we find the

term "Council" in the prayer book, translated by the word "Runanga", and so on since;

but in ordinary use it speedily became absorbed in the more diluted form of komiti, to

which even slaves were admissible.... The terrn komiti was taken from the ooCommittee"

meetings of the Missionaries, which were held periodically at the various stations; the

terms o'whare-hui-huio', or assembly house, and "whare-koreroo' or talking house, were

also sometimes heard, and the wordo'runanga" fell into general disuse.68

He noted that the revival of the word did not occur until about 1847, where it replaced tenns

such as 'komiti'; or 'komiti-whakawa' or'komiti-nui'.6e Turton agreed with Grey's use of the

term, r[nanga, because it was accepted irmong Mdori as a term for self-govemment, albeit 'the

weakest forrn of local government which could be devised, and almost entirely useless for the

attainment of those great ends for which all government is adapted.'70 He reported that he

looked forward 'with great hopes' to the establishment of a stronger, European-directed form of

riinanga that would 'render a scheme the means of civilising those who adopt it...with such

[European] guidance and a submissive people, there is every reason to hope for the best.'7!

u6 lbid. 283.
u7 Sinclair l99l: l0l-102.
68 Report from H.J. Turton in AJHR 1862, E.-5a: 3
6e lbid.
to lbid.
?'rbid.
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Both Turton in 1861 and Ballara in 1998 accepted that an ancient form of r[nanga existed.

However, both considered that the nineteenth century form was a novel institution that

eventually came to be described by the ancient word, rather than a Mdori-instigated adaptation of

their older fomr of tribal r[nanga. Sinclair, on the other hand, has suggested that the terms

'okomiti" and "rtinanga" were interchangeable and that the tribal committees grew out of the

large pantribal gatherings common in the 1850s. The committees of the 1870s described by

Sinclair were part of a Maori national movement that wanted to make sure Mdori had an equal

standing with PakehE in the governing of the country. The komiti or r[nanga systems of the

1850s and 1860s described by Ballara and Turton were primarily designed to carry out judiciary

duties within the Mdori tribal areas and some eventually evolved into the nationalistic structures

described by Sinclair. Whatever the terrninology used, either "rdnanga" or o'komiti", it is clear

that the people who developed the runanga processes to be discussed in this thesis, understood

the importance of using terminology that would make the plans acceptable to M6ori.

The most recent piece of legislation to adopt the term, r[nanga, was the Riinanga Iwi Bill that

was introduced into parliament in 1989 by the Minister of Maori Affairs, Koro Wetere. Chapter

tbree will include a detailed case study of the Rlnanga Iwi Bill, and examine the affects of

government intervention in Maori organisational processes. I considered it important to include

an analysis of this bill into the thesis, even though it only remained as legislation for 6 months.

The bill introduced a definition of "iwi" which has remained in Government policies and

legislation, such as the Treaty claim negotiation and settlement policies and subsequent

settlement legislation. The directives explaining what an iwi is have helped to reshape and

generalise Mdori organisational structures. I will examine the RDnanga lwi Bill, because the

ideas and polices that led to its institution had a lasting aflect on Mdori society, and consequently

on whakapapa. The bill demonstrated a continuation of the practice of imposing State processes

onto a whakapapa-based society, and initiated processes that would direct iwi away from the

practice of their rangatiratanga towards kawanatanga structures. The aims and policies within

the bill remained evident within the Crown's fiscal envelope policy and the Crown's Treaty

settlement negotiation directives. I will examine both these policies as evidence of the lasting

implications that the bill had on Mdori society. The bill was also one of the main catalysts for

the formation of the National Mdori Congress. I will examine the formation of the Congress in

the context of Mdori reaction against the way the Government was using the bill to reshape

Mdori organisational processes.

Government actions like Wetere's bill, the introduction of the half-caste laws, and changes to

land tenure are examples of how whakapapa has been greatly altered by events and pressures for
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institutionalised change. The way the principles of whakapapa are applied has changed. How

Mdori societies adjusted to change and how the adjustments were made have affected the process

of whakapapa in its entirety. There are questions as to what direction and to what extent

whakapapa has been compromised in order to maintain a pattern of continuity as relevant Mdori

societies. If there must be a trade off between adhering to traditional principles and the desire to

meet new challenges, there must be some kind of compromise from Mdori whakapapa-based

societies in determining what stays and what goes.

What is at issue in Chapter Four, however, is not this process of whakapapa versus democratic-

legal-bureaucratic transformation in relation to the whole of Mdoridom, but in relation to one

single iwi, NgEi Tahu, the main tribal group of the South Island and Stewart Island. Chapter four

is a detailed study of NgEi Tahu's chosen governance structure, TRONT, and the affects that this

structure has had on the practice ofthe processes ofwhakapapa. The new structure developed by

Ngdi Tahu, is an example of how a modem structure of governance has transformed a tradition-

based organisation into a legal-rational-bureaucratic organisation. The nature of TRONT has

impacted on Ngdi Tahu tradition-based knowledge and values and threatens the continuation of

whakapapa-oqganised processes. I will briefly discuss Ngdi Tahu social systems prior to 1840 so

that the changes that occurred post-European settlement and can be fully appreciated. I will

revisit some of the stories from Chapter Two that described pre-1840 Ngai Tahu management

systems. The discussion will then trace through the history of the NgEi Tahu runanga system and

its contribution to the changes in the practice of whakapapa and its subsequent divorce from the

whakapapa kdrero amongst Ngdi Tahu. I conducted formal interviews with Mark Solomon, in

his capacity as Kaiwhakahaere of Te Rtinanga o Ngdi Tahu. He spoke extensively about the

operational aspects of TRONT, and discussed the changes to the authority and govemance

systems that came with the development of an iwi collective structure. I also interviewed him in

his capacity as the r[nanga representative for Kaikdura rflnanga. Mark spoke about the

differences between being mana whenua and being a member of Kaikdura rDnanga. The nature

and impact of the TRONT system onNgdi Tahu tradition-based knowledge and values will be

investigated to ascertain what place whakapapa has in the contemporary environment of NgEi

Tahu. The main focus of Chapter Four will be to describe and explain tensions within recent

Ngdi Tahu policies and the dissonances within the current political thinking among Ngdi Tahu

whdnui.

Underlying the decades of change for Ngdi Tahu was the Treaty claim, Te Kereme, which was

argued with values based on whakapapa and tikanga M6ori. The pre-settlement negotiation

period with the Crown was encased in tikanga Pdkehd [English law] that overshadowed Mdori
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values and knowledge. In most cases some compromise and transition has been necessary.

Sandra Lee asked recently 'how do we ensure that the settlements provide the maximum benefit

for all people without undermining any of the traditional social structures such as hap0."2 She

considered the main dilemma facing M6ori people to be how to move towards involvement in

the global arena while at the same time 'respecting and upholding the traditional rights and

representations of hapfi as units in their own right over a given area.'73 In 1995 the head of the

Ngdi Tahu claim negotiating team, Sir Tipene O'Regano referred to the TRONT structure as

adopting non-Maori methods of control, authority and prestige, but in such a way that was

appropriate to the cultural beliefs and needs of NgEi Tahu whdnui. He called it'beating them at

their own game' .74 But the question to be asked in chapter four is whether Ngdi Tahu are

moving towards iwi economic development that is based on Ngdi Tahu tikanga and values or

whether playing the Pdkehd oogame" threatens to destroy tikanga and whakapapa'

TRONT straddles a line befween contradictory forms of representation and accountability that

normally results in tradition-based knowledge and principles, particularly to the whakapapa-

based marae authority being ovemrled. There are two different organisations acting for Ngai

Tahu whdnui, and this leads to different areas of accountability. Firstly, there is the

accountability to the marae-based iwi members who make up each individual rtinanga. Secondly

there is the accountability by each papatipu rflnanga to the iwi collective, and the iwi collective's

accountability to NgEi Tahu whdnui. The iwi collective's Charter of Incorporation binds each of

the r[nanga to ensuring the viability of the group as a whole. Thirdly, there is accountability to

government service agencies and to other bureaucratic structures that the iwi collective must

work with. This comes about because TRONT is part of a bigger nation state, New Zealand.

TRONT shares everything with the rest of the population in the South Island. Ngdi Tahu have

been offrcially acknowledged as the Treaty partner with the Crown, and since the settlement, are

officially acknowledged through legislation as holding the mana whenua in the greater part of the

South Island. But any decisions made conceming its political and economic direction must

always take into account the non-Ngai Tahu peoples who live within TRONT's territory. The

dilemma this causes often means that any solutions to issues and problems involve compromise'

It is at times not clear to whom those who act for the iwi should be answering to, nor is it clear

what standards of behaviour they should be following

NgAi Tahu, like all dynamic societies, is continually changing and it was necessary for the

purposes of this investigation to fix a cut-off point for the analysis. Fortunately a convenient

72 Cited in Melbourne 1995:125.
t'lbid.
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point of closure presented itself from where the thesis analysis could effectively illustrate the

tensions caused between a tradition-based society and one guided by legislation. During 2003,

TRONT presented its strategic plan, Vision 2025,to NgEi Tahu whdnui.75 I will analyse the plan

for evidence of how and to what extent the principles of whakapapaplay a part in the future

structuring of Ngdi Tahu whanui. The analysis will focus on issues of governance, membership,

leadership, and the role of the eighteen papatipu r[nanga in the future organisation of Ngdi Tahu.

I attended three of the consultation hui76 that were held by TRONT prior to finalising the Vision

2025 sttategic plan. Many of the comments, whanau expectations and opinions expressed at

these hui have been incorporated into the analysis of the frnal Vision document. I have also

incorporated information gathered through informal discussions with otherNgdi Tahu whanau

members, and with members of the Kai Tahu ki TAmaki Mdkaurau taura here goup concerning

the contents of the Vision 2025 plan and strategies.

In chapter fow, I will briefly examine two other iwi groups who are undergoing a process of

determining what stays and what will go in their modern organisation structures. These two case

studies help to illustrate the implications that a centralised governance structure such as TRONT

would have on wider Mdori society. The first study is focussed on the pan-waka Volcanic

lnterior Plateau claims negotiation process and the implications to the whakapapa process if a

centralised authority like TRONT is imposed on a group consisting of more ftat one iwi and 105

hapfr. The second study will focus on an interview with Professor Margaret Mutu, the

chairperson of Te Rflnanga-a-Iwi o Ngdti Kahu and her observations concerning the Ng6ti Kahu

claim negotiation process.

The Volcanic Interior Plateau claims [VIP] were organised by the Waitangi Tribunal into ajoint

claim. The claims negotiation process is similar to that of Ngdi Tahu except a whole series of

iwi and hapu claims were bundled into the VIP collective.TT I interviewed t'wo people involved

with the VIP process: Edward Te Kohu Douglas who worked on the 'Find a Whanauo project;

and Tumu te Heuheu, who was an original claimant and is now part of the taumata [governance

committee] for the VIP process. The interviewees were asked to describe the processes that they

were involved with, and how they believed the processes were assisting with the progression of

7a Personal communication, 1995.
?5 The plan was not "launched" as such, but finalised and published by TRONT after a series of consultation
meetings between TRONT and Ngai Tahu whdnui, which began in 1999 and were completed in early 2003, The
strategic plan was very much in evidence by the time Ngdi Tahu met for their Hui-a-Tau [Annual General Meeting]
in November 2003 and formed the basis for the futue shategies of each TRONT corporate division as outlined in
the TRONT Annual Report.
76 The hui I attended were held at University of Auckland Marae, 1999, and the Rehua Marae, Christchurch, 1999. I
also attended a final consultaion hui held at University of Auckland marae, 2002.
7? There are 105 hapE from two major waka represented by the VIP claims process.
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the claims. They were also asked to comment about the ideas surrounding the proposed

establishment of a central governing body, which would be set up to manage an umbrella

settlement for VIP claimants. Their responses form a large part of this section of chapter four. I

will argue that if it is difficult for one iwi collective, NgEi Tahu, to maintain whakapapa in its

entirety, then the problems could be more complex when a centralised governing body attempts

to control and administer several autonomous iwi groups. The chapter will include a discussion

of the implications this would have for issues of mandate, representation, boundaries, and the

process of rangatiratanga. The distribution of resources from a pan-waka settlement has the

potential to be fraught with problems of how to deliver a pan-Mdori settlement when the

resource holders are autonomous groups. When autonomous groups are legislated into one

inclusive community all the principles of whakapapa are challenged in their ability to maintain

each groupos social cohesiveness. The legislated changes to iwi and hap[ structures would

challenge the ability of whakapapa to remain as the base of the VIP Maori societies.

The second case study examines the post-settlement ideas of the far north iwi, Ngdti Katru, who

are also entering into the settlement negotiation process with the Crown. I interviewed Professor

Margaret Mutu in her capacity as Chairperson of Te Rflnanga o Ng6ti Kahu. Margaret discussed

the former Rfinanga o Muriwhenua, a collective of far north iwi including Ngdti Kahu. She

outlined the disadvantages of being in the collective and the reasons for its eventual demise.

Margaret spoke about the processes that Ngdti Kahu was putting in place to ensure that the iwi

and hapfi retained their autonomy. The study will examine the problems and issues that are

being raised by the settlement process in the far north of the North Island. I will investigate how

Ngati Kahu intends to retain their tribal autonomy, but at the same time meet the directives and

requirements of the Crown in order to reach a full and enduring settlement.

Professor Roger Maaka recently noted in his article, Relationship, Not a Problem, that the

political climate in New Zealand recognises the hibe as 'a legitimate social group,' but '...the

govemment has pressurised Maori to codifu the tribe into a form that fits its own notions of

political organisation.'78 This has resulted in 'centralised tribal formations'7e that have been

largely constructed by government policies and designed to meet government agendas for

settling Treaty claims. A centralised governance structure relies on the pu{pose and function of

its departments to achieve the objectives of the governing body. The stability that comes from

bureaucracies depends on othe status of bureaucrats as permanent and professional...servants,'

and that while the various elected representatives may change overtime the bureaucracy will

?8 Maaka 1998:203.
te lbid.
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endure.8O The degree to which Ngdi Tahu has adopted a centralised bureaucracy demonstrates

that they are aiming to use this form of governance to provide stability and continuity of the iwi

collective. TRONT has devolved responsibility to the Ngdi Tahu Development Corporation

(henceforth NTDC), the NgEi Tahu Holding Corporation (henceforth NTHC), and the Office of

Te Runanga o Ngdi Tahu (henceforth OTRONT). These three corporate bodies form the nucleus

of TRONT's centralised bureaucracy and are charged with delivering benefits to Ngdi Tatru

whAnui, by delivering programmes and funding to the eighteen papatipu rflnanga. The success

of Ngdi Tahu's bureaucracy depends on bureaucratic administration such as OTRONT and

NTDC that 'will ensure a continuing centralised distribution role,' and NTHC, which will ensure

'centralised economic strength.'8l Max Weber has argued that the rise of bureaucratisation

would eventually weaken the ideas of tradition, privilege, and duty and replace them with open

competition and meritocracy. He also argued that a rational system of organisation would

eventually ensure that everyone resembled each other.82 The TRONT structure is weakening the

traditional organisation of Ngdi Tahu whanui by following a development strategy based on

bureaucratic organisation. The TRONT structure is 'aping' the state organisation systems and is

becoming a copy of the 'structuralist form of the settler state itself.' 13 BY doing this it is taking

up a posture 'which is mutually authorizingo' and means that 'in the structuralist paradigm the

political forms of state and tribe implicitly license and authorise each other.'84 The M6ori

legitimisation of the bureaucratic structure has meant that a'state-induced MEori ethnogenesis'

has occurred, allowing state definitions as to what constitutes a M6ori governance structure.ss

tn the post-treaty settlement period, M6ori gloups must adjust to new governance structures that

have been put in place. The structures are formed under Crown directives in line with their

understanding of what an iwi is and how it best serves the needs of its members. The State-

directed negotiation processes towards settlements, have moved Mdori grcups towards legislated

iwi governance definitions. The State has determined that all settlements are to be with iwi,

rather than with hapu, and the state definitions of what constitutes an iwi have become the

building blocks for future iwi social structures. The subsequent management models that have

developed from the new iwi social structures have become the driving force behind MEori

economic and political development. The questions addressed in this thesis about how Mdori are

restructuring are not simply about challenging the right of iwi to control resource allocation and

80 Heywood 1997 : 346-347.
Et Vision 2025:37.
8t Cited in Heywood 1997:341.
83 McHugh 1998: 144.
to lbid.
8s Cheaterand Hopa 1997:208.
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iwi development. They go further than that and are also concerned with how these changes are

challenging the core of Maori identity: whakapapa.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE LIVING TRADITION OF WHAKAPAPA

How people perceive the value in something or some activity is best observed in how they

maintain relationships. The interactions that occur in relationships are often best observed

through stories. In this chapter I will focus on the stories that help to evoke an image of what

whakapapa is and how it works. The stories that are told by the members of NgEi Tahu and

other Mdori groups demonstrate how people position themselves within the relationships that

link them and the natural and spiritual worlds - how they operate within the three worlds of

whakapapa. The actions they carry out demonstrate their wrderstanding of the principles of

whakapapa and how they work. Russell Bishop recently stated that stories were ways of

representing truth. There is always more than one way to tell a story and this will result in many

diverse truths being heard rather than one dominant version.r In stories that show whakapapa in

action, and stories about what people have said whakapapa is, there are secreted the diverse

understandings and complexities of whakapapa in ways that cannot be demonstrated by a single

definition. The stories illustrate the workings of the relationships that are depicted in them. The

truth of what is happening in the stories depends on the knowledge systems that are in place in

the storyteller's community. Everybody interprets things differently depending on their values

and level of knowledge. The stories - explanations - of how certain activities are viewed or

interpreted reflect an understanding of the truth. Consequently, we often arrive at more than one

truth. This could give us a jumble of explanations except for the fact that a commonality in

values and levels of knowledge, such as those adhered to and attained by M6ori hapfl groups,

allows for a commonality in interpretation of significant events. Therefore, people become like-

minded in their understanding of something. The stories from each individual or each hapfi

gxoup contain common denominators that are easily understood by others within the same

corporate goup. There is a universal understanding of the common denominators and this

understanding helps to support knowledge systems and expectations of how the world works.

The one common denominator that underlies Mdori knowledge and values systems is

whakapapa. The explanation of whakapapa is expressed through the stories surrounding the

origins, values and history of the participant hapfl groups. Whakapapa is the key to unlocking

this knowledge, and it is the key to the mass of facts we see before us in the stories. The stories

that are depicted in this part of the chapter are about how people experience the whakapapa

relationships such as whanaungatanga, rangatiratanga and tiakitanga, and ahi k4 and how they

understand the spiritual concepts of hau, tapu, noa and mauri. The relationships experienced in

the stories are those linking people to the land and to other resources, including people.

'Bishop 1996:24.
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Whakapapa Stories

Whakapapa is the key to unlocking all the knowledge that is required to maintain a balance in the

three worlds of whakapapa. The source of all the scientifrc and spiritual knowledge is Tdne. He

obtained the three baskets of leaming, which contained directions as to how the world should be

ananged: Te Kete Tuaate4 contained the knowledge of the spiritual world and was accessed

through whakapapa atuatanga; Te Kete Aronui; contained knowledge of the real world, the

practical knowledge which was accessed through whakapapa piitaiao; Te Kete Tuauri, contained

intuitive knowledge, our wider perceptions or understanding of the world around us and was

accessed through whakapapa tlp*u.' All knowledge is accessible through whakapapa and its

associated language, whether it is by waiata, whakataukr, kOrero or karakia. The way we use the

knowledge demonstrates how we interact within the three worlds of whakapap4 and how we

think about what is around us.

Whakapapa orders knowledge and explains relationships for absolutely everything. It is the

foundation of all things Maori and occurs within three worlds. It explains the spiritual world or

whakapapa atuatanga. It explains the natural world or whakapapa pfrtaiao. It explains the

physical ancestral world or whakapapa @una. Whakapapa, then, is inclusive of everything that

comes into or goes out of the three worlds. These worlds continuously revolve and interact and

give whakapapa its dynamic nature. Each of the three worlds is represented by a series of lists of

names. The knowledge in each of the lists is accessed through the practice of waiata,3 kdrero,a

whakataukT,s or karakia.6 The descendants of the people and entities that appear on the lists

maintain the relationships. Whakapapa prescribes a formal sequence of events that helps in the

understanding of how things work and gives everything its place in the world. It is the pttake, or

origin, of Matauranga MEori, or the complete spectrum of M6ori knowledge that is accessed

' Pei Te Hurinui Jones provides different names for the thee baskets of knowledge . 'Te kete uruuru-matua, the
basket of most sacred knowledge from which ere anyone partake he needs to be purified and which contained the
story of Io; of all things appertaining to peaceful pursuits; the quietness of soul and mind; and of all good living with
loveoneforanother. Teketeuruuru-rangi,Thebasketsofknowledgeoftheheavenscontainedtheknowledgeof
the period after the appearirnce of Io and down to the time of Rangi 'the sky father' and Papa ' the earth mother'; the
knowledge of all sacred ritual; the origin of man and of all things on eanh. Te kete uruuru-taa the basket of
knowledge of the storied ancestry contained knowledge of the history of our ancestors; their deeds and their
genealogies; their food gathering, their work in the forests, all work in stone; the cultivation of the soil; and all other
work, no matter how toilsome, that was conducive to bodily well-being' [From Pei Te Hurinui's private papers.
Permission for inclusion into this thesis given by Brian Jones, kaitiaki of the collectionl.
'waiata: sones
o Kdrero: speiches, discussions, stories.

' Whakataukl: sayings, proverbs.
o Karakia: incantations.
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through a series of interconnecting lists, such as this version of Ngai Tahu cosmology recorded

by Matiaha Tiramorehu in 1846. This list indicates whakapapa originated from Te PO.7

Kei a Te Po te timatanga mai o te waiatatanga mai o te Atua
Na Te Po, ko Te Ao
Na Te Ao, ko Te Aomarama.
Na Te Aomarama, ko Te Aoturoa.
Na Te Aoturoa, ko Te Koretewiwhia
Na Te Koretewiwhia, ko Te Koreterawea
Na Te Koreterawea, ko Te Koretetamaua
Na Te Koretetamaua, Ko Te Korematua
Na Te Korematua, ko Te Maku
Na Te Maku, ka noho i a Matroranuiatea, ka puta ki waho ko Raki
Na Raki, ka noho i a Pokoharuatepo, ka puta ki watro ko Te Hanuioraki
Na Te Hanuioraki, ko Tawhirimatea
Na Tawhirimate4 ko Tiu
Na Tiu, ko Hinetapapauta
Na Hineitapapaut4 ko Hineituwhenua, ko Te Hakouatipu
Na Te Hakouatipu, ko Te Puaitaha
Na Te Puaitaha, ko Tumairoko
Na Tumairoko, ko Te Operuaraki
Na Te Operuaraki, ko Rarotoka
Na Rarotoka, ko Te Kohu
Na Te Kohu, ko Te Karue
Na Te Karue, ko Te Maopo
Na Te Maopo, ko Punuiotonga
Na Punuiotonga, ko Rakamaomao
Na Rakamaomao, ko Te Awhiowhio
Na Te Awhiowhio, ko Te Pumarakai
Na Te Pumarakai, ko Te Okokorau
Na Te Okokorau, ko Te Wawahiwhare
Na Te Wawahiwhare, i huaki ki waho ki Te Rarataukarereomatiteraki, ki Te Uhiakama
Hukahukaterakio i reira ano a Makakaiwaho e noho ana.
Na Makakaiwaho hoki, ko Te Apaarakiihira.
Na Te Apaarakiihira, ko te Aparakirarapa
Na Te Aparakirarapa, ko Taputapuatearaava ko Maheretukiteraki. Heoi ano, te putanga
a te wahine tuatahi a Raki. I whakahau tonu tana aitanga matamu4 ko te putanga mai ki
tenei ao, ko Taputapuatea raaua ko Maheretukiteraki. Ko nga Ariki matamua tonu tenei a
Raki.

In the beginning was darkness. Whakapapa begins from here, this is the source. From
this darkness came the bud, Te Ao, the world of expectancy. From the bud came the
growth, Te Ao Mdrama, the world of potential energy. From Te Ao Mdrama came a
permanent world, Te Aot[roa.
Within this permanent world there was nothing, the void. Within the void lay the seeds
of life and knowledge, gathered together within Te Korew(h)iwhia. Nothing was
obthinable within the void, Te KoretErawea. The parents could not be conceived from the
void, Te Koret€tdmaua. There was only the expectancy and seeds of life. From the voids
came the wetness, Te Mdkt, the womb from which the life would grow [the life
sustaining fluids within the wombl.

' Te P0: the darkness.
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From within
creation, and
appeared...8

the
the

fluids there was contained Te Mahoranuiatea" the conditions for
source of everything. And it was from these conditions that Raki

This whakapapa written down by Tiramorehu explained the origins of everything. It described

the creation of the world, the appearance of Rakinuie and the elements that enabled life to be

sustained. Further on it described the union between Rakinui and Papatuanukul0 which

produced several children: Rehu4 who went on to become the structural support for Rakinui

when he was separated from Papatuanuku; Tane, the ancestor of all living things upon the earth;

Tawhirimatea, the ancestor of the winds and weather patterns; Rongo, the ancestor of cultivated

foods such as ktmara; Haumiatiketike, ancestor of all uncultivated foods such as fern root;

T[matauenga, the ancestor of pursuits such as war; and Rfraimoko, the ancestor who causes

volcanoes and earthquakes. The whakapapa korero that accompanied the lists took the fomr of

kdrero, whakataukl, karakia and waiata. These explained the whakapapa relationships by telling

their history, or by explaining how names got to be in the order that they are. The written

whakapapa was interwoven with stories that talked about the characters upon which Tiramorehu

wanted to elaborate, such as Tangaroa, the first husband of Papatuanuku, and ancestor and

guardian of the oceans and all living things within. The stories explained the origins of concepts

of social order such as the tuakana/teinart relationships and status, and the origins of concepts

such as tapu, noa, mauri and hau. Tiramorehu's whakapapa emphasised the idea of whakapapa

as being the base of all M6ori knowledge systems.

When researching for this thesis the question asked of many of the informants was, owhat is

whakapapa?' For the most part, the replies focused on physical and spiritual links to a specific

geographical place, the recollection of which marked the beginning of their thoughts about

whakapapa. One example is this explanation from Reina Whaitiri.

Ruapuke, Rakiura and Murihiku, that's what I thought of as Ngdi Tahu. I sort of knew
there was a wider Ngai Tahu family but for me personally that's where we were based,
down Ruapuke, Rakiura and Murihiku. I know the stories of Rakiura and I know the

8 This is an extract of an Ngai Tahu creation story taken from the manuscript by Matiaha Tiramorehu. fTraditions of
Natives by Matiaha, Maori Chief. Mico-MS-0648. ATL.I This is my explanation of what is being said in lines l-
10, and not a direct translation. See page opposite for photo of Matiaha Tiramorehu.
For a fuf l translation by Ray Harlow refer to Harlow, R. and von Ballekam, M., 1987. Te Waiatatanga mai o te
Atua: South Island Traditions recorded by Matiaha Tiramorehu. Christchurch: University of Canterbury.
n Ranginui, 'the sky father'. His realm is the sky and space that surrounds his wife, Papatuanuku. Theirseparation
allowed light between them and enabled their son, Tane, to clotbe the land with all manner of things and to create a
place for humans.
'The story begins when there was only darkness. Out of the darlmess came Maku (moisture), who married
Mahoranuiatea and they had a son called Raki [Ranginui]. Raki married Pokoharua-te-po and their sons were
Aoraki, Rakiroa, Raraki rua and Raraki roa' (Te Karaka, MakaririiWinter 1998: 48).
l0 Papatuanuku: literally, the earth mother.
ttTuakana: senior. Teina: junior.
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stories of Ruapuke and the fisherman and the sea...being Ngdi Tahu just meant being in
the deep south and having that strong connection to the sea and Ruapuke was the
ttirangawaewae and most people [in the North Island] didn't know anything about that.
Ruapuke wasn't in their vocabulary or in their stories, it was very much our family for
our immediate familv. so I knew those stories."

The idea of land nurturing people was another comment from among the interviewees and many

spoke of how the land is a parent - a mother called Papatuanuku. This relationship between

parent and child is acknowledged in this letter written to Sir George Gt"yt' in 1853.

He pani au. Kua mate aku matua, taku tungane a Te Hiko. Ko taku matua i or4 ko taku
wenua hei atawai i a matou aku tamariki.'

I am an orphan. My parents have died, and my elder brother Te Hiko. My living parent
is my land, she will provide for my children and me.ra

The whakapapa connection between people and the land was the primary reason given by

Professor Kawharu for maintaining control, access, and authority by hapfi to their place in the

landscape. This was whakapapa, and the following whakapapa and its associated kdrero

illustrate this point.

Te whakapapa o Pania
Ko Te Kore; na Te Kore, ko Tangaroa; na Tangaroa, ko Tangaroanuiawhatu;
Tangaroanuiawhafu, ko Ruamano; na Ruamano, ko Ngarangatata; na Ngarangatata,
Te Ngaruwhakapuke; na Te Ngaruwhakapuke, ko Te Anu; na Te Arnr, ko
Akehukiwaho; na Te Akehukiwaho, ko Awaruanuku; na Awaruanuku, ko Pania.
Ka noho a Pania ko Haretoki; na Pania, ko Moremore.

Pania's whakapapa
It begins with Te Kore. From Te Kore, came Tangaroa; from Tangaroa" came
Tangaroanuiawhatu; from Tangaroanuiawhatu, came Ruamano; from Ruamano, came
Ngarangatata; from Ngarangatata came Te Ngaruwhakapuke; from Te Ngaruwhakapuke
came Te Anu; from Te Anu came Te Akehukiwaho; from Te Akehukiwaho came
Awaruanuku; from Awaruanuku came Pania.
Pania married Haretoki; from Pania came More-o"e. l5

The whakapapa that takes the line of descent from Tangaroa to Pania and Moremore
comes further down to Hinetua...from Hinetua and Tunui-a-Rangi, the same whakapapa
line comes down to Turauwha, and finally to Tareha, who was...one of the five principal
chiefs at Ahuriri in the late 1840s.r6

r2 Interview with Reina Whaitiri, NgSi Tahu, Ngdti Mamoe, Ruapuke, Murihiku, 17 May 2002. See map insert p.l
13 See Fn#62, p. 22 of this thesis.
to Cited in a letter from Metapere Te Wai-puna-a-hau (Ngati Awa), to George Grey in which Metapere explains why
she will not allow Grey to purchase her land at Waikanae. GNZMA 453 [my translation].
tt A copy of this whakapapa was obtained from Brad Haami, March 2001. It is only partially reproduced here in
order to illustrate the types of knowledge accessible from a whakapapa. The highlighted names are those who
feature in the associated kOrero.

na
ko
Te
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The following k0rero give reasons for the importance and order of each of the main characters

featured in the genealogical list. It also helps to explain the obligations and responsibilities that

have been passed onto contemporary members of the Tareha family from their ancestors

Tangaroa, Pania and Moremore.

Ina nga korero mo Pania
na Tuiri Tareha
Ko Pania inaianei he papa kohatu e wha maero pea te tawhiti atu ki waho o Hukarere,
Nepia - Napier Breakwater - kau mai ai te wahine nei ki uta i nga ahiahi i te toonga o te
ra, a, hei te ata po i mua atu o te putanga mai o te ra ka hoki ana ki tana iwi i te moana.
Ko te wahi nohoanga o Pania ina haerenga mai ki uta ko roto i tetahi pu harakeke, tipu ai
i te taha o te puna wai Maori i te putake o te kari o Hukarere tata atu ana ki te moana. I
tetahi ahiahi, ka hiainu wai tetahi rangatira e noho pa tata ana ki reira" ka haere ki te puna
nei me tana taha ki te inu wai. I a ia e inu wai mai ana i tana taha, ka kite atu ia i a Pania
e noho mai ana i roto i te pu harakeke. Ko tana haerenga atu ka mauria ki tana whare, ka
moe raua. Otira i te ata po, ka hoki ano a Pania ki tana iwi i te moanq hei te ahiahi, ka
hoki mai ano ki uta ki tana tane. Ka taka te wa" ka whanau te tamaiti a Pania, he tane,
maheni tonu, kahore he huruhuru o te mahunga, tapaia tonutia iho, ko Moremore. I tenei
wa, ka pa te awangawanga ki tana tane, kei riro tana tamaiti i te iwi o te moana, katahi ka
haere ki te tohunga ki te ui tikanga e mau ai tana tamaiti raua ko te whaea. Ka mea te
tohunga me fuku a Pania raua ko te tamaiti kia warea te moe, ka uta ai he kai maoka ki
runga i a raua" me ta maoa kai, kia kore ai e hoki ki te moana. Otira ana ano te raruraru,
kaore pea i pai te tamaotanga i nga hoki i hoki ano a Pania ki tana iwi i te moana, oti atu.
Ko te tamaiti i hurihia hei mango, [he] Taniwha, ko ana wahi nohoanga, ko Hukarere -
Napier Breakwater - me Rangatira kei te Ngatuawa fNgutuawa] o Ahuriri. Ko Pania
inaianei e ai ki te korero a te hunga mahi ik4 ina purata te moan4 ka kitea tonutia iho e

takoto tapapa ana, pango tonu nga makawe o te mahunEd, d, ko nga ringaringa matoro
mai ana ki uta. E ai ki nga korero a o motou pakeke he toka ika inaianei. Kei roto i te
keke maui he rawaru tt uiuk" nga ika o reira, kei te keke matau, he tamurels anake nga
ika o reira, kei waenganui i nga kuha, he hapukule anake nga ika o reira.
He tauranga tapu i te wa i a ratou, na te Pakeha kua noa noaiho, kua kore e rite te nui o te
ika ki reira me te wa i a ratou.20

Here is the story about Pania
By Tuiri Tareha
Pania today is a reef four miles distant beyond Hukarere, Napier - [known] as Napier
brealavater.

[When a woman] she would swim ashore in the evening when the sun went down and

would return to her people in the sea before the sun rose in the moming. When Pania
came ashore her resting-place was a flax bush that grew beside the freshwater spring at
the base of Hukarere cliff, close to the sea. One evening a chief that lived nearby was
thirsty and he went to the spring with his calabash to drink water. While he was drinking
from his calabash, he saw Pania sitting in the flax bush. They returned to his house
where they slept together. However, in the morning Pania returned to her people in the

tu Cited in the Waitangi Tribunal Te Whanganui-a-Orotu report 1995:2.2.5.
" Rdwaru: rock cod, Parapercis colias. Williams 1992:332.

't Tamure: snapper, Pagrosomus auratus. Williams 1992:377.

'' Hapuku: groper, Polyprion oxygeneios. Williams 1992:36.
to Tareha 1954:20-21. I have added words in square brackets where I thought it was necessary to provide
clarification of either misspelt words or for clarification of grammar and context. Otherwise the text is transcribed
as Tuiri Tareha wrote it in the published account.
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sea, and each evening she retumed ashore to her husband. Time went by and Pania gave

birth to a son, [who was] completely bald with no hair on his head so was named,
Moremore tBddl.
At this time, her husband began to worry that the people in the sea might take his son; so

then he visited a tohunga to discuss ways of keeping his child and wife with him. The
tohunga told him that when Pania and her son were ashore asleep, he should place
cooked food on them and the cooked food would prevent them from returning to the
sea.'l But there was a problem; perhaps the food was not cooked properly, becauie Pania
and her son returned permanently to her people in the sea. The child became a shark, a
guardian, and inhabits the waters at Hukarere - Napier Breakwater - and at Rangatira the
entrance to Ahuriri fNapier Harbour].
According to the fishermen when the sea is clear Pania can now be seen lying stretched
out below [the surface], her hair as black as ever and her arms outstretched towards the
shore.
According to the accounts of our elders, she is now a fishing reef. In her left armpit is the
place for rock cod, in her right armpit is the place for snapper and between her thighs is
the place for groper. In their day the fishing place was sacred, but the pdkehd have
'fished it out' and there is not the same amount of fish as before.22

For Maori hapu of Ahuriri, the Tareha family in particular, Pania's rock is wdhi tapu: a place of

special significance. The associated stories and events surrounding Pania explain the

relationships between the Tareha family and their ancestor. These explanations reinforce the

special quality of wdhi tapu - places that Alex Nathan described as set apart both temporarily

and perrnanently.

... places associated with particular tupuna and events associated with them, set in order
by whakapapa. They provide cultural and tribal markers, which together with whakapapa
mesh the people with the traditional landscape, providing physical, historical and
emotional links to tupuna. "

Others have acknowledged those special places that exist between Pania and the Tareha family.

Rangiaho Brown recalled that when people went to the reef to get kaimoana2a and could not find

any they would return and pick up his father, Kapi Tareha, and take him with them. Then there

would be 'oh kaimoana sverywhere.'2S

The way the Maori looked at it...that rock [Pania] represents the Tareha family. I reckon
that place belongs to them. They're the only ones allowed. Moremore doesn't mind.
The Tarehas were connected with Moremore ... but thev were the onlv ones. When we

2r Cooked food is used to negate the tapu nature of non-human beings thereby preventing them from using their
supernatural powers. It is used to control the behaviour of atua [beings from the spiritual world], in this case

preventing Pania from returning to her ocean home.
" My translation. Words in square brackets have been added for clarification.
a Cited in Waitangi Tribunal Te Roroa Report (Wai 038) 1992:6.5.1.
" Kaimoana: seafood.

" Cited in the Waitangi Tribunal Te l{hanganui-a-Orotu Report 1995,2.2.4:15.
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got our kinas they were not v^ery big but plentiful. And par-rar.26 But when the Tarehas

went in they got the big ones. ''

Other explanations about whakapapa talked about land as an ancestor. This origin story about

the South Island of New Zealand helps explain the intrinsic relationship between NgEi Tahu

whanui,28 their land, and the importance of their ancestor, Aoraki.

Te Waipounamu2e began as a huge waka [canoe] that belonged to Aoraki, a son of
Ranginui. At some time in the distant past, Aoraki and three brothers decided to visit
their father's new woman, Papatuanuku. They descended from the realm of Ranginui in
Aoraki's canoe and spent some time visiting Papa and cruising around the vast expanse
of ocean upon which she lay. Eventually they decided to return home but when reciting
the necessary karakia a mistake was made and the canoe plunged back into the se4
coming to rest on the ocean floor. The canoe settled unevenly with one side high out of
the water. Aoraki and his brothers scrambled onto the side and over time were tumed to
stone, thus creating the land known as Te Waka-a-Aoraki [the canoe of Aoraki], or the
South Island of New Zealand. Being the one sitting highest Aoraki^became the tallest
mountain. and his brothers became the mountains to each side of him.'u

Aoraki is the principal ancestor ofNgdi Tatru whdnui. His actions created the land and he now

protects the mokopuna3l of the ancestors beneath his cloak. There are a diverse number of

kdrero tracing the origin of Aoraki. Each version marks the arrival of various groups to the

South Island and each is an accurate representation in the context of connecting the group with

the landscape. The kdrero surrounding the naming of Aoraki connect the elements of existence

for each group in confirming their links as tangata tiaki32 of the South Island. It is for Ngdi

Tahu, as it is for all other iwi and hapd groups, the existence of the names and places within the

whakapapa that is what matters, not the 'ultimate origin or the crucial event'.33

Aoraki's mokopuna, Tuterakiwhanoa, was the ancestor directed to shape the Waka-a-Aoraki into

a form suitable for habitation. His exploits in carrying out this work have left many place names

that commemorate the building of the land. The meanings behind the names are explained

through language, in the recitations of korero, whakataukl and in waiata. They provide a

connection joining the ancient ancestors, the land's origins and the contemporary generations.

The words and understandings so conveyed are important in maintaining relationships ando as

2u Kina [sea-egg; Evechinusland paua [abalone; Haliotis species] are varieties of shellfish.
"' Hineipitia Nikeria cited in the Te Whanganui-a-Orotu report, 1995,2.2.4: 14-15.
28 See Fn#2, p.2 of this thesis.
2e Contemporary name for the South Island of New Zealand.
30 Aoraki (Mount Cook); Raki-roa (Mt. Damier); Raki-rua (Mt. Teichelmann); Raraki-roa (the Silberhorn).
3r Mokopuna: grandchild, descendent.

" Tangatatiaki: guardian or keeper. Tiakitanga: the role or circumstance of guardianship.
" Personal conversation with Professor Patu Hohepa, 1998. When discussing the origins ofNg6 Puhi he stated
that, 'the ultimate origin or the crucial event (for the name Nga Puhi) is not important in M6ori epistemology;
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whakapapa is about relationships, the use of Maori language tools, such as waiata, is central to

the understanding and practice of whakapapa.

All the terminology used to explain whakapapa relationships is best expressed through MSori

terminology. Often there is no direct translation in English that captures both the force and

meaning of the concepts. The language itself has whakapapa and this is made reference to in the

following Ngdi Tahu waiata.

E kimi ana i te mate o te motu
I nga waniwani a Mu a Weka
Nana i whakapiki ka reo o te tini
Oteiwioteaoooo

I search for the ills of the island
And the maliciousness of Mu and Weka
Whose work it was that caused the speech of the masses

To be confrsed3a

The presence of a whakapapa for language gives it a special status as a'otaonga tuku iho" - a

treasured gift passed down from the ancestors. It comes from within the whakapapa atuatanga

and links into the whakapapa tTpuna through our ability to speak and communicate at an

everyday level. The language also connects into the whakapapa ptitaiao - the natural world - in
place names, plant and animal names and the ways by which we explain the existence and

actions of natural phenomen4 as in the story of Aoraki's turning to stone. Another exarnple of

the connection between natural things and tangata whenua is to be found in the following

whakataukT. The k6rero that accompanies it offers a fruther explanation of the ancestors' places

in the order of things, and how the knowledge contained within the whakataukl is relevant for

contemporary generations.

Ngahua o te whenua
Nga hua o Tane me nga uri o Tangaroa

This interpreted means the resources of the land, the resources from the bush and forests
which includes all birds and animals dependent upon those .esourc"r'S and the uri o

rationalisation or deductive reason has little to do with inductive narrative. Nga Puhi exists and came from these

origins and there are four different versions.'

'o This is the frst verse of an apakura (lament) from Ngdi Tahu and stresses genealogical connections to the gods. It
is sung at takiaue (tangihanga) to comfort the grieving family or to explain origins of death. Mu and Weka are also
the two deities who raised Maui before he went in search of his mother. In this waiata they are said to be the source
of pain for Hine-nui-te-po 'because their charge, Maui, then went on to challenge her over immortality for mankind'
[Te Maire Tau cited in Te Karaka. Raumati/Summer 1996: 27]. Reference to Mu and Weka as Mdui's guardians

can be found in the ATL MSS 0075/1388, John White collection, Ko Mauiby Rev. Wohlers.
Herries Beattie notes that Mu and Weka ' . . . were said to have given different languages to the different races of
men' [Beattie 1994:40 l].
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Tangaroa36 refer to all living things within the waterways which include all water be it
lake, river, lagoon or sea water.
...there exist property rights to our mahinga kai" belonging to the whanau or hapu
groups. To poach another whanau or hapu area of mahinga kai was cause for conflict.
Hence for those of our people travelling on land camping sites or kainga nohoanga were
set aside as well as an area of mahinga kai for their use. The authority to share mahinga
kai outside these allocated areas was by invitation of that hapu or whanau group.
...We do not claim Hataitai or other pa sites in Wellington'othat our ancestors once upon
a time occupied. Neither do we claim beyond our nominated boundaries. We have
whakapapa connections to all tribes within the North Island. We have no mana whenua3e

in those regions. Our fires exista0 within boundaries nominated. al

The control and use ofland and other resources could be established through an ancestor, either

male or female, who had asserted control using any of a number of methods: umu tangata or take

raupatu, rights through conquest; mahi taunaha, ancestral right through discovery and subsequent

naming of the land or resource; tuturu te noho, through settlement validated through

intergenerational permanence; kai taong4 an exchange of land or resource for other taonga; tuku

whenua, gifting of land.a2 An example of both mahi taunaha and kai taonga came from Matiaha

Tiramorehu in 1880. Matiaha Tiramorehu gave this evidence about the Mataura River during

which he talked about an event that established his claim to the area and its important eel

fisheries. He was giving evidence to the SmithAtraim commission of enquirya3 and was

explaining how he could claim possession to certain areas of the South Island through his

mother. He asked the Commission for the return of land at Mataura on behalf of his mother.

35 Tane Mahuta: He is often referred to as the creator of the world because he fathered plants, insects, created
environment for birds that came from his brother Rehua, and created the first woman from the soil ofhis mother,
Papatuanuku. The land and forests is his realm and he is the ancestor of all things associated with it.

'u Tangaroa: the ancestor in charge of the oceans and all things living in them. The shoreline is the boundary
between the realms of Tdne and Tangaroa and protects Tdneos realm ftom being destroyed by the sea.

" Mahinga kai: refers to all foods and other commodities such as pounamu and kOkOwai [red ochre] that was
gathered or produced from designated areas.

" Ngai Tahu originated in the North lsland and migrated down, through Wellington to the South Island. Rik Tau is
explaining that Ngai Tahu no longer have resource rights in the Wellington area because they did not maintain
continuous occupation there.
" Mana whenua: recognised political and occupational control and authority over land and other resources. NgEi
Tahu say: Ko Aoraki te maunga, ko Waitaki te qwa, Ko l(aitaha, Kdtimamoe, Kditahu ka iwi - Aoraki is the
mountain, l'Itaitaki is the river, Waitaha, Kdti Mamoe and Kdi Tahu the rwi. This pepeha is a verbal representation of
a group's mana whenua. Aoraki is the ancestor under whose cloak lays his entire domain and mokopuna
(descendants). The river Waitaki flows from him to join with the domain of Tangaroa (the ocean), linking the land
with the sea and back to the supreme ancestor, Aoraki, thus claiming the resources of both land and ocean. The
people are those who claim descent from Aoraki whose mana (recognised authority and control) allows them the
reciprocal relationship with the land and its resources. These privileges are recognised by other groups and the
reciting of the pepeha informs others of the person's status as mana whenua of Te Waipounamu.
no Ahi kd: Literally translated as 'burning fires', understood to mean to 'keep the fires burning'. Continued
occupation or use on a regular basis secured the mana whenua ofa group.
Frederick Reti explains ahi k6 roa as '...the fires that are lit and continue to burn. The term refers to occupation.
The ahi ka belongs to those hapu.... They hold both the whakapapa and the ahi ka, the continued occupation' [In the
Waitangi Tribunal llhanga nui-a- Orot u rcport I 995 : 2.5.3 l.
nt Tau, H.R., Jl0: 25:5,6,7. Ngai Tahu claim before the Waitangi Tribunal, 1987-1989.
a2 Potiki 1999: 8-l L
a3 This was a commission established in 1879 by the New ZealandGovernment to investigate Ngdi Tahu claims
against the Crown following the South Island land sales. Evidence to support Ngdi Tahu's claim to various areas of
Murihiku was heard between 1879 and 1880.
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He take ano toku, ki taua whenua i te taha ki taku hakui i pa hoki a ia kia Ngati Mamoe...

I have another claim to that land on my mother's side according to her Ngati Mamoe
ancestry.

Te take oku ki te whenua ko toku hakui no Ngati Mamoe ia. He kupu ano taku mo "Te
Rere-o-Te-Aunui", kei Mataura. Na mea ana ahau kia whakahokia mai e te Kawantanga
ki ahau. Ki toku mohio he utu te f l0 pauna mo aku whenua katoa

My claim to the land is that my mother was from Ngati Mamoe, I have some other words
about the o'Rere-o-Te-Aunui" at Mataura. I am saying that the Govemment should retum
it to me. tn my opinion, ten pounds was payment for all my land.aa

Matiaha related the story of the battle between his mother's people and Ngdi Tahu in which the

majority of the Ngati Mamoe living at Mataura were killed. He told how some that had escaped

were living at Te Anau and two women were living at Piopiotahi [Milford sound].

Kua riro atu na ko taua rere, ko Te Aunui te ingo4 kei Mataurq te take te korerotia ai e
ahau ia mua. Kua riro i tetahi tangata i patua nga tangata i a ratou taua rere a Ngai Tahu.
Ko te take tena te tonoa ai e ahau taua rere i riro hoki i te rau o te patu. E rua anahe

tangata e noho ana i waenganui o Waiau o Piopiotahi. He watrine kuia. Ko nga wahine i
korerotia inanahi - he tangata ano e noho ana ki Te Anau.

[That] war party named Te Aunui happened at Mataura [it was] was the reason, I did not
speak about that earlier, [but that land] was taken by a certain person, and the people
were killed by their war party, by Ngai Tahu. That war party was the reason I claimed it.
Taken by the blade of the patu. There are two women only living between Waiau and
Piopiotahi. Older women. It was the women spoken about yesterday -other people are
living at Te Anau.as

It was in a bid to regain it from the Crown that Tiramorehu identified his mother's whakapapa

and her responsibilities to the land. At no time did he consider that the battle of Te Aunui

obliterated either her whakapapa or her descendants' enduring responsibilities and obligations.

He was simply establishing his mother's link to the Mataura eel fisheries and his inherited

obligation to the same area. He also made sure of his link from NgEti Mamoe and that tribal

group's ahi ka when he explained how not all the people were killed by Ngai Tahu and three

women remained to carry on the occupational responsibilities and obligations. Thus,

Tiramorehu established the relationship between the eel fishery and his family by linking his

whakapapa trpuna with events that gave the area its n€ure, Te Rere-o-Te-Aunui.

* Matiaha Tiramorehu, SNC Evidence No.50, Waikouaiti, 5 March 1880:6-7.
a5 My translation.

See page opposite, 'Mataura Falls.'
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Maori Marsden has spoken about every class and species of thing having its own genealogical

table that classifies different families and species of flora and fauna. The tables also contain

knowledge about the use of resources by presenting the names in the order from beginning to

presento or from eldest to youngest. The genealogical order of names explains the order in which

processes occur for purposes such as harvesting, conservation or propagation. It also explains

the order in which certain ceremonies or activities should be conducted.a6 And examples abound

of the practical application of ordered knowledge. One - called the 'Survival Kit'-
demonstrates how Aunty Iris Climo first established her whakapapa tlpuna in order to link her

family to the resources, then how her family carried out the principles of whakapapa towards

maintaining and harvesting resources as outlined by whakapapa pfrtaiao, and finally how they

carried out the practices of the principles of whakapapa atuatanga by adhering to the spiritual

values.

My Maori roots I claim through both parents. William Wilson, my father, oldest son of
Ani, nee Te Naihi, and Ernest. My grandmother Ani Te Naihi was the daughter of Rea
and Wi Katau Te Naihi. Rea was the daughter of Te Koeti Turanga and Ripeki Patiera
Tutoko, one of the granddaughters of Tutoko. My mother was the daughter of Te Ahuru
and Henepare Mahuika. Her mother, Hera Bannister, was also a daughter,of Te Koeti
Turanga and Ripeka Patiera Tutoko. My childhood was spent at Makawhio"' and as one
of the oldest grandchildren leamed a lot from Mokaumatua.
As a child we virtually lived off the land there being no roads as such with our supplies
coming in by sea once every three months. Speaking the Maori language was forbidden
and I only heard it spoken when the old people got together and thought we couldn't
hear. As one of my uncles said to me, "'W'e may not have learned the language but we
were all given our survival kit". It is part of this survival kit I would like to talk about in
supporting the plea our people are making for rights to our mahinga kai. The "Survival
Kit" was our way of life, and although I learnt some of the things, I did not learn them
all. Both men and women knew how to weave a varietv of articles: -
Kono
Kete
Korowai
Hinaki
Snares
Fishing nets

- for holding food
- for canying food
- [finely woven flax cloak]48
- for catching eels
- birds
- all shapes and sizes

We learned how to gather our materials,ae practicing Conservation (although we did not
call it that at the time) in taking only as mqgh as we required and returning our scrapes to
the Source.so The moon was our calendar sl and we gathered food accordingly especially

ou 
Marsden and Henare 1992:10.

a7 Makawhio is in south Westland, South Island. See map insert p.l
aE My translation of this object because no definition was given in the original text.
ne Resources were gathered during their optimum time; for example, rats were trapped when they were fat from
eating the ripe tree berries. Puketapu-Hetet explained that; ' ...all weaving materials were gathered in the right
manner at the right time. Rain, frost and wind affect plants as they react to the elements - just as meat is tough if the
animal was frightened when killed. Gathered in the rain, the flax will be too wet to work with; in the frost, too
brittle; and in the wind, the fibres are difficult to remove' I Puketapu-Hetet 1989:3 ].to 'The trimmings . .. are also returned to ttre pa harakeke. In modern terminology this is called mulch.
Traditionally it was seen to help the plant in its growth, by rotting and returning to Papatuanuku to enrich the soil
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kai moana. We all knew how to Kohikohi fcollect] the birds and cook them in flax and

hot ashes. Medicines using nafural resources were also common. We lived as a whanau
looking after each other, taking only as much as we needed and bartering when
necessary. Drying and smoking fish for out of season especially inanga, gathenqg
seagull eggs was also a whanau event. Hand trawling involved the whole population.)'
In fact fishing was a major operation. Living was almost communal in that so much of
what we did and learned were as a group, rather than individual.
My mother made flax cups to drink from, when we were near streams.
...Fingemails and hair were cut on certain days; there were certaintimes when women
were unable to gather food.s3

...Many of our people today still weave. Some of our young are very competent when it
comes to weaving kete. My mother, now in her eighties is an able weaver and can make
Piupiu,5a and feathered work. It is difficult for us to even obtain the materials. One of
my sisters made application many months ago for feathers for a Korowai but has not
received a reply from Internal Affairs in Wellinglon.

and feed the plants. This custom is an example of how naditional weavers were conservationists.' I Puketapu-Hetet
1989:3l.
Often a worn-out kete (flax bag) is returned to the pa harakeke to rot back into the soil. When the woven item is
completed the weaver than gives thanks to TAne Mahuta because of, '... the material whose life force [mauri] has

been given another dimension so that it lives again in another form, to give pleasure and usefulness to human kind.
When we take from Tdne mahuta, we have a responsibility to this life force. ...Material that is not required should
be allowed to die naturally, returned to Papatuanuku to begin the cycle again' I Puketapu-Hetet 1989:3 ].
Pd harakeke: flax bush; the term sometimes refers to the hapu or whanau group itself because of the association

between people and the plant. In speeches the cenfre shoot of the plant, the rito, is often used metaphorically to
indicate a human being. The leaves each side are referred to as the matua, or parent and neither the rito nor the
matua are ever cut so as to ensure the life of the plant. Whakataukl, such as the one following, demonstrate the link
between people and the plant;'Parapara wqered a ururua, kia tupu whakaritorito te tupu o te harakeke: Clear away
the undergrowth, so that the flat will put forth many young shoots'; the whinau, like the flax bush, grows best when
well cared for.
5l The word taa is used to denote a recurring pattern or seasons, which are called Raumati (summer), Ngahuru
(autumn) and Takurua or Makariri (winter) [ Beattie 1939:45 ].
The phases of the moon, signs of nature such as blossoming plants and rising of stars that mark the changes from
season to season regulate this cyclic time measurement. The moon's cycle is explained in terms of the condition of
the moon itsell such as this cycle noted by Elsdon Best: 'Whiro, an unpleasant day. The moon appears';, tirea, moon
is seen very small; hoata, a pleasing day. The moon is still small', Ouenuku, get to work. A good night for eeling';
...rakaunui, the moon is filled out. Sea products are the food' [Best 1986:34-35]. As well as ashonomical
knowledge, plant biology was used to determine the correct time for various foods gathering activities. Best noted
that, 'The flowering and fruiting of trees, the dying away of annual plants, the fall of leaves of deciduous trees, etc.,
are utilised by the Maori in denoting time. A native who had given me the names of kopurehe and kouwha as those
of the male and female tui added: o'These names are applied to them from the flowering of the native fuchsia to the
time that the fruit of the hinau appears" I Best 1986:26 ].
Each moon cycle is denoted by certain events, for example, the first cycle [the first "month" of the Mdori year] is
recognised by the rising of Puanga (Riegel) in the moming. Tikao notes: 'Puak4 or Puang4 rises about June 6, and

is the principal star of the Canterbury Maori. It is a star that flickers and changes colour, . . . if it comes up on the
south side, it is a sign of bad weather, but if it rises on the north side, it is a good tohu (omen). Takurug another
important star, carries the same signs; it comes in winter, to which it gives its name' I Beattie 1939:49 ].
The appearance of the stars along with other signs indicates times to carry out particular activities: 'When Puanga
appears opposite of Rehua and the clematis is flowering with white blossom, then it is time to gather the inanga

[whitebait]' (Brad Haami, personal conversation, 2000).
52 As expfained in the Waitangi Tribunal's Muriwhenua Fisheries /SOE Claim 1988; 'Many undertakings in the
Maori economy were beyond the working power of an individual or family, and were performed...by a large party
drawn from the village or from several villages.... The communal effort was followed by a division of spoils'
(1988:3.4.2).
53 When women are menstruating they become tapq or restricted from doing some activities. Puketapu-Hetet
explained it thus: 'Traditionally this was a time when the weaver rested. Many women have a short concentration
span, tire easily and can be irritable when they are menstruating. Physically, mentally and spiritually they are not
always in tune. Once a woman is back in balance, she may find renewed enthusiasm and energy for her work'
IPuketapu-Hetet l 989:3].
'o Flax garment woven in special strands designed to swing to and fro [piupiu] with the movement of a performer.
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I have a nephew who has been through the carving school in Rotorua. We need to be

assured of access to suitable woods for when he retums. We have been told, there are

some that do not belong to our area, selling some of our natural resources, in particular
Pingao.ss No doubt there are others, and we feel we must have ourrights to matringa kai
preserved and protected, for all times, for the benefit of our people.to

By beginning with a brief recitation of her origins, Iris connected herself and her family to their

ancestors and to the land for which they had inherited the responsibility. Iris continued her

kdrero by telling how she and her family went about carrying out their responsibility and

obligations to their ancestors and the taonga that were left in their care. Her reference to the

young ones who were learning weaving and carving explained the family's responsibility

towards ensuring all taonga were available for future generations.

Uncle George Te Au discussed the need to ensure care was taken in how resources were

gathered, particularly to ensure that stocks were replenished for future generations. The

restrictions placed on the way kai moana was cleaned demonstrated the relationship between the

three levels of whakapapa. The seafood is a gift from the atua, Tangaroa. The responsibilities

and obligations for the care and use of the gift come to each generation through their t-rpuna. The

knowledge used in preserving the stocks ensures the balance between the physical and natural

worlds. The language and terminology used expresses the spiritual and physical nature of

enstring the balance is maintained.

Gathering kaimoana, Murihiku
I can recall as a child at our kaing4 Tokoro on Ruapuke [Island] my Poua" George
Newton) and my Taua (Arihi Pohe Newton nee Whaitiri) used to talk to us about how
they and their parents used to live on Whenua Hou (Codfish Island), the Neck (Rakiura),
Murihiku (Mainland) and Ruapuke. They spoke of the abundance of Kaimoan4 Kai lka,
Kai Manu, Kai Awa and Kai Roto and how easy it was to obtain. Poua57 or my Uncle
Frosty would at times take me in the dinghy into Henrietta Bay where we would be able
to catch the Kai lka that we required. We would at times catch Green Bone, Moki,
Rawaru (Blue cod), Hapuka (Groper) and some times Tuere (Blind eel), also at times we
would set pots and catch the Koura (crayfrsh). At the beach (Te Kirikiri) below our
kainga, we were able to get Kaimoana, Paua" Kina (sea egg), Kutai (mussel), Pupu
(periwinkle), Kakihi (limpet) we were told never to Kohiti (take them out of their shell)
at the place where you get them or leave the shells there because if you did it would
become a (wahi-mahue) deserted placess as the Kaimoana would shift. se

5t Pingao: the golden sand sedge, Desmoschoenus spiralis. Used in weaving, their dried leaves adding a distinctive
golden tint [Crowe 1993: 102-l 03].
tu Climo, I., H8: 35. Ngai Tahu claim before the lAaitangi Tribunal, t987-1989.
" Poua: grandfather.
5t If you shell or gut and fillet fish at the place they are gathered, it is considered an insult to Tangaroa and he will
hide the survivors from future gathering expeditions. 'After church on Sundays we would be made to sit before the
elders and be instructed about some aspects of sea lore, such as not to be wasteful, scale or gut fish at the water line,
but to take them well ashore to clean them. Do not pollute Tangaroa's domain. All these things were taught to us'

fNgaire Mason, Ngdti Kahu/Te Rarawa, cited in lAhose rights are right? Maori customary/ishing rights. Education
video from Te Oho Kai Moana/Waitangi Fisheries Commission. Rotorua: Cardno Productionsl.
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The previous two stories explained how things were done and gave reasons for carrying out

certain activities in a particular recurring pattern on a yearly basis. Uncle George and Aunty Iris

also spoke about conservation methods that were necessary to ensure the ongoing relationships

between the tangata and the other resources. All resources and the seasonal cycles were named,

and the names of ancestors, seasonal cycles and flora and fauna that were central to the resource

gathering patterns feature. While not spoken about by either Aunty Iris or Uncle George, they

would have known the stories and the roles of each of the named resources. The roles were

therefore fundamentally understood and taken for granted as having been carried out

satisfactorily in order for Aunty Iris and Uncle George and their whanau to have been able to

carry out their practice of sustainable gathering. Through lists of names, whakapap4 and the

stories about the named entities, Uncle George, Aunty Iris and their whEnau would have had the

necessary tools for a scientific understanding as to the growth and harvesting patterns of the

resources that they were gathering. In this way the knowledge required to harvest resources, as

described in the previous reminiscences, was passed on by whakapapa.

At times, great depth of scientific and spiritual knowledge is characteristic of whakapapa.

Hohepa Delamere recently recorded the whakapapa of the New Zealand cabbage tree, the tI.60

He began with the union of Ranginui and Papatuanuku during which they had upwards of

seventy children, three of whom were instrumental in the creation and maintenance of the U:

Uru-te-ngangana is the one credited with initial creation; Rehu4 through his son Rakataura gave

the trees the fibrous character of the leaves and the many uses for the leaves; and Haumia who,

among other things, is responsible for the stored foods in the underground rhizomes of the tr-.

His recitation of the whakapapa and the accompanying korero also provided examples of the

movement of whakapapa: atu, ake, mai and iho. Delamere gave the origin from Ranginui and

Papatuanuku, the aho matua, through the tuakana and teina lines of Uru-te-ngangana, Rakataura

and Haumia. There is a hapfi structure within the whakapapao each with, for example its own

rangatir46l rangatiratanga, whanaungatanga,62 mana,63 and elements of mauri, tapu and noa.6n

He explained the interconnecting relationships and obligations between all the whakapapa lines

and how they related to the original upuna.

tn Te Au, G., 1998. H56:2, Vol.37:1. The Ngai Tahu claim before the Waitangi Tribunal, 1987-1989.Te Rau Aroha
Marae, Bluff.
uo Cited in Simpson 2000:l15.
6lRansatira: leader.
u' Whinaungatanga: layers of relationships; layers of co-operation between groups.
"' Mana: absolute power and authority.
tr The spiritual guidelines 
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It was Simpson to whom Delamere recited this whakapapa. Simpson depicted the whole as

accounting for the origins, ecology, structure, relationships and uses of the ti. He described the tI

as 'the embodiment of hundreds of named spirit beings, each performing a particular task', and

how'marriages' are arranged in order to reflect complementary roles, and how the 'offspring

take on these roles as well as assuming new ones.'65

Cabbage trees are derived after about fifteen generations from Ranginui, the Sky father
and Papatuanuku, the Earth Mother. Three of their seventy children are important: Uru-
te-ngangana" responsible for growth, ecology and reproduction; Rehua's son Rakataura,
responsible for features of the leaves; and Haumia, who in several incarnations is
responsible for the food and medicinal values.

The key ancestor from Uru-te-ngangana's line is T-r-kore-ngoi-oro. He brings many
important features to U such as adaptability, the ability to regenerate, withstand adversity
and migrate, and to synchronise all the aspects of reproduction. He is the unborn male
element of tr.

Rakataura brings all the aspects of the gowth of leaves, especially their fibrous nature
and all the many uses they serve both to the plant and people. After many generations a

granddaughter, Matatau-ira-nuku, manifests all these qualities and mates with Haumia-te-
aroaro.

It is their daughter, Hine-po-iho, who brings the complementary female aspects to the
seed. With the mating of Hine and T-r-kore the male and female sides are united and a
primordial seedling can be bom. Hine brings together the three main lineages.

However, it remains for the daughter of T-r-kore and Hine, fi-tai-oro, to generate the
different tT. She mates with another incantation of Haumia, and it is their offspring that
create the unique fibrous wood of the tr-, the food that it contains (k6uru), the vegetable
tip (kouka) and the medicinal qualities.66

In a non-Maori explanation of the whakapapa, Simpson has been able to describe the similarities

between the whakapapa and a scientific understanding of biology, ecology and origins. For

example, he has equated the union between the two male and female parts of the u to the

bringing together of two sets of genes, stating that ooften the whakapapa separates process from

physical event, just as biochemisty and anatomy describe two aspects of the same event.'67 This

transposition of entities and structures may seem a little far-fetched, but it certainly may seem to

support the notion that whakapapa pfltaiao are knowledge frameworks of how the natural world

operarcs.

Haumia has many other names; each according to a particular purpose, and a number of
his incantations are important in the whakapapa of the tL First, there is Haumia-tatara-

tt Simpson 2000:123.* tbid. tzz.
ut lbid. 123.
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ohi, whose four children live in the outer zone of the trunk. Haumia tairoa, the eldest
son, is the innermost layer of the bark, a significant place because it is where from time to
time the cortex becomes temporarily active and creates the new layer of bark in response
to expansion (of wood) from within; a multilayered bark is the result. His sister Wahie-
tumara is responsible for the slow enlargement of the cortex that creates the opportunity
for her brother to act. A second sister, Houtaiki-mutu, sets this expansion in motion, for
she occupies the very innermostpart of the cortex, right next to the growth layer.... A
third sister, Hina-karekare-ao, lives on the other side of the growth layer, the inside, next
to the wood. In this tissue some of the most important processes take place, certain of the
cells dividing repeatedly to form elongating clusters that eventually mature into the food-
and water-conducting fibres that the wood is made up of.

Second, there is Haumia-whai+ahu. His granddaughter Ngarae-tihi is the scent of the
flowers. Massage oil was made from this nectar reflecting an even greater role for
Ngarae, for she is the mother of all the medicines (rongod) that the tI provides.... Her
sister Haupiki-atua ... is the guardian of the knowledge about the tI: the language, the
medicines, the weaving, food and prayers. She resides in a special place along the length
of the stem and the rhizome, its very center, called the io, around which all other parts of
the hee are ananged. The io is the place where the key components of spiritual life, the
wairua and mauri, reside ... the home of the most precious guardian, that of the life force,
or mauri of the tr.68

The understanding of this world through the whakapapa k6rero enables the other two worlds of

whakapapa to work alongside that of the natural world. M6ori are able to understand the growth

cycle of the tT in order to sustainably harvest the resources contained within it. The sequence of

narnes and the knowledge of how they interrelate through the spiritual and physical worlds help

to create a biodiversity system in which the force and meaning of whakapapa are endorsed.6e

Whakapapa also has the purpose of linking different resources together. This ensures that the

resource itself and the environment in which it lives are all part of the same biodiversity system.

Herries Beattie recorded a story that concerned the imporLance of the Mataura River as the

habitat of the kanakana resource. T0 The story showed how all the components of an eel's life has

had to have been understood in order to best make use of the resource. The harvester must have

had knowledge of the following: the river in which the eel lived, the life cycle of the eel, the

right kinds of material to make the harvesting nets fromo and the conditions for producing the

type of food the eel thrived on. The other important part of the story was the knowledge of how

different family groups obtained access to the eel fisheries. Thus the story contained reference to

many whakapapa that interacted for the purpose of harvesting kanakana.

The kanakana, or lamprey

ut Simpson 2000:120.
6n For a full explanation of the whakapapa tT by Hohepa Delamere refer to Simpson 2000:l l5-123.
'" Kanakana: lamprey eel, Geotria australis.
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One of my informants said that there are at least four different kinds of kanakana, or if
counted as all one species, the Maori had names for them at four separate stages or at
different sizes. These names are - (1) Te il{aiukituki-wai; (2) te ikn-totoe-wai; (3)
matua-iwi-papaho; (4) te ru... They went up certain rivers only and they shunned others
for no apparent reason; ... my informant added that the kanakana would not come up the
Karoro Creek, but swarmed up the Molyneux River, whose mouth is about two miles
distant. They proceed up the rivers until they find the passage barred by rocks, and to
these rocks they cling with their sucker-like mouths and are easily caught. One of my
infomrants combated the statement that the kanakana lived on whitebait, saying that its
food was the kohuwaf, a green mossy growth that adheres to the rocks.
The most famous of the spots where the Maori assembled every October and November
to catch the lampreys was Te Au-nui (Mataura Falls). Only certain hapu (fanilies) had
the right to fish there, and each family had a strictly defined pa (fishing spot), the right to
which had been handed down from their ancestors. The names of some of these pa were
(I) Waikana, (2) O-te-hakihaki, (3) Rerepari, (4) Mataniho-o-Hukou, (5) Mupuke-a-
Rahui, (6) Otautari. The names of others have been forgotten.
The Falls on the Pomahaka River named Opurere were also a celebrated kanalcana
fishery... the people used to go there every October and November and after catching all
they could they would return to their homes to plant potatoes....Other places at which
kanakana might be caught were Te-Rere-o-Kaihi&a (Kaihiku Falls), Hehetu a small fall
where the Orawai runs into the Waiau, Waipapa-o-Karetai, on the Silverstream, ffid
elsewhere.... 'Eels from the rivers ... are not so good as those from the lakes, as the flesh
is not so firm. The eels in the lagoons were all right if one wanted a few eels for daily
use, but ... not enough in the lagoon ... for preserving purposes. The lakes known to
Maori as Roto-nui-o-Whatu and Kaitiria... were great eeling places, but to be truly
successful one had to be careful to say the right knrakia (invocations) before starting
operations. The eels were usually caught in eel-pots (rohe-wainui), the basket or cage
part of which was called hinaki. A smaller kind of eel pot, called hinaki-kanakana was
used for catching kanakana (lampreys); ... eels will not go into this one andvice versa,
kanakana will not go into ordinary eel pots. There was one kind of net to catch one size
of eel ... but there was another mesh that could be used to catch all sizes. Eel pots were
sometimes made of flax in the South, as it took a lot of work and manipulation to make
them of the toraro7l vine.72

In the Beattie story the knowledge for management, regeneration, harvest and the access to the

resource areas were inherited through preceding generations. The order in which the ancestral

names appeared in whakapapa indicated the process of inheritance from the earliest ancestor to

the present generation. Whakapapa lists provide a mnemonic indicator for the p[takeT3 of the

relationships between the ancestors, their descendants and the places they are associated with.

At the Mataura River, each place name commemorates how the ancestor obtained the exclusive

use for his or her family. These are recalled through stories that desmibe the deeds of the

ancestors contained in the whakapap4 such as the story from Matiaha Tiramorehu that explained

his mother's connection to the Mataura River.

tt Aka-tororaro: 'a kind of creeper' [Beaftie 1994:5791.
72 Beattie I 920:53-54,58.
t3 Putake: origin.
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With whakapapa pttaiao, such as the cabbage-tree whakapapa, the order of the names in the

whakapapa indicated the order by which things had happened to ensure something else can

occur. The lists of names provided a mnemonic indicator of the growth and usefulness of the

resoruce. For example, the growth stages of the tr-, help to regulate the access and use of the

resource. If the conditions are not right, such as a poor flowering season, the growth rate is

slowed and various resources normally available may not be so readily obtainable. In these

times, a tohunga will analyse the situation and may decide to place a r6huiTa on the trees in order

to help with regeneration for another season. The rEhui will usually remain in place until the

mauri has strengthened and the resource has regenerated to the point where sustainable

harvesting can again occur.

ln some cases, the resources are under the protection of taniwha. The taniwha are guardians who

protect the resources and the area in which they live and who ensure that the correct harvest and

protection measures are carried out. The existence of the taniwha introduces the practice of the

whakapapa principle, tapu. The term, tapu, refers to a restriction of some kind varying in

intensity according to the perceived value of the object or person. Everything has some level of

tapu. The counter-action to tapu is noa. ln order to keep a balance between all the three worlds

of whakapapa the concept of noa comes into play. To noa something is to make it neutral - to

make it accessible.

In the Waitangi Tribunal Te Wanganui-a-Orotu reportT5 the role of Pania's son, Moremore, was

discussed. As explained in the Pania story he became a shark. He can, though, assume a variety

of other shapes such as a stingray or octopus, rock or log. Moremore is the kaitiaki and caretaker

who patrols the coastal waters and inner harbours, warning people when danger is present or if
they fail to observe customary rituals or conservation protocols.T6 There were many stories told

at the Tribunal hearings that described his powers, such as the following ones dwelling on the

consequences ofa breach oftapu.

Kurupai Koopu (Mrs. Nelson) described an incident when, as a child, she broke the
tikanga by throwing a basket of cooked food into the sea. Moremore appeared and the
women slapped the water as a sign for the men to come out, no shouting being allowed.
As they came out, Moremore ripped one man's 1"g."

7a Rahui: a conservation measure or reserve placed on a resource, often marked in some way usually with a pou
(post) and some distinguishing feature that identifies the hapii who have authorised the reserve status. Tikao states
that another definition of the word, rdhui, is to 'announce a thing' [Beattie 1939:129], perhaps meaning to announce
the reserye status of a resource by the placing of the pou.
tt The Waitangi Tribunal reporf 1995, for the Te Whanganui-a-Orotu claim.
'" Oral evidence cited in the llrhanganui-a-Orotu reportn 1995,2.2.4: 14.
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Selina Sullivan said that they always observed the law of Moremore. "He'll come and

show himself to you then you'll know what you've done wrong and get out ... of the
water.o' You could see his fin coming. "He wouldn't attack you but he'd warn you.o'
Nobody was harmed by Moremore because nobody disobeyed his warning. If you had
done anything wrong, like eating while someone was in the water, Moremore would
upp"*.tf

But the characters in whakapapa are not one-dimensional. Moremore is not only a shape-

changer guardian; he is the ancestor of the Tareha family and protects their resource interests in

the area. He is responsible for the family's knowledge concerning the seafood harvesting, and

their exclusive use of Pania's rock.?e The report also discussed how the water in the channel

frequented by Moremore was used for healing practices by the family tohunga.

Still, taniwha are a recurring feature of whakapapa. Thus Herries Beattie explains the presence

of taniwha in the lamprey fishing places of the Mataura River.

It must not be thought that persons entitled to take the lampreys from a certain section of
rock could proceed to do so at haphazard. It was a matter that had to be gone about with
karakia (incantations)80 and due observance of time-honoured customs. Each of the falls
was protected by a guardian taepo (spectre), and if a person offended against tradition,
woe betides him. The taepo of the Mataura Falls was a magic dog. It was explained to
me as a rock which stuck out of the water about where the Mataura Freezing works are,
and although it looked like a rock at ordinary times, to one who was guilty of desecration
it would miraculously change, and appear as an ogre possessing a dog's head, paws, and
body, but with a fish's tail. ... The taepo of the Pomahaka Falls ... took the shape of a
giant eel.8l

One might translate the M6ori usages into modern-day tenns as o'conseryation practices" carried

out by the tohunga and see the protection of the resources by taniwha as part of a "management

system of resources". Tapu and noa would now be seen as'ocontrol mechanisms" used to
o'manage the resources". The overall management of resources, including people, is the

responsibility of the hap[ groups and is refened to as the exercise of rangatiratanga: the practice

of government. The exercise of rangatiratanga over people is known as "mana tangata". The

exercise of rangatiratanga over a geographical area is known as'omana whenua". Mana tangata

is the connections through whakapapa that allows a person to take up responsibilities and

tt Oraf evidence cited in the Te Whanganui-a-Orotu report, 1995,2.2.4: 14.
tt lbid.
7e As described in the story of Pania [See pp. 35-37 of this thesis], when she bore a son, Moremore, to her land-
based lover, she was turned into a rock that used to be visible at high tide. 'The old people said that from a boat in
the moonlight when the tide was out you used to see her lying there, with her legs astride and her arms outstretched
to either side, seaweed all around where her head would be. They would get hapuku lPolyprion orygeneios; groper]
from under one alrn, and moki llatridopsis ciliarisl from under the other, and from between her legs another variety
of fish' [cited in the Waitangi Tribunal Te Whanganui-a-Orotu report 1995: 2.2.4].
80 Karakia: incantation requiring correctness in word form, fluenCy and intonation; ritualised recitation; mediation
between the atua [ancestors] and the tohunga [expert] - between the spiritual and physical worlds.
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obligations within a certain area or areas. That person will then be recognised as being a

member of the group who hold the mana whenua- authority through whakapapa to be there. As

previously illustrated with Pania and her descendents, the Tareha family, whakapapa begins with

the earliest ancestor, therefore mana whenua begins with the piitake, or the source of the

whakapapa. In the case of the Tareha whanau this was Tangaroa, the ancestor in charge of the

sea and all things in it. It is from the source, in this case Tangaroa, which the tikangas2 and

kawa83 are put in place and rangatiratanga begins. The tikanga and kawa form the kaupap4 or

the framework, to the system of rangatiratanga.

In the South Island's whakapapa the origin of the land begins with Aoraki, but it is Rakaihautusa

who was responsible for the settlement of the land and the naming of much of the land and for

bringing the first people who became known as Waitaha. It is Rakaihautu who established the

framework for the rangatiratanga over the South Island and its resources. It is through the

descendants from Rakaihautu and the ones who came after him that the mana tangata and the

mana whenua are recognised and acknowledged. The following whakataukl commemorates

Rakaihautu and his deeds.

Ka puna- kar e lmr e - a- Rakaihautu
Ka poupou-a-Te Rakaihouia
Ka pakihi-w haknt e knt e lm-a-Waitaha

The springs dug by Rakaihautu [Refers to the naming by him of the many lakes scattered
throughout the centre of Te Waipounamu]
The posts of Rakaihouia fRefers to the eel weirs and matringa kai sites along the
Canterbury coastline and around Horomaka (Banks Peninsula)l
The open grasslands where Waitaha embarked upon their journey [The Canterbury
plains across which Rakaihautu, Rakaihouia and their followers reunited after a long
separation].

Later arrivals included the descendants of Whatua Mamoe [Ngati Mamoe] and Tatru Potiki [Ngai

Tahu]. These three main strands form the contemporary group known as Ngdi Tahu whdnui.

They established mana whenua over the land and other resources, which were managed in a

systemised way.85

8r Beattie 1920:53-54:54.
t2 Tikanga: customs, practices, lore and law.t' Kawa: rules and regulations to carqr out the tikanga.* 

Ra the navigator [Ra the kaihautu] came to Te Waka o Aoraki in his canoe, Te Huruhurumanu. 'It is not my
explanation but the explanation of Te Ari Pitama, who taught it to me.' Personal conversation with Huata Holmes
April2002.
85 For more detail on the origins of the three main groups who make up Ngdi Tahu whdnui refer to Anderson
l998,Chapters l-3; Evison 1993:pp.l-20.
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tn the South Island resources were harvested through a pattern of seasonal gathering rounds,

which were strictly adhered to. Each hapf or community had its own resource-gathering

schedule dependent on the group's location, whanaungatanga alliances and exchange

mechanisms.s6 Certain foods were available only during short seasonal harvests such as the tr=tl

or eels, while others were gathered relatively easily during most of the year such as shellfish and

fern root.87

During the Waitangi Tribunal hearings into the Ngdi Tahu claim in 1987-1988, Rik Tau

explained a complex pattern of land use and control prior to 1840.

Te wakawaka o Ruakaka (Rik Tau)
I now explain our former social order with regard to our mahinga kai that were in
existence prior to 1840. Our mahinga kai, products of the land and sea, were contained
within well-defined boundaries know as wakawaka.

[The wakawaka o Ruakaka] boundary stems from our mountains extending out to Te
Marae o Tangaroa. ...This area is a fishery breeding ground. During the breeding season
a ratrui was placed over this area curtailing fishing. As in all our areas for gathering food,
signs from nature indicated a time to stop taking. Rahui in these instances are applied by
nature. These signs are known by those of us who have hunted, lived with environment
and taught others. ... The land points for the [area] were Motunau Island to Panau Point,
and back to Maungatere (Mt. Grey). Beyond this [area] our landmarks were our maunga
karanga known as Manukau (seaward Kaikdura) south to Aku Patiki (Mt. Herbert) back
to Mairngat"re.ss
The various whanau groups from the various wakawakase would join together and fonn
their waka-tapa-rua for what the current regime calls offshore fishing. I am not sure what
this term means as the depth of water determines the type of fish that is caught relative to
their food supply. ...The same function to the sea and land was exercised by the whanau
in the wakawaka known as Otamate Raki and Orawhata. Extensions to the fishing
boundary were allocated to the whanau possessing property rights within the wakawaka,
Te Kopa, Te Waka Awa and Motoitoi. A variation of skills existed within the wakawaka
known as Pu Taringamotu and Opawawaho.
The whanau within the wakawaka known as Ihu Tai were a people who specialised in the
seeding of our coastline, the experts and makers of matau and kupenga" (fish hooks and
fishing nets). These people were also guardians and protectors of nga ara haere (the
secret paths and trails) through the swamps of the present Christchurch areq giving
sanctuary from possible enemies.
Beyond this area were the whanau, trained to be skilled fishermen from the wakawaka o
Putaringamotu and Opawawaho. It was these people who were given the task of
developing high skills as offshore fishermen out to the Chatham rise and beyond. The
estuary of lhu Tai and surrounding swamps within our various wakawak4 trade and koha
were practised according to the various skills and functions of the various whanau
gloups.
The same wakawaka system was practiced inland for the gathering of kauru, kiore etc.
These foods would be collected by the various whanau groups or collective groups. It is

86 Anderson 1998: I 1 8, 120.
tt lbid.
EE See map insert p. l.
8e Wakawaka: a share or division of land.
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Fiture 7.1 ldealised model oftradhional Ngai Tahu land management and hapu

dislribution. Within recognised dietrict! (left), defined blocks of land (wakawaka)

predominate in the north and isolated resource gathering areas (nrahinga kal) in fre
south. Older hapu (A) are more dispersed, north io south (right), while younger hapu

(B) r€tain more of their members toward the norlh,
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Figure7.2 Ngai Tahu seasonal calendars, The year (A), ls divided into three seasons:
Raumati (the warm Period), Ntahuru (the maln harvesl perlod) and Takurua (the cold
period), of which tfie late winter and spring was the most difficllt time. Hunting and
gathering scfiedules are shown for commuoities based at Ruapuke lsland (8), Waikouaiti
(C) and Kaiapol (D). Sources: Beattie (1994), Tau (n.d.).



important to note that not all people would gather the various foods. Our people
specialised in certain food gathering skills.
Within our social order, authority by the Arikitanga or leading Rangatira existed over all
wakawaka. This was essential for the protection of our people, our networking system
through the whakapapa for the uses of our mahinga kai and the siting of our kainga
nohoanga.
Wakawaka were also allocated along the trails throughout our island for people in transit.
This strategy and appointment of wakawaka assisted in avoiding conflict such as might
result from too big an impact on the mahinga kai, which had been allocated to whanau
groups, if people in transit descended on them. Examples of wakawaka for customary
use for people in transit are Hereor4 marked today by the cabbage tees in the grounds of
Burnside High School, and Pukehinau where the Coringa Golf coruse now is. Another
example of a transit-authorised campsite is at Hinepaaka. which identifies the trails to the
West Coast up the Rakaia River via Noti Raureka, named after the woman who showed
the trails to the pouurmu on the West coast. Hinepaaka is identified by the tree in the
Rakaia Catchment area near Claverlv. e0

Atholl Anderson, in his 1998 book, The Welcome of Strangers, questioned the wide-spread use

of the centralised, wakawaka system described by Tau. He suggested that there was a multi-

layered system of land access and use that ensured a diverse range of land use rights. He

discussed two complementary models of resource allocation. The first he called the mahinga kai

model which owere generally small-scale divisions within certain kinds of mahinga kai such as

mutton bird islands, beech forest stands where rats were caught and patches of tI kouka.'el The

management of mahinga kai relied on four inter-related elements. The first was adherence to a

seasonal gathering round which determined the harvest of particular species at their optimum

time. The year was divided into three seasons, Raumati (the warmer months), Ngahuru (the

main harvest period), and Takurua (the cold period;.e2 The second element was regulated access

which included the wakawaka system described by Tau. The development of long-term

preservation methods assisted in ensuring unseasonable availability of resources, and was a main

part of the fourth element, the exchange of resources among hapfr and with non-Ngdi Tahu

groups. The systems of exchange included the concept of kaihau kai which was a method of

displaying the wealth and mana of a group through the recognition of their exclusive right to

particular resources. The kaihau kai were the speciality foods from the group's territory over

which they held the mana whenua - the authority and control.

Anderson's second model was the 'wakawaka' model that was more prevalent in the northern

area of the South Island. This second model was akin to Tau's description of land use and

control, and allowed for exclusive rights by some families over particular resources that had been

no Tau, H.R., Jl0: 25,pp.32-34. Ngai Tahu claim before the Waitangi Tribunal, 1987-1989. The areas he is
discussing are all in the Christchurch/ Canterbury area. See map insert p.l.
nt Anderson 1998: I l2-l l5
e2 

See illustation opposite.
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granted by tribal leadership. Anderson suggested that Tau's description of wakawaka was based

on the system that had been in place in the northern part of the Ngai Tahu territory. This was

system based on maintaining Kaiapoi pd as a major commercial centre for the redistribution of

resources. At Kaiapoi, tribal leadership played an important part in determining allocation and

distribution of resources, hence the private use rights of individual families.e3

Anderson maintained that there were other factors in the land-use systems that were determined

by age of occupancy in the South Island. Some groups could 'claim a family connection with

primary landowners [that] also contained a right of tenure and a say in alienation and were valid

wherever one's relatives happened to reside.' Anderson described a third type of land right that

devolved from residence and 'allowed occupation and use but contained no right to sell.'

Anderson concluded that although something like Rik Tau's description of the wakawaka

scheme was prevalent in the northern part of the South Island, it was by no means the only type

of land access scheme known or practiced among Ngdi Tahu.eo Anderson's research showed that

there was a diverse range of land use rights in place prior to 1840, which were determined by a

complex system of whakapapa, residence, and age of occupancy in the South Island. He

concluded that 'age of occupancy constituted an important dynamic of change' in traditional

Ngdi Tahu land-holding and management.es

Anderson and Tau both agreed that the primary source of land and resource access was

whakapapa, ffid as Anderson explained, 'such a multi-layered system to access' could be

obtained through either parent and this 'ensured a fine-grained dispersion of resource ownership

and use rights throughout the tribe' Anderson concluded that 'from each community's point of

view, management and use of local resources did not entail exclusive ownership and, conversely,

from each hapu's point of view ownership of land and resources did not entail centralised control

of use.'96

In the South Island there were also various farrning methods developed that were used to ensure

the continuation of a resource. One method was the farming of the tTtrees for the extaction of

sugar, which occurred extensively around the Temukae7 ar"ain south Canterbury. Other

methods involved knowledge and practice of marine farming. Rik Tau and Jim Williams

n' Anderson 1998: l 12-1 15.
to lbid.
n'Ibid.
e6lbid.
nt The full Mdori name for this area is Te Umu Kaha which refers to the large number of umu, or ovens, found in the
area that was used in the preparation ofthe cabbage-free sugar.
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discussed how the resources were managed politically, economically and socially and their

stories illustrate the whakapapa principle of rangatiratanga in practice.

Seeding kaimoana (Rik Tau)
Rimurapaet was and still is used in the planting or seeding of kaimoana around our
coastline. Seafood did not just appear around our coastline waterways and lakes. In most
instances, these foods were planted there by our ancestors and by the living of today. As
examples along our coast of South Brighton/Karorokaroro for the last 4-5 generations
seeding toheroa has taken place. These rootstocks came from Kahuraki Point and
Waikawa [near Nelson]. Only recently toheroa were again seeded locally. ... The tuatua
in Pegasus Bay have similarly been planted here. The cockles in the Ihutai Estuary are of
the same stock as Otepoti [Dunedin area] and Kaikowa. Saltwater Creek (Waireka)
locally and all the bays of the peninsula have the same food systems. We have scallop
beds outside the north eastern bays of Akaroa and they are the products of planting. .,.
The sea, lake and waterways are a garden to us. The fresh waters were seeded by the use

of pouwhenBf i.r. logs of wood placed in the water with the necessary kai and catalysts
for seeding.'

(Jim Williams)
At times the kai-moana-mataitai are gravid seeds being generally released along the
beaches in a quite haphazard manner. It is at this time that our poua and taua use the
rimurapa to trap the spat and lay them in concentrated areas close by the "papa kaika".
The time sequence is critical and the preparation of the rimu is extremely painstakingly
slow and sacred. The holes of dispersal are drilled using a special bone from the skeleton
of the hapuku. The numbers of holes are important, as they must match up and duplicate
the pattem of "Mataritrir:.100 When these sequences have been completed the karakia
would then set apart all who will collect the gravid seafood. ... The old ones would
collect their favourites and place them into poha"lOt ... lwhich would] be punched with
holes and buried in the 3'd and 4e wave line at low tide or placed carefully on the rocks or
in crevices where the wave pressure would slowly disperse the eggs over a period of
time. ...The star-shape of the design...apart from the primary purpose of allowing spat to
escape, whilst still being protected by the poha the design would most likely have
recorded ownership; each group having their own distinctive pattern...telling all the
purpose of the poha. It would also have acted like a waming ... like the sign of the rahui,
telling others not to touch and interfere with the re-seeding.... But the primary purpose of
the holes was to allow the spat to escape.lo2

Thus concepts of whakapapa-determined land tenureship, such as described by Kawharul03 thut

linked people to a location were very much in evidence in pre-l840 South Island land tenure

systems. There is a contemporary example of resource management in the South Island that

serves as a reminder of the earlier Ngdi Tahu whakapapa-based management techniques.

* Rimurapa: bull kelp; Durvillaea antarctica.
" Tau, H.R., Jl0: 25:.9. Ngai Tahu claim before the lVailangi Tribunal, 1987-1989.
r00 The Greek name used by Europeans for this star constellation is the Pleiades. Refer to illushation opposite for
the shape of the Matariki star formation.
to' Poha are containers made from rimurapa. Refer to illushation opposite.
to2 Jim Williams, 2001. Work in progress for PhD thesis, University of Otago. Permission kindly given by author
for inclusion into this work.
to' See p. 8 of this thesis. 
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An important space of the South Island landscape is occupied by the mutton-bird. too Its place is

explained through the birds' whakapapa connections to a group of islands that lay off the very

southern coastline of New Zealand. They form part of a genealogy that extended from Tdne, the

progenitor of people and birds. The bird forms an important economic resource for the South

Island Ngai Tahu. The place names of the islands are the rulmes of prominent people who appear

in Ngai Tahu genealogies. The place names recall the whakapapa, which recall the events

leading up to the formation of the islands, which in turn lead to the understanding of how the

birds and Ngdi Tahu became an integral part of the southern landscape.

The harvesting of the birds is organised strictly through genealogical connections to the islands.

Whakapapa orders place and space on the mutton-bird islands for both the birds and the Ngdi

Tahu families who harvest them. It has always been this way. The mutton-bird islands are

perhaps the only Mdori resource still managed strictly according to MEori tikanga [aws, lore,

custom], in this case Ngdi Tahu tikanga. The official policies and legislation that govern the

management of other resources within New Zealand do not extend to the management of the

mutton-bird islands, and demonstrates that whakapapa-based knowledge systems are viable

methods of sustainable environmental management in contemporary sifuations.

Rik Tau described the management of the T-ru or mutton bird resource and how it illustrated 'the

nearest living example' to the meaning of rangatiratanga for Ngai Tahu.l0s

Our relationship management and administration as Ngai Tahu whanui of the mutton bird
or Titi islands is perhaps the nearest living example we have to the meaning of
Rangatiratanga to our natural resources or mahinga kai. For example:

The decisions are made to the allocation of catching areas or wakawaka, the siting of
houses, the welfare of the mutton birders and the protection and rules governing the
environment. These decisions are determined by those who possess whakapapa or
genealogy rights to our Titi Islands. These decisions are collective decisions.
Our social order can be seen. We live in our houses as whanau $oups. We work
collectively, to ensure good town planning, allocation of wakawaka (birding areas)
fairly and equitably, ensuring our provisions axe transported and catch returned to our
points of departure, as well our collective responsibility for the health of those people
on the islands. More importantly, to discuss and deterrnine policies for the protection
of the environment, rules for catching Titi for the retention of our manu kai and their
environment. These are unwritten laws, laws we live by, laws that are taught to
leamer birders, and for this reason we have maintained our environment and manu
kai. From this point each individual is at liberty to exercise his skills in hunting the
Titi. The working or dressing of these birds for future use, can be worked
individually, by whanau, or by mingling of whanau groups. All options are working

f 0n TIIT: Muttonbird; sooty shearwater: Pufinus griseus.
tot Tau, H.R., Jl0: 25,p.27. Ngai Tahu claim before the llaitangi Tribunal, 1987-1989.
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on our island of Pohowaitai. However, the catch is the property of that individual, or
the whanau to do as he or she determine. The importance of our social order is that
all must contribute individually for the wellbeing of our collective responsibility, the
retention of otu resource for our future generations. If the individual does not desire
to work this is also shown in the results when returning home. No work, no benefit.
We were denied our mahinga kai. What could not be denied us was our whakapapa
kupenga o Ngai Tahu whanui, Property rights to our mahinga kai, that is, "Nga Hua o
te whenua; Ngai Hua o Tane me nga uri o Tangaroa," is afact, it did exist, it still
exists, and the properly rights, customs and practices are to be found on our Titi
islands.

Travelling by sea to the Titi Islands, areas were set aside for general tribal use to gather
mahinga kai and Titi as well as to berth the canoes of old or the boats of today. Puai
landing on the Island of Taukihepa (South Cape) is one such landing place. There are

many others...those of our people with the conect whakapapa proceed to where they
possess their property rights. On the island that I take my Titi, Pohowaitai, we determine
our wakawaka that is areas to take. These are identified by cut tracks. Where cut tracks
do not exist, string is laid on the ground to ensure no poaching by your relatives take
place. Our property rights are guarded jealously. The strings and tracks are there to
remind us of our responsibility to respect property rights as well as to prevent conflict.
These customs that we still maintain on our Titi Island were the same customs applied to
all our mahinga kai which are tied together by Te Aka o tuwhenua...this gives rise to our
statements, "we have one foot on the land and one foot in the water."
The retention of this mahinga kai resource is the most important value we have. Our
conservation measures can only be maintained by recognising these islands under
collective title, customary Maori land, and not as individual property.l06

Rik Tau spoke about the concept of having one foot in the realm of Tdne and one foot in the

realm of Tangaroa. Mana whenua was not just concerned with the management and control of

the land but extended into the realn of Tangaroa, and the management of resources required

knowledge of both realms. In the mutton bird example Ngdi Tahu must have knowledge not

only of the land environment but also of the sea patterns for fish, currents and such like. This is

because the two realms work hand in hand to ensure the survival of the mutton bird resource for

future generations.tot In contemporary times a new term of "mana moana" has become popular,

and carries the meaning of having political control over the sea, but as Pa Henare has stated of

the northern North Island hapii:

Their tauranga ikalO8 were identified by land sites and whenever they laid claim to a rohe
whenua the claim also included the tauranga ika, that was part of their mana whenua - i
runga i te whenua - on the land was their mana over the sea and included, like
boundaries, would be the identification of fishing places. Because the mana was with the

touTau,H.R.,Jl0:25,pp.25-2T.NgaiTahuclaimbeforetheWaitangiTribunal,lgsT-|989

'"' Muttonbirds are migratory and spend nine-months at sea. The flight path follows the warm currents around the
Pacific, up the coast to Japan, to tJte arctic waters, back down the west coast of America and then home to the
Muttonbird islands off Stewart Island. The birds do not roost on land during their migration but rest and feed at sea.

When they retum to New Zealand to breed, the adults feed constantly at sea and human fishing patterns in the
feeding areas can affect the survival of the birds. Some perish in fishing nets, which directly affects the survival of
the flock.
tot Tauranga ika: fishing sites.
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hapu they therefore had the power, perhaps what we would call an administrative power

- te mana whakahaere - the mana to be able to manage the resources. They would have
also had what we may call these days, executive power, the ability to execute what they
had been able to lay down as law called te whakatakoto ture - to lay down principles for
access - for timing, for the amount of fish that was taken, for purposes - they had that
mana, that was part of their mana, of the hapu.loe

Pa Henare noted that tauranga ika were not only named but each had a distinctive use pattern,

indicating which fish to catch at what height of the tide.rr0 The hapti boundaries were strictly

adhered to and governed by tikanga consisting of degrees of tapu, makutulll and rdhui. Makereti

Papakura explained the way hapfr groups notified others about their land and sea boundaries.

The tribes or hapu who owned land down to sea would own the fishing rights for some
distance out to sea. A stake would be put in at each end to mark the boundary line on
each side, and these might be a few miles or many miles apart. The stakes prevented any
outsider from fishing in the waters. Only the members of the hapu, or of the several sub-
hap[, who owned the land, would have any right here. A mauri would generally be

buried on the land near the coast. This was often a stone. This mauri of sea fish had
great mana from the gods, and so represented their mana, and was supposed to have the
power to bring the fish from other parts of the sea to those parts. The Maori had names
for each fishing rock, ground, or bank, which belonged,to a hapu, and called them all by
name. Some were eight or ten miles out in deep water."'

The recognition given to the mana whenua of hapfr over their tauranga ika is an example of

identification of the hapfl's rangatiratanga status over certain resources. Although they may be

linked with other hapfi to one eponymous ancestor, the mana whenua and rangatiratanga remains

with the hap[ who have stayed in the area to care for and control the access to the resource. The

way Mdori carry out our responsibilities and obligations to care for a resource is called

tiakitanga. Isobel Roderick explained the whakapapaprinciples of tiakitanga.

The land and resources belong to everyone as we are all tangata whenua - people forget
that and think that the PEkehE ownership laws apply to M6ori land and resources. Some
have more responsibility than others do in particular areas so they are the kaitiaki and
look after the resources so that when visitors arrive they expect to experience the success

of the kaitiaki group in carrying out their responsibilities. No one owns land or resources
over and above other tangata whenua - some just have more responsibility than others in
some areas, and that responsibility is handed down from the ancestors. When you listen

'* Pa Henare, Te Rarawa, cited in, llthose rights are right? Maori castomaryfishing rights,Education video from
Te Ohu Kai Moana/Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Commission. Rotorua: Cardno Productions.
rro Ibid.ttt Makutu: 'influence psychologically through incantation' [cited in the Waitangi Tribunal Te Roroa Report
glossaryl.
Ani Rita, Ng6ti Mamoe, Ngdi Tahu, described m6kutu as the use of prayer to make someone obey the wishes of the
gods [ancestors] (speaking to Professor Bruce Biggs in a taped interview at her home at Bluff, 20 May 1963).
rr2 Makereti 1986:220-221.
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to the whaik6rero at a welcome, they talk about tatou marce, that it is inclusive to
everyone, not mdtou marae, which is exclusive and only for some.l13

The principles of ahi kE roa and ahi kd are directly related to the principle of tiakitanga. The

people who remain in permanent residence in a particular area maintain the ahi kE roa - the

permanent buming fires. Those who can whakapapa to the area but do not necessarily live there

have ahi ka - burning fires. The extent to which the latter group's fires burn depends on the

amount of participation they are prepared to engage in with the permanent guardians and

caretakers of the home areas and its resources. Mark Solomon has explained it this way.

My family come from Kaikdura, Tuahiwi, Koukourdrata, Onuku, Wairewa, Taumuhr"
Arowhenua, Waihao, Moeraki, Awaru4 Oraka-Aparima, and Mak6whio, thatos where
my whakapapa links are. We look at it - when I say 'we' I talk about my wh6nau - I have
a right to affiliate to all those rflnanga, but the stance taken at Kaikdura is, if I'm not there
participating, then the people that do participate there act as my kaitiaki. They look after
my interests on my behalf. I am not going to go to Koukourdrata and get involved in
their decision-making unless I'm prepared to go there and work for them and, because I
don't, I've got family there that look after my interests - it's not my right to go dictating
to them. It's like you were saying, your right is based on what you put back in and until I
participate at Koukour6rata they look after my interests, and my whole family think like
this.lla

The principle of ahi kd roa, and ahi kd and levels of participation can be further explained in the

following stories and explanations concerning the whakapapa principles of tohatoha and hau.

The principle of tohatoha is one of the guiding principles of whakapapa that works alongside the

principles of ahi kE and ahi ka roa. This is the principle of distribution and is directly related to

ensuring the continuation of the community as a whole. Margaret Mutu described an agreement

between Carter Holt Harvey and the group, NgAti Hine that explains tohatoha.

When Ngdti Hine supplied workers for the planting of a forest in the north, the agreement
with Carter Holt Harvey was that the head of the work gang would be paid in fuIl for the
contract. He then distributed the wages to each worker according to the size of the
worker's family - in other words the wages were distributed according to the needs of
each family rather than on an individual basis. We still do the fish the same way, share
the fish out the same way. The bigger families get more fish because they need more.
It's about caring for the community as a whole and they're all part of the community.l15

r13 Personal conversation 2000 with Isabel Mangutiutiu Roderick - nee Daley, Ngdti Rangiwewehi, Ngdti Hikairo.
tto From taped interview with Mark Solomon, Kdti Kuri, Waitaha, Ngdi Tahu, and Ngdti Mamoe. 24 Apnl2002.
Mark was speaking in his capacity as Te Kaiwhakahaere of Te R[nanga o Ngdi Tahu. He is the rtinanga
representative for KaikOura papatipu rlinanga. See map insert p. I for the location of each named rtinanga.
"' Personal conversation with Margaret Mutu, Te Wh6nau Moanao Ngati Kahu, 23 May 2002.
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Understanding the principle of tohatoha is important in understanding the way that the other

principles of whakapapa interact to guide the continuation of whakapapa and therefore the

continuation of the community as a whole. It is the reciprocal nature of whakapapa that sees a

continuation of balance between the three worlds of whakapapa, and tohatoha ensures that

responsibilities and obligations are kept in check. You get back what you put in. There is a

balance between contributing and receiving. The practice of tohatoha is the physical level of

reciprocity.

The principle of hau is the spiritual level of reciprocity. The belief in haul16 provides the

spiritual connection between each member of a hap[, their particular geographical area and the

areaos resources. Tohatoha is the way Mdori physically realise their portion of the resources. It

is the way that each person carrS/'s out his or her obligation and responsibilities. Both hau and

tohatoha are directly related to how much each person is prepared to participate. Both concepts

are whakapapa principles of participation in all the whakapapa relationships between resources,

including people.

Hau can be explained this way. A contemporary example of hau occurred when Isobel

Roderick's son recently stated that he intended to purchase a property at Maketli, one of their

ancestral areas.llT Isobel replied; 'you don't need that - you would have too many

responsibilities and obligations to fulfiI'. Her way of thinking wasn't that he wouldn'r benefit

from reconnecting with Maketri, but that he had to attend to his tiakitanga responsibilities before

he could benefit, and by doing so he would rekindle old family obligations that would need to be

dealt with.

Everything has hau, which ties the person or object to its origin. When part of the hau is taken

away from its origin, there is an obligation for the user of the hau to retum it in some form.

When Isobel's son returned to MaketE he would be returning part of the hau to its origin -
returning the hau to the haukainga, or the place of origin of his ancestors who belong to the

Maketti part of his whakapapa. Through the process of whakapapa the hau remains within the

ancestral area. Each descendant carries part ofthe hau within them because of their whakapap4

which is their connection with the ancestors of the land. When a person leaves the area, a part of

the hau goes with them. Each time they return, that part of the hau returns, thereby reuniting the

hau of the person with the hau of their ancestors. This replenishes the hau of the land, and a

balance is kept. The concept of ahi kd roa takes into account the idea of hau being based at the

t'u Hau: the breath of life.
r17 Personal conversation with Isobel Roderick.200l.
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ancestral land. The people who remain on the land - at the haukainga - practice ahi kA roa: full-

time, permanent occupation and guardianship. Those who leave and retum periodically practice

ahi ka, which is a reconnection of hau, or a reconnection of the person with their responsibilities

and obligations to the land and the resources that are held there. People may refum once a year

to gather certain resources or they may retum to celebrate a family occasion, but because they

carry a part of the hau with them then their link is always there. They cannot be denied a

reconnection with the land area because they cilry a part of the hau, which must be retumed at

some stage in order to maintain a balance. To deny a reconnection is to deny whakapapa.

In about 1849, Te Rangikahekelrs used the concept of hau in his version of the story of MEui.

Katahi te tangata rE ka kawea ki te wai e t6na pEp6" ka tohia, ka mutu. Ka whdngaia te
hau o dna patunga i te RA me tdna h-ranga i te whenua" ka mutu.
Pawera tonu tana papa, a Makea-tuara ki te.qapenga o tana karakia tohi, karakia whdngai
hau o 6na patunga; mau tonu tdna pahunu. "'

Then his father carried [Maud to the water, and his whakapapa was legitimised, and that
was finished. The hau from his beating of the sun and his fishing up of the land was
replenished, and that was finished. His father, Makea-tuara was very afraid because of
the mistake he made in the incantation, in the incantation that replenished the hau of
[Maui's] many deeds, his anxiety was great.l20

According to Te Rangikaheke's story the tohi ritual performed by Mdui's father was to feed the

hau of Mdui's deeds, or to sustain the results of his deeds so that humans could benefit. The

benefits gained by mankind are reciprocated back to the ancestors in ways that are taught to

Mdori through the stories of Maui and other ancient t-rpuna. The stories also teach about

obligation and responsibility and how actions in maintaining these can have consequences for

generations to come.

When Mdui performed his task of fishing up the North Island, Te Ika a Maui,l2l he was taking

something away from the ancestor, Tangaroa. Mdui had taken one of Tangaroa's children and

therefore part of the hau of the ocean. When MEui first caught the fish he warned his brothers

not to do anything until he could offer the appropriate thanks to Tangaroa. The karakia that

M[ui wanted to perforrn was designed to return the hau, or life force of the fish back to

Tangaroa, thereby returning part of the hau to its source. MEui would have been reciprocating

t'8 Wiremu Maihi Te Rangikaheke,?-1896. Ng6ti Rangiwewehi; leader, scholar and public servant. Te
Rangikaheke was commissioned by Governor George Grey to produce written M6ori material detailing MSori
customs, stories and history. He produced a 'large body of work - 2 I manuscripts of which he was the sole author,
and 17 more to which he contributed, in all nearly 800 pages ... prior to 1854' [Cumow 1990:.494].
rrn The Mdui story appears in GNZMMSS 43:896-973. UAL, Special Collections.
l2o Mv translation.
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the gift from Tangaroa. The brothers ignored the advice and began to cut up the fish before

Mdui could say the appropriate karakia. The land became broken, cut and mountainous instead

of remaining large and flat, and much of it was rendered useless for cultivation. The message in

the story is that the appropriate retum gift must be made in order for any future relationship to be

profitably maintained. Hence when Mdori go fishing they return to Tangaroa the first fish that

has been caught as a way of expressing thanks for his gift to them. The gift from Tangaroa

contains part of the hau of the origin, the ocean, or the hau of the ancestor, Tangaroa, and the

action of retuming the first fish returns that part of the hau to its source. The hau that Maui took

from Tangaroa in the form of his fish was to be restored in the tohi ritual, which placed Mdui's

life in the care of the atua. However, the mistake in the recitation of the karakia caused an

intemrption in the exchange. In effect, MEui would not be able to retum the gift and this meant

that successive generations would have to be relied on to carry out this obligation for him. The

reciprocal relationship between the realm of Tangaroa and people was intemrpted and the

conditions for a favourable relationship no longer existed. However, the obligation to return a

gift remained and had to be met at a later date. Failure to return a gift, and thereby the hau,

within the same generation does not render the obligation null and void. It is merely postponed

and left for future generations to comply with and contemporary MEori carry out this obligation

by returning the first fish caught.

Another example of the origin of hau is explained in the story of M6ui's last deed in which he

attempted to claim immortality for people. The reasons for his attempt at immortality and his

failure to carry out the deed can be found in the story of Tane and Hine-ahu-one.

When Tdne created the first woman, Hine-ahu-one, from the soil of Papatuanuku he imbued her

with two principles: Te ira tangata, the human principle; and Te ira atua, the spiritual

principle.l22 Thus people are a combination of the physical and spiritual worlds and a balance

must always be maintained to ensure health and well-being. When someone dies, their hau

retums to its origins: to the origin of the physical world, Papatuanuku; and to its origin in the

spiritual world, the ancestors from whom we descend. M6ori understand how death was brought

into the world through the story of Tane and his daughter Hine-t-rtama, who was the daughter

from his relationship with Hine-ahu-one. When she discovered her husband is also her father,

Hine-trtama fled to Te Pd where she re-emerged as Hine-nui-te-p6. When Tdne asked her to

t'' Te lka a MEui - the 'fish of Mdui' is one name for the North Island of New Zealand.
r22 Tutakangahau [ 897], explained it as: 'No te wa i hangaia ai a Hine-ahu-one. He taha atua tetahi taha ona" he
taha whenua tetahi taha ona, no te huinga o te taha atua me te taha whenua, katahi ka kiia he tangata.'
oWhen Hine-ahu-one was created, one side of her was celestial or god-like while the other side was earthly. When
these two elements combined, that is the celestial as well as the earthly, we have the creation of a human being'

[ATL, Elsdon Best papers, qms-0187].
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return to him she replied that he should remain in Te Ao Mdrama and ensure the survival of

people during their lifetimes, while she remained in Te P6. It is at this point that death enters the

world. Hine-nui-te-p6 is the atua who takes in people when they die and are returned to the earth

from which they were formed. Tikao stated that if Hine-tTtama had returned with Tdne, death

would not have entered the world, and there would have been no need for Mdui to try and

overcome it many generations later.r23 If M6ui had succeeded in obtaining immortality for

humankind, the hau would not have been able to retum to one of its origins - the earth - thus

upsetting the balance between the two dimensions, and not allowing the continuation of the

relationships between all things. In other wordso the practice of whakapapa would have been

intemrpted, because only the ira atua component would have existed. The other component, the

ira tangata, which ensures the continuation of the whakapapa t-rpunq would have ceased to exist.

Many of the concepts surrounding hau have become distorted over time. For example, Chief

Judge Joe Williams noted recently that the Native Land Court, in an effort to tidy up succession

laws, ruled that if a person or family did not return to an area after three generations than all

connections were severed forever.

All take had, by tikanga Maori, to be consummated by ahikaroa - or as it is loosely
translated into English - occupation. The rule developed by the Native Land Court
judges was absence from the land for three generations extinguished title. There was of
course no such rule in tikanga Maori. It's just that the three-generation rule was easier to
apply than the more sophisticated analysis of the maintenance of connection with the land
which tikanga Maori would have required."o

The concept of hau helps to explain what Isobel meant when she said her son had too many

responsibilities and obligations at Makehr. When her son returned there he would be retuming

part of the hau and thereby taking part in the practice of ahi k5, or carrying out the whdnau's

responsibilities and obligations to the area and its resources as ordered through their

whakapapa.l25

The importance of the stories, such as the ones that recall the actions of Mdui and Tdne, is that

they contain social theories that explain to us why the principles of whakapapa are important.

Maori Marsden recently referred to such to stories as symbols,l26 adding that we must add a

fourth basket to the three worlds of the baskets of knowledge - the world of symbol.

r23 Beattie 1939:21.
tto From, The Maori Land Court - A Separate Legal System? Seminar notes by Chief Judge Joe Williams, n.d., p.6.
r25 At the time this took place, Isobel's son had been called on by other branches of their whakapapa to resume the
family's responsibilities and obligations in another part of the county. She felt that he would have been too
ineffectual at Maket[ because of his commifinents to whakapapa elsewhere.
tzu 

Marsden and Henare 1992:12.
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The world of symbol is a deliberate creation of the human mind. Man recreates symbols
to depict, represent, and illustrate some other perceived reality. Words, formulae, art
fonns, ritualistic ceremonies, legend, myth etc created by the human mind as maps,
models, prototypes and paradigrns by which the mind can grasp, understand and
reconcile the worlds of sense perception, of the real world behind that, and the world of
the spirit.l2T

The stories that surround whakapapa are symbolic of the information contained with it. They

explain the relationships between all three worlds of whakapapa and they contain the information

needed for us to carry out the everyday realities of our lives. They provide a map for us to

follow so that we can find our way through the social processes that organise out lives. The way

we act out the social processes is through our adherence to practices such as whanaungatanga,

tiakitanga and rangatiratanga.

The social structure of MSori groups is made up of different layers of co-operation. These are

the whanaungatanga connections: waka, iwi, hapfr and whanau. The way individuals and groups

participate within each layer depends on the level of connectedness they are trying to achieve at

the time - just like the way whakapapa t-rpuna is recited depending on the level of connection

that is trying to be conveyed to the listeners.

The waka level of whanaungatanga is the loosest, widest possible layer of co-operation. The

term waka literally means canoe and refers to the descendants of the voyaging canoes that

brought the original settlers to Aotearoa and Te Waipounamu.

One expert has said,

The waka rarely acted in solid form of union for any lenglh of time and was rarely a
controlled and Lohesive group.l28 -

Another expert has said,

The largest social unit became the wak4 a very loose cluster of related tribes bound by a
romantic sentiment back to the crew members of a canoe, and based on a specific
territory, f,rxed since the time when the canoes landed. But while the link back to the
canoe was kept strong by story and sentiment, cross ties between units of the cluster of
tribes were weak. The Maori socio-political system did not become united by a central
government, although certainly here at waka level there was an oppornrnity for some sort
of overall amalgamation. It was not until recent times, owing to the extemal pressures of
European society, that there was any movement towards a closer association of groupings
joined by descent from a canoe and occupying the same territory. While the canoe - te
waka - gave its name to a cluster of related tribes, the name of the tribe was normally

ttt Ibid.
r28 Mead 1997:193.
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derived from the ancestor who was a member of the crew. or occasionally from an
incident in tribal historv.l2e

Another expert has also said that,

Tribes deriving from ancestors who came to New Zealand in the same canoe formed a
waka (canoe), a loose association rather than a federation for defined ends. They
recognised some obligation to help each other if asked, but frequently fought each
othe;.r30

A contemporary example of a canoe cluster is Te Arawa confederation of tribes who all descend

from the crew of Te Arawa waka. A contemporary example of a waka alliance for economic

purposes is the recent formation of a fishing conglomerate by NgAi Tatru, Ng6ti Kahungunu,

Tamanuhiri, and some of the Hauraki tribes who all descend from the Takitimu waka.l3l Neither

of these waka alliances assumes control over the individual member's rangatiratanga. Each of

the alliance members retains autonomy of leadership and authority and control of their own

resources. The exercise of their rangatiratanga is not affected by the alliance formed under the

widest level of whanaungatanga, the waka.

The term, iwi, literally means o'bones'o and refers to all the people who are linked by a common

ancestry. In contemporary times it is often translated as ootribe". The iwi was not the corporate

body through which rangatiratanga was exercised but served a political function only.

Mead said iwi were.

... the largest socio-political organization that existed in Maori society. Although the
ftlme of a canoe was applied to a cluster of related tribes, the name of an eponymous
ancestor was used as the mme of the tribe or iwi, although an incident in tribal history
may \gye also provided the name.... Both male and female ancestors provided the
name."' The most important feature of iwi is the principle that members are all related
by descent through either parent.l33

Professor Hugh Kawharu described iwi this way.

The tribe or iwi was certainly a territorial unit and the basis of a group ideology, but there
is little evidence to indicate how itfunctioned as a unit. Conversely, there is evidence of
intra-tribal, i.e. inter-hapu warfare, some evidence, therefore, of a lack of a permanent
goveming body.l3a

tto winiata 1967.25.

"o Metge |9671197l.6.t" Keene, Howard, 1999. Tribes use blood ties to forge fisheries alliances, ln The Press, Christchurch,3/8/1999.t" For example Ngati Mamoe has as its eponymous ancestor, Hotu Mamoe, a woman originally from the Ahuriri
fNapier] area of the North lsland.
r33 Mead 1997 193-
f 

'a Kawharu 1977:38.
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The term, hap[, literally translates as o'pregnanto'and refers to the political, economic and social

structure grouping of Mdori. The hapii was the main corporate body in charge of the resources

within their recognized geographical boundaries. It is often translated as being a sub-tribe of an

iwi, but this assumes that an iwi is a tribe when it is in fact a loose association of related peoples

who do not act on a day-to-day basis as a corporate group. The hapii determined access to all the

resources, including people over which it govemed, or exercised rangatiratanga.

In order to establish that it was the whanaungatanga connections that ruled the choice of

participation at different levels, Helen Leach carried out an analysis of several versions of the

same oral history that described a battle between Ngdti Mamoe and NgEi Tahu at Pari Whakatau

(near Kaik6ura). She researched the whakapapa surrounding one of the main characters, Maru,

and the role he played in the circumstances surrounding the battle. Maru's whakapapa relevant

to the history can be summarised as follows.

According to Tuhawaiki, Maru was the grandson of Tahumutu, founder of South Island NgEi

Tahu. Maru's mother was Ngdti Mamoe and two of his sisters were married to Ngdti Mamoe

occupants of Pari Whakatau. His other sister was maried to Manawa ofNg6ti KurT. Maru

resided with Manawa and his sister. 'Thus Maru of Ngai Tahu had residence and kinship ties

with Ngdti Kurr but rather more immediate kinship links with Ngati Mamoe.'r3s A further

figure, Te Rakiwhakaputa of Ngdti Kuri insulted Maru oacting as an Ngai Tahu', which was later

to affect Maru's decision to side with Ngai Tahu in defeating his other Ngati Mamoe brother-in-

law, Tumataiao. Leach described the outcome of aNgeti Mamoe plan to kill the NgAti Kuri

leader, Manawa. When Maru heard of the plan, he failed to warn Manawa because 'as a son and

husband of Ngati Mamoe women he acted with Ngati Mamoe when failing to warn Manawa of

the plan to kill him.'136 Again when Maru tried to save Tukaroua from the presumed Ngnti KurT

chief, Te Kaue, he was trying to repay the Ng6ti Mamoe for sparing his relatives during the

massacre of Manawa. After Te Kaue's major defeat of Ngdti Mamoe, there was no further need

to maintain his allegiance with them; so he then sided withNgdi Tahu and did not try to save his

other Ngdti Mamoe brother-in-law, Tumataiao. 137

Thus, Maru's choice as to the degree of his participation was determined by the strenglh of his

whakapapa connections to the other people in the historical accounts of the battle, and to the

extent of his obligations and responsibilities to those chosen whanaungatanga links.

r35 Leach 1978: I I 0.
Fu lbid.
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Children could claim links to the extended family of either parent, a concept that Kawharu

described as 'flexibility of choice'. The individual therefore 'having a number of distinct goups

with which [they] might have reciprocal ties', which could be revived at any moment simply by

the individual taking up residence with one or other group.l38 Kawharu also noted that

'whatever the choice, rights to land for shelter, for cropping, and for food-gathering were

contingent upon the acceptance of the obligation of membership in the particular community

owning the land.'l3e He is explaining, of course, the concept of the whakapapa principle of ahi

ka.

The closest whanaungatanga link is the wh6.nau, or extended family, which forms a'viable unit'

of Maori society.lao Metge has described the whdnau as the 'basic social unit of Maori

society'lal and it usually refers to the three or four generations surrounding an individual, his/her

parents and hisftrer grandparents. Metge also noted that 'Maori people are very interested in how

people are related'ta2 and the fotlowing story describes how one grandmother wanted to ensure

people knew who her glandson was.

Whenever Dad was home on leave he went up north to stay with his grandmother. She

liked to parade him downtown and was proud of him being seen with her when he was
wearing his [Navy] uniform. He used to wear his uniform to please her and she would
always try and sew her son's ribbons - he was a veteran of the fust Mdori Pioneer
Battalion in the First World War - onto Dad's uniform. He would say, "You can't do
that Nan, I'm not allowed to wear those. I didn't earn them,' and she would say, o'Yes I
can, it's who you are." She wanted to show the comection and the link to her whanau, to
her son. To her it was like showing off his whakapapa, who he came from and who they
were and what they had done as well. Bit like a symbol of his whakapapa. The ribbons
were a symbol of the direct family connection and aligned to the mahi or the world of
Tumatauenga, a whakapapa, a connection, how Dad connected to her and her son and
back through whakapapa to Tumatauenga, the interconnected relationship of
responsibilities, a direct line, continuous without intemrption. She was trying to show
that her whanau had already made a contribution in the previous wars, in terms of
representing their country and indeed in protecting it. For her, in her mind at least, her
grandson was now carrying on that representation. The whakapapa responsibilities of
representation and contribution had not diminished just because it was a different person
representing them; the relationship to the whakapapa was continuous. It is about carrying
the mauri and mana of their family responsibilities. For her it was something like a moko

- one of identification - a living manifestation of whakapapa that was reflected in the
symbolic gesture of the ribbons, no different than a moko. la3

t" rbid.
r3E Kawharu 1977:39.
tt'Ibid.
rao Kawharu 1977.38.
rar Metge 11967l l97l:7.
tn' Ibid. 1il.
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The whanaungatatgarelationship that was being maintained by her actions originated from

Tumatauenga. As the piitakeraa of war he is the origin of the whakapapa that lists all the

wariors. The kdrero surrounding the names explained each warrior's reason for being involved.

The stories also explained the relationships between the different generations of warriors as was

happening in the last story.

The principle of whanaungatanga guides the way MEori enact relationships with their kin groups.

However, the ancestral links with other layers of whanaungatanga do not give to non-kaitiaki,

occupation rights or automatic access to our resources. But rather they reinforce a relationship

based on iwi or waka affiliations - the wider whakapapa links. The whanaungatanga

relationships are ordered through whakapapa and these linkages are often referred to and

remembered when circumstances necessitate it. The whanaungatanga relationships are evidence

of the movement of whakapapa: they can be seen tbrough the ake-mai-iho-atu movements

between the tendrils and the stem of the hue vine that was discussed earlier in the thesis. las

The concept of hau can also be called into play through the concept of whanaungatanga. The

reciprocal nature of hau helps to forge alliances between groups.

(Heitia Hiha)
We are all connected through whakapapa. Some even have links to other iwi. These
linkages are often made and remembered. For instance there are marriage ties between
Ngati Hinepare, Ngati Hineuru and Tuwharetoa.... Many of these interchanges resulted
through whanaungatanga; relationships and close connections with other hapu.ra6

(Frederick Reti)
The hapu of the Te Whanganui-a-Orotu exercised whanaungatanga by allowing
neighbouring tribes, who were close relations the privilege to come and fish and gather

food for themselves and their hapu. Mountain tribes like Hineuru through their close
connection with Ngati Hinepare and Ngati Mahu would often camp at places designated
for them during the summer.... Ngati Tu and Ngai Te Ruruku would often take their
whanaunga from Tuhoe in and around Whareponga and Keterau when they were
visiting.rrT

Blackie Shadrock and Charles Kohi King explained how the concept of whanaungatanga is still

adhered to in contemporary situations.

rn3 Personal conversation with Miki Roderick, Ng6ti Rangiwewehi, Ng6ti Hikairo, while talking about his father,
Mick Roderick, who was the first Mdori Seaman boy in the Royal Navy. Mick Roderick served in the navy during
the Second World War from the age of | 5.It Putake: origin or primary cause.

'ot See p. l3 of this thesis.

'ou Evidence from Heitia Hiha cited in the Waitangi Tribunal Te Whanganui-a-Orotu report 1995: 2.5.6.

'ot Evidence from Frederick Reti cited in the Waitangi Tribunal Te Whanganui-a-Orotureport 1995: 2.5.6.
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(Blackie Shadrock)
We'll have a boundary with our hap[, you see, Ngdti Hawea and I recognise our
boundaries so that I stay within our boundaries. If we have to go outside those
boundaries, such as like go down to Waimarama which is another hapii, we do ask
permission - have some sort of contact with them to let them know that we are going into
their area and going to take their kaimoana.l48

(Charles Kohi King)
The Mohaka river [is] in territories. You go up so far there's another hapfl or iwi takes
control of that portion. You go up fuither right to the top, there you've got Tuwharetoa
and two or three other people. We get together, our policy is, you look after your stretch
of the river and you, all the way down [until] you come to us. And don't come to us and
tell us how to look after our bit and we don't go up there and tell them how to look after
theirs, except we tell them not to pollute the river [because] dirty stuff comes down to
us.149

In the case of hau and whanaungatanga, as explained by Blackie Shadrock and Charles Kohi

Kng, the hau was exchanged outside the haukainga group. But it still must be returned at some

stage and it was this obligation to retum the hau that forged the whanaungatanga alliances

between groups. The concept of reciprocity is explained through the term, kaihaukai. The term

is used in the South Island and in some axeas of the North Island to demonstrate the obligations

and responsibilities that form part of the hau and whanaungatanga concepts.

Kaihaukai is often referred to as a ritual exchange of foods and certainly does form part of an

elaborate exchange system of foods and other property between one hapti and another.l50 But it

also reinforces the reciprocal obligations between hapii. One example of its use in a

whanaungatanga relationship comes from a letter published in the newspape4Te Wananga,in

1878, which described a kaihaukai exchange between the tribal groups of Tuwharetoa and Ngdi

Te Rangi. lsl In this situation the exchanges were to sustain a relationship between the two

groups that allowed Tuwharetoa, an inland group, the right of access through Ngdi Te Rangi's

land out to the coast and hence the seafood resources of that area. Although it is not stated in the

Te Wananga letter what Tuwharetoa's reciprocal obligation to NgEi Te Rangi was, the nature of

the exchange system is such that there would certainly have been some type of return obligation

on the part of Tuwharetoa.

ra8 Blackie Shadrock, Ngdti Hawe4 cited in llhose rights are right? Maori customaryfishing rights. Education
video from Te Ohu Kai Moana/Waitanei Fisheries Commission. Rotorua: Cardno Productions.
tnn Charles Kohi King, Ngdti Pahauweia, cited in llthose rights are right? Maori customaryfishing rights.
Education video from Te Ohu Kai Moana/Waitangi Fisheries Commission. Rotorua: Cardno Productions.
t'o Maruhaeremuri Stirling, NgEi Tahu, Te Wh6nau-a-Apanui, explained that kaihau kai did not only apply to
exchanges of food but to other resources including people. She spoke about a woman being given in marriage in
order to cement an alliance with another gtoup and referred to this exchange also as kaihau kai [personal
conversation, 200 ll.
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The social groupings are connections to different layers of whakapapa and are managed through

alliances and other whanaungatanga relationships. Different levels of authority and power

interact to govern each layer of whanaungatanga relationship. These interacting levels of power

and authority form the tradition-based M6ori leadership structure. The traditional role of

leadership requires that the status of the person be recognised by his or her own people and by

other tribal $oups. The bases of recognition are mana and mana kdkiri.

Mana is power and authority and is both inherited from past generations and achieved through

the actions of the leader. For example Tumu te Heuheu is the ariki of Tuwharetoa and he is the

kaitiaki of all Tuwharetoa mana, mauri and wairua. The position of ariki comes wittr inherited

mana. Tumu te Heuheu inherited the mana of his ancestors who had also been kaitiaki of the

mana, mauri and wairua of Tuwharetoa. Mana can also be achieved through the way an ariki

carries out his role. The personal, achieved mana adds to his inherited mana" and will be given

further recognition after his death through his successor. Each successive generation is said to

uphold the mana of all their trpuna.

When a person's whakapapa is recited it gives rise to the associated stories, waiata and

whakataukl that record the position and actions of ariki, and these all add to the mana of the

incumbent leader.

The physical presence recalls the name. The name recalls the event. The event recalls
the whakapapa. The whakapapa recalls the connection between things past and things
present. The connection between things past and things present is the element which
gives ... pride and identity.r52

Mana kdkiri is the execution of the mana given by the people that allow a leader to carry out his

or her role on their behalf. The leader's people bestow the authority that allows him or her to

achieve goals for the tribal group. But other groups must recognize the leader as having the

correct authority that allows them to speak and act on behalf of their own tribal group.

Recognition of mana kokiri ensures the recognition of a person's mana. Both these qualities -
mana and mana k6kid - rely primarily on whakapapa, but also on the talents of the leader,

acceptance and confirmation by the people, and identity of the leader known and acknowledged

by other groups, particularly other iwi. 153

15r Letter to the Editor from Hohepa Tamamutu, Oruanui, Taupo, n Te Wananga, Vol. 5, No.45, 9/l l/1878: 560-
561.
ttt 

See Fn# 40, p. l3 of this thesis.

'" Nga Tuara 1992 14-16.
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The nineteenth century Mdori writer, Te Rangikaheke, discussed the qualities of MAori

leadership and listed tapu along with mana and mana kdkiri.ls4 Tapu goes hand-in-hand with

mana and is inherited from tlpuna. Tapu, he said, is a state of restriction - of being set apart -

and the recognition of tapu provides the amount of distinctiveness from others that acknowledges

the person's importance. Mana is the manifestation of tapu.lss If a person is recognised to have

a lot of mana, then they are similarly blessed with a high state of tapu - the more mana a person

is recognised as having, the greater the tapu, that is, the recognition of their status as a person set

apart from others of lesser whakapapa or ability. The recognition of a person's distinctiveness or

separateness is shown in different ways. For example Tamaiharanui was an important Ngdi

Tahu ariki whose tapu was so strong that if his shadow fell over a food garden, nothing in it

could be touched. His shadow was part of him so when it touched the food, it became embodied

with his tapu, thereby making it unfit to eat because it would be like eating Tamaiharanui

himself.

The highest position in M6ori leadership is the ariki, who is the person who carries the strongest

whakapapa, or genealogical link, from the eponymous ancestor of the iwi. The highest-ranking

ariki is in turn the person through whom the senior lines of all the hapti whakapapa merge. The

ariki is defened to by all the hap[ that share the whakapapa. The rankings within the ariki

genealogical line are determined by position and order of birth. The mdtEmua is the fust-born

and holds the tuakana position within the family. All siblings are teina to the mdtamua. The

mdt6mua carries the mauri and the wairua of the tribal group and is the political head of that

group. Isobel Roderick explained it as, 'the ariki is the spearhead at the front of the people and

forms the platform upon which the tribe stands', and spoke about the difference between Tumu

[te Heuheu] the man and Tumu the tribe.

The important thing to remember is that it is not the person but what they represent that
matters. The ariki, Tumu is the physical manifestation of the mana, the mauri and the
wairua of all that is Tuwharetoa. When people see Tumu, they see Tuwharetoa, just as

when the name of the maunga Tongariro, is said, they see Tuwharetoa. He is the
platform upon which Tuwharetoa stands and is the physical preselce of the tribe. It is
not about Tumu as an individual. it is about Tumu as Tuwharetoa."o

The role of ariki is focused on the collective good of the tribal group and not on the individual

who looks after the title. Tumu te Heuheu explained it as responsibility not a right.

r54 lbid. 17. The reference did not use the term, mana kokiri, but used the word, mandate.
r55 Personal conversation with lsobel Roderich 2001. Tumu te Heuheu holds the position of ariki in Tuwharetoa.
156 Penonal conversation with Isobel Roderick, November 2001 . Apirana Mahuika described the ariki as the
taumata - the resting place of the gods - and therefore the closest to the gods - 'hence his was the greatest mana and

tapu in society' [Mahuika 1992:45]. This is a similar concept to lsobel's in that Mahuika also recognised the ariki
as the physical manifestation of everythingthat makes up the tribe.
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...What you are talking about is not who I am. You are actually talking about the
leadership. Actually that was talk from an aunt of mine - she died just after Dad. She

used to come everyday. She would come to my office and she would sit and talk and I
never used to bother listening, see, it went in one ear and out the other [aughs]. Anyway
she came in and I must have been busy and I said, 'ooh I don't know whether I want your
job. You should go get someone else to do it." Well, she was 80, and she stood up and
she slammed the table, and oh, she really got stuck in, and she gave me a lecture. After
that she got sick, but she kept talking and I used to go and see her and she talked about
mauri and all these sorts of things and I'd sort of answer some of her questions and she

said, "I don't want to hear what you say, it's got nothing to do with you. It's gone
beyond you." But I suppose if I had to summarise in a few words, all she was saying
was, ooThis is not your right, this is your responsibility," and that's how she put it. There
are some things that she can do but there are other things that no one can do other than
the ariki. 157

The senior wife of the ariki mdtdmua is the whare tangatals8 or as referred to in some MEori

dialects, the waka tangatalse of the tribe. Just as the ariki is the physical representation of the

tribe, his senior wife is the house of the tribe. The term, whare tangata, also refers to a womanos

womb, which is 'the continuation of our whakapap4r160 *6 as the senior wife, any children she

has to the ariki are representations of the future of the tribe. The whare tangata symbolises the

continuation of the senior lines. As such, she has an important leadership role to play within

MEori society and also carries the mana, mauri, and wairua of the tribe. The tapu and mana of

the whare tangata are equal to that of the ariki and the two positions symbolise the

complementary nature of male and female roles.

He rereke te mana o te wahine, he rereke te mana o te tane; ko etahi mahi, e kore e taea e
te tane, ko etahi mahi, e kore e taea e te wahine.
The authority/prestige of women is different to that of men; some tasks are more
appropriately performed by men, and similarly some tasks are accomplished by
women.l6l

ln the case of Tuwharetoa, Susan te Heuheu is the whare tangata and her eldest born, Gerard Te

Rangimahia, is the person who will inherit the role of ariki upon the death of his father.

Mate atu he tEtE Kurq ara ake he t€tE kura.
As one chief dies another rises to take his place - as the dead fern frond falls away
another may be seen uncoiling to replace ii.162

ttt From a taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 luly 2002,Taupo.t" Whare tangata: house of the people; the womb.
rse Waka tangata: the vessel of the people.
tuo Dame Mira Szasry cited in Rimene, et al. 1998:29.
tut Rimene, et al. 1998:31.

"t Grove and Mead 2001:286,
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The other important point to remember about the role of ariki is that the person must be

recognized by other iwi as having the status, qualities and whakapapa to hold the position.

He tangata and te tangata ki tdna kainga, E, he ariki ki t6na iwi [a person indeed within
the village and respected leader within the hibel
This is one who has the respect and friendship of those in close contact, as well as having
the confidence of other members of the iwi or group.163

Ariki may be challenged if they are considered unfit or too weak to hold the position, or if a teina

has more abitity. Apirana Mahuika explained the elevation of Hinerupe above her two sisters.

...Hinerupe was taina to her two sisterso Te Aopare and Tamateakui. The three girls were
the 'toasting' girls of the tribe. Early in life they displayed outstanding personal qualities
fitting them for leadership. Of the three, however, it was Hinerupe who stood out and it
was she who became the acknowledged leader of her people and founded the hapE, which
still exists today. Hinerupe's sisters also recognised her greater ability and voluntarily
surrendered to her lands under their power ... by surrendering their territory to Hinerupe,
her sisters also forfeited their right to the mana tangata so that Hinerupe assumed political
leadership over the whole territory.l6a

Although the teina line can acquire the ariki position, the status of the mdtdmua line remains

intact and descendants may reclaim their right to the position at some future stage.

The role of rangatira differs from that of ariki in that it is not necessarily a position based solely

on inheritance through a senior line. A rangatira can achieve a status of leadership if he or she is

a person who can demonstrate certain recognised qualities and actions. The rangatira is a social

and political leader and usually heads a hapii. Having a suitable whakapapa is important but the

rangatira's line does not have to be as senior as that of the ariki. Kawharu explained it as not

being a rigid system but balancing respect for hereditary potential against a'down-to-earth

pragmatism.o 165 The difference is that the rangatira exercises leadership within the

whanaungatanga layer, the hap[, and the ariki's leadership is recognised in his position as

political and spiritual manifestation of the iwi layer. The way the rangatira displays his

leadership qualities is what gives recognition to his or her mana - the ability to exercise

rangatiratanga. The rangatira's main role is that of rangatiratanga over all resources, including

people. Again mana and mana kdkiri play an important part in the recognition of a rangatira's

status.

tu3 tbid. l2o.

'e Mahuika r992:4t-49.
165 Kawharu 1977.40.
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Another status of leadership is tohunga, or a person who is a recognized authority in some

specialist field. That recognition comes not only from the physical world but also from within

the spiritual world and hence the tohunga is often someone who acts as the mangail66 or

mediator between both. Maori Marsden stated that the tohunga is someone who has been chosen

for his potential to hold certain specialist knowledge by his elders and by his upuna who have

marked the child in some way to be recognized for the special attributes that he or she ha".167

The tohunga's means of mediation is through karakia. There are different categories of tohunga

depending on their specialist fields. For example, a tohunga tdmoko is an expert in applying

moko.168 The tohunga is recognised as having great mana and therefore a high level of tapu,

because of their special qualities and the fact that both the ritual and physical aspects of tdmoko

are located within the tohunga tamoko - the tohunga is the container of the skill gifted by the

ancestors and the means by which they are used. The tohunga ensures that the person who is

selected to become the next vessel demonstrates the correct qualities and abilities, and it is here

that whakapapa plays a part. The apprentice must be seen to be worthy of acquiring the mana,

tapu and mana kdkiri that comes with the role, and be capable of displaying the same affributes

of their teacher thereby increasing the qualities of the role they are chosen for. Their whakapapa

must demonstrate that they have inherited the right qualities and authority from their tlpuna.

Another status of leadership is the kaumAtual6e who tends to be an older member of the

whanaungatanga layer - the whdnau. The kaumdtua's role is not necessarily that of a rangatira

or ariki and is dependant on 'whakap apa, age, wisdom and experience.olT0 The kaumdtua is

recognized as the leader or spokesperson ofthe whdnau and takes part in any hapfi discussions

on their behalf. Again the tuakana/teina relationship plays an important part in determining

which member of the family takes on the role, particularly of spokesperson and acknowledged

representative. It is unusual for a son to speak on the mnrae if his father is still living and has not

transferred the mantle to his son. In Auckland, the Ngdi Tahu taura here group have a

kaumdtual7l who advises them on tikanga and other protocol issues, holds the senior speaking

position for the group at all powhiri and other functions that the group attends, and performs all

leadership roles on their behalf. The kaum5tua's qualifications are his knowledge of NgEi Tahu

tikanga and history, his skills in oratory and the respect with which he is held within the Mdori

communities in Auckland - the recognised mana and representation that justiff his position as

the Auckland group's kaumdtua.

l6u Mangai: spokesperson.
t6? Marsden 1992a129.
168 Moko: tattoo.
r6e In Ngai Tahu the term 'kaumEtua' refers to both men and women who achieve this status of leadership.
ttoNsa Tuua1992 12.
tt' Kikupa Tirikatene is the Kaumdtua for the Auckland-based Ngdi Tahu whdnui, Kdi Tahu ki Tamaki Makarau.
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There are certain key responsibilities that a leader must undertake in order to ensure the survival

of the group, and regardless of which level, good leadership is still recognised as necessary for

this goal to be achieved as illustrated by this whakataukl.

Kia ai he td kotuku ki roto o te nohoanga pahi, kia tau ai flet there be a white heron
feathertT2 in the assembly so the people are settled].
A hapD or iwi without a leader was held to be in danger of drifting like an abandoned

"*o".t73

The key responsibilities listed by Mead in his book, Landmarks, Bridges and Visions, contain

elements of a by-gone era but are still relevant in the contemporary political and economic

climate. The responsibility of 'te mauriora' was to ensure survival of the group through war,

starvation and disease. The second responsibility listed by Mead is 'tangohanga', which is the

ability to accumulate wealth for the group. This goes hand-in-hand with tohatoha, the

whakapapa principle already discussed conceming the fair distribution of resources. The leaders

operated within a social system of customs and rules that guided the group as well as the leader-

the tikanga and kawa. The importance of maintaining whakapapa lines through ananged

marriages was known as oMoenga rangatira.' This was done to ensure that the alliances between

groups would remain beneficial and binding. Perhaps the main responsibility of the leader was

the continuity and survival of the group as a whole. This was termed 'pd harakeke' and ensured

birth rates were maintained at a level that would ensure the survival of the group.l74 Ail these

qualities hold good in today's contemporary Mdori society. The leadership needs to have the

skills to lead their group through the political, economic and social climate of living in the

contemporary world, which is shared with other cultural groups. Perhaps the definitions

following the different categories have changed - war being replaced by the cut and thrust of the

corporate business world and continuity ensured by having tribal registers that provide a good

knowledge of group membership that tracks the births and deaths of the group. Certainly

contemporary leadership should have as paramount its focus on maintaining the continuity and

viability of the group across all its layers of whanaungatanga.

r72 A feather from the white heron, the Kotuku, is a symbol of leadership and the heron's plumes are highly prized.
The birds themselves are rarely seen, and are more comrnon in the South Island than in the North. ' "He kotuku
rerenga tahi - A white heron.of single flight." An orator may honour a distinguished visitor by comparing his visit to
that of a white heron: such an important man comes as seldom as the bird' [Orbell 1996 (2nd ed.): I l5].
tt' Nga Tuara 1992: 19-20.
174 Mead 1997:201-202 
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The stories by Rik Tau in which he discussed the social organization of Ngdi Tahu in pre-treaty

times illustrated how some of these responsibilities were carried out.l75 He described the tikanga

and kawa that ordered the control of resources and was maintained under the direction of the

hapfi leader. He explained the role of whdnau and whakapapa in the division of resources, the

responsibility of caring for and using the resources, and in carrying out responsibilities to visitors

and to whanaunga. Tau also discussed the way decisions were made that determined how, why

and when certain activities were to be caried out. The decisions were not always the sole

responsibility of the leader, but usually followed a runanga [meeting], which may or may not

have resulted in unanimous agreement. When this happened the rangatira might have directed

the people to a particular course of action.lT6 The leader also required a good knowledge of

tribal history in order to settle disputes. The dispute resolution process was tikanga-based and

required skills in providing solutions that seemed fair, just and an appropriate solution to the

problem.lT?

Therefore leadership in Mdori society was not an elected position, but instead a position

deterrnined by whakapap4 and one that required the recognition of the leader's abilities and

qualities. The recognition of mana and mana k6kiri that allowed the leader to carry out the

responsibilities for the survival of the group must have come from his or her own people as well

as other groups with which they interacted. As with all other layers of whakapap4 the

leadership levels interacted when they found it is necessary to do so, to allow for the effective

govemment of the group as a whole. Often the strength of leadership could best be demonstrated

through the physical displays of wealth, power and control exhibited through the whakapapa

principle of manaakitanga.

When a visiting group enters into another group's are4 the tangata tiaki of that area and its

resources have a responsibility to ensure the stay is as pleasant as possible - that the visitors are

well-fed and taken care of and made to feel safe during their stay in an unfamiliar environment.

This concept is known as manaakitangq and is a demonstration of the relationship between the

hapfl and the resources. The whakapapa principle of manaakitanga concerns hospitality and is a

physical display of the tangatatiaki group's man4 or power and authority over their own area. A

letter to the editor of the newspaper Te Wananga describes the extent of a Hauraki group's

display of wealth and manaakitanga in 1876.

ttt See pp. 52-57 of this thesis.

l]l Net Tuara, 1992:19-20.
"'Ibid.20.
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No te rima o nga ra o Mei, i te tau 1876, ka tu te hakari,ttt ki Arikirau, wahi o Hauraki, te
ingoa o taua hakari, ko ooTe Ahatokai". Ko tenei kai he mea pou ki te rakau, he mea pera
me ta namat4 e295 putu te roa,12 putu 4 inihi teitei o te pane, e 7 pl*u l0 inihi te teitei
o te hiku, nga riwai me nga kumara hui katoa e 3250, te mohimohi"' e 600, e 88 kete
kutai, e 40 poaka, e 25 kau, he mea hanga ki te tokiari i muri o te kai Maori e tu ana"

kotahi tiini me te hawhe te ro4 12 putu te whanui o taua tokiari i whaohia nga kau ki roto
noho ai, he mea waiho ora tonu i roto i te tokiari e rima nga hoiho: he mea whakaatu ora
tonu, e 4 nga Puu, kotahi patu panamu lPounamul, kotahi te rahu l-kahu] kiwi,l8o e toru
kaitaka"lsl J rua koroai,ts2iotahi kaingarua,l83 kotahi kakahu *u*fto he mea mahi na 1s

ringaringa Maori, heoi nga kai nga taonga o taua hakari.ls5

On 5 May 1876 a hdkari was erected at Arikirau in the Hauraki district. The name of that
hdkari was "Te Ahatokai." This food stage was elevated on wooden poles, having been
made perhaps like that in ancient times, was 295 feet long, 12 feet,4 inches tall at the
front end, 7 foot, l0 inches tall at the back; 3250 potatoes and kumara in total, 600
mohimohi, 88 baskets of mussels, 40 pigs, 25 cows; that stockyard in which the cows
were kept, having been built below the platforms of the Mdori food, was l% chains long,
12 feet wide, with 5 horses also having been kept there. I would also point out, 4 guns, I
pounamu club, I kiwi feather cloak, 3 finely woven cloaks, 2 cloaks, I rat-skin cloak, I
woolen garment, having been made by Mdori hands. These were all the foods and
precious-objects on that f,akari. t 86

The letter probably described a hakari similar in construction to the one in the photo opposite.

The tangata tiaki role for carrying out manaakitanga is to look after land and resowces for the

other tangata whenua. Maru Stirling explained it as follows;

Kaitiaki remain at the home marae or kainga and have responsibilities to manaaki the
visitors including their own who may have been away for a long time and are now
returning home. Whenever I came home to Wh6nau-a-Apanui, there was always a big
fuss made with lots of kai, just as if it was another type of visitor - manaakitanga is when
you welcome people home - Ae, like [Isabel Roderick] says, we are all tangata whenua,
some have more responsibility than others in certain places which comes from our
ancestors establishing that responsibility for them in the past.l87

Sometimes the manaakitanga relationship is placed on a more permanent basis when the visitor

group is allowed to take up permanent residence within the host's territory. This practice is

rt8 Hakari: 'high wooden framework on which food was placed at a feast' I Williams 1992: 30]. See illustation
opposite.
r7e Mohimohi: 'small fresh-water fish; Gataxias brevipinnis' [Williams 1992:2051.
180 Kahu kiwi: kiwi-feather cloak.
r8t Kaitaka: 'cloak made of the finest flax, with ornamental border' |Williams 1992:901.
t82 Korowai: 'cloak ornamented with black, twisted thrums' [Williams 1992: 1467.
tt' Kaingarua: Williams has this listed as 'htroduced rat' [Williams 1992: 88]. The sentence context suggests that
this could be a rat-skin cloak.

'80 Kakahu wuru: woollen garment.ttt LetterfromHakipeneHuiratotheEditor,TeWananga,Vol.3,No. 17,3Junel876:22l.Theletteralso
contained the list of hapii who attended, and the karanga that was used to welcome the groups.
186 Mv translation.
t8? Peisonal conversation with Maruhaeremuri Stirling, 2000.
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known as tuku whenua. 188 The following stories from Trevor Howse and Rik Tau described

how the manaakitanga obligations and responsibilities were adhered to in a tuku situation. The

kaitiaki group would set aside resource areas specifically for visitors who were granted access

for the duration of their stay. For example, in the South Island at Wairewa" visitors were granted

access to certain eel drains. These areas had been specifically set apart from those of the

tangatatiaki group for the exclusive use of the manuhiri. This acted as a conservation measure to

ensure that the practice of manaakitanga did not deplete the area's resources and made sure that

enough of the resources were left for the use of the tangata tiaki group.

Eel drains, Wairewa (Trevor Howse)
The fact that the Ngai Tahu tribe could and did provide for those tribes in residence as

manuhiri as well as its own hapu system is proven by the wakawaka system, as it applies
to Lake Wairewa (Forsythe). This lake was divided into whakapapa drains under the
mana whenua of Ngai Tahu.
...The family drains are positioned by star-sightings between three tapu drains:
Taua-nui
Taua-iti
Taua-to4 - this latter drain I am led to believe is used by those who only use a taiaha to
catch.
The mountain, TE AHU PATIKI, plays its part in the positioning of these drains. r8e

Standing on the rise and looking due north towards Ahu Patiki (Mt. Herbert) the lake
outlet adopts the shape of a sea gull', webbed foot, in Maori, Tapuae Tarapunga. leo

Wakawaka (Rik Tau)
Allocation of wakawaka for manuhiri as indicated with the whakapapa to the eeling
drains at Wairewa, has always been part of our social order. These allocations were
known as tuku whenua" tuku moana, or generally know as tuku manuhiri. They could be
allocated for the life span of the recipient, or for a specified period, or use, such as tuku
whenua allocated within Kaiapoi ...

Kahore he wehenga o te aroha
Ko te hinengaro anake, te kai wehe
Such is our ownership and property rights. It can be given it can be rescinded. lel

All these practices built on whakapapa principles such as tiakitanga manaakitanga and

rangatiratanga illustrated how resources were managed in a systematic way. The survival of the

group was paramount to ensure the continuation of whakapap4 thereby ensuring the

r88 The concept of 'tuku' in the term 'Tuku whenua' refers to a gift given with expectation of retum. Visitors were
given the access and rights to use a particular piece ofland or resource for a specific purpose but did not have
permanent occupation or use rights. As long as the conditions of the gift remained mutually favourable, the access

remained with the visitor. If the conditions changed, then the gift was taken back.ttt Signs in nature and physical features on the adjoining landscape were used to mark boundaries, or help with
siting a particular fishing spot out at sea. Norman discussed how this was done by taking visual bearings and
alignments at sea using prominent points and natural features on the land: 'From the sea look at the white cliffs on
shore. A vein of quartz can be seen sparkling in the rocks. Now look towards your port side, the island of
Murimotu appears to move and join the mainland. No sea space is seen between. This is your spot...' fNorman
1996:202.1
reo Howse,T., J l0: 70. The Ngai Tahu claim before the llraitangi Tribunal, t 987- t 989.
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continuation of the relationships linking all three worlds of whakapapa, which merged together.

The interconnectedness was remembered through korero that linked a group with the land,

resources and the ancestors who had instilled their obligations and responsibilities to a physical

location. The physical representations of whakapapa in mountainso rivers and other important

landmarks served as reminders of the group's rangatiratanga status and why they held the mana

over particular areas. The land more than anything else symbolised the physical representation

of the group's whakapapa and it was here that the group had a base for representation - the

marae.

The marae remains today as perhaps the main arena for observing whakapapa relationships in

action. It is through the actions taking place during a huile2 that whakapapa practices can be

observed and participated in. So what is a marae and what makes it such an important place for

the continuation of whakapapa? There have been several observations and descriptions of

marae made.

(Ann Salmond)
In the hui and on the marae, Maoritanga comes into its sharpest focus. ... Descent-group
territories are now symbolic in most places, because the land has been sold or
confiscated, and their remaining major corporate property is the marae. Descent groups
act as units in marae rituals, and recall their common history in genealogy and legend. ...
Maori people themselves see the marae as a lall. outpost of their traditional culture.
"Without it," said one old man, oo'We are nothing."'"
The marae is a local ceremonial centre, dedicated to the gatherings of Maori people and
to the practice of traditional rituals. Each marae has a meetinghouse; a dining hall and
other small buildings set in about an acre of land and fenced off from surrounding
properties. .. . For all members of the owner group, the marae is their "place to stand" or
turangawaewae. They hold their weddings, twenty-first birthdays and funerals there; the
meeting-house is carved with representations of their ancestors, hung with family
portraits, and named after a major leader or event of the past. Their forebears are buried
nearby, and they in their turn will be also. The marae symbolises group.^unity, and acts

as a bridge to the past as well as a useful community centre in the present.''o

(Pat and Hiwi Tauroa)
The marae is the wahi rangatira mana (place of greatest mana), wahi rangatira wairua
(place of greatest spirituality), wahi rangatira iwi (place that heightens people's dignity),
and wahi rangatira tikanga M6ori (place in which Mdori customs are given ultimate
expression).... Here they [Mdori] may express themselves ... every emotion can be
shared ... not only with the living but also with those generations who have gone ki tua o
te arai (beyond the veil). res

rer Tau, H.R., Jl0: 42. The Ngai Tahu claim before the l(aitangi Tribunal, 1987-1989.t" Hui: meeting or gathering of people.
re3 Salmond 1983:2.

'oo lbid: 31. ltalics appear in the original script.

'nt Tauroa 1993:17-18.
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The marae 6tea, or the space in front of the meetinghouse, is described as the domain of

Tumatauenga, the son of Ranginui and Papatuanuku. It is he who is responsible for the war-like

nature of man. Thus it is on the marae dtea that all confrontational behaviour takes place.

Women, the whare tangata, must be protected from any evil intentions that may be occurring

during the powhiri process, because any intemrption to their power as the whare tangata directly

affects the continuation of whakapapa. The speakers during a p6whiri are nearly always men,

though in some areas women have been known to speak, particularly if they are recognised as

having a more senior whakapapa line. Generally though, it is the men who speak on the marae

6tea. Many people today speak of the confrontational nature of the marae dtea as only

ceremonial and somewhat superficial. However there are several contemporary examples of

what can happen if people's anger erupts to the detriment of others. One infamous example

occurred at the Treaty of Waitangi celebrations in 1995 when the Mdori activist, Tama Iti, and

several others disrupted the annual commemorations of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi.

When referring to Tama Iti, Gardiner explained that'while his actions were inllammatory they

were not beyond the bounds of what one might expect from time to time on the marae,'

suggesting that 'in the context of the cauldron that the marae was by now becoming,' Tama Iti's

speech and actions were being carried out in the appropriate place - the marae atea.Ie6 This

event received widespread media attention.leT There was, however, another incident in 2001 that

went unnoticed by the media, which occurred at a marae in Taumarunui. This example

demonstrates how challenges and confrontations can still occur on the marae dtea and are not

part of the distant past. In Taumarunui, a central North Island town, Mdori 'don't ritualize their

tikang4 they breathe it.'re8

The pOhiri was for the Commander, the Police Commander for the central district, which
is Taumarunui, back towards Palmerston North - Palmerston North is the head office. So

it was Taumarunui and the Whanganui area. It was a pdhiri for some of our kaumEfua
from Palmerston North and some of the areas. The hui was to kdrero about the Police co-
operating with Maori and looking at how we might assist in limiting offending and that
sort of thing, so it was a co-operative exercise, and I think it is something that is being
done across the whole counfiry. ...We've got one here [in Taupo] with the Bay of Plenty.
lts very productive work because the work doesn't belong to the Police it actually
belongs to the iwi and so they have a vested interest. So the pdhiri in Taumarunui was
really about that and we had the visitors coming and, of course, the police from
Taumarunui were on the paepae as well [and], it was very positive sort of beginning to
the day. In most areas police tend to occupy their own seats, but here we were all sitting
together. Of course when our kaumdtua spoke to welcome everyone he finished his
kdrero and he went to sing his song. I think it was that one of ours, and she wasn't a

kui4 it was one of the rangatahi really, who took umbrage that he should sing his own
song, and that in fact it should be, well, she was saying I think, that it was the role of the

t* Gardiner 1996.22.
tnt See for example New Zealand Herald,7l2ll995:1.
'nt Personal conversation with Miki Roderick. 2002.
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kuia to perform that function. But anyway she intemrpted his waiat4 and as you know
he has a sore ,ra"*ue,lee and I'm not sure if he was in his wheel chair, but anyway he has

difficulty and he does use his chair. Well she came in and took to him and it was strange,
I mean we were on the marae and she was bashing him for his inappropriate actions and

all of a sudden I could feel my mate next to me, the policeman, and of course the chap -
he'd lived in Taumarunui for years? he was our local traffrc officer and when the changes

came to the police he actually joined the police. l{ell, he stood up and said, 'ol'd better
go and have a look." Well, there were two policemen there, both of them stood up and I
said to them, "Sit down, don't move.oo And they said, :But what about that?" And I said,

"No. No, it's got nothing to do with you, sit down." Well, you could see that he was

most uncomfortable. He kept sort of rising from his seat and then sits down again, and at

the same time this was going on and she was bashing him. I think she had a walking
stick and she must have donged him on the head. But I suppose the sad thing was that
these people were related and it was on the marae [and] on an occasion like this. But you
couldn't help to see the funny side to it. Here is the manuhiri waiting to speak - sitting
there and watching this kaumdtua. [Laughs].200

The opposite situation to that of Tumatauenga is found inside the ancestral house. This is the

domain of Rongo who is the son of Ranginui and Papatuanuku, and whose responsibilities and

obligations lie with cultivated foods such as kfimara. He also ensured the peaceful nature of

humankind. The interaction that takes place between people within the domain of Rongo should

be respectful and not confrontational. Sometimes people need to be reminded of this as

happened at a recent hui-a-iwi at Awahau marae, Ngongotaha.20l When one of the kuia became

agitated at the proceedings she was reminded by the kaumatua who was chairing the meeting to

be 'rangimarieo -peaceful and respectful - while in the domain of Rongo.202

The marae then was 'the center of every kind of corporate activity in the village'203 and was

supported by symbols of a group's wealth and mana whenua status such as a fully stocked

pataka.2Oa It was the stage for both formal and informal entertainment and welcoming of guests,

and also for occasions such as a dying leader's ohdkT, 'his farewell message and testament to his

people.'zos The marae today survives as a place of identity for Mdori groups especially in the

face of land loss and the changing demographics of the group's members. A marae is the venue

for the affirmation of the primary values, symbolism, protocols and politics of whakapapa and

the relationships that come from whakapapa.

tee Waewae: leg.
2oo From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, Tuwharetoa, 7 July 2002.
20lNgongotaha is at Lake Rotorua in the centralNorth Island.
tot The incident concerned differences of opinion over the future direction of the hapii. The kuia in question left the
meeting after voicing her opinion (hui attended by the thesis author, February 2002).
203 Kawharu 197745.
ton Pahka: food-storage house. In some dialects it is called a owhata'. See illustration opposite.
2o5Kawharu 1977:45.
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The connection to land and geographical space is important to whakapapa. When asked to

respond to the question o'No hea koe?" [Where are you from?], Kelly Tikao replied with an

answer that included her home area, her hap[, and her wh6nau. When asked to describe what

she had been doing when reciting the list of connections she replied that she had been 'travelling,

locating, binding, visualizing ...when I need to go back home, that's what I'm doing when I

answer that question.' 206 Keily also spoke about whakapapa as being a series of philosophies.

It's a philosophy on to which to base your well-being, a philosophy of health, of life, a

continuum...a birthing and a re-birthing, a death... a life cycle really and each point of it
helping the next part of it to start and stop. To me it's integrated in everything I do
because I'm guided from it...it's a living thing for me - I don't even know if you can say
ffng, but it's a living whakaaro [thought process] rcally.2o7

Kelly lives in Auckland but makes regular journeys home to her hau kainga, Onuku marae on

Banks Peninsula. She discussed the idea of reconnection each time she retums home.

I find that when I go home I connect the whanau quicker than when they connect
themselves because I am hungry for it or I haven't seen these people or I'm in Auckland
connecting them [on a daily basis in my thoughts]. Whereas [at home] I will be saying
ooHave you seen such-and-such lately," and I've spoken to them the day before and they
[the other members of the whdnau] still live in the same place and they haven't seen them
for months and months and months. So I find that fascinating that where you can be
away from it, you can be connecting from away, or you go back to your home whenua,
and you connect them because you bring them together, because you are out of town and
you bring them together for a gathering...to me that's whakapapa - that's bringing us all
back togither.2o8 

-

Whakapapa is represented on the landscape often through maunga, rivers or lakes and other

prominent, physical features. 2oe

Ko Tongariro te maunga
Ko Taupo te moana,
Ko Te Heuheu2lo te tangata...

26 From a taped interview with Kelly Tikao of Ngdti lrekehu, Ngdi Tahu, and a member of Kdi Tahu ki Tamaki
Makaurau.14 Mav 2002.
207 lbid.
tot lbid.
2on Te maunga: the mountain. NgE maunga: the mountains. Mountains are ancestors whose physical representation
identifies descendants with a place - when the name is recited in speeches the speaker is addressing the
whanaungatanga links to the maunga.
'Aoraki te maunga ariki, heiwhaknmuru te iwi kei raro: Aoraki the ancestral mountain whose stately presence
provides a sheltering havenfor us below' [from the waiata'Tahu Potiki' composed by Johnno and Ruahine Crofts
that appears in a collection published by The Ngai Tahu Development Corporation called '?"e Ha o Tahupotiki' .

Translation by Johnno and Ruahine Croftsl.
2r0 T'he correct spelling of tle name is 'te Heuheu' with a lower-case 't' as in 'the ariki, Tumu te Heuheu.' [Personal
communication with Te Ariki, Tumu te Heuheu, August 2001]. However, I have written the quote as recorded.
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This tribal pepeha of Ngati Tuwharetoa describes the sacred mountain Tongariro climbed
by the ancestor, Ngatoroirangi.... it is a statement of the mana of the ariki line, the
paramount chiefs of the Te Heuheu family. By implication the rohe, tribal territory,
under the mana and rangatiratanga of Te Heuheu was the region,surrounding Lake Taupo
and Tongariro. No specific statement of boundary was needed.'"

The example following is part of a speech given by te Heuheu to the Mdori King in 1875.

...he whakamoemiti naku ki nga korero o Taupiri...
[I stand] to praise the speeches of Taupiri...2rf

The speaker was addressing the King as Taupiri, which was the name of the mountain that

identified people as belonging to one of the many hap[ who descended from the captain and

crew of the Tainui canoe. The King and the mountain, Taupiri, were physical representations of

the hapfl who descended from the waka. The mountain's name symbolised the hapfr who lived

beneath it, which in turn recalled their hibal boundaries, their mana whenua status and their

relationships with each other and with groups living outside of the area under Taupiri's

protection. A further example came from a letter from Kerei Ngakete printed in the newspaper

Te Wananga, in 1876, which expressed the sorrowing of Tongariro over the death of a 'chiefly

woman' from Rotorua.2l3 The writer used the mountain, Tongariro, as a way of expressing that

the group, Tuwharetoa, had been saddened by the death of the Rotorua leader.

Other stories that connect maunga with whakapapa follow below.

(Maruhaeremuri Stirling)
The maunga link the whakapapa. When the maunga calls, the chief will hear it and know
what the message is. Before phones, communication was through the maunga. Te Pere o
Te Tairawhiti [speaker's grandson] is linked to all the whakapapa of the East Coast and
therefore links into all those outside. He was named to recoqnise the linking of the
maunga, therefore the hapti, therefore ngd whenua, ngd mahinga kai me etahi ake ng6
mea [and all other such things]. To 'te pere' is to send out a message and one maunga
would send a message to another and so on.2l4

(Miki Roderick)
Koro Pei used to stand and call out each of the maunga - the name of the maung4 the
hapfi connected with it. [t was done to remember all the obligations, all the relationships
beiween the hapfl - the maunga are the key; they form a matrix across the land.2rs

tt' Cited in the Waitangi Tribunal Pouakani report 1993: 9.4 f'The Maniapoto-Trwharetoa boundary'f.
tp Cited in Te Paki o Matariki 14/611895:3. Translation appe.us alongside the Mdori text in the newspaper.
2r3 Letter to the Editor from Kerei Ngakete, Rangikauwhata, Turangarere Murimotu, in Te llananga. Vol.3, No.7,
1912/1876:99-102. The name of the woman is not mentioned in the letter.
2ra Personal conversation with Maruhaeremuri Stirting, 2000, explaining the name given to her mokopuna
215 Personal conversation with Miki Roderick. 2000.
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(Fnom Te Paki o Matariki)
Ko nga pou pupuru whenua tenei i tukua ki raro i te Kingitanga o Potatau;
Ko Karioi
Ko Taranaki
Ko Kai-iwi
Ko Tararua

Ko Titiokura
Ko Putauaki
Ko Ngongotaha
Ko Te Aroha

Ko nga pou whenua tenei i tukua e nga iwi nona aua whenua, ki raro i te Kingitanga o
Potatau.
These are the main props or supporters, which were placed under the King Potatau" to
hold their lands.
Ko...
These are the main props and supporters of the Maori nations, who- were allianced and
had placed all their landi under Potatau's protection in the year 1858.216

The recalling of maunga in lists could be said to be a representation of all the practices of

whakapapa that have been discussed in the stories in the earlier part of this chapter. Each

maunga represents a particular group of hapfi and the stories recalled by the stating of the name

represent how they link to the broader layers of whanaungatang4 the iwi and the waka. The

maunga represent relationships and whakapapa is about maintaining and explaining

relationships. A list of geographical names, albeit maunga or other places in the landscape can

also be considered to be whakapapa when it has been recited to recall relationships between the

three worlds of whakapapa: whakapapa atuatanga, or the origin and the spiritual principle;

whakapapa tangata, or the human principle; whakapapa p0taiao, or the principles of survival

enshrined within Mdori social practices. Margaret Mutu recalled how she was taught some of

the place names from her home area of Karikari, Nonhland. She explained how when she asked

about various places her relations would take her around the area and speak about the history and

the people connected with them 'because I was interested.'217 Margaret also spoke about the

concems raised in her hapfi because many of the names being talked about were wrong. She

described an incident where the names were recited in the wrong order, thereby muddling up the

order of the whakapapa names - confusing the relationships between the whakapapa p[taiao and

the whakapapa trpuna.

All you'd get was a list of 40 to 50 names and unless you knew something about it, you
didn't have a clue what they actually referred to and what ended up happening in that
case was that my Uncle decided that there were far too many living elsewhere who
weren't getting it right, and I think the real impetus was when one of my cousins got up
before the [Waitangi] Tribunal and gave a talk about places, and he did them in the
wrong order, and some of them weren't right. And so at that stage.. .lmy Uncle] just sat
down and said, *Tum your tape recorder on. These are the place names." And then he

2t6 From Te Paki o Matariki,No.g, 2517/1893:3. Translation appears in the newspaper alongside the Mdori text.
Karioi, Waikato nation; Titiokura, Ng6ti Hineuru; Taranaki maunga, Taranaki haptt; Putauaki, Ng6ti Awa; Kai-iwi,
Ngd Rauru; Ngongotaha,Ngdti Rangiwewehi hapii; Tararua,Ngdti Raukawa, Ngdti Awa and Ngiiti Kahungunu; Ie
A.roha, Ngdti Maru [source: Te Paki o Matariki. Ibid.S. Page 5 listed 35 maunga and their iwi or hapti].
'" From taped interview with Margaret Mutu, 14 May 2002.
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went and listed them all. And it was about starting, you started naming the places where
the tupuna had originally arrived, and then you went around, according to how the ttipuna
had done it. See what the other fella did, was he started at the end and went backwards.

ftnterviewer: Sent them away again did he?]
Yeah, yeah, fiaughs] he had them going around the wrong way.2l8

This example from Margaret Mutu explained the importance of being able to correctly recite

whakapapa - in this case the correct order of the place names that explained the order in which

the hapfr established their place on the landscape. Whakapapa is recited contextually to clariff or

explain an event or situation. The recitation of the lists calls attention to the relationships - how

they were established and so on. Following are stories explaining the recitation of whakapapa.

(Huata Holmes)
You can't just go onto a Marae and do whaikdrero. Before you can whaikdrero you must
be able to tdtai whakapapa - always - you were never allowed to whaik6rero until you
could show that you could t6tai whakapapa. You had to show that you had the
knowledge of how everyone, everything fits together- why and who the.people are - the
reasons. Then when that happened, you may be allowed to whaikorero.zle

Tdtai whakapapa also demonstrated the movement of whakapapa- from different tendrils and

back to the main stem.

(Teone Taare Tikao)
My people have always laid great stress on reciting whakapapa (family trees), and
everyone of good birth was supposed to be able to fluently recite the list or lists of his
ancestors.... Pedigrees can be recited from either end - from the top or from the bottom -
so to speak. The former is the more usual. You start with the name of the earliest
ancestor you wish to quote at that particular time and then say o'tana ko,'o a\d names the
son, and so on, down the list of descent. In the other method you say your own name, of
that of the person whose ancestry you wish to prove or trace, frst, and then,say "Ko ia
ta," and,mention the father's name and so as"end upward through the lineage.22o

(Brad Haami)
There were various forms of genealogy recitation such as k6rero p[take (whakapapa of
origins before the canoe migration), t6tr[ (single lines of descent), tararere (similar to a
tahU with omissions of names), whakamoe (to show the assignment of wives' names to a
male lineage or to place siblings in order of birth), karapitipiti (show the position of
grandparents, siblings, parents and children), kdrero whenua (land based genealogies),
whakapapa (the use of all previous orders), and whaiwhaia (confrontational
genealogies)."''

2'8lbid.
2'n Tatai: to recite, arrange, set in order. Personal conversation with Huata Holmes, Te Rapuwai, Waitah4 Ngdti
Mamoe, NgEi Tahu,27 February 2000.
220 Beattie 1939:142.
t'r Cited in Haami, 8., 2000. Work in progress, kindly lent to assist research for this thesis. [Haami's source fiom
Maori Purposes Fund Board papers, MS papers 0189, folder 87, ATL.]
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The previous group of stories has described whakapapa as it was practiced through relationships

between Mdori and the spiritual and natural worlds. Each story contained an insight into the

value system of Mdori and how they still enact it through their everyday actions. However the

way another person interprets the relationships in the story is influencedby their values system,

which is often a different system of values and knowledge acquisition to that of the storyteller.

When teaching his students about this concept Greg Sanis222 used oral traditions as a way of

demonstrating how the students' assumptions about Native American culture were transferred

into their interpretations of the stories. Sarris worked with a predominantly non Native

American group and used stories from the ancient times of Kashaya Pomo culture to demonstrate

how interpretation can alter the message or values being explained. He read the group a story

and then asked them to retell the story in their own words. He noted that the importance they

placed on different parts of the story was affected by their own life-experiences, '. . .their own

stories - what they knew from their lives - became the essential ingredient for critical reflection

and insight.'223 Sarris then read back his interpretation of the story that was based on the lessons

it had taught him during his childhood in his own Kashaya-Pomo community. The realities in

the story were not those of most of his students. Much of the content was foreign to them and

they tended to pay 'assiduous attention to detail and plot.'224 For exarnple he noted that students

would discuss at length just where the grasshopper den was, or whether coyote unconsciously

tripped on a grasshopper den or already knew its location. Sarris points out that the 'salient

feature of Kashaya Pomo language is the verb...and if the story was told in Pomo the action not

the subject becomes thematised.'225 The students' interpretations of the story demonstrated how

their cultural biases influenced interpretive acts. After the story was played back to them they

began to realise that the way something is translated is often based on the value system of the

translator.

The same could be said for the way something is wriuen down. The interpretation that the writer

gives to the story is sometimes carried over to the chosen written style. A significant change in

the Maori world of orally transmitted knowledge was the advent of literacy, which saw the

beginning of a written recording system. One of the major changes to the way people think

about whakapapa occurred with the introduction of writing.

"' Greg Sanis, Cache Creek Pomo/European. Sanis lectures at the University of Califomia in the Department of
American Literature.
223 Sarris 1993:162. For a full transcript of the Kashaya Pomo story about coyote, see Saris, pp.149-151.
224lbid: r5r-r52.
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Changing the face of whakapapa: Disconnecting the worlds

When Mdori (and some Pakeha) began writing down the stories of their hapfi that contained their

histories, waiata, whakapapa lists, karakia and so on, the stories became locked into the times in

which they were written. The 'written froze spoken'.226 What was once a system designed to

incorporate all knowledge frameworks became divided into many individual units as nineteenth

century Pdkehd sought ways to understand the culture they were observing. The knowledge

frameworks contained in whakapapa and accessed through the whakapapa kdrero were examined

independently and written down as, for example, 'Forest Lore of the Maori' , 'The Maori division

of Time' and'Maori Religion and Mytholog'."' Parts of an indivisible system were isolated

into separate categories, or genre, of Mdori oral literature. [n a bid to create an understanding of

M6ori oral tradition the waiata were collected as M6ori songs or'sung poetry'.z28 The

whakataukT were grouped together and separated from kdrero as Mdori sayings or proverbs,22e

ignoring the context in which they were recited. The kOrero were isolated in separate collections

of M6ori myths and legends.23o Here, for instance is Raymond Ffuth discussing in 1959, Mdori

myths comparing with German Miirchen or'fireside tales'.

When anything is looked upon by a native people as being of some importance in their
life, one nearly always finds some piece of mythology in connection with it, a story
which purports to account for its origin, which sets it in a definite position in the scheme
of existence, and as a general rule, brings it into relation with the pantheon of gods or
culture-hero"r."t
...Besides the myths relating to the origin of birds, the Maori also had various korero
puralrau concerning them, freside tales like the German Mrirchen, which were told to
amuse the folk in the communal house on long winter evenings.... The real importance of
this avian mythology - its narration has definite bearing on the subject [Maori
economicsl - is that it allows us to realise the place of birds in the cosmic scheme of the
M6ori, his idea of their relation to the forest in which they dwell, and the fact that to him
they live under the direct care of Tane, the god of the forest, who, having created them,
watches over their interests and is their guardian and protector.232

The written word took over the way the knowledge was transmitted and did it in a systematic

fashion that persists today. The term, whakapap4 became synonymous solely with the lists of

peoples' names. For example, Ngdi Tahu whakapapa t-rpuna became written lists that were

225 lbid: 152.
226 From, Voice carried myfamily, their names & stories. Sullivan 1997:ll.
22t Refer to Best 1977; Best 1986; Best 1995 [924].
"t Refer to Barry Metcalf, 1974; Orbell, M., 1978.
t2e Refer to Brougham, A.E., and Reed, A.W., 1963.

"o Refer to Sir George Grey's 1854 collection of Mdori 'myths and legends' published in M6ori and entitled Ko nga
mahinga a nga Tupuna, which was later reprinted in English [ut ed. 1855] as Polynesian Mytholog and Ancient
Traditional History of the Maori as told by their Priests and Chiefs.t'' Firth 1959:149.
232 rbid. r50-r51.
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encased into a book, and legally sanctioned firstly by the M6ori Land Court and secondly by

legislation. Such acts of writing down the lists of ancestors' names, over time, divorced that

world of whakapapa from its other worlds: whakapapa atuatanga and whakapapa pfltaiao. The

associated explanations contained in the kdrero were also separated out. They were not written

down in books of names but were written down in other books. The fragmentation of

whakapapa came to hide the nature and purpose of whakapapa. The piece-meal recording of the

different layers or worlds of whakapapa intemrpted the way whakapapa was enacted in its

entirety. The separated and written began to modiff, limit and redefine the living whakapapa of

tradition.233

The following stories are examples of how people have written about whakapapa. They explain

what people think whakapapa is. They demonstrate how, overtime, people have written about

whakapapa and explained the way it works. The stories also serve to demonstrate how the

written definition of whakapapa as lists of names has influenced how Maori practice whakapapa

processes. The first three are recent perspectives from Maori writers.

(Peter Garven, M. Nepia and Harry Ashwell)
Whakapapa (genealogical relationship) ... is used both extra and intra-tribally to establish
and maintain relationships between people, their speaking and leadership rights, and their
environment. These relationships determine rights of access to resources and the
philosophies for their use, and also the responsibilities towards others. ...As well as

reciting their genealogical relationships with each other and with other tribal groups,
Ngdi Tahu also recite the whakapapa which links humankind to the atua (deities) and to
the earth, to the waters, forest, animals and birds. ...Whakapapa then binds Ngdi Tahu to
the mountains, forests and waters, and the life supported by them. In this way, all things
are considered to have a mauri (life force) and to be living, and to have a genealogical
relationship with each other. Ngdi Tahu are therefore related to all entities of the natural
world.23a 

-

(Te Marie Tau)
If whakapapa was the backbone, oral traditions, chants, wdnanga, incantations and other
arts could attach themselves as the flesh to the skeletal structure of genealogy. ...What
explained these relationships, the reasons and, ultimately, the justifications,-were oral
traditions known as wdnanga, or myth (the English word closest in meaning)."'

(Brad Haami)
The creation of the universe, the formation of the earth and its elements, the emergence
of bio-diversity, the source of knowledge, the creation of man, the anival of people to
Aotearoa, and the movement of people around Aotearoa, were all remembered through
numerous genealogies.

tt' One example contrary to this are the many whakapapa recited before the Native Land Court and recorded in the
Land Court minute books, which have often been recorded along with the whakapapa stories.
2'o Garven, etal. 1997:24.
2'5 Tau 2000:41.
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There are genealogies of biota and environmental phenomena, which give an order of
classification derived from the Polynesian/TVl6ori world view of making observable
connections between the different entities, taking into consideration, location and habitat,
shape, form, texture, colour, smell, seasonality, change, human usage and adaptation.236

However, M6ori writers did not always describe whakapapa in the above ways zrs this next story

from 1949 demonstrates.

(Te Rangi Hiroa)
The theories concerning the natural phenomena fall into two categories...the popular, or
exoteric version consisted of applying proper names to the phenomena of nature,
arranging them in an ordered sequence, and reciting them in the same way as a
genealogical table of human descent. The expert genealogists, when they wished to
demonstrate their scholarship, recited the sequence of natural phenomena as an academic
introduction to the human lineage, which was the immediate subject of interest. Such an
introduction gave added length and prestige to the human line of descent, and this
practical factor may have had as much influence in its compilation as a purely theoretical
attempt to interpret the sequence of evolution in the forces of nature. Whichever factor
came first, it appears certain that the genealogical method was followed in creating a list
of proper names by converting common names, such as kore (nothing) and po (night,
darkness), into proper names by prefixing the definite article re (the) and so creating Te
Kore (The Void) and Te Po (The Unknown). The list commenced with what was
considered the most remote and worked down in sequence to the most recent as in the
genealogical tables of human descent....The earth stratum (papa) evidently developed
spontaneously during the period of Te Po, and it was personified as a female with the full
title of Papatuanuku. The sky (rangi) was somewhere else in the offing and was
materialised and personified as a male with the name of Ranginui.237

The writer was influenced by early European scholarship that set the pattern for thinking about

the origins of MSori such as this 1929 example from a Pdkehd etbnologist that demonstrates the

belief in a'supernormal' origin for Mdori.

(Elsdon Best)
The outlook of the Maori, as in connection with natural phenomena and nature generally,
often differed widely from our own; thus he looked upon the far spread forests of his
home as being necessary to his welfare, and also as being of allied origin. This peculiar
outlook was based upon a strange belief that man, birds, and trees are descended from a
common source; their ultimate origin lay with the primal pair, Rangi the Sky Parent and
Papa the Earth Mother, though they were actually brought into being by Tane the
Fertiliser, one of the seventy offspring of the above-mentioned primal parents. Also
owing to the supemormal origin, man inherits a strain of the ira atua, divine or spiritual
life, as pertaining to his brethren and himself, though he is subject to death owing to his
being a descendant of Hine-ahuone, the first woman, who was formed from a portion of

ttu Cited in Haami, B., 2000. Work in progress, kindly lent to assist research for this thesis.
2'7 Hiroa 1987:433-435. Te Rangi Hiroa also discussed the esoteric, or select, version of the cosmogony which was
taught in whare wdnanga and ' held by an inner circle of priests who considered it too sacred to be divulged to the
common people.... in spite of its source, it is confused and contradictory, probably reflecting the state of mind of the
experts who nied to build a more pretentious structure on the nanow foundation of an older and simpler school.'
rbid.
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the body of the Earth Mother. ...He spoke of Pap4 old Tena Mater, as the mother of
mankind, and as providing food for her childre o...ftt'

There are other examples of writing about whakapapa such as the following representation from

1949. The writer stated that the purpose of 'family genealogies' was to record births and

marriages 'extending back to the common ancestors of the tribe'.23e

(Te Rangi Hiroa)
All members of a Maori tribe are related to each other by blood descent, and the record of
a common tie is preserved in the family genealogies, which form oral registers of the
births and marriages extending back to the common ancestors of the tribe. The kinship
terms in use are capable of expressing the relationship between any two members of the
tribe and any doubt is settled by a recital of the lineage of the persons concerned. In the
biological family, the kinship terms cover the two preceding generations of parents and
grandparents, the generation of the person concemed, and the two succeeding generations
of children and grandchildren. In a genealogical count, if we place the generation of the
individual concerned as zero (0), his parents are one shorter (-l) and his grandparents are
two shorter (-2) whereas his children are one longer (+1) and his grandchildren are two
longer (+2). In the following list, the kinship terms are placed in the five generation
strata described above, for it forms the key by which the relationship between any two
members of a tribe may be established.'2a6

238 Best 1977:l-2.
2'n Hitoa 1987:338-339.
24o lbid.

KINSHIP TERMS 
24I

Oenerations Enelish terms Maori Terms Maori

Collaterals

a Crandparents l rpun4 I upuna

Grandfather Tipua tane = Grand uncle

Crandmother Tipuna wahine : Grand aunt

I Parents Matua

Father Matua tane : Uncle

Mother Whaea, whaene = Aunt

0 Elder brothen of a male Tuakana = Cousins

Elder sisters of a female Tuakana

Younger brothers of male Tein4 taina

Younger sisters of female Tein4 taina

Brother of female Tungane

Sister of male Tuahine

IT Children Tamaiti(s), Tamariki(pl) Tamaiti keke

Iramutu

Nephews and nieces

Son Tama- tamafoa

Daughter Tamahine

+2 Grandchildren Mokopuna

Grandson Mokopuna tan€ = Grand nephew

Granddaughter Mokopuna wahine = Grand niece
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Te Rangi Hiroa's list of kinship terms holds no evidence of the complexities and relationships in

whakapapa. It is a vocabulary of terms used to classiff whanau relationships, but limits the

relationships to three generations. This method of recording information about what whakapapa

is does not allow for the movement and interconnectedness between all layers of whakapapa. It

redefines whakapapa tr-puna as a register of names: a genealogy that records births and deaths.

During the nineteenth century MEori were writing down whakapap4 many of which were written

into obituaries that appeared in the various MEori-language newspapers between 1842 and 1930.

One example was the piece contributed to Te Wanangaby Topi Patuki that is included in the

introduction to this thesis. The published whakapapa served the same purpose as those recited

on marae. This was to identiff and link the person to ancestors, wak4 land, hap[ and the wider

Mdori communities, and they were always written as if being recited to an audience. As with the

tangihanga2az thattook place on a marae the whakapapa of the deceased was written into the

newspaper obituaries to show the link to all layers of whanaungatanga - the waka, the iwi, the

hap[ and the whanau. The obituaries included whakapapa and waiata tangi2a3 that honoured the

deceased such as one that concerned a young rangatir4 Maungapohatu, published in 1876.244

The obituary contained a whakapapa that laid out his whakapapa t-rpuna in detail beginning with

Kokako who came to New Zealand in the Tainui canoe. The whakapapa linked the young

rangatira to all layers of whakapapa plus to all layers of whanaungatanga from waka through to

wh6nau. The recitation of the whakapapa in the newspaper also made room for detailing his

links to the geographical area and resources and his spiritual ties to the same - whakapapa

atuatanga and whakapapa pttaiao. It included a waiata tangi that detailed aspects of his life.

The published whakapapa were often accompanied by a request for publication in both Mdori

and English so that the news could be seen and understood by both M6ori and Pdkehd, or to

inform distant relatives who may not have heard of the death.

Other examples of whakapapa being published in the newspapers came from contributors who

used whakapapa to strengthen their argument when debating various issues. One such

philosophical debate concerned the origin of groups connected with the wak4 Aotea and

Horouta. These accounts contained many pieces of whakapapa and how they linked the tribal

tor lbid. 339.
242 Tangihanga: The contemporary term for funeral. Tangi is to lament, cry, and make wailing sounds. Older
manuscripts refer to tangi as lamenting and use a variety of terms to describe different phases of the funeral. Tangi
for lamenting; nehua for the burial; hahunga for exhumation of the bones for cleaning and reburial.

'ot waiata tangi: laments.
t*LetterpublishedinTell/ananga,Vol.3,No.1,19/2/1876:101. Contibutorisnotnamedinthenewspaper.
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groups in question with the origin of the kumara.2as The following example appeared in Ie

Walm Maori o Niu Tirani in 1873.

Ko Aotea te waka ko Turi te tangata ki runga; tona atua ki runga ko Maru; tona hoe ko Te
Rakau o Whiti; tona tata ko Whakawaha Taupata; nga utanga o runga, ara nga o mai a
taua tangata i tona haerenga mai i Hawaiki, he kumara (taua kumara he Kahutoto, a e
ngaki nei ano nga uri); tetahi he karaka - a e whawhaki nei ano nga uri. E hoa", e Hoani

[Hoani Nahe], te mahara iho koe i aitia te tangata katoa i te po. Kaua e hanga whakahe
mo te tangata no te mea i haere mai koe me to waka i Hawaiki, me nga utanga ano o
runga. E rite tahi ana taua; i haere mai ano hoki ahau me toku waka i Hawaiki, me ona
utanga katoa. Te maara i ngakia ai taku kumara ko Hekehekeipapa; te maunga i tu ai
taku karaka ko Papawhero; te whakataukl mo taku kumara ina waruhia hei kau [kao]; -
'oTena te wai ororoiiu." .../ou
... Na e hoa, e ui ana ahau mehemea ko wai te matua o tau kumara. Ko taku kumara ko
Rongo, ko Tamamatuarangi i heke tauaro i taitua o Hawaiki.2aT

Aotea was the canoe, Turi was the person aboard; Maru was his god on board; his paddle
was Te Rakau-o-whiti; his bailer was Whakawaha Taupata; the cargo on board, that is, all
his provisions on his journey here from Hawaiki, were some ktmara (that k[mara variety
was Kahutoto, and it is still cultivated by his descendants); some karaka, and this is still
gathered by the descendants. My friend, Hoani, don't think that everyone was conceived
in ignorance, don't cause confusion for the people, because you also came here, and your
canoe from Hawaiki, also with cargo on board. We are both the same; I came here also
with my canoe from Hawaiki with all its cargo. The gardens where I cultivated my
kumara is Hekehekeipapa; the mountain where my karaka stood is Papawhero; the saying
about my kumara when being scraped for cooking and drying; - "This is the food to be
swallowed"...
... Now my friend, I am asking, if it is as you say, who is the parent of your kumara? My
kumara it is Rongo, it is Tamamatuarangi, who came straight here from distant
Hawaiki.2as

It may now be clearly seen that whakapapa is about relationships and is practiced through the

way we carry out the relationships. Everything that has some kind of relationship with

something else can have that relationship explained through whakapapa. Whakapapa occurs in

different layers. There are layers of co-operation, or whanaungatang4 and layers of participation

between people and the natural and spiritual worlds. The connections are expressed through lists

of names that layer from generation to generation and can move from layer to layer crossways,

'ot See Te ll/aka Maori o Niu Tirani: lllg/1872 109-l 14, The meeting at Mataahu - story from Major Ropata Te
Wahawaha; 2/10/1872:132, letter from lraia Tutange; 16110l1872:137, letter from Mohi Twei; 12/12/1872:155-
I56, Letter from HoaniNahe; 8/l/1873: 5, letter from Aterea Te Kahu; 8ll/1873:5-6, letter from Reweti Tapa and
Te Ratana Te Urumingi;22/lll873:8, letter from Moanaroa Maruera; 22ll/1873:10-l l, letter from Hohepa Te Poki
Tawhitupou; 2612/1873:25-26, letter from Tamati Tautuhi; 26/2/1873:26, letter from Hoani Nahe; 2513/l873:31,
letter from Hata Rio; 2513/1873:32-33, letter from Te Ohomatakamokamo; 14/5/1873:53-55, letter from Hapurona
Tohikura.
tou Grove and Mead have this whakataukl recorded as "TEnE te o rorokia" - o'this is the food to be swallowed". 'This
saying comes from a spirited discussion of kumara. Kao'is made by grating or scraping kumara, then cooking and

drying it in the sun' [Grove and Mead 2001: 381].
ttt Excerpt from Ie l{aka Maori o Niu Tirani,Vol.9, No.2, 22ll/1873:10-l l, letter from Hohepa Te Poki
Tawhituoou. Whaneaehu. Also contained a waiata.
248 Mv transiation. 
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downwards and upwards, depending on the purpose. Whakapapa orders different layers of

knowledge, which is accessed through the kdrero that explain the lists of names. Relationships

occur at different levels depending on how we want to connect and for what purpose at the time.

Knowledge also occurs on different levels and at diflerent degrees of participation by the users,

which governs its use. For example, the exercise of rangatiratanga is managed at different levels

by the different statuses of leadership. They each in turn hold different degrees of power and

knowledge that all come together to ensure the survival of the group as a whole.

Whakapapa is inclusive and has many layers of inclusiveness, which can be seen in carved

pattems such as the koru - the spiral - that demonstrates the dynamic nature of whakapapa and

the potential for growth and change. Whakapap4 then, is inclusive of everything that comes into

or goes out of the three worlds, which continuously revolve and interact to give whakapapa its

dynamic nature.

Over time whakapapa has become exclusive making it harder for it to be carried out in practice

in its entirety. Changes have separated the three worlds making them exclusive of each other

and divorced from the environment in which they operate. When changes interfere with the

nature and practice of whakapapa it leads to new understandings over time, to newer definitions,

to challenges and understandings of whakryapa, and creates tensions between what we think

whakapapa is and how it works and how we practice it. Mark Solomon noted in his interview

that too many people did not understand whakapapa and how it worked thereby not

understanding the relationships that it created.2ae The Mdori knowledge system has recently

been dismissed as only a belief system sustained by superstition and traditions that are

irrational.2so If we follow this logic further it suggests that whakapapa then is only a belief

system and is an unsuitable system of knowledge for leading Mdori into the future. If this is the

case then whakapapa is irrelEvant for future growth and development of Mdori people. This type

of thinking endangers whakapapa from being sustained by M6ori groups as a base for future

development. This kind of major dismissal of whakapapa has yet to happen but in the past there

have been several intemrptions to whakapapa that have affected the way it is practiced in its

entirety.

All of the stories so far told in this chapter depict situations where people have an understanding

of what is happening, what is going on in the actions being carried out, and what they believe

whakapapa is. They portray ways for carrying out the tikanga and kawa - practices and rules -

ton From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
"u Unpublished policy statement from Te Tapuae o Rehua, June 2002.
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that come from whakapapa. Whether the actors have an understanding of whakapapa or are

conscious of the fact that whakapapa is in action in all these situations is not important. It is the

continuation of the practice of whakapapa that ensures its survival. Sometimes there are

obstacles put in place that make it difflrcult for whakapapa to continue unintemrpted. These

obstacles can take the form of natural intemrptions, such as premature death, which disrupt the

movement of whakapapa temporarily. Or they can be caused through ignorance as to what

whakapapa is thought to be and how it works. However they are caused, intemrptions can

prevent the practice of the principles of whakapapa so that all the interlinking relationships do

not remain intact. When the intemrptions occur it becomes difficult to follow tikanga and kawa

because other factors influence our ability to do so. The nature of the intemrptions means

whakapapa can be affected in different ways.

Imposed restrictions: Mystifying whakapapa

Changes to the way we think about what whakapapa is has often lead to the mystification of

whakapapa as something highly tapu and available only to a selected few people. In an attempt

to explain a concept we often tend to mystify it and lack of knowledge is often explained away

as the subject being too tapu to be talked about. But whakapapa is used in everyday situations

and is constantly talked about and written about by both M6ori and PEkeh6. Certainly, Mdori

scholars such as ApiranaNgata believed that whakapapa was the key to understanding M6ori

tribal groups and encouraged the study and recording ofall whakapapa.

In the study of Maori as he was, in the appreciation of what he has become and the
assessment of his probably future, I ask students to interest themselves in the
genealogical records of the race. They should be collected, tabulated and incorporated
among the most valuable of our societies."'

The M6ori Land Court minute books are a good example of whakapapa being written down for

specific and sometimes selective purposes. Brad Haami remembered a diary he had seen in

Riverton that contained written whakapapa interleaved with food recipes.2s2 This suggests that

the degree of tapu had been modified by noa in order to make it accessable to future generations

of the diary author. Whakapapa, then, must have different degrees of tapu.

As has already been explained whakapapa is about relationships and how the social

understandings that are expressed in whakapapa are enacted. Often things are done for purely

2srNsata 1929:8.
252 

Pe-rsonal conversation with Brad Haami. 2001 .
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practical reasons, such as menstruating women not being able to weave.tt' But they also contain

a spiritual element as well and this is because the Mdori understanding ranges over all three

worlds of whakapapa. Certainly some levels of learning and the information contained in them

are restricted to chosen people who have the status, capacity and reasoning to make sure that it

was used only for the purpose for which it was known, and only in the right circumstances. But

whakapapa in its entirety is also used in everyday situations in order to firlfil expectations and

commitments. Some of the activity is required to be of a more restrictive nature, such as the

appropriate person to say karakia before harvest or fishing. Some knowledge becomes obsolete

over time as its usefulness is replaced with knowledge more appropriate to contempoftry

situations. Maori Marsden talked about two levels of knowledge within stories. The first is

available only to the initiates who must know and understand the key to unlocking the

knowledge in the symbols. The second is available to everyone and is necessary for

understanding everyday life and reality.2sa

The use of legendary myth and story imprinted upon the mind, acted as pegs to which the
finer details could be attached in progressive order to reconstruct the component features
of that body of knowledge.
On the one hand legend and myth provided a mechanism to aid ease of recall. On the
other hand, it acted as a camouflage to hide the inner meaning from the uninitiated and
thereby preserve the integrity of such sacred lore, and its abuse and misuse.
The legend itself by virtue of its association with the pantheon of gods provided the
sanctions by which kaupapa (first princlples) were authorized and out of which tikanga -
custom - could flow and be validated.r)l

The way whakapapa is discussed is important, as it should not be in isolation from those who

connect through it or in isolation from its k6rero. Greg Sarris has explained this concept to his

North American students when talking about Kashaya Pomo beliefs. He explained that the

reason why his Aunty Mabel would not allow herself to be recorded was because she thought the

recording would remove her from the world she was describing.256 The recording would place

her into a different contextual framework, such as a classroom, and unless there was an

understanding of what her world was, then the recording would be meaningless. Sarris used this

example of a short dialogue between Mabel and a student, which demonstrated the cross-cultural

tensions that can form when people are not operating within the same contextual framework:

In a basket weaving demonstration at Stanford University, Mabel talks about how she
must pray for all materials she gathers (for basket making), and a student asks if she talks
to plants.

2t3 See Fn.# 53, p. 43 of this thesis.
250 Marsden and Henare 1992:12.
255 Marsden and Henare 1992:13.
25u Sarris 1993:23.
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"Yes, if I have to use them," she answers.
"Do plants talk to one another?"
ool suppose"
*What do they say [to one another]?"
Mabel laughs. *How do I lmow? Why would I be listeningl'Qst

Sarris explained,

... she is not tricking or fabricating; her talk points to what constitutes difference. ln the
above examples of her talk ... Mabel is responding to questions, and her responses

expose that which is embedded in the question that accounts for the rifts between her
world and that of her interlocutors.2ss

This in part explains the reasoning behind the concept of whakapapa as tapu. The knowledge

contained within it does not belong to others than those who form part of its web of

relationships, and if it is told outside this group then there is danger of it being misinterpreted

and misunderstood.

The acquisition of knowledge is restricted to a need-to-know basis. Pei Te Hurinui Jones wrote

about the acquisition of knowledge as occurring in twelve steps. He used a metaphor of twelve

realms or heavens with the ultimate goal being access to the twelfth heaven, the realm of Io. Io

was seen as the enlightenment or the point reached where one had attained all the knowledge.

However, Io was also divided into degrees of enlightenment with only a selected few entering

into the innennost realm, which contained the ultimate enlightenment. The kaitiaki of each

heaven had to acquire a certain amount of knowledge in order to progress upwards to Io. But at

some point, they were permanently restricted from going forwards as they had reached the level

of knowledge acquisition available to them. Some kaitiaki could move freely between two or

more heavens but others were restricted to one and could move neither forward or backward.2se

What Koro Pei's writing shows is that knowledge is precious and only available to those who

can use it wisely. There are restrictions placed on acquisition to ensure that only those capable

of using the knowledge wisely can attain it.

Whakapapa is the base of all M6ori knowledge systems. Thus it has the same differing degrees

of protection - tapu - in place to ensure that the uninitiated do not destroy the integrity through

misuse. At its purest form - its Io level - it is highly tapu. The different ways chosen to use it

change the intensity of tapu. It is therefore conect to state that whakapapa is tapu but the

57lbid. 23-24.

"t rbid.z4.
re From Pei Te Hurinui Jones' private collection. Permission given for inclusion into this thesis by Brian Jones,
kaitiaki of the collection.
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intensity of tapu varies depending on the choice for its use. Once a choice has been made and

acted upon, the intensity of tapu changes depending on whether it is to be a more or less

restrictive use. The changing states of the whakapapa tapu can be demonstrated by looking at the

three worlds of whakapapa and how they enable us access to the knowledge held within

whakapapa.

The three worlds of whakapapa are three worlds of knowledge: atuatanga, tlpuna and piitaiao.

All people have a superficial knowledge-level of all three levels. We learn this knowledge

through the stories told to us by, for example, friends, relations and parents. Kelly Tikao and

Margaret Mutu explained their experiences in acquiring knowledge.

(Kelly Tikao)
Some of it, I can't even begin to tell you how it was passed on, it's just there and some of
it through visiting my whanaunga. Making those trips to Christchurch and along the way
there were points made that made sense to me later on but at the time didn't. Spending
time at the wh6nau house, which was a State house in the middle of Christchurch, and
spending time with my taua, and the little things that at the time as a kid just went over
my head but came back to me later as kind of significant. My father who says that he
can't speak Mdori but will come up with these amazing phrases here and there that have
been triggered by something and he'll just say it our of the blue. [For example] He'll
say something and I'll go "wow!! You tell me you don't know this stuff and then that
comes out," and I go o'Dad, what did you just say," and he'll go "oh tO kI, td kI," and I'll
say, o'But how did you know that" and he'll reply, o'Oh that's what Mum used to say all
the time." And things like that to me are so precious and that to me is knowledge, and
that will lead him down a track because its opening up those doorways of his past as well
that he's blocked off for a number of reasons, and he'll say, "Oh she used to say that
when we used to go out and nick apples or something from the next door neighbours who
used to be that person." So he's giving me a geographical visual of where he was
because those houses, those places don't exist anymore. And he's also giving me the
information on that. But he is giving me the reo information and he's giving me the
people who were around.... ['ve also leamt so much through hui, gatheringr-..'ou

(Margaret Mutu)
The general rule that my Uncle used to give about these things that you go to all the huis
and you listen and you listen and you listen and at the end of it all you will know. Now
there is a lot of depth in what he says to that because you go and you listen and you don't
understand most of what's going on, but you keep going and keep listening then you ask
questions and it all falls into place. So it's not a formal one [training].261

Some people have access to a higher realm of knowledge through particular study and training,

and others have higher access again through specialised training in different areas and skills.

The intensity and exclusiveness of tapu increases with each higher realm of knowledge. Some

people are restricted from venturing into another realm because they do not have the aptitude or

'uo From taped interview with Kelly Tikao, 14 May 2002.
tu' From taped interview with Margaret Mutu, 14 May 2002.
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training to go there. Because all the members of a hapfl have access to at least one or two realms

of knowledge they have a common understanding and thought about how all things connect.

Knowledge may thus vary within a group. Non-members, however, have no access to the

knowledge realms unless they are permitted to acquire it in some way. This helps explain why

the practice of writing down their observations of M6ori life, history and traditions by non-

M6ori, divorced the principles of whakapapa from their whakapapa korero. Ngata suggested in

1929 thatthe writings of Pdkehd observers 'carried no conviction to the descendants of the

people that passed into view' because their writings failed to take the genealogical record into

account.262 The Pdkehd people were only allowed access to a superficial realm of knowledge

and either'neglected or made insufficient use of the whakapapa.'63 They either did not connect

the lists of names being recited to them with the kdrero, or they were given insuffrcient

knowledge to make the connection. Knowledge is valuable and is not to be abused or misused,

and this is why some knowledge is carefully guarded, or kept only for people who may be

capable of using it properly. For this reason there is a tendency for people to say that whakapapa

is tapu and should not be written down because it is only for those who have the connections to

the relationships within it. Margaret Mutu also discussed the notion of whakapapa as tapu and

not to be written down during a conversation about a new book on Ngdti Kahu history.

[The book]264 contains very, very detailed whakapap4 which breaks the common
understanding that you don't commit, especially living peoples' whakapapa to the written
pages. He [McCully Matiu] ... said as far as he was concerned too many of our people
didn't know who they were, and his opinion was to bring the hapii back together so that
they knew exactly who they were and what it was that made them who they were. He
was more concemed with people knowing who they were.
I expected people to say, o'How dare you write this stuffdown.o' But it wasn't, they were
just pleased to know who they were and that this old man had done it for them, wholhey
all loved and respected, had done it for them. They were just over the moon about it.'o'

However, because of the nature of whakapapa itself - as a key to all knowledge and a basis for

Mdori knowledge and values - care and respect must be shown in the recording methods.

Otherwise, as has happened, it just becomes a list of names with no other meaning than as a

whakapapa t-rpuna - human genealogical list, or family tree. Margaret discussed the way her

Uncle had recorded the whakapapa lists for the book. She explained that he had recited onto tape

262 Ngata 1929:8.
2t3 lbid.
2s The book referred to by Margaret is, ?"e llthdnau Moana: Ngd Kaupapa me ngd Tikanga o Te Whdnau Moana o
Karikari, The Customs and protocols of Te Whdnau Moana. The teachings of McCully Matiu, Kaumdtua Rangatira
of Te Whdnau Moana and Ngdti Kahu as told to Margaret Mutu. Mutu, Margaret, 2002. Auckland: Reed

Publishins.
2u5 From tlaped interview with Margaret Mutu, 14 May 2002.
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the whakapapa lists contained in a book that had belonged to his father. The tape recordings had

then been transcribed and written into the book in a way that was faithful to the recited

recordings. He would begin reciting a list of names and when he got to certain names he would

then proceed out along another branch of the whakapapa to incorporate other people and names

from perhaps a marriage. Then he would retum to the main line again and move along the main

line until he came to another ftlme and again move out along another branch of the whakapapa.

He also added little anecdotes that he could remember about some of the people so that a full

picture of each family branch was recorded and showed how it connected to the senior line.266

The book also contains the oral traditions of Te Whfuiau Moana and how they connect as a hapfr

to the wider Ng6ti Kahu wh6nau network. In the future when the whakapapa of Te Whdnau

Moana is discussed the stories associated with the names will also be discussed and incorporated

into future stories of Te Whdnau Moana.

Interruptions to whakapapa: Internal changes

Whakapapa can also be intemrpted within the process of whakapapa itself. Kelly Tikao talked

about whakapapa as being a 'birthing and a re-birthing, a death, a life cycle rcally.'267

Sometimes that cycle is intemrpted during the early stages of the growth of new life. In the

whakapapa given by Matiaha Tiramorehu he spoke about the process from Te P6, and how the

whakapapa explained the creation of the world in which we live.268 However, it can also be used

to explain the creation of a new human life from the time of conception, through the pregnancy

and finally the birth. The following story explains what happened when a young mother suffered

an ectopic pregnancy. Her baby did not move past the stages of Te Ao.26e Her baby never

appeared in Te Aotlroa to begin the joumey into Te Kore, the womb, to be nurtured by Te

Makfr, the life-sustaining fluids, and eventually into the world as a continuation of the process of

whakapapa. This time the process was intemrpted by death. However, the intemrption was only

temporary, because the baby was eventually retumed to the haukainga of her grandmother to be

buried on a hill overlooking the urupd of her t-rpuna. The process of burying baby at the

haukainga returned the part of the hau to the hapfl to prevent it being lost. Baby was buried

undemeath the shelter of a tree that would continue to grow and in effect grow the hau that was

returned. Doing this completes the cycle of whakapapa and allows the balance to be maintained

tou lbid.
2u7 See p.82 of this thesis.

'ut See pp.33-34 of this thesis.
tut 

The mother had an ectopic pregnancy at 8 weeks with the baby becoming lodged in one of the fallopian tubes.

Baby is referred to as 'she' because that was how the mother refered to her (The story comes from a personal
experience of a relative within my own family).
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between all three levels of whakapapa. The mauri of the hap[ was injured by the baby's death

and the act of burying the baby with her hapfl helped to restore the mauri.

There are also intemrptions to the whakapapa process from within Mdori society that may be

caused through ignorance or a shift in values based on a new social structure. The following

story is an example of challenges to whakapapa because of the changes that had occurred to the

social structures of Ngai Tahu whdnui. The reader will remember that the contemporary marae

is the center of MSori society and as such is the embodiment of all three worlds of whakapapa. It

is on the marae that whakapapa can be observed in action. The story described what happened

when the principles of whakapapa were disturbed and the natural balance among the three worlds

of whakapapa was upset. Told by Kelly Tikao, it concerned the arrangements that were made for

the delivery of the Crown's apology to Ngdi Tahu whdnui in 1999 and how the kawa of the

marae at Onuku, Bank's Peninsular, was overridden on the day. The tangata whenua had set the

kawa based on the tikanga of ttreir marae. However, part of the manuhiri group overrode the

marae's decision and transgressed the marae kawa by imposing a different one. This interference

damaged the mauri of the marae and belittled the mana of the tangata whenua.

On the outskirts, all I can remember is that it was taken over not only by Te Riinanga o

Ngdi Tahu but by a number of other hapt, that's what my impression of it was and I think
that Onuku lost confidence and just went with it in the end, but went with it and when
you do that, in retrospect you get all upset about it, and there were individuals getting all
upset at the time. But it was almost like it was fast and it was happening and it was better
to go with it and it was that kind of ffng, for the group became overbearing and

dominated the way it went. I think what happens to that in the long term is you really
hurt a hap[, you really hurt them on many levels and I don't think that that was ever
rectified either spiritually or otherwise. Even the communication seemed to have been
really bad and was just so not acknowledging the thought, the whakaaro and the
whakapSp3 that had gone on to get to that stage, and that's a real worry because that
mamae,"u how do you heal that mamae with the sense thatits going to happen again and

again and again because of the way we now have TRONT.'"

The mauri of the marae was damaged during the transgression of kawa. In order to help the

mauri back into a balanced state there needs to be a reciprocal action of whakam6 or an action

that restores the mana and mauri of the hap0. This occurred later in an incident involving one of

the TRONT speakers and was seen by many of those attending as a sign that the tTpuna had

begun to restore the balance. Part of the restoration process involved the reciting of appropriate

karakia.272 The whakapapa k6rero, karakia, is the medium used by tohunga to mediate between

"o Mamae: to feel pain or distress.
27r From taped interview with Ketly Tikao, 14 May 2002. TRONT is the acronym for Te Riinanga o NgEi Tahu and

is often how the shucture is referred to by Ngdi Tahu whdnui.
ttt Kmakia: recitation; ritual incantation; "oratory requiring correcmess in word form, fluency, and intonation"

[Tapsell 1997:329]. lt is intoned in a set pattern and rhythm and has to be word perfect or the karakia will cause
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the spiritual and physical worlds. Issues affecting the relationships between the three

components of whakapapa are addressed through karakia.

An informant described experiences with karakia told to him by a member of the World War

Two M6ori battalion. He explained that it wasn't the haka273 performed prior to battle that

inspired courage and determination within the hearts of the M6ori battalion members, but it came

from the karakia performed before going into battle. He also described an incident during the

kawemate2to process when the soldiers returned to their home marae following the end of the

war.

Prior to departure of all the men from a particular marae, seven tohunga were gathered
together with the soldiers and karakia was performed by the 'upper' tohunga and the
'lower' tohunga. Only one solider was not present and he was the one who did not come
back home. At the end of the war when the soldiers were welcomed home, the tohunga
gathered- again and performed karakia for them and for the one who died, so that his
wairua"t could retum and take its place at home with his trpuna. It was the power of
karakia that called the wairua home, enabled him to come back, before he could then
leave and join with his ancestors. The karakia were also recited to whakanoa2T6 the
soldiers so that they could be free from the levels of tapu associated with the war and
death.277

The challenges and changes to the practice of whakapapa as has occurred in the above stories are

in some cases natural changes and part of the whole whakapapa process. The whakapapa cycle

is in a continual state of fluctuation, which strives towards maintaining a balance. In other words

whakapapa is a living process. However some of the challenges experienced, particularly in the

story from Onuku marae, represented changes that have been caused by actions beyond the

natural scope and cycle of whakapapa. These changes and challenges have come from legislated

impositions on the very social structures through which Mdori structure themselves. The

changes have forced a re-invention of tikanga and kawa to fit with the new iwi structures. In this

case, it was to fit with Te Rfinanga o Ngdi Tahu being acknowledged by the Crown as the

official voice and representative for Ngdi Tahu whEnui regardless of the autonomous mana

whenua status of the Onuku tangata whenua. Whakapapa can only remain the key to Mdori

social organisation, if Maori societies allow it to remain so. Adherence to the principles of

harm to the person reciting il 'We say "ka heke tatau ki ko", meaning to shift to another place, and ko heke is to
shift a work out of its exact order. "Kua whati te karakia" is to break offor miss a word in a karakia and even to
break a song is bad. Ko tapepa is when the words in a karakia or speech go wrong, and is a bad sigrr. In the old
days it meant the speaker was going to die soon, and I think every tribe in New Zealand considered it as a really
ominous happening' [Tikao cited in Beattie 1939:70].
'" Haka: waiata with dance and gestures.
27a Kawemate: returning the hau of the deceased to the origin and hence to the whakapapa connections.
"' Wairua: "spirit; essence of a being; soul of an ancestor" [Tapsell 1997:3311.

''o Whakanoa: "to make noa". Neufalises tapu so that it is safe to be associated with the tapu object. To whakanoa
does not remove or destroy tapu, but renders any one coming into contact with the object, safe from harm.
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whakapapa has caused new levels of participation and interpretation as the societies rise to meet

the challenge of new opportunities that have arisen. But the adherence to whakapapa has also

become problematic with the increasing number of external intemrptions to the way it is

actioned.

Following the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840, M6ori society experienced changes at a

speed that was unprecedented for any other colonised indigenous people. The Treaty was

supposed to have been the foundation on which to build a nation that would allow M6ori to

retain control over their own resources, including people, for as long as they wished. M6ori

embraced some changes and adapted their social processes to take advantage of new

oppornrnities that came with increased P6kehd settlement. However, along with the changes

came challenges to the practice of whakapapa and whakapapa-based organisation entered a state

of crisis. Different governance processes introduced by the new colonial government established

in 1853 were replacing it. The tradition-based governance processes determined through

whakapapa were losing control. The new govemment excluded Mdori from either being

represented or being elected as representatives, which meant that MAori were also excluded from

any govemment processes that would determine the future direction ofthe new British colony.

The govemment introduced policies and legislation that were designed to separate Mdori from

their resources and forcibly encourage Mdori to becorne one with Pdkeh6. The state, in the form

of the New Zealand colonial government, was taking over the role played by whakapapa by

determining how Mdori society should change to meet the challenge of integration.

2u Personalconversation with Miki Roderick, September 2000.
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CHAPTER THREE: TIIE STATE

In this chapter I propose to study the nature and impact of the Runanga Iwi Bill and Mdori

reaction to it. While it is true that the bill remained as legislation for only six months, I will

demonstrate how it has remained part of Government policies and thinking towards how to

manage M6ori. The bill's directives for defining o'iwio', defining and managing membership, and

forming r[nanga structures have had lasting implications for contemporary Mdori organisational

stuctures.

The Runanga Iwi Bill was introduced into Parliament in 1989 by the Minister of Maori Affairs,

Koro Wetere, and is one example of a long history of state intervention in Maori society. The

bill proposed criteria for gazetting iwi as mandated iwi authorities to be known as r0nanga,

which were to be registered through the Mdori Land Court as the authorised voice of the iwi. l

The state patterns of intervention that have been occurring for over 140 years have impacted

greatly on whakapapa and caused much debate as to who represents MSori and who ls M6ori.

This means that the processes of whakapapa has always been vulnerable to intemrptions such as

changes to education, economic development, and state policies. Anything that induces change

to social organisation will affect the practice of whakapapa particularly when new challenges to

its systems of organisation present themselves. Before analysing the Runanga lwi Bill, three

historical cases will be outlined to illustrate past patterns of intervention and how they adversely

aflected the function of whakapapa. These are: the changes to Maori social organisation through

the individualisation of land title, the reclassification of Mdori into degrees of "Mdoriness," and

changes that occurred to Maori social organisation through the rtinanga plan introduced by

Governor George Grey in 1862. Each of these changes forced a move away from tikanga M6ori

towards tikanga Pdkehd for managing and organising Mdori.

Land legislation

The Government's Native land legislation of 1862 constituted a Native Land Court to investigate

and determine Maori land ownership. The legislation introduced an English law system of

individual freehold title to communally organised Mdori land. Traditionally, Mdori land tenure

was established through an ancestor, either male or female, who had asserted control over the

land in a number of ways.2 Occupation, or ahi k6, was seen as the inalienable right to specific

areas, which could be confirmed through whakapapa. The practice of various principles of
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whakapapa such as rdhui and tohatoh4 and beliefs in hau, mauri and tapu were the measures

used to maintain control over access to land.3 All land-use structures relied on maintaining

group relationships and although individual whanau relationships with the land were relevant, it

was the goup unity that was most important. The whanaungatanga relationships that had been

built up through alliances and marriage broke down with the individualisation of land title.

Under PdkehE law all land had to be registered and a Crown grant issued. Title was determined

by the Native Land Coun and was awarded to l0 tnrstees. Eventually the courts changed this to

10 owners, which meant that the individuals who held title could sell their share. This resulted in

an increase in the alienation of M6ori land.

One of the results of individualisation was the change to the way land was distributed to Mdori.

The court gave children the right to succeed equally to all the land interests of both their parents,

'nnqualified by any customary obligation.'a Professor Kawharu, in his book, Maori Land,noted

that the changes to the rules for succession 'wrought fundamental changes in tribal structure,'

because the equal sharing of land to all the children eliminated group control over access to land.

The new succession laws did not require the person to occupy the land in order to gain from it,

and meant that there was no restriction on the transfer of the land outside of the resident group.s

The consequences arising from an introduced change relating to how land was managed affected

the integration of the group and meant changes in the application of the principles adhered to and

understood through whakapapa. The legislation locked M6ori groups into a non-Mdori way of

determining who was entitled to access to land regardless of the concepts of ahi kd and ahi ka

roa, tohatoh4 hau, mauri and tiakitanga.

Kawharu also noted that 'the socio-economic viability of the community was weakened' due to

ownership being split into two categories: those with occupational rights, and those with

ownership and adminishative rights but no occupational rights.6 The new absentee-owner

category came about from the increasing fragmentation and fractionalisation of title with each

new round of successions. As land shares got smaller and less economic, people either moved

away from their home areas looking for work, or stayed within the community but took no part

in the development of the land.

The changes to the practice of whakapapa processes were to lead to changes in how access to

resources was determined. The overall control of access and use was previously the prerogative

' See p. 40, Tahu Potiki.
'Rdhui, see p.49; tohatoha, see p.59;hau, see pp.60-63;mauri, see Fn# 38,p.12; tapu, see pp.ll-12.
a Kawharu 1977:29'1.
5Ibid.
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of the hapo who ensured that all economic activity helped to maintain group unity. The hap[

lost this control when changes to succession rights led to changes to access rights. An example

of this occurred with the access rights to the eel fishery at Lake Wairewa in the South Island.

Trevor Howse explained, 'The change of kaupapat to the use of this lake was altered from what

was a whakapapa lake [use through descent from a particular ancestor], to an iwi katoa use [each

and every person, regardless of ancestry] in the early 1980s.'8 The land succession laws

weakened the hap0 system of land management and broke up whanau groups as members

increasingly left the land for other means of economic support. The controls to access, use and

inheritance had been taken out of the realm of whakapapa and into the realm of English law.

Under the Native land legislation, land became a commodity rather than a parent.

There were other pieces of legislation that disrupted the way whakapapa operated. Just as the

individualisation of land title weakened the hapfl and whEnau whakapapa-based land tenure

systemso other legislation weakened the whanaungatanga relationships by promoting ideas of

individualism rather than collectivism. This was legislation that redefined who could be Mdori

and to what degree, but at the base of the legislation, and indeed most of the legislation that was

introduced to change the way M6ori were defined or classified, was the acquisition of MSori

land. One piece of early legislation, in particular, was aimed at the reclassification of individual

Mdori people by measuring their Mdori ancestry and determining their quota of "Mdori blood".

The act, known as the Half-caste Disability Removal Act, 1860, effectively reclassified

whakapapa t-rpuna into different degrees of "Mdoriness".

The purpose of the Half-caste Disability Removal Act, 1860, was to 'legitimise in certain cases

the issue of mixed blood born before Marriage of parents of the European and M6ori race

respectively, subsequently married.'e There were two parts to this act: the legitimising of half-

caste children, and the alienation of M6ori land.

The wording in the act's title - half-caste and disability - suggested that children of Mdori-

PEkehE relationships were somehow not quite Pdkehd but not quite Mdori either and existed

somewhere in between. The act classified them as o'half-caste" and introduced the idea of

degrees of Mdoriness to the definition of what was a Mdori person. The children of any such

partnership could not be classified as Mdori under Pdkehd law because of their Pdkeh6 parentage,

and neither could the children be considered Pikehd because of their MEori parentage. ln order

u hid.299.
t Kaupapa: framework or basis for the way something is established or organised.
o Howse, T., Jl0:70. The Ngai Taha claim before the Waitangi Tribunal, 1987-1989. The English name for the lake
is Lake Forsythe.
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to remove this legal "disability" the child needed to be classified for ease of management in

official ways, such as birth registrations. The act was desigued to enswe that if the Pakehd parent

(usually the father) were to become the legal guardian of the children, all "disability" stemming

from the child's parentage would disappear. There is no consideration being given by the

authors of the legislation that half-caste children remained part of their M6ori whanau who

recognised the children from the relationships and attributed the same whakapapa obligations

and responsibilities as they would to a child who's both parents were M6ori. T.E.Donne writing

in 1927 drew attention to a letter from a New Zealand Land Company surveyor in 1844,

Frederick Tucker, in which he described the children of a MSori/PEkehE relationship.

There is a young man and his sister, the children of an Englishman deceased, by a Maori
woman.... They are the ploprietors of land in Otago, in their mother's right, which is
admitted by other natives.''

The Mdori wh6nau were acknowledging the whakapapa t-rpuna of the children under tikanga

M6ori. They were acknowledging the principle of whakapapa: whanaungatanga. The principle

of whanaungatanga guided the way relationships among kin groups were enacted as was

explained in the whakapapa stories by Heitia Hiha, Frederick Reti and others.ll

But underlying the stated pu{pose of the act was an objective to legally sanction alienation of

Mdori land. Forsaith stated that for this reason the bill was 'one of great importance and highly

desirable.'lt If the marriage had not been legalised and, as in the case of many of the M6ori

women who formed 'illicit relationships'13 with European men and died relatively young, the

land could pass to the children as per tikanga Mdori. The act's legitimisation of the children

ultimately denied them access to their lands. Land is considered to be like a parent to MEori.

The belief is also held that people originate from the land and that their bodies are returned to the

earth to be nurtured within when people die. Therefore M6ori people hold a special relationship

with the land that is sanctioned by M6ori law and lore. The special relationship between the land

and MEori people is maintained through whakapapa. Professor Kawharu described it recently as

land possessing the people, and land as a medium for relationships.ra The Half-caste Disability

Removal Act overrode principles of tikanga M6ori (Maori law) by imposing tikanga PdkehE

(English law). Under the act the father acquired all the mother's possessions upon marriage and

e Preamble to the Half-caste Disability Removal Act, 1860. SNZ, 1860:183.
ro Donne |9271 1998:266.

" See pp. 68-69 of this thesis.
12 NZPD July-November 1860, 9 October 1860: 640.
'' Ibid.
t4 Sir Hugh Kawharu. 2001. Land and ldentity in Tamaki: A Ngati l(hdtua Perspective, his address for the annual
Hillary Lecture, Auckland War Mernorial Museum, the Museum Circle, Wednesday 14 November 2001.
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he had control over the land as prescribed by English law. The mother and her children, and

ultimately the whdnau and hapu were effectively disinherited.

By the later part of the nineteenth century it was becoming apparent to many MEori that marriage

to Pd.kehd meant loss of Mdori land. For example Te Maiharoa, the Ngati Mamoe and Waitaha

spiritual leader, forbade marriage between M6ori women and Europeans in the 1870s. He

understood that the woman would lose her land inheritance rights and he imposed the marriage

ban in order to prevent further land alienation in the central South Island.15

In the South Island there were other pieces of land legislation that would make the term, "half-

caste," synonymous with Ngai Tahu. In the 1870s the Govemment introduced legislation that

classified Ngdi Tahu by blood-groupings. The acts were the Stewart's Island Grants Act, 1873,

and the Middle Island Half-caste Crown Grants Act, 1877, which was followed by three Middle

Island Half-caste Crown Grants Amendment Acts in 1883, 1885 and 1888. The final piece of

legislation was the South Island Landless Natives Act, 1906. The classifications were used to

determine who was eligible for various Crown land grants that were being allocated in an

attempt by Govemment to improve the impoverished position of many Ngai Tahu people. 16

Each grantee had to be half-caste in the sense of having one M6ori parent and one Pdkehd parent.

Any people who were classified as "quarter-caste," "full-blood," or "three-quarter-caste" were

not eligible for the grants.l7 The individual grantee did not need to prove any whakapapa

connection to the area where they were granted lands, with the only stipulation being that he or

she was able to demonstrate his or her Ngdi Tahu parentage. All the lands granted under the acts

were alienable after 2l years except in the case of the 1906 Landless Natives lands which were

15 Mikaere [ 988] 1998:53.
r6lt is not the intention ofthis thesis to discuss the individualisation process except in situations relevant to the topic
being discussed: the reclassification of Ngdi Tahu from M6ori to half-caste, quarter-caste and other divisions
determined by blood quota. The first of the half-caste lands were situated on Rakiura [Stewart Island] and these
were followed by allocation of land on the mainland such as the Invercargill 100. The lands in the 1906 legislation
were allocated from remaining Crown "wastelands" and were often inaccessible and of poor quality. For example,
the lands awarded at Tautuku/Waikawa to my whdnau were described in a commission of enquiry report as,

'[Tautuku] 6821 acres, consists of two divisions, and is situated on the southeast coast of Otago. It is mostly
timbered, but the bush is of poor quality. The soil is poor and the climate wet' [From the Gilfedder/Haszard report,
Resemes for Landless Natives, AJHR 1914, G.-2:71. The same report noted that 'in most cases the reservations are
remote from the present homes of the beneficiaries; the land set aside in some instances is not suitable for
subdivision into small areas,' and that access was difficult due to the remoteness of the land. As stated in the report,
the lands were often far from the homes of the beneficiaries and in some cases the descendants of the original
grantees had moved to the North Island. The Govemment's aim of providing an economic base for the
impoverished Ngai Tahu was only realised during the 2l years that the lands remained inalienable. Many NgEi
Tahu were not in a financial position to develop their land grants and opted to lease their holdings to adjoining
Pdkeh6 farmers. This eventually resulted in much of the land being acquired by the lessees. There were cases

where the Crown took back land because the owner had failed to take up residence or put the land into productive
use, such as the case with land granted to Hone Topi Patuki [Buckingham l99l:25].
17 The people classified as "quarter-caste" or less were thought to be more integrated into Pakeha life and more than
likely had access to Pdkehd-owned land. Those classified as "full-blood" or "three-quarter-caste" were considered
to have already been adequately catered for because they had access to the MEori reserves.
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declared totally inalienable and remain so to the present time. The use of blood groupings and

legislation to allocate land and resources was a direct challenge to whakapapa and the principles

of whakapapa that determined land use and occupation.

Another piece of legislation passed n l9l2 went one step further than the Half-caste legislation.

Section 17 (l) of the Native Land Amendment Act,1912, allowed that, 'The govemor may, by

Order in councilo on the recommendation of the Court, declare any Native to be a European.ol8

The applicant only had to show that they were, 'acquainted with the English language', and were

opossessed of educational qualifications equal to the Fourth Standard as prescribed by the

Education Act 1908,' and had sufficient land either in Native or European title to be self-

sufficient.le Th" reclassification into a European did not affect the person's family or his

descendants, because it was only the applicant who turned into a European. The purpose of the

act was to help Maori individuals to free their lands from the constraints of multiple-title, which

hindered development. If the individual and his or her land were reclassified as European, the

individual would be able to raise mortgages, be eligible for development finance, and be free to

sell his or her land once their change in status had been approved. The end result of the

legislation was to further individualise title, thus increasing the land's value and desirability as a

commodity.

The classification of Mdori by blood quota for the purposes of land allocation was the first step

towards legislating genealogy, or whakapapa t-rpuna as a basis for identity. The various land

grants were issued on the basis of categories of Mdoriness or blood quota. For Mdori the mixing

of whakapapa trpuna was not a problem. In many of the early cases of M6ori lPdkeh6 marriages

they were seen as alliances that would be beneficial to both parties,2o just as with M6ori /lvl6ori

marriages that were used to forge alliances between Mdori groups. The problem lay with official

recognition of Mdori through blood quota categories that suggested that half-caste were

somehow less M6ori or more Pdkehd and therefore deserving of different legal classification.

Eventually official reports and documentation reclassified hapfl members into different types by

blood.'l Thir kind of classification removed not only the whakapapa atuatanga and the

whakapapa p[taiao from the equation but also whakapapa t-rpuna. The various pieces of

tENativeLandAmendmentAct, l912.SNZ,l9l2:159. Clause4alsoamendedanearlierNativeLandactbyadding
the words 'in any degree not remote than the fourth', which was referring to defining inheritance by degrees of
blood.
re lbid. 159-160.
20 

See for example Bentley 1999:17.
'' The Commissioner of Native Reserves, Alexander MacKay, carried out a census in the South Island, in which he
listed people by their blood quota. For example see AJHR 1874 G-2c:5-6, A. MacKay Esq., Commissioner of
Native Reserves, to the Under Secretary of the Native Department, Native Reserves Offrce, Nelson 24 Jwre 1874, A
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legislation revolved around access to and inheritance of Mdori land, which was tied directly to

Mdori identity. The legislation reclassified Maori into degrees of Mdoriness or, as with the 1912

legislation, attempted to change them into Europeans. At an individual level M6ori were

identified officially by how much *Mdori blood" they had, and each person had to state their

degree of Mdoriness when participating in the national census every five years. lntermarriage

was considered, under the law, to have somehow diluted their M6oriness and therefore their

ancestry. But a person does not become less Mdori through the passing of a law that changes

their legal status to European. Whakapapa comes from ancestors and as such all the

responsibilities and obligations of each generation are prescribed by the actions of ancestors.

The idea of MSori ancestry being diluted this way is quite bizarre, because ancestors don't fade

away; rather they are an integral part of who each individual Mdori person is. Whakapapa takes

into account past, present and future generations. It can only be enhanced by way of its own

dynamic ability. The continuation of whakapapa is part of its dynamism. If there is any joining

of whakapapa this only serves to enhance both sets and create further interaction by interweaving

one group with another. Miki Roderick explained the inclusive nature of whakapapa.

Mum rang me one time and said come on down [to Taumarunui] some of your
whanaunga are visiting from overseas. Well, when I got home there were all these
Pdkeha sitting in the lounge and I thought 'who are these?' but they were our whanaunga
from Ireland - from my Grandfatheros - Mum's dad's - side. We had a really good time
with them. They are family, they are whanau.22

In M6ori knowledge terms all whakapapa interacts and interweaves thereby making multiple

layers of whanaungatanga.23 The alliances formed are useful for specific purposes and the

relationships bring with them certain responsibilities and obligations that would prove beneficial

to all concerned.

The reclassification of M5ori into different types began the process whereby it is non-Mdori who

determine what makes a person M6ori. An intemrption to whakapapa at an individual level was

one way that was to eventually change group dynamics and the way whakapapa practices were

adhered to. In time this process was extended to determining what made a group MEori, or what

type of Mdori groups can call themselves an o'iwi.o' The Government integration policies along

with the new o'types" of Maori played important roles in how offrcialdom viewed M6ori identity

Report by Mr A. MacKry, commissioner of Native Reserves, on the State of Middle Island Natives and their alleged
claims on Account of Unfulfilled promises.
22 Personal conversation with Miki Roderick, 2001.t' T"rry Ryan recently spoke about how all whakapapa is inclusive of who each person is. He said that regardless as

to whether a person had English, Scots, or lrish ancestry as well as M6ori, they all combined to make the person
who they were. He dismissed the idea of a blood quotient. Personal conversation with Terry Ryan, the
acknowledged authority on Ngdi Tahu whakapapa and the head of the Ngdi Tahu whakapapa unit.
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and difference. The official views of M6ori identity unwiuingly reduced the levels of

whakapapa t-rpuna by reducing the number of social groupings. Angela Ballara recently wrote

about how hapt groups were amalgamated into confederations through various government

processes and called "iwi." 2n It was considered more efficient to deal with only one major group

and one or two representatives, than to have to deal with several groups represented by several

different leaders. The move to recognise only iwi as the collective representatives of hap[ was

for the ease of government administration. One historic occrurence of this was Governor George

Grey's r[nanga plan.

When Sir George Grey was recalled as Governor in 1861, he set about putting processes in place

for the amalgamation of M6ori with PikehE. Grey recognised the need for a judicial system that

would help to bring Mdori under the same set of laws as Pdkeha to ensure the success of his

amalgamation policies. The unfair land purchase practices that led to political and social unrest

in the Taranaki2s area were one of the catalysts towards ensuring both groups should be govemed

under one set of laws. This set the scene for the introduction of ajudicial system that would be

acceptable to both Maori and Pdkeh5.

Grey's r[nanga plan was designed to amalgamate individual groups into district r[nang4 or

councils. By reducing the levels and numbers of social groupings, the plan would alter how the

government interacted with Mdori at a political level. At the base of Grey's system was the

belief that Mdori should give up their communistic ways and become more like Europeans in

both appearance and inclination. Grey's plan was to build up the towns and cities around M6ori

by encouraging European settlement in predominantly Mdori areas. The r[nanga system

instigated processes that forced individual hap0 to become part of multi-hapt, multi-iwi

structures.26

It was Grey's intention that the Native areas of the North Island should be divided into about

twenty districts. Each of these districts would then be further divided into about six o'hundreds."

Two people would be selected from each of these hundreds to represent that hundred at the

2a Ballara 1998. Refer to the following chapters in Ballara for descriptions of the how the concepts of tribe and
tribal confederations were engineered by non-Mdori officials and in part by Mdori themselves; Chapter six, The
Oficial view pp:69-87 which discusses the development of tribes; Chapter 27, Te Arawa: The Development of a

llodern Tribal Confederation, pp.302-314; Chapter 22 The Limits of Tribal Hegemony, pp. 315-325.
" Gore-Brown persuaded Teira to go against the authority of his senior leader, Wiremu Kingi, and sell land at
Waitara for a European township. Kingi asserted his right to defend his land and this led to armed confrontation.
The aftermath of the fighting was that 170 chiefs from the East coast petitioned the Queen for a commission of
enquiry, which found against the Governor's actions. The Chief Justice, Sir William Martin argued that it was
unlawful for the government to use force in a civil question without the authority of a judicial tribunal and reminded
the Government of its obligations to M6ori under the Treaty of Waitangi. There was no judicial enquiry held,
instead Core-Brown was removed from office and Grey reinstated [Walker 1990:l l5-116].

'u Refer to Fig# I opp.
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district r[nanga and to act as native assessors or native magistrates. The district runanga would

consist of a civil commissioner appointed by the Governor together with twelve M6ori members

selected by the M6ori rflnanga members.2t Grey envisaged that the district rtinanga would have

the power to establish by-laws,28 which had to be approved by the governor, and to enforce

regulations set out in the Native Districts Regulation Act, 1858.2e They would also be charged

with the inspection of Native schools, the establishment of additional Native schools, erecting

and maintaining gaols and hospitalso and the construction and care of roads in their districts.

Grey proposed the appointment of a medical officer to each district. When faced with criticism

over this part of his scheme, he replied that in order to establish'European centres of

civilisation' the appointment of a medical offrcer would be as 'much for the sake ofthe

Europeans as of the Natives.'3o The promise of good medical assistance was necessary to fulfil

one of the main objectives of the scheme, which was to encourage the settlement of Europeans

into each district in order to 'promote the welfare of the two races...and to lead to a community

of interests...as well as with the view of fostering the development of the resources of the

interior.'3l The main objective appears to have been to absorb MEori into a European system

that would result in the ultimate political and social amalgamation of the two races. The

Colonial Secretary and acting Native Minister of the time, William Foxo described the system as

one that would 'be equally applicable to a mixed as to a separate population; and, as Europeans

find their way into the interior, they will gradually participate in working the system of

govemment under which they will be living.'32

William Fox and other govemment ministers, Reader Wood, Henry Sewell, Thomas Henderson

and Daniel Pollen,33 acknowledged the plan would set up a comprehensive system of local

government, adding that 'While it may provide for the immediate wants of the Native race, will

at the same time be sufficiently flexible and open to meet the requirements of a more advanced

stage of society, where a more general intermixture of the two races may have taken place in

tt AJHR 1862 E.-2:10 . Minute by Governor George Grqt on the subject of His Excellenqt's planfor Native
Government.
28 This included such things as rubbish removal, impounding of stock, fencing regulations, dog and stock control,
prevention of drunkenness and control over liquor sales, noise control, the 'suppression of injurious Native customs,
and for the substitution of remedies and punishments for injuries in cases in which compensation is now sought by
means of such customs.'
2t AJHR 1862 E.-2:10-ll. Minute by Governor George Grey on the subject of His Excellenqt's planfor Native
Government.
30 Sir George Grey Noles by Hk Excellency Sir George Crey on the preceding minutes. AJHR 1862, E.-2:16.
" Sir George Grey. AJHR 1862.8.-2: 12. Minute by Governor George Grey on the subject of His Excellenqt's plan
of Native Covernmenl.
32 William Fox, Further minute by Ministers in reference to His Excellency's plan, Auckland, 3l October 1861,

AJHR 1862, E.-2:14.
33 Wood was the Colonial Secretarv. and Sewell. Henderson and Pollen were Members of the Executive Council.
AJHR 1862, E.-2:13.
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districts now almost exclusively occupied by Maoris.'34 To ensure M6ori participation in the

scheme, they advised Grey that the simplest means of implementation was to adopt the Mdori

rtinanga system.

.... in introducing the system, therefore, it will be desirable, as far as possible, to use ttre
rude Native institutions already existing; to begin by giving to them a recognised
standing, and promoting their development and activity. The principal (it may be said the
only) organisation of domestic govemment among the Maoris [sic] is to be found in the
Runanga and Assessors - the former a purely Native institution of great antiquity, the
latter an adoption from and partly a creation of our Government."

The Ministers described the 'presento r0nanga system as 'little else than a gathering of the people

of a particular village or hapu'and advised it be allowed to remain so when implementing

Grey's plan. They insisted the plan would not require any disturbance of the existing system,

thus guaranteeing MEori acceptance and approval.

The proposed plan would change the balance of the layers of whanaungatang4particularly in

how they were govemed, and by whom. The plan introduced an election process for leadership

rather than retaining the traditional whakapapa-based leaders. The plan introduced a trusteeship

system of representation moving leadership away from mana kdkiri to mandated representation.

The plan would also change the way territories were defined and protected by dividing the

country into a number of regions. Each region would cut across hapE boundaries and

amalgamate different iwi groups under one regional council. This would force changes to the

way access to resources was defined and determined, and eventually change the way practices

such as manaakitanga were carried out. Grey's plan would diminish the ability of the M6ori

tribal groups to be independent political, economic, and social units; it threatened to turn them

instead into district councils designed to follow rules and regulations defined and directed by

government policies.

The Government's intentions to develop a one-people nation were transparent in Grey's plan, the

principal effect of which would be to re-define what it was to be a Mdori whakapapa-based

society. The plan was a direct challenge to the process of whakapapa. All the concepts

surrounding the practice of manaakitanga, rangatiratanga, tiakitanga, whanaungatanga, and the

judicial systems made up of social controls of tapu, noa, r6hui and beliefs in the power of mauri

and hau were under threat by an enforced restructuring of traditional social patterns. Grey's

'a WiUiam Fox in, Further minute by Ministers in reference to His Excellenqt's plan, Auckland 3l October 1861,
AJHR 1E62, E'2:13.
35 Fox, Further minute by ministers in reference to His Excellenqt's plan,Auckland, 3l October 1861, AJHR 1862
E.-2: 13.
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r[nanga system aflected whakapapa by attempting to encourage amalgamation of different hapfi

groups in relationships outside of the principle of whanaungatanga. For example, Te Arawa

leaders warned that the r0nanga system would fail if groups other than Te Arawa hapfr were

represented in Te Arawa district r0nanga. They were advised that inclusion would provide one

council to preside over inter-tribal disputes.'u What this did was to force Te Arawa into

relationships with hapu groups without having the advantage of a reciprocal relationship built on

the principles of whakapapa. For example, if a boundary dispute arose that directly affected

access to resources, the final decision was not in the hands of the iwi or hap[, but taken out of

their control and placed under the jurisdiction of the Native Land Court.3t Thus there was no

tikanga-based alliance formed between the two goups because the Land Court had made the

decision for them. Grey's plan forced a reduction in the layers of whanaungatanga that M6ori

could officially participate in. This pattern of reduced participation has remained prevalent

throughout contemporary govemment policy and legislation.

The electing of rtinanga representatives imposed changes to Mdori leadership pattems. ln place

of whakapapa and the recognition of a person's mana and mana kbkiri as the key to successful

leadership, the people elected to the runanga were to be screened by non-Maori officials as to

whether or not they were suitable. The challenges that this posed to Maori leadership were huge,

particularly in issues of rangatiratanga over both mana whenua and mana tangata. The

interwoven leadership roles of tohunga, ariki, rangatira and kaum6tua who helped to ensure the

social cohesion of the group as a whole, were not accounted for within the rBnanga structure.

The social cohesion of Mdori social structures was cemented by whakapapa and, as in the stories

from Rik Tau, Aunty lris Climo and Uncle George Te Au,38 whakapapa relationships were vital

to the survival and control of resources. The three worlds of whakapapa were always at work

through the leadership structure to help to forge a lasting series of relationships. With the

introduction of Grey's runanga plan, the cohesion of the three worlds was unravelled, and the

3u T.H. Smith, Secon d Report, Tauranga 25 January I 862. AJHR I 862, E.-9: 10.
37 An example of land rights determined under M6ori customary law occurred in 1878 with respect to a claim for
land at Papakai, and the fndings of the Tuwharetoa Committee were published in the newspaper, Te WanangalTe
Wananga,Vol.S,No.l9,ll/5/1878:218-2191. Thetitletothelandwasinvestigatedbythecommitteeundertle
sanction of te Heuheu and found against the claim by Hingakino and her hapE, NgEti Waewae. Both Hingakino's
claim and the counter-claim brought by Matuahu were based on tikanga M6ori principles, and the evidence of
occupation and use was confirmed through the recitation of hapii oral histories and whakapapa. The meeting was
held at lkaroa and, following much deliberation between hapii groups from the Tongariro regions, the Ngdti
Waiariki Committee from Tongariro was asked to consider the evidence and give judgement. After the publication
of several letters to the Editor of Te Wananga, which discussed the faimess of the decision, the Ngdti Apa Ngd
Waiariki committee from Whanganui, published a reply in support of the decision. They stated that the decision
was based rightly on MEori customary law, and that people who disagreed with it should stop interfering in the
affairs of Tuwharetoa and look to their own problems fTe l(ananga,Z1/7/1878',378-3791. For further letters
regarding this decision, see Te llananga, ll/5/1878:217-218;816/1878.-283; l5/611878:303; 3 l/8/1878:437;
2l 19 I 187 8:47 3 ; 9 I | | / 187 8:562-563.

" A*ty lris and Uncle Ceorge, see pp. 4245;Rik Tau, see pp. 52-57 of this thesis.
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Government was able to influence the choice of leaders and the leadership style. The leadership

responsibilities and obligations to ensure the continuity of the group would be removed. Mana

kdkiri was to be replaced with elected representatives who held mandated authority as

deterrnined in the legislation. Tradition-based leadership would no longer solely determine the

future direction and development of the group.

Grey's plan, the Native land legislation and the various pieces of half-caste legislation were

aimed at europeanising some, if not all aspects of Maori society. The Native Land legislation of

the 1860s openly challenged the distribution and access to M6ori land. The affect was to change

the practice of whakapapa as it applied to land tenure and political and economic organisation.

Likewise the Half-caste legislation disempowered M6ori individuals by suggesting that he or she

was not o'truly Mdori." Grey's runanga plan was designed to change Mdori from a communistic

society to individualism. He was attempting to amalgamate M6ori with Europeans by

encouraging settlers to move into predominantly M6ori areas. Although Mdori groups such as

Ngdi Tahu adopted the runanga system in the 1860s it was never officially formalised in

legislation. William Fox attempted to have it incorporated into his Native Lands Bill in 1862,

but the bill did not make it through the parliamentary process because of pressure from both

inside and outside the Ministry that saw Fox's administration resign from office a few weeks

after its introduction.3e The Native Lands Act, 1862, replaced the bill, which was

'unsympathetic' to the runanga system, and allowed for the easing of restrictions upon

Europeans who wanted to purchase Maori lands. It has been noted that the main intention of the

act was to undermine the tribal authority 'rather than acknowledge [it].'40

The pattern of reshaping Mdori lives was to be repeated throughout New Zealand political

history and over time independent pieces of legislation affected the way Mdori resources were

managed, defined and accessed. This interference ultimately forced changes to the way M6ori

lived and made a living. The legislation collectively added to the changes in Mdori social

structures, but independently, none of the pieces of legislation were to reshape the social fabric

of Mdori tribal structure. It was the introduction of legislation such as the Mdori Trust Boards'

legislation in 1955 that was to change areas of social organisation. The Trust Board's legislation

amalgamated the authority of ten Mdori Trust Boards under the one piece of legislation, a move

that resulted in ten separate Mdori $oups being governed the same way, regardless of

whakapapa relationships, or adherence to autonomous tikanga or kawa.

'n o'Malley 1997:25.
no Ibid: 25.
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The M6ori tribal trust boards had been put in place during the 1940s for the purpose of

administering compensation payouts for grievance claims against the Crown. The boards'

activities were strictly controlled by the legislation. For example, they were not allowed to

expend more than one third of the annual pa)rynent from the government. The remaining two

thirds was to be paid into an investment account. The functions of the boards under the

legislation were concemed with three areas: the promotion of health, the promotion of social and

economic welfare, and the promotion of education and vocational training. The boards were

formed as bodies corporate whose members would act as trustees on behalf of the iwi

beneficiaries. The legislation had several similarities with Grey's runanga plan in that it required

individuals to be elected as representatives for the iwi. The legislation also called for boundaries

to be defined and written into the trust order. The boards' financial activities were controlled by

the legislation, which outlined strict guidelines as to how the money was to be allocated. The

legislation also controlled how the beneficiaries or members of the iwi were to be determined by

instituting registration processes and beneficiary rolls. It reintroduced the system of trusteeship

to M6ori political and economic structures by appointing elected representatives as trustees with

the legal authority to control money and other assets on behalf of those they represented.al A

trustee's authority is what Max Weber described as 'legal-rational authority' which links

authority to a formal, constitutional set of rules. The constitutional rules, for example the trust

boards' legislation, constrain or limit what an office holder is able to do.a2 The beneficiaries of

the trust place their faith in the notion of social responsibilif - they trust who they put in place

to do what is best for them. The altruistic nature of trusteeship meant that the elected

representatives were acting independently of the beneficiaries but for their collective good. The

trustee has the power to make decisions without further consultation with the beneficiaries, once

they have been officially appointed to their position. They have full license to act independently

from their beneficiaries in order to fulfil the requirements of their role as outlined by the

legislation goveming the appointment and role of trustees. Their accountability is to their

beneficiaries. But the fact that they are constrained in their role by the formal, legislated set of

regulations usually means that they also have accountability to an outside agent, and in the case

of the MAori trust boards this is the Minister of Maori Affairs. Thus, there is always a tension

between the trustee's accountability to the iwi members and the accountability to the government

agent. This in tum creates a tension between the whakapapa-based structures of the iwi, and

perhaps each tnrstee's own hapi and the legislated structure which contains different systems of

organisation that control the trust board's activities. It creates a dual governance system - Mdori

ut Geddes & Grosset 1996:605.
n2 Weber cited in Heywood 1997. pp.l94-195.
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must operate within two sets of contradictory tikanga and kawa. Ultimately, legislation such as

the Trust Boards' act will redefine the whakapapa-based social organisation by introducing an

overriding system of non-Mdori ways of leadership and governance.

The most recent piece of legislation to attempt to redefine the shape and role of whakapapa-

based organisation was the Runanga Iwi Bill in 1990. This legislation not only redefined who

represented M6ori but also redefined Mdori people. However, unlike the individualisation of

land title and the classification legislation, the Runanga Iwi Bill was not directed primarily at iwi

or hap[ resources. The purpose of the legislation was to form State-instituted service-delivery

groups run by Mdori, for the benefit of Maori, but providing social service delivery, previously

the preserve of state-run and managed departments. The Runanga Iwi Bill sought to tum iwi into

quasi government agencies.

The Runanga lwi Bill had its beginnings in the economic restructuring plans implemented by the

fourth Labour Government in the 1980s designed to devolve the management of public policies

and service provision out to community service providers. This meant that in the field of M6ori

development there needed to be some kinds of authorities set in place to deliver the

govemment's policies to Mdori. In 1989 the Minister of Maori Affairs, Hon. Koro T. Wetere,

introduced his Runanga Iwi Bill into Parliament, hailing it as the 'cornerstone of the

Government's Maori policy', and 'the last of three significant pieces of legislation in the Maori

Affairs area.'43 The first two steps of the policy to which he referred, involved the dismantling

of the Maori Affairs Department and its replacement, the Ministry of Maori Affairs, with two

bodies to be called Manatu Maori and the Iwi Transition Agency. Manat0 M6ori was designed

to be an advisor to Government on their policies concerning MEori development. The Iwi

Transition Agency was designed to help with the hansition from Government service delivery

agencies to Mdori-run service delivery agencies. The Runanga Iwi Bill was the mechanism by

which the MSori-run service delivery agencies would be constructed, and they were to be iwi-

based. Wetere stated that special features of the bill would '... build upon the time-honoured,

enduring, and traditional foundation of Maoridom, and it will provide a process by which the

characteristics of iwi are recognised. The all important point is that it will leave the decision of

who should be iwi to be determined as of right by Maori people themselves'.44 He added that the

bill would.

.. . [provide] for the incorporation and registration of runanga or councils of the iwi. The
practical effect of that is to leave the mana - integrity - of the iwi intact, but still provide

n'NZPD, Vol. 503,21 Nov.-S Dec. 1989:14228.* Ibid.
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a formal entity that can contract with all parties and be the authoritative voice of the iwi
in all matters pertaining to Maori custom and usage. The latter is an important feature as

legislation now makes provision to consult on iwi matters as diverse as children, local
government, resource management, education, social welfare, and so on.'45

These objectives had similarities with Grey's runanga plan which aimed to define the role,

duties, obligations and responsibilities of M6ori groups for them. Wetere's bill aimed to

introduce alayer of authority over and above that of hapt and iwi, because a r[nanga could be

made up of more than one iwi living in a common territory, such as in the South Island.

Wetere's bill provided for a framework that did not allow for regional or iwi diversity, but

instead encouraged a standardised structure and redefined M6ori social patterns. The institution

of an overarching centralised governance structure is evident in the preamble of the Act that

outlined how it would provide for Mdori to identiff themselves within the limits of the

legislation.

(a) Acknowledge the enduring, traditional significance and importance of the iwi;
and
(b) Identif the characteristics by which iwi are to be recognised for the purposes of
this Act; and
(c) Provide for the incorporation of runanga to represent iwi in accordance with
charters prepared by iwi; and
(d) Provide a process for the resolution of conflicts that may arise within an iwi or
between incorporated runanga; and
(e) Provide for the registration by any iwi of a body corporate as the authorised voice
of the iwi.a6

The act used terminology such as,

o'Maori" means a person of the Maori race of New Zealatd; and includes a descendant of
any such person;
"Ruranga" means a Maori who is for the time being resident within the takiwa of an iwi
and who is not a member of that iwi;
'oTakiwa", in relation to an iwi, means the territory in which the members of the iwi are
tangata whenua;
o'Taura here" means a group established by the incorporated runanga of any iwi for those
members of the iwi who reside in the takiwa of another iwi...*'

Perhaps most importantly the preamble defined/or M5ori what an iwi was in tenns of what it

called its'Essential Characteristics' :

ot lbid.
ou Runanga lwi Act, 1990. SNZ, 1990. Vol. 3, No.125: 1756.
o? Ibid.
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Essential characteristics of iwi - for the purposes of this Act, the essential characteristics
of an iwi include the following:
Descent from fupuna:
Hapu:
Marae:
Belonging historically to a takiwa:
An existence traditionally acknowledged by other iwi.

Thus iwi were officially elevated to the role of corporate body in MEori society and hap[, who

had originally held this role, were demoted to sub-entities of the iwi. The takiw6" which is a

general shared territory replaced tiirangawaewae and haukainga.

The remainder of the bill outlined procedures and regulations for administration of the runanga

in order to carry out its goverumce role for the iwi. The bill also outlined how the rtinanga

would carry out preparation of plans for the management of the iwi's resources. The plans

would need to show how the rflnanga intended to provide benefits to its members. The criteria

for membership of the r[nanga were outlined in the act and were based on descent from a

cofirmon ancestor.

The r[nanga were expected to establish beneficiary roles to ensure that all members who met the

criteria would be able to access the iwi's resources. In the Runanga Iwi Bill the criteria for

beneficiary status was 'a person of the Maori race of New Zealand; and includes a descendant of

any such person.'48 This was a much more general classification than when MEori were divided

into degrees of Maoriness. It was not so much the degree of MSoriness that was at question here,

but the reclassification of individuals into a'orace" or ethnic category. This generalisation of

identity through ethnic descent stripped away the notion of kinship by descent tied directly to

land and resources that are managed through specific whakapapa relationships. The ethnic

descent category also aflected the amount of participation in iwi or hap0 affairs by M6ori at an

individual level. Each individual was to register with a rflnanga representative of his or her iwi,

a measure that was described as 'unnatural' and a 'divisive process' because it forced people to

choose one whakapapa over another.ae

Trust Boards need to look after their people on the basis of nga uri,50 rather than
beneficiaries of land. There should be an interchange of registrations between iwi, so that
all uri living in another area can be identified back to their iwi, and also in the area they

a8 Runanga Iwi Bill. SNZ, Vol.3, No.l25 1990:1756.
ot Aotea report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March 1990, Tongariro High
School, Turangi, p.17.

'u Ngd uri: the descendants.
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are living. The purpose of registration should be to promote fribal identity, not act_as an

artificial counting mechanism for Pdkeh6 decision-makers (which divides people).''

The bill introduced the concept of an individual being a member of an ethnic group without

having to participate in the obligations and responsibilities inherent in a whakapapa relationship.

The level of participation was to form a vital part in the future capability of r[nanga to

effectively deliver benefits to all its registered members.

There was a disputes resolution process incorporated into the bill that outlined the process for

winding up an incorporated rDnanga. The bill also discussed the role of the Mdori Land Court

registrar in assessing application forms, and systems of redress available to the iwi if the registrar

rejected their application. 52

Wetere noted that 'the relationship with iwi will be that of contract partner and not that of agent

of the Crown.' However one group criticised this as one half of the partnership 'defining who the

other half is' and how it was to operate.s3 Wetere stated later when talking about the

responsibilities to manuhiri that 'Many of the proposals that would become law under the bill

will need the assistance of other agencies of the Crown to nurture them and bring them to

fruition.'sa He considered that the work of assisting iwi r[nanga would be the sole responsibility

of the newly formed lwi Transition Agency. It would be responsible for building up iwi strength

and experience and encourage the Government's agencies to be responsive and sympathetic to

the needs of M6ori during this transition and developmental phase.ss

Opposition came from various MPs. Winston Peters accused Wetere of getting rid of the Maori

Affairs Department when he knew Mdori were unanimously opposed to its restructuring.s6 He

contended that the Government planned to turn M6ori tribes into quasi departments of state and

claimed that the decision to make tribes 'into fully fledged legal entities, with defined territories,

charters, dispute resolution procedures and the like, is a recipe for chaos'.s7 The bill in its very

conception, ignored reality.

5r Aotea report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March 1990, Tongariro High
School, Turangi, p.17.
52 The Maori Land Court's involvement was described as 'bizarre', given the history ofthe Court and its role in
MEori land alienation. From the Kurahaupo report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report,

,10 March 1990, Tongariro High School, Turangi, p.16.
" The Kurahaupo report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March 1990, Tongariro
High School, Turangi, p. 16.
tn Wetere. NZPD Vol. 503. 2l Nov. - 5 Dec. 1989:14229.
tt lbid.
5u Peters, NZPD Vo1.503, 2l Nov.-S Dec.7989:14229
tT rbid: 14230.
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The Bill...makes tribes responsible for the delivery of some Government services to
Maori in their areas, and those people, in large measure and in many districts will come
from outside the tribal area. How can the policy possibly work when 70 percent of
Maoridom does not live within its traditional tribal boundaries...a second fatal flaw is
that 70 percent of Maoridom lives in the urban centres, where there are no recognised
tribal authorities...ln other words two fatal flaws will prevent the policy from working.
But the Minister goes on regardless, and tells people who are outsiders in a tribal area not
their own that they can rely on the beneficence of the local tribe. I know of no Maori
group of strangers or manuhiri who are happy with that. The South Island is a case in
point. In Christchurch, outsiders outnumber local people two to one. Those are facts that
tannot be ignored...It will set tribe against tribe, competing for dwindling resources.s8

Peters claimed the bill would make iwi nothing more than incorporated societies. A registrar

would have the power to veto applications to ensure that iwi were really iwi as prescribed by the

legislation. Peters queried the competence of the Registrar of Incorporated Societies to

determine what an iwi is. He asked, 'Who makes that manNew Zealand's cultural God?'se

During the Runanga Iwi Bill debate, he put it best when he questioned the right of the Minister

of Maori Affairs, Koro Wetere, a Tainui Maori, to tell Nga Puhi or Ng6ti Porou tribal groups

how they were to define themselves. Peters referred to the intricacies of whakapapa which has

its own system of principles for sorting out who is who in a M6ori tribal structure, and where

they belong.uo H" raised questions of identity and determining who is from where when he

asked,

...Who is a Maori? According to the legislation it is somebody who can claim a Maori
ancestor. So who belongs to which tribe in this country? If it is possible to have part I in
512 and claim to be a Maori, what different fraction, what minuter fraction, exists to call
oneself Te Arawa, to call oneself Nga Puhi or Ngati Porou? Who is the beneficiary in
that case? The Minister does not answer those basic fundamental questions. When is
somebody Tainui and when Nga Puhi? To which place should people apply to be
benefrciaries if they are half and half? ...None of the serious issues about who is the
consurner, who is the beneficiary and who are the governors is answered in this Bill....
We [A National Govemment] will not have people being told, for example, that they are
not Tainui because they are three-quarters Nga Puhi, and vice versa. Those are the issues
that should have been addressed by the Minister, and he has failed to address them.6l

The runanga system proposed by Wetere failed to deliver the autonomy in development that

Maori groups had long been seeking. The bill introduced changes from whakapapa-based

governance to kawanatanga, or governance instigated through legislation. It also imposed

legislated definitions of what constituted an iwi and how to define its membership. It becomes

apparent from reading the parliamentary debate surrounding it that the main objections to the bill

" Ibid.
tn lbid: r4z3r.
6olbid,. r4zsz-14233.
6rlbid: 14233.
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were the same as those encountered with Grey's plan. M6ori objected to measures that would

redefine them. Surrounding the Runanga Iwi Bill were four contentious points about the bill's

objectives: the Crown's definitions of Mdori individuals and iwi, the principles of representation,

governance issues, and boundary issues.

The Runanga Iwi Bill: redefining and re-organising iwi

The Runanga Iwi Bill stifled whakapapa processes just as Grey's plan had. Like the old plan, the

new one imposed a non-Maori kawanatanga system. Much of the parliamentary debate

surrounding the bill was directed at questions of who were M6ori and how they were to be

defined. A report from Ngdti Porou iwi rejected the bill for several reasons.62

...We cannot accept govemment dictating how Iwi should be structured and organised

...We cannot accept the legislation and corporation process, which makes us subservient
to the Crown
...We cannot accept that Iwi must be totally accountable to the Crown, while they are not
accountable to us.
...We cannot accept that one tino ranqatiratanea will be diminished while kawanatansa
of the Crown is entrenched. Our sovereignty will become servitude. We will not allow
this to happen.
...We wish to have tribal self-government - under Te Runanga o Ngati Porou, based in
the whanau, hapu and iwi.
...We do not need a larger bureaucratic monster to oversee and supervise our progress,
and lessen the amount of money to be given to Iwi.
...Our existence, our vision, our Treaty and indigenous rights and mana are negated by
this bill. Promised Iwi-self determination and self-management have been replaced by a
form of statutory strangulation. Kia ora.63

The Runanga Iwi Bill was referred to the Maori Afflairs Select Committee, which tabled its

report in June 1990. Maori had expressed concern in several areas. They agreed that it was

necessary to formalise the relationship between Mdori and the Crown, but were concemed that

the bill did not reflect accurately the changing state of Mdoridom. M6ori considered that it was

detrimental to define MEori concepts in a Pdkeh6 way, and had concerns over the Crown's

stipulation of what characterised an iwi. Concern had also been expressed about the potential

loss of rights of individuals and hapfi in terms of the increased status of rEnanga as the holders of

rangatiratanga.64 h their submission to the select committee, Te Runanga o Te Rarawa argued

that the bill, if passed, would weaken the rangatiratanga of iwi groups. They thought the bill

ut Ngati Porou had already formed a tribal riinanga in 1987 and was objecting to changes that would be forced on
them through the Riinanga Iwi legislation.
o' Horouta workshop report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Task Force Hui Report, l0 March 1990,
Tongariro High School, Turangi, pp.l9-20.
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should transfer certain Government functions to iwi and give some legislative recognition to

them but without diminishingarry of their existing authority. Their submission stated that, 'A

distinction needs to be made between the runang4 as one arm of iwi, and the iwi as a whole.'65

Te Rarawa was clearly concerned that if left unchecked the r0nanga would become the

govemance structure over and above the tradition-based system that recognised the interaction

between different layers of whanaungatanga groups. They insisted that the bill effectively

diminished the rangatiratanga of iwi while 'elevating kawanatangao.66 Peters again led the attack

by referring to its unpopularity among M6ori goups. He informed Parliament of a Mdori

delegation to the Prime Minister led by Sir Hepi te Heuheu at which Sir Hepi made it clear that

Maoridom did not want the bill.67 John Luxton, the Member for Matamata, supported Peters by

suggesting that government had considered scrapping the bill because it was 'getting itself so

tied up with problems of sovereignty, chieftainship and other issues raised by this legislation.'6E

Warren Kyd, the Member for Clevedon, agreed with Luxton, adding that 'they [Mdoridom] do

not want this bill to impose on them a structure of government with which they have no

affinity.'6e Despite further opposition voiced by members of Parliament - Peters labelled the bill

as patemalisticT0 - the bill became law in 1990, but not for long. When it came to power in

1990, the National Government appointed Winston Peters as the Minister of Maori Affairs; he

introduced the Runanga Iwi Act Repeal bill in December 1990, and the Runanga lwi Act was

repealed six months later.

When Winston Peters introduced his Runanga Iwi Act Repeal Bill, he stated his purpose for

bringing it before the House.

One result will be that the fNational] Government will step back from the role that the
last Labour Government took upon itself of interfering in the matter that properly
belonged to the Maori tribes. It is not the business of the Government to dictate to Maori
how the territory of the tribes is to be determined. Maori know where their tribal
boundaries are, and they do not need any Government to tell them that.... The Runanga
Iwi Act did not result from consultation with Maori people and it was opposed
universally by tribal representatives.... It is the Government's view that it is up to the
tribes, and not the Government, to dictate the way in which tribal territory is determined,
where tribal boundaries are, and how to deal with members who are no longer living
within their tribal boundaries. That is an iwi and tribal matter.

@ NZPD Vol. 510 14 Aug.-6 Sept. 1990. Report of Maori Afairs Committee:3873.
ut Cited in Renwick 1990:125.
uu tbid.
ut Peters, Runanga lwi Bill. Interim Report of Maori Affairs Committee. NZPD, Vol. 507, 15 May-14 June 1990:
r657-1658.
ut 

John Luxton, Ibid. 168L
6e Warren Kvd. Ibid. 1683.
70 Peters, Riport of the Maori Affairs Committee,NzPD Vol. 510 14 Aug.-6 Sept 1990: 3874.
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The Bill I am introducing today will ensure that Maori are no longer forced to limit their
tribal affiliations to one particular tribe.... The Act the Govemment seeks to repeal is yet
another example of a Government's interfering in matters that rightfully belong in the
hands of the tribes. Not only is it wrong for a Govemment to demand that a Maori decide
what tribe he or she is to be identified with, but the grounds on which those affiliations
are made should not be influenced by State dictate, by State allocation, or by coercion
through the use of taxpayer funds.7r

Peters was referring to the way the Runanga Iwi Act had provided legislated guidelines about

what an iwi was. It had also provided guidelines as to how they determined their territorial

boundaries. It gave definitions within the act itself as to what a'oMdori" was.

The Runanga lwi Bill and participation: choosing a layer of co-operation

Mason Durie stated recently that there was no single cultural Mdori stereotype and that'Maori

are diverse as any other people...in fundamental attitudes to identity.'72 He discussed the results

of a project undertaken at Massey University part of which studied components of cultural

identity.T3 The study came up with four profiles: osecure identity,' a 'positive identity,' a

'notional identity' and a'compromised identity.'?4 The determinants for each profile depended

on the amount of participation each individual had in all areas of Maori society, including

language, maxae participation and knowledge of whakapapa. The profile for participation was

determined by how Maori a person thought they were, which in tum determined what layer of

co-operation they were willing to participate in. The level of participation determined the

continuation of the principles of whakapapa and the degree to which the person identified as

berng Mdori - the degree to which they are willing to belong to the social group.

The reclassifuing and later acceptance of choice to participate and to what degree has influenced

the structure of the group. Durie's four cultural identity profiles are an example of a division of

whakapapa into four degrees of participation - some choose not to actively identi$ as Mdori at

all while others chose to either fully participate or limit their participation. The introduction of

choice as to participation has adversely affected the social group as a whole. There is no longer

t' Runanga lwi Act Repeal Bill, NZPD, Vol. 5l l, 28 Nov.-19 Dec.l990: 602-603.
" Durie 1998:59.
t' Ibid. 57-58. The project was Te Hoe Nuku Roa undertaken by the M6ori Studies Department at Massey
University. The study tracked the progress, problems, aspirations, and circumstances of M6ori people from all
walks of life over a ten-fiftecn year period.
to 'The concept of secure identity - rests on definite self-identification as M6ori together with quantifiable
involvement in, and./or knowledge of, whakapapa (ancestry), marae participation, whdnau (extended family),
whenua tipu (ancestral land), contacts with Mdori people, and Maori language. The positive identity profile has
lower levels of involvement in Maori society, Te Ao M6ori, and the notional identity profile has no access -
notwithstanding self-identification as M6ori. A compromised identity, on the other hand, reflects non-identification
as M6ori, often despite considerable access to te Ao M6ori' [Durie 1998:58].
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a cohesive continuation of whakapapa among all the layers of whakapapa - there are bits and

pieces floating around that will either not reconnect at all or will only partially connect thus

intemrpting the balance within the three worlds of whakapapa.

Another aspect to the problem of self-identification and participation is the census classifications

of the past. The census questions were designed to ask Mdori to classiff themselves as half-

caste, quarter-caste, and one-sixteenth and so on, in order to be officially recognised and counted

numerically as a citizen of New Zealand. The classifications served to change the thinking of

M6ori as to who they themselves are. The reclassification of M6ori into dif|erent caste-types

threatened the recognition of M6ori as separate cultural groups. The idea of degrees of

Maoriness led to ideas that there was no ootrue" M6ori left and threatened the survival of the

groups, at least in official eyes. In the social structures of M6ori groups, the concept of ensuring

the survival of the group as a whole plays an important part. As Dwie noted, 'some M6ori

choose to identiff with a particular tribe, others might wish to but have lost access, and others

still might be content simply as Mdori, with no desire to add a tribal identity.'75 The survival of

the group has therefore been under siege from self-identification of individual Mdori as to what

degree of Maori they are and what level of participation they want to have. These degrees of

Mdoriness became the measures by which people saw themselves as Mdori, and that eventually

saw a loss of control and rangatiratanga over mana tangata. When people decided how M6ori

they wanted to be, whakapapa was disrupted and will probably be permanently disrupted in some

instances. In time this process was extended to determining what made a group, MEori, or what

type of M6ori groups can call themselves an iwi.

The Runanga Iwi Act also recognised the importance of iwi as an'enduring, traditional, and

signifrcant form of social, political, and economic organisation for Maori.'76 This was not so,

because the 'enduring nature of iwi' was nothing but a government construct. It was the

government that had acknowledged iwi as the significant form of social, political, and economic

M6ori organisation during its streamlining of the different levels of MSori social structures in the

nineteenth century.?7 'oIi;ui" had "endured" at least in any context involving the Government,

because they were accredited by government as the best way of dealing offrcially with a

multitude of independent groups by amalgamating them into larger confederations. The

amalgamation of hapf into iwi on a permanent basis interfered with the way whanaungatanga

connections worked. M6ori groups were limited as to how they participated with the

tt [bid. 59.
76 Runanga lwi Act, 1990. SNZ, 1990. Vol.3, No.125: 1756- 1757.
" See Fn# 24,p.110 of this thesis.
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Government because the choice allowed for participation at a wider iwi layer only. This

effectively removed the hapfl as an operational layer of whanaungatanga.

The amalgamation of groups into one, dominant representative body had always been

contentious throughout the history of government interference in M6ori social structures. In

most cases the ease by which M6ori had accepted the use of the word "iwi" to describe their

collectives was similar to the way that Mdori had accepted the term o'rDnanga" back in 1861 and

1862. An iwi was a layer of whanaungatanga in which all related peoples came together for

particular purposes - usually if their was an issue that aflected the total whanaungatanga $oup

as a whole. So it is understandable that M6ori were prepared to accept the term to describe a

collective of interconnecting whakapapa groups.

Mdori groups have also been accepting of the label, "tribe", to be used as the definition of what

an iwi is. But Mdori societies are not exclusive, closed tribal societies. They are tradition-based

societies that have a built-in capacity to change and develop over time while maintaining their

value and knowledge systems. The terminology used in the legislation however, dealt with

M6ori groups as tribes. It conceived of them as exclusive groups of dependants and tried to

make them organise themselves in that way.

The MP for Southern M6ori, Whetu Tirikatene-Sullivan, opposed the bill's proposal to recognise

only iwi. She stated that during the submission process many groups argued that wh6nau and

hapii should also be recognised, and she endorsed their view. Article 2 of the Treaty of Waitangi

contained the Crown's acknowledgment of the significance of both whdnau and hapii.

Tirikatene-Sullivan maintained that in the Treaty "isvi" meant all the people, not just the major

tribal group.

Those submissions pointed to the second article of the treaty, in which Her Majesty the

Queen of England confinned and gave guarantee to the chiefs and tribes, and to their
respective families, and individuals thereof. Based on that significant article No. 2o of the
British Crown's acceptance of the obligation - families - are specifically mentioned in
the English version and in the Maori version - those groups wanted recognition of
whanau and hapu. That was the point made by the Maori groups, who were vehement in
their statement that without whanau there is no human societv. and that without whanau
working at the base there will not be successful iwi.78

In support of Peters, John Luxton raised the point that the bill would contravene the Treaty of

Waitangi by denying some iwi groups their rangatiratanga. He questioned the Government's

78 Tirikatene-sullivan, Interim Reporl to the Maori Affars Committee, NZPD Vol. 507 l5 May-14 June 1990: 1682.
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right to recognise only r0nanga, as the authoritative voice of iwi, particularly if a r[nanga

represented more than one iwi. The danger of this, he suggested, was that some of the iwi

goups would lose their rangatiratanga, and this would contravene the Treaty of Waitangi. ie

And in fact, Tirikatene-Sullivan provided just such an example speaking of the Waitaha tribe's

loss of rangatiratanga in the South Island. She maintained that Waitaha still remained as a

tangatawhenua group within the takiwd of NgEi Tahu, but that it was only Ngdi Tahu who were

recognised by the Crown.80 As a result of this Waitaha people were seeking recognition in the

bill as having the status to form their own 161eng&.81

Under Wetere's bill, iwi were directed to provide a Charter of lncorporation that described

themselves, their members and their territory. Guidelines as to how the description should be

framed were provided. Part I, sections 7 and 8, outlined the process for selecting a rdnang4 and

section 9 outlined what needed to be stated in the Charter. It was to be a written statement that

informed iwi and runanga members of how it was going to carry out the administration processes

of assets. It would spell out how to determine things like membership and representation. The

Charter was to be a documented management process of the r[nanga system. It recorded the

name of the iwi and the name proposed in respect of the rdnanga. It would outline the guiding

principles of the rDnanga including its accountability to iwi and the Government, and the

rflnanga's dispute resolution process. s2 The directive for a Charter of lncorporation was

criticised as imposing legislative controls over iwi and was described by the Tai Tokerau iwi of

the far north as part of a 'straight jacket' of rules and laws that decided iwi formation and

business for them.83

The Charter defined the tikanga and kawa by which the participating groups would form their

new social organisations. Guided by non-Mdori ideas of how MSori should organise themselves,

the Charter had no outward appearance of utilizing the principles of whakapapa. If it did

incorporate these principles in some form, it decidedly ignored the principle of rangatiratanga.

The process of rangatiratanga was carried out by hap[ and actioned through the way the hapii

carried out its systems of management over its lands and other resources. The State's long-held

stance of recognising iwi as the holders of rangatiratanga was being formalised into legislation

7e Luxton, NZPD Vol. 503, 2l Nov.-S Dec.l990: 14236.

'o Sir Tipene O'Regan was to later support the notion of one Ngdi Tahu iwi by dismissing Waitaha and Ngdti
Mamoe as archaeological curiosities, when he stated; 'the names and the whakapapa are taonga of our antiquity to
be lovingly recalled in debate and speculated on and intermeshed with archaeology and anthropolory when it suits'
(O'Regan 1992:6).
t' Tirikatene-Sullivan, Interim Report to the Maori Afairs Committee, NZPD Vot. 507 I5 May-l4June 1990:
14237.
t2 

Runanga Iwi Act, 1990. SNZ, 1990 Vol.3, No.l25: 1758.
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through the Rtnanga lwi Bill. The bill's intentions of allowing iwi to become the dominant,

goveming whanaungatanga layer removed an operational layer of whanaungatanga and

rangatiratanga - that of the hapt. The origin of the act itself - the Government's devolution

policies - made iwi r0nanga authorities the preferred organisations for delivering the

Govemment's social services to M6ori.84 This, in effect, locked M6ori into a pattern of

organisation that could have been the same for any other social service agency contracting

services and funding from the government. A representative of the Chatham Islands Moriori

people rightly stated that the Runanga Iwi Bill would confine iwi to an advisory role, adding that

it would guarantee iwi existence 'only under a social welfare dependency structure' and that the

Crown would control iwi development.ss

The proposed Charter was also to outline how the tangata whenua would carry out its

responsibilities of manaakitanga to visitors who lived within their rohe. It would attempt to

address the increasing problem ofurbanisation, adding directives to ensure that each r0nanga

took on the responsibility of its taura here groups living outside of their traditional areas. That

Wetere discussed the chartered iwi's responsibilities towards manuhiri and taura here groups

suggests that one of the primary concerns of Government was how to deal with the growing

number of urban M6ori - those M6ori who either through choice or ignorance did not have an

active association with their whakapapa group. He stated that the bill proposed two alternatives

for servicing the needs of non-tangata whenua living in a chartered iwi's takiwd. The first was

through direct servicing, 'as if manuhiri were part of their own'. The second was by 'delivery

through taura here ropuo.86

Taura here groups were understood in the act as 'groups of kin people of the same iwi living

within someone else's rohe, who come together as associations away from home.'87 The act

provided for the formation of such groups after consultation had taken place between the host

r[nanga and runanga representatives of the taura here. It was then laid down that, once formed,

the taura here groups would be in a position to administer the government prograrns for their

t'Tai Tokerau Kotahitanga report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March 1990,

Tongariro High School, Turangi, p.5.
8o The Government's plans for devolution were outlined in a 1988 report entitled, He Tirohanga Rangapu. The
report gave recognition to iwi as holding the rangatiratanga and stated that as the Treaty parmer with the Crown, iwi,
"'should become responsible for implementing and administering government programmes"...The Runanga lwi Act
gave legislative effect to this policy.' Cited in the Waitangi Tribunal Te Whanau o llraiporeira report, 1998: 8.1.6.
o' Wharekauri report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March 1990, Tongariro High
School, Turangi, p.23.
t6 Wetere, Runanga lwi Bill Introduction,NzPD Vo1.503,21 Nov.-S Dec. 1989: 14229.
tt lbid. tizzs.
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members.st The access to tangata whenua resources such as the marine environment, matters of

resource management and the other traditional matters of tangata whenua, would remain the

prerogative of the host tangata whenua group.se The urban problem was originally created by a

Crown desire to eliminate the communistic practices of M6ori and encourage them to integrate as

individuals into Pdkehd society. That desire was now being reversed, locking everyone into a

tightly controlled communal structure that stifled development and created ethnically determined

groups. The Government's solution to the problem of how to deal with the shifting demography

of Maori individuals was, ironically, to introduce the concept of tribalism. The act redefined the

principles of manaakitanga and again limited the choice of participation in the various levels of

whanaungatanga. It did this by changing the way and place of participation for Mdori

individuals. They no longer needed to remain within the bounds of their hau kainga or retum

home to participate. The affect on whakapapa was to intemrpt the natural processes of hau, ahi

kd and ideas ofreciprocal obligation that governed the access to resources.

Much of the criticism to do with defining who Mdori were, and what an iwi was, centered on the

M4ori tenninology used in the bill. The Tainui Maori Trust Board submission to a parliamentary

select committee stated that 'the Board has difficulty with the bill because it captures our

language and uses it for govemment purposes. Thus we might become confused by the statute

definition of Iwi which does not give due recognition to the customary status of Iwi and its

relationship with waka, and therefore traditional authority.'e0 The Tainui submission also stated

that the Government had chosen 'for its own purposes' to begin its definition at ' the lowest

collective common denominator of tribal organisation.'el They added that even the term,

rflnanga" had a particular history in Tainui. Just as Grey had 'co-opted the concept and

established government r0nanga in an attempt to destroy the tribal base,o 
e2 they maintained that

this was also the purpose of the Runanga Iwi Bill. The trust board held that Tainui had a

ocomplex authority structure based on its marae and hapu organisations,' and that '...any

authoritative statements on hibal policy must reflect this collectiveness.'e3

8* The Aotea report from the National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui made several comments about
the legislated directives for manaakitanga. 'Iwi will always accept responsibility for manuhiri...the concept of
Manaakitanga automatically provides for the welfare of all people living within the rohe. We do not need
legislation to tell us how to look after people. According to tikanga Maori - Manaaki te tangata. Taura here is a
means of organisation to care for our own when living away from our rohe. Taura Here should acknowledge the
tangata whenua, which is tikanga. We would expect this from taura here in our rohe, and we expect our taura here

in other rohe to abide by the tikanga there. These matters should not be legislated for: they are maters of tikanga to
be settled between iwi' [The Aotea Report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March
1990, Tongariro High School, Turangi, p.l8l.
8e Wetere, Runanga lwi Bill, Introduction,NzPD Vol. 503,21 Nov.-S Dec. 1989: 14229.
no Tainui report to the National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Task Force Hui Report, 10 March 1990, Tongariro
High School, Turangi, p.7.
n'Ibid.
e2 Ibid.
tt lbid. g.
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Again, the concept of Runanganui or Tribal council is clearly identified with the attempts
made...to establish tribal local government. As Grey stated at the time, "I will dig
around you until you fall." We see some of the proposals contained in this bill as an

attempt to repeat that same process.no

There were other questions raised about the M6ori terminology and during the parliamentary

debate, Dave Robinrorre5 gave details about the work of the M6ori Language Commission in

arriving at the terminology. He explained that 'ruranga' means 'guest', and that 'takiw6' could

be substituted for orohe' meaning territory or area.e6 The terminology needed to be standardised

because of the difFrculty of fitting regional dialectal diflerences into a single definition for the

legislation. Roger Maaka has since noted that using traditional descriptions for the rflnanga

boundaries such as rohe or kaha was problematic because of border areas claimed by overlapping

groups.eT The term 'takiwd' was a more general term meaning 'district' or'space'e8 suggesting

that there were no specific boundaries as such, rather a general area. The general area could

include the rohe of several hap[. This causes problems when it comes to defining territories

usually based on traditional boundari"s.e' Fo, example, the term, takiw6, as used in the Te

Rtinanga o Ngdi Tahu legislation had major implications for NgEi Tahu whdnui. The division of

hapii into eighteen multi-hapE r[nanga effectively ignored boundaries that had been determined

through whakapapa relationships and caused complications in terms of mana and the practice of

rangatiratanga. 'oo

The terms "ruranga" and "taura here" were compromises forced by the changing situation of

Mdori who predominantly live outside their tribal areas. The term for guest is normally

manuhiri. However this suggests someone who is only on a short-term visit and will eventually

return home. l0l For those living outside their tribal areas in the 1990s this was not the case.

They were permanently relocated inside another group's rohe. The word "ruranga" on the other

hand means stranger or guest and has a stronger meaning of someone who is not known about, a

person who is not necessarily an invited or expected visitor to another's place. The term "taura

hereo'102 described a person who is tied to a distant group by ancestry but not necessarily actively

e4lbid.7.
e5 Member of Parliament for Manawatu.
e6 Robinson, Interim Report of Maori Afairs Committee, NZPD Vol. 507 l5 May-14 June 1990: 1684.
nt Maaka 1994328.

" williams 1992.373.
ee 'lwi know where their boundaries are: there may be some differences of opinion, but iwi will discuss these
amongst themselves and arrive at their own solutions. We don't have to accept local body or Government
boundaries: we can provide services according to Maori kaupapa' [Aotea Report, National Maori Congress
Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March 1990, Tongariro High School, Turangi, p.l7].
t* This will be discussed in Chapter Four.
to'Maaka 1994,352.
r02 Taura is a 'rope or cord' [Williams 1992:402]. Here is 'to be tied, fastened' [Williams 1992:461.
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participating with that group within their own tribal area. Maaka has suggested that the

difficulty in finding appropriate terminology was indicative of the 'limitations of relying solely

on a traditional social institution to define a contemporary phenomenon.'103 That is, varying

circumstances had disrupted the traditional pattems of MEori society and now the social

structure, and the language used to describe, it were no longer appropriate. This situation arose

because of the increasingly complex residential patterns of Mdori groups and individuals. The

terminology could not be used to describe contemporary pattems of participation in

whanaungatanga relationships, except in a very generic way.

The importance of using the correct terminology was obviously on the minds of some of the

Members of Parliament. The term, "rtinang4" was to be introduced again as an appropriate way

to describe MEori organisational structures. Following the repeal of the Runanga Iwi Act, Peters

introduced a report on Mdori development entitled Ka Awatea.tou There was debate as to what

structure would best suit the future organisation of M6ori groups. The Member for Eastern

M6ori, Dr. Peter Tapsell, made several suggestions to Peters outlining a suitable iwi structure

that he might like to consider. Tapsell's suggestions included using the term runanga because it

had a ready acceptance between M6ori. He also suggested dividing the country into several

regions and forming democratically elected district runanga. los He maintained that the use of

r[nanga would drag Mdori into line with'present day communities."06 They could be made

responsible for drafting a future development plan that would aim to promote the welfare of the

two races, lead to a community of interests, and foster the development of the interior.l0T The

thinking behind Grey's plan had come full circle.

I salute your victory
That in visionless revision
Stole my heritage
And left the censored version.lo8

Perhaps the main point though throughout both Grey's riinanga plan and the Riinanga lwi Bill is

that there was official recognition that Mdori should be handled differently - because MEori were

and are different from other minority groups inNew Zealand. Winston Peters stated that one of

the reasons there needed to be a different development path for MEori was because 'Maori are

ro3 Maaka 1994:328.
tM Ka Awatea was a report that suggested ways for MSori to move forward economically and socially. It was
introduced by Winston Peters as an alternative to the Riinanga Iwi legislation, but was not National Government
policy for M6ori. Winston Peters was later forced to resign his position as Minister of M6ori Affairs and eventually
resigned from the National Party. Ka Awateawasnever implemented.
Ios Tapsell, Runanga lwi Act Repeal bill, NZPD Vol. 5ll 28 Nov.-19 Dec. 1990:613.t* Ibid.
t07 

See Fn.#31, p.l I I of this thesis.
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not the same.'loe Following Peter's comments that the status of M6ori warranted a different

attitude towards policy issues that directly affected them, Dr. Bruce Gregory suggested that the

main problem lay in Govemment confusion as to who Mdori were and what they wanted for

themselves.

Obviously a gteat deal of confusion exists in the House about this race of people. Here is
a people who have been trying to establish within our society the mechanisms that will
allow them to carry through their desires in terms of their culture, the way they relate to
people, and so on. They are asking for those things but somewhere along the line there
were those wise, or not so wise, people who seemed to think that they knew best about
what our people should partake of in the system. That is the difficulty and the
frustration. .. Ilo

The debates that arose between Mdori groups and Govemment institutions over both Grey's

rdnanga plan and the Runanga Iwi Bill demonstrated that there has always been a strong M6ori

resistance to non-Maori interference in their social structures. Mdori recognised that they had a

special status with the Crown as a Treaty partner, and therefore deserved consideration apart

from other minority groups. Although there was some Maori support of the changes, such as

Ngdi Tahu's support and adoption of Grey's runanga judicial system in the 1860s, it has been, on

the whole, a continuing cycle of compromise and transition, and it has been M6ori who have

done most of the compromising. It has been M6ori political, economic and social structures that

have had to adjust and change to fit with Government directives and policies. There have been

several periods throughout history where M6ori have called a halt to any more compromises and

demanded that the Government take heed of their aspirations. Mdori resistance has come in

several different forms and included the New Zealand Wars of the 1860s. During the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries there was a rise of new styles of leadership including the religious

leaders like Te Kooti, Rua Kenana and Tahu Potiki Wiremu Ratana who led pan-hapE resistance

movements. The M6ori land march of 1975 was a protest against Government policies that

directly affected Mdori land ownership. During 1990 there was opposition by M6ori to the

proposals in the Runanga Iwi Bill and the directives within it for determining the political,

economic and governance structures of iwi groups. The opposition to the bill proved to be one

of the catalysts for the formation of the National Maori Congress.

The Runanga Iwi Bill and Kotahitanga: The National Maori Congress

The Congress was officially formed at Ttrangawaewae marae, Ngaruawdhia, on 15 July 1990.

The Congress aimed to unite iwi and present a united stance to the govemment on all issues that

ro8 Barrett 1968:22.

'* Peters, Runanga lwi Act Repeal Bill, NZPD Vol. 5l I 28 Nov.-19 Dec. 1990: 613.
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affected iwi groups as a whole.lll The Whakakotahi Taskforcel12 preceded the formation of the

congress. It was a preliminary planning group designed to work out the stnrcture, objectives and

other parameters within which Congress would operate. The taskforce identified questions of

leadership and iwi autonomy. It was also assigned to look at issues of accountability as a

national body to iwi members. The question of defining what or who made up an iwi group was

part of the taskforce's objectives, and they were to consider if membership should be offered to

taura here groups. The leadership structure was in three levels headed by a'presidential level'

with three leaders: Sir Hepi te Heuheu (Te Ariki, Tuwharetoa), Dame Atairangikahu (the MEori

Queen), and Mrs Te Reo Hura (Head of the Ratana Church). Congress ofhcers made up the

second level. Members of the coordinating groups made up the thfud.l13 Cotrgters had eight

main goals for Mdori development. The Executive was to develop a policy for employment to

try and reduce the unacceptably high level of Maori unemployment. Development of a Mdori

education policy was another priority, and there was some interest expressed in developing a

Mdori Education Authority. Access to development finance was a major consideration, and in

1990 a motion was passed to enter into negotiations with the Maori Development Corporation to

form an Iwi Development Bank. This was seen as a step towards filling 'a serious gap in the

financial infrastructure of AotearoaA.{ew Zealand.'lla An International Committee was formed

to investigate M6ori representation at international venues, such as the United Nations, that

would be a group distinct from the New Zealand Government. This strategy was to ensure that

M6ori had an international identity. The development of a stronger national identity for Congress

was also a priority of the executive. There was also increasing concern at the lack of any firm

government understanding of the Maori position on New Zealand constitutional matters. A

further objective was to 'promote change in New Zealand's constitutional arrangements in order

to give due recognition to the position of M6ori.'l15 Two other executive goals involved taking

measures to increase Congress membership and the appointment of a Congress secretariat.l16

Meetings were held at two-monthly intervals, and were hosted by a different participating iwi at

a different marae each time.lli This was partly due to the sheer number of delegates, which

would have proved too bwdensome on the home iwi if hosted at permanent venue. Changes in

"0 Gregory, Runanga lwi Act Repeal Bill. NZPD Vol. 514, l6 April - 9 May l99l:1710.tt'Cox 
1993l-141 .

t'2 Whakakotahi: unification. Kotahi means one. Whaka is a causative prefix and when added to kotahi, means 'to
make as one'.

"t Cox 1993:160,162. The coordinating groups consisted of one delegate from each of the constituent iwi or iwi
grouping.
t'o lbid. 174-l'Is.
tt5lbid: r76.
t'u [bid. 177-178.
rr7 'Ihe National Maori Congress is currently in recession due to issues of financial accountability to members.
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venue would also allow iwi to 'exercise their privilege to demonstrate their hospitality,'118 or, in

whakapapa terms, to demonstrate manaakitanga. This ensured that the host group's mana was

displayed, and it reminded other groups that although the Congress was a unified iwi body, each

individual group retained its autonomy. Ngd Puhi raised an issue at one executive hui

concerning proportional representation. If there was to be a single body representing iwi, they

argued, larger iwi were 'responsible to and for greater numeric proportions of the M6ori

population, and ought accordingly to have a greater mandate within the Congress structure.'lle

The issue was debated and Congress decided against the proposal because it would put the tino

rangatiratanga of smaller groups under threat, and 'larger more powerfi.rl iwi would dominate and

thus alienate less numerous iwi.'120

The Congress acted as a council which held regular meetings designed to discuss ways to

implement strategies that would fuither the advancement and development of M6ori as a national

body. Lyndsay Cox, in his book Kotahitanga, claimed that aspirations of Congress could be

summed up in the phrase, 'autonomous MSori development.'l2l Tumu te Heuheu described the

Congress as being 'brought together or created to do a job of work that was required across all of

the tribes.' He added that Congress had the principles of whakapapa as its framework.

...Congress was culturally based, it wasn't economic, it was culture, and I suppose what
we saw there was the effort of all those participants to come together to provide support
for each other. Particularly in areas where Crown issues were a concern for one. But
then the view was if it's for one then everyone will have to address it at some point in the
future. And so it was a sort of whanaungatang4 I suppose, that gave Congress a place in
the landscape.l22

The National Maori Congress was a structure initiated by MEori iwi and, like the Kotahitanga

movements in the nineteenth century, it was put in place to develop ways to M6ori self-

determination. The Runanga Iwi Bill was a State initiative towards defining and structuring

Mdori iwi. Just like the rEnanga system planned by Grey, the Runanga lwi Bill instigated

processes that forced individual hap[ to become part of multi-hapE, multi-tribal structures. Cox

noted that the main areas for concern stemming from the bill were state-interference in

determining M6ori structures and state-directed levels of funding to M6ori organisations that

would require them to conform to state agendas. Mdori iwi would in effect become 'State

agencies delivering a limited range of services at a local level, and consulting with local

tt8 Cox 1993l-164. For a more comprehensive description of the National Maori Congress refer to Cox 1993:140-
r 86.
f p 

Cox 1993:167.
tto lbid.
Itrlbid: r83.
f tt From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 July 2002.
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authorities.'123 There was criticism that the model used a structure that was more suited to

economic corporations and was not typical of Mdori iwi. It was stressed that an iwi authority

was not a substitute for iwi.l2a There was also a concem that the bill, if introduced would

interfere with and eventually change the way whakapapa processes were carried out.

The Runanga lwi Bill promoted the election of leaders rather than traditional whakapapa-based

leaders. It changed the way territories were defined and protected and much of the criticism

came from iwi angry at having their territories defined for them under legislation. The bill

changed the way resource access was defined. One group stated that the bill 'entrenches

Government controls over assets and resources that are traditionally and customarily Maori

owned and for which they are Kaitiaki for future generations.'l2s

Since the early plans by Govemor Grey to introduce his runanga scheme, M6ori societies have

been moving towards legal-rational authority in some form. Despite the difficulties of poorly

thought out boundary issues and the fact that it was not suited to traditional tribal patterns of

leadership and governance, one group adopted Grey's r[inanga plan. The South Island iwi, NgEi

Tahu, adopted rfrnanga as their primary decision-making forum.l26 The same was to happen

when the Runanga lwi Bill was first instigated. Several groups, including Ngdi Tahu, began

moves to instigate the rflnanga structure as outlined in the bill, but none succeed in having their

rflnanga structure formalised before the act was repealed by the National Government. Grey's

runanga plan had set the ball rolling for finding ways for government to manage M6ori, and the

rEnanga plan was the beginning of the institutionalisation of M6ori groups. It introduced the

ideas of elected representation - trusteeship - the idea of shared tenitories and the consolidation

of groups living within them into one central iwi or runanga body. It established through these

ideas the membership criteri4 and how each member could receive benefits from the central

governing body. All these ideas re-emerged in the govemment policies that resulted in the

Tribal Trust Boards. Ultimately the Runanga Iwi Bill was to continue the Mdori management

process instigated by Grey. Both systems attempted to amalgamate M6ori groups into European

systems. These were designed to be more acceptable to Mdori by the use of M6ori terminology

that legitimised the processes, thereby encouraging M6ori participation in the systems as

beneficiaries. What the systems were not, were Mdori systems of self-government. None

contained the essential ingredients that would make them so - a system founded on whakapap4

ra Cox 1993:141.
124 The Mataatua report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, Tongariro High School,
Turangi, l0 March 1990, p.l l.
r25 The Aotea report, National Maori Congress Wrakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, Tongariro High School,
Turangi, l0 March 1990, p. 17.

''o Potiki 1999:8.
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and operational guidelines based on tikanga and kawa. The fact remains though that Mdori

groups have adopted these processes and put the structures in place. M6ori themselves have

legitimated the processes and the power of the Government to determine who they are as a

people. The processes adopted by M6ori groups willingly or otherwise, such as the Trust

Boards, have not been transitions into Mdori-instigated structures, controlled by M6ori tikanga

and kawa. The structures have remained steeped in PdkehE-driven legislation and rules of

operation and have become permanent compromises that now govem M6ori economic and

political organisation. This situation has allowed the government to continue to officially define

who M6ori are as a people and to dictate how they set up their social organisations.

Furthemrore, it has allowed a legitimating of Government power.

According to Beetham, three conditions need to be in place for power to be legitimated.l2T The

first of these is that power must be exercised according to established rules regardless of whether

they are embodied in formal legal codes or not. For a traditional authority like a whakapapa-

based authority the set of legal codes is embodied in tikanga. For a legal-rational authority like

M6ori tribal trust boards, the power base resides in legislation.

The second legitimating condition is that the rules must be justified in terms of the shared beliefs

of the Govemment and the governed. Again the participating iwi groups accept both the

whakapapa structure and the trust board structure as governing processes. The third criterion for

legitimisation of power is that the power must be demonstrated by an expression of consent on

the part of the governed. The voting system for electing representatives and the "majority rules"

system for decision making among participating iwi suggests that the governed consented to the

governing process that they now have.

There are therefore in effect two systems of govemance operating within all Mdori groups. One

based on legislation and directed by the various parts of the legislation, and the other based on

tikanga M6ori processes directed by whakapapa. The situation is potentially fraught with tension

between two different systems of governance competing for dominance. The tension between

the two systems occurs in the processes of mandate, leadership, accountability, and decision-

making. The two systems are now firmly entrenched within M6ori society, suggesting perhaps

that MEori iwi or hapD groups could not have advanced and developed using only whakapapa-

based structural models. This is not the case. There are contemporary examples where tikanga

and kawa have been actioned in order to move a group forward in terms of development. NgEi

'2t Cited in Heywood 1997:196.
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Tahu has a successful tikanga-based model with their management practices for t-rtll2E Tumu te

Heuheu recalled another example of groups placing their faith in their tikanga and kawa to find a

way forward. He discussed a hui during which the tikanga and kawa were changed by several

kaumdtua in order to achieve an outcome that supported and protected the interests of the iwi,

Tuwharetoa.

The tikanga, it's there to guide you in the way of carrying out certain tasks in an
appropriate way, and I saw it manipulated by these kaumatua to achieve a purpose, to
achieve an outcome for the tribe. I saw that in practice only on a couple of occasions
with some of our people and my Dad. And of course when you are learning or just going
through the early stages of understanding you think, oh yeah, this is how you do it. One,
two, three, finish. And then all of a sudden you see something else happen and you begin
to wonder, ot{ow what's all this about? I was told there were only three steps to this
thing, but now I am seeing another one." And I sort of came up with my own
explanation really, and that is that kawa, your kawa, belongs to you. And I saw it
manipulated by these kaumdtua to achieve a pu{pose, to achieve an outcome for the tribe.
And it took me some time to actually appreciate what they had done. Not so much
changing what was in my mind, that there was only the one way of seeing how things
were done, but I think also it wasn't so much the change, it was the focus of these people
on the task before them, and of course the focus was simply, Tuwharetoa. And in that
essence, in that state, what they were doing was protecting everything that Tuwharetoa
was involved in. They were the only ones who knew what had taken place, but I think
everyone appreciated the outcome. And so my thinking is that there has to be an
overriding view in terms of how one facilitates one's work and how one thinks. But
having said that, you need also to have clarity about the people that you are speaking for,
and at times they may not necessarily agree with what you are thinking [aughs]. But the
trick is trying to gain as big a picture as you possibly can, so that rather than guessing,
you are actually making a step forward. And that's not my thinking. That was

something that I picked up from the old people and they stood - that was the other thing -
they stood by the decision that they made, which at times can be a bit frightening, but
that's their strength and the strength of their commitment to ensuring that the tribe, as an
entity, and the people, were being catered for. So you know I suppose in terms of home,
it's the first step and maybe it's with our ability to come together more easily today that
there is an opportunity, I suppose, for everyone to grow from those relationships. And I
suppose what I am looking at now is not only ourselves here at home but ourselves
within the Pacific, and also taking a role within the international, the global indigenous
stage, because t believe that we do have the ability to make a contribut;o'n.tze

All levels of leadership and governance were working together in the above example to achieve

an outcome for the benefit of Tuwharetoa, the iwi. However the unification was not permanent

and the hapfr continued to operate separately from the iwi collective. The collective mana kOkfui

of hapE is only actioned when there is an issue where the hapfl need to unite for the good of the

iwi as a whole. Generally, each hapfl maintains its own mana and rangatiratanga.

tt' See pp.56-57 of this thesis.
'" From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 July 2002.
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The Tuwharetoa Tribal Trust Board was not involved in the above example because its role is

quite separate from the mana and rangatiratanga of the hap[. The tribal trust board is only there

to manage the asset base on behalf of the iwi collective. Most of the Mdori hapt no longer have

vast estates over which they have sole responsibility and obligations as dictated by whakapapa.

The traditional hap[ territories have been overlaid with non-Mdori systems of land division. The

hap[ must share territories with other groups, mainly Pakeh6, living within New Zealand. The

traditional boundaries still exist and function within the context of determining M6ori territory,

but they do not function in determining tenitory in a non-Maori context. An iwi body generally

manages the various assets, including land that each group holds collectively, and in most cases

this is done through a Trust Board. This does not mean that hap[ have lost their mana whenua,

only that the focus has shifted. Sir Hugh Kawharu discussed the operation of both the Ng6ti

Whdtua MSori Trust Board and the separate Ngdti Whatua o Orakei hap[. He stated that

although the trust board makes recofirmendations and decisions as to the management of the iwi

asset base, Ngati Whatua o Orakei is solely responsible for its own hap[ assets, such as Orakei

marae and the various components operating there like the health services. The iwi trust board

has no business interfering in anything operating under the mana of the hupn.t'o

Whakapapa processes are quite capable of continuing a system of governance in contemporary

situations. What has changed though, is the asset base of the hap[. Originally this was land, but

as the Native land legislation increased in intensity and volume, the hapii saw their land bases

shrink to only a fraction of the former territories. The fractionalisation and fragmentation of land

saw Mdori leaving the land going in search of other worko often moving into the cities. The hapl

lost the direction of development for not only their whenua, but for their tangata as well.

The trust boards have become a way for M6ori hapfi to manage their remaining asset base in a

collective manner for the good of the group as a whole. It is not a case of whakapapa being

incapable of continuation of resource management, but rather a case of changes occurring to

Mdori social structures that have been largely beyond their control. State-driven processes have

often overridden tradition-based whakapapa processes. There has been a State-induced

ethnogenesis of MSori society that has led to various iwi accepting a formal, bureaucratic system

of self-government. One of these is the newly formed Te R8nanga o Ngdi Tahu in the South

Island. State intervention over the years has assisted with the reorgarrisation of Ngdi Tahu's

recognised status from a whakapapa-based group into a bureaucratic govemance structure. The

next case study will examine the formation and operation of Te Runanga o Ngdi Tahu: where it

r37

r30 Personal conversation with Professor Hugh Kawharu, February 2002.



qlme from, how it operates within a dual governance system of trusteeship and whakapapa-based

rangatiratanga, and what impact it has had on Ngai Tahu iwi as a whakapapa-based society.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TE RIII\AIIGA O NGAI TAHU

Ngdi Tahu began to modemise their governance as early as the 1860s. By the 1990s the triumph

of democratic, bureaucratic, corporate and legalistic principles was almost complete. The

TRONT structure is a contemporary innovation devised by Ngai Tahu and accepted by the

government, but it has its roots firmly imbedded in past govemment legislation and policies that

were designed to implement govemment strategies relating to M6ori development. TRONT was

designed to provide a voice for NgEi Tahu during their dealings with the govemment over their

Waitangi treaty claim settlement process. Once settlement was agreed upon it would act as an

asset-holding corporation for the final settlement package, and ensure the smooth

implementation of the settlement. The Te Rflnanga o Ngdi Tahu Act, 1996 gave the legal

authority to TRONT as the representative for NgAi Tahu whdnui. The act also stressed that the

structure was designed to look after both individual and group beneficial rights. The TRONT

legislation provided management guidelines and defined who the iwi beneficiaries were. It

defined the tribal territories, which are shared among the eighteen papatipu r[nanga. It defined

how representatives were to be elected. It defined how disputes were to be settled. It contained

regulations for determining who could be a member or a beneficiary as well as rules speciffing

how to compile a beneficial roll. The legislation also required that the number of papatipu

rflnanga be maintained at eighteen and spelt out regulations goveming any additions to that

number. Included within the legislation was a Charter of Incorporation, the Kawenata, which

sets out a further set of goveming rules.

When questioned in2002 as to the legitimacy of TRONT to manage the affairs of NgEi Tatru

whdnui, the Kaiwhakahaere of Te Rfinanga o Ngdi Tahu, Mark Solomon, explained that the

structure was legitimated by the Kawenatar signed by all eighteen papatipu rfinanga. He

explained that the Kawenata binds each r0nanga into a collective decision-making process,2 and

further stated that 'the upoko signed the Kawenata on our behalf.'3

...Under the charter even though I represent Kaikdura I have to represent Ngdi Tahu as a
whole. Now if my r[nanga instructed me to do something, which in my opinion is not
for the benefit of the tribe as a whole, I have to make the moral decision to challenge my
r[nanga, to say I will not vote that way. But then that comes down to me as an
individual. But I can say that I have never taken instructions from my runanga that I

I Kawenata: Covenant. This is the name given to the Te Riinanga o Ngiii Tahu Charter of Incorporation.
2 From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
'Ibid.
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didn't agree with. There are some decisions that have gone through that Kaikdura did not
agree with, but we signed the Kawenata and we are bound by that joint decision. It is my
understanding that the Te Rtinanga representative could be taken to court on judicial
review if it could be proven that their decision-making was based solely on their own
hap0 or their own r[nanga. They are there with the responsibility of the tribe as a whole,
even though we come from each of the papatipu r0nanga.*

The structure of the Charter was guided by the directives as outlined in the R[nanga Iwi

legislation, and was a process for the management of Ngdi Tahu whdnui and their collective

assets. The status of TRONT and regulations governing any changes to their Charter was

covered by the legislation. The Charter and the act combined to provide for the establishment of

a central governance structure based in Christchurch that would be responsible for devolving

social service funding out to the eighteen papatipu r[nanga. Following the settlement of the

Ngdi Tahu claim in 1998, the TRONT legislation became part of the Ngai Tahu Claims

Settlement Act, 1998. The inclusion of the 1996 act into the settlement legislation ensured that

TRONT would remain as the organisational structure for the future governance of NgEi Tahu

whanui.

1n2002, Ngdi Tahu began implementing their 25 year strategic plan, Vision 2025. The plan is

the governance strategy for developing Ngdi Tahu's future organisation and management

structures that will move Ngdi Tahu forward as a national and global economic force. The plan

is a long way from the pre-l840 self-governance processes as described in the stories from Rik

Tau in chapter two.5

The institutionalised evolution of the Ngei Tahu tribe

The adoption of the r[nanga system by Ngai Tahu was a result of the effects of the Crown land

purchases in the South Island, which saw NgEi Tahu traditional territories reduced to a mere

remnant of their former size. Once in control of almost the whole of the South Island Ngdi Tahu

whdnui were restricted to living in reserves the boundaries of which were determined and

constrained by the encroaching Pdkeh6 farms and townships. The official reports of the time

described Ngdi Tahu as extremely impoverished and living in squalid conditions, confrned to

their small inadequate reserves.6 This was a far cry from the tradition-based hapD groups who

had previously held the mana whenua or political and economic power in the South Island of

New Zealand, prior to the systematic Pdkehd settlement that followed the Treaty of Waitangi in

1840.

o Ibid.
s See Chapter Two, pp. 52-57 for stories from Rik Tau that explained the tradition-based practices of management.
uEvison 1993461-469. 
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In the pre-1840 period, the South Island pattems of social organisation were managed and

sustained through whakapapa-based organisation and tikanga processes. However, Professor

Kawharu has suggested to me recently that Ngdi Tahu was never organised along descent lines

and patterns of governance, but rather through kinship. t He differentiated between kinship and

descent by explaining that descent is confirmed by connection to a specific place which is

govemed by the hapf in residence. He conectly pointed out that the hap0 was the corporate

structure in Mdori society and had the ultimate control and authority - mana whenua - over its

region and resources. Professor Kawharu considered that the notion of kinship, on the other

hand, would be more aligned to pre-I840 Ngdi Tahu social organisation based on the evidence

he heard while presiding over the Ngai Tahu Waitangi Tribunal hearings. This evidence

suggested to him that Ngdi Tahu did not have hapfl-controlled areas of residence, but shared

kinship rights and obligation over the whole South Island. This may appear to be the case from

some of the evidence given at the Tribunal hearings, particularly the evidence that discussed

seasonal gathering rounds that roamed over the larger part of the South Island. However, the

stories and descriptions of resource administration from Rik Tau, Aunty Iris Climo, Uncle

George Te Ao, and Jim Williams in Chapter two of this thesis indicated that, in the pre-1840

period of the South Island, the hapfl formed the corporate structures of Ngdi Tahu society and

maintained the mana whenua status over distinct regions and resource areas. Other examples can

be found among evidence given before the 1880 SmithAlairn Commission of enquiry into the

Crown's South Island land purchases; several kaumdtua described the traditional hapfi

boundaries in detail. Wiremu Potiki spoke about the hapfl boundaries in his area.

...Na, Topi raua ko Te Au i kawe tonu ki Waiau. Ka mutu mai te take o nga tangata o
raro o Otakou, ki Oue. Ko Topi me etahi atu o nga tangata i whaitake ki ko atu. Ko te
rohe a nga tangata Otakou, kei te pu awa o Mataura Ko maua ko Taiaroa e pa ana ki nga
whenua o ko atu. I whiti i ta maua i te awa o Mataura i whaitake ano- ki nga whenua o
nga tangata o Murihiku - i whaitake maua ki te pito rawa o Murihiku...E

...It is Topi [Patuki] and Te Au who have control at Waiau - it finishes here at the
boundary of the people north at Otakou, at Oue. Topi and some others have boundaries
at the far side. The area of the Otakou people is at the source of the Mataura River.
Myself and Taiaroa have control of the lands on the other side. Our lands cross at the
Mataura River and bound again at the lands of the people of Murihiku. Our boundaries
are at the far end of Murihiku...e

' Personal conversation during December 2002.
t 

Evidence given by Wiremu Potiki at the SmithNairn Commission of Enquiry into the Crown's Murihiku purchase.

SNC Evidence no. 53, Waikouaiti, March 2 1880.
e My translation of the evidence given by Wiremu Potiki.
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In a letter to the Government, dated August 1867, Matiaha Tiramorehu described the boundaries

of his lands in the North Canterbury area. He wanted to establish his connection to the lands at

Te Hapa and provided details of geographical markers, such as a rock cliffand river tributaries.l0

The evidence illustrates that autonomous hapii were very much in control of designated areas and

were recognised as having the mana whenua. The guiding principles of whakapap4 such as

rangatiratanga, manaakitanga and whanaungatanga, were as much in evidence in pre-l840 South

Island as they were in other regions of New Zealand.

However, in the South Island there was also an earlier pattern of amalgamation with Pdkehd than

occurred in the North Island. From the early years of the nineteenth century, NgEi Tahu were

forming alliances, mainly sealed through marriage, with the shore-based whalers who were

coming into the southern waters in pursuit of the lucrative southern right whale. The alliances

brought changes to both Ngdi Tahu kinship connections and to the land-use systems. By the

1820s many Ngai Tahu women had husbands from among the whalers and had started families

with them. The merging of the two whakapapa was to create major changes in the late 1800s to

the way the descendants of the NgAi Tahu/P5kehd relationships were able to access land.

Trading patterns also altered with the increased contact with PAkehd. The cultivation of the

potato was an important factor in allowing more year-round settlement in some areas of the

south. The potato and other food resources formed an important trading commodity for NgEi

Tahu and allowed for the accumulation of wealth that enabled groups to expand their trade

networks with markets as far away as Sydney, Australia.ll

Other factors to changing land-use patterns just prior to 1840 included the invasion ofNgdi Tahu

territory by the Ngdti Toa leader, Te Rauparaha. During the 1830s Te Rauparaha waged a

genocidal war over Ngai Tahu which saw areas in the north of Ngdi Tahu territory denuded of

population. Survivors fled to areas further south and re-established themselves among their

Ngdti Mamoe relatives in places like Moerakio Otakou, and Bluff. Many of the descendants of

these people remained settled in the south and made new connections and links to lands and

resources that differed from their original links. Matiaha Tiramorehu recalled how he came to be

re-established at Moeraki in a letter he wrote to Walter Mantell in 1867. He stated that the prime

reason for his relocating to Moeraki was the battles with Te Rauparaha which had forced him

to Lefter from Matiaha Tiramorehu to Walter Mantell at the Office of the Government at Wellington, dated 6 August
1867. The Mantell Family Papers, MS 83443 Copy 483, Folder: 170,195,199, General Library special Collections,
University of Auckland.
tt Tuhawaiki, a leading Murihiku rangatira had his own sailing ships which enabled him to trade with Sydney. His
cargo often included traditionally prepared dried fish, which he traded for muskets, cash, cultivation tools and other
merchandise.
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and his people out of Kaiapoi. His other reason for relocating to Moeraki was his whakapapa

conneclions to Tuhawaiki, Makere, Te Whakataupuka" Riri, Taiaroa and Karetai, who were all

prominent NgEi Tahu leaders in the southern part of the territory. The alliances from these

whanaungatanga connections allowed him to re-establish in the Moeraki area. When land

became available in the Native reserve at Kaiapoi, Tiramorehu refused to leave Moeraki because

'my child has died here and my people have died here and I will remain here as guardian...they

are all in the urupa.ott These patterns of movement and relocation meant that in order to

maintain responsibility and obligations as prescribed under whakapapa; many people had to

travel to participate in the hau kainga rreas. They no longer resided, or were permanently

connected to residential areas to which they claimed descent status as defined by Kawharu. The

loss of land combined with the past movement and relocation of many Ngai Tahu wh6nau has

distorted the picture of Ngdi Tahu social organisation as it existed prior to the adoption of the

runanga scheme.

At the time of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi the population of Ngdi Tahu and Ngdti

Mamoe had reduced to around 1400 people. Many of the leading Ngdi Tahu leaders signed the

Treaty of Waitangi in an attempt to ensure that they retained control over their territories and

resources.'3 The Treaty, however, was to have quite the opposite affect and between 1844 and

1864 the Crown embarked on a wholesale purchase of the South Island which left Ngai Tahu

virtually landless. Not only were they landless, but the access to their all-important mahinga kai

was denied to them. Ngai Tahu no longer had access to their land and resources except for the

small, inadequate reserves awarded by the Crown. This had a detrimental affect on the practice

of ahi kd and ultimately on the sustainability of their whakapapa practices and relationships. Rik

Tau, when addressing the Waitangi Tribunal in 1987, stated that 'because of our Treaty

partner's failure with regard to the Treaty, Ngai Tahu have no lands in Christchurch that we can

call papatipu lands, lands that we possess and can retain our rangatiratanga over.'14

During the 1860s the hitherto autonomous NgEi Tahu hapfi joined together in a series of multi-

hap[ r[nangq or councils - district councils in this case. The runanga scheme was part of a plan

instituted by Governor George Grey in an attempt to bring Mdori and Pdkehd under the same

legal jurisdiction. Ngai Tahu hap0 voluntarily adopted the r[nanga system although many other

'tl-etter from Matiaha Tiramorehu to Walter Mantell, dated 2l May 1867. The Mantell Family Papers collection,
MS 83/MS Copy 483, Folders 170, 195, 199. General Library Special Collections, University of Auckland.
t' Refer to Anderson 1998, chapters' 5, I I and l2; Evison 1993, for full accounts of the history of NgEi Tahu
settlement patterns and changes to social order during the periods I 790- 1900. Evison was a researcher for the Ngai
Tahu claim and his book, 7"e Waipounamu. The Greenstone Island contains detailed information of Ngdi Tahu
political, economic and social organisation prior to the Treaty and the years following the Treaty when the Crown
alienated them from their territories.
14 Tau, H.R., Jl0:25: 8.7. Ngai Tahu claim before the Waitangi Tribunal tg87-1988.
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hapii in other parts of New Zealand rejected Grey's plan. Rik Tau stated in 1987, that the

adoption of the r[nanga system had to be examined in the context of the Treaty of Waitangi. He

maintained that because of the democratic principles outlined in Article Three of the Treaty all

Mdori owere required to implement a social order recognising their commitment to the Treaty of

Waitangi...it is for this reason that Ngdi Tahu had to improvise what we know as the rtinanga

structure.' Tau's assertion does not take into account, however, the political, economic and

social situation of Ngdi Tahu when they adopted Grey's system. The climate of massive change

and disruption to their patterns of social organisation, as outlined by Evison and the Tiramorehu

examples were more likely the reason behind the Ngdi Tahu movement towards a centralised,

runanga system. There had been wide-spread disruption to whakapapa-based organisation and

practices.

The fact that Grey's plan was never passed into legislation allowed NgEi Tahu to adapt and

develop the r[nanga to fit with their own tikanga and kawao and over time they further developed

the rdnanga system to suit their needs rather than the Crown's.15 The rflnanga system introduced

a system ofcentralised control over land access and resource use which had not existed prior to

1840. It also introduced a centralised political structure. The shape and location of the NgEi

Tahu reserves formed the basis of the runanga system. The hapfl amalgamated into hapfi

rlnang4 each with elected representatives. As Rik Tau, a contemporary leader of Ngdi Tahu

explained it, 'Arikitanga of inherited rights' were replaced with a democratic structure that

required 'free elections' of representatives.l6 Despite Tau's assertion of tradition-based

leadership being replaced, elected representatives who, on the whole came from the stronger,

senior lines of whakapapa, led each r[nanga. Each r[nanga managed the affairs of the member-

hap[ that were based within the rflnanga territory. The elected representatives used to meet as a

central council whose base had been established at Tuahiwi marae near Christchurch. Ngdi Tahu

continued to develop and refine the r[nanga system as their means of self-government, and in

1873 they sent a proclamationtT to Parliament outlining the intentions of the r0nanga collective

towards the self-goveming of their lands. The proclamation defined the boundaries of the

rDnanga areas, and informed the Government that any Pdkeh6 running sheep and other farming

activities on the lands between the boundary markers would be ordered to remove their stock to

the non-runanga areas. The 1873 proclamation of the r[nanga stated that,

15 Caldwell 1994: l0-ll.
'u Tau, H.R., Jl0: 25:8.3. NgaiTahu claim before the llaitangi Tribunal, 1987-1989.
t7 Proclamation and letterfrom Ngai Tahu Runanga to the Government,S October 1873. Le lll874ll2l. Archives
New Zealand. Translation appears with the MEori text.
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The Maoris are to have the full power [te ritela me te tikala]t8 of arranging about these

two divisions.le The opinions with regard to the seacoast and this side is that you the
Europeans are simply in occupation of it, for which the sum of two thousand pounds
f2,000 was paid and they have long ago had the full value of their money. The money
derived by you from sheep and cattle runs land and gold fields has amounted in our

[estimation] to about sixteen million pounds f,16,000,000, and you have concealed this
from us. This is what you have made out of the money four thousand pounds f4,000 paid
to us by Mr Kemp two thousand only was paid for that position commencing at this place
and extending to Kaiapoi and Purehurehu, and two thousand pounds f2,000 for
Murihiku, this sum of four thousand pounds f4,000 was paid for all the runs, gold
diggings of the island.
The Westem portion from Poutini to Murihiku is to be under the management fritela]
20of the Natives - do you reply to these words. These words are ended.
From the Committee of all the Runangas of Ngai Tahu sent to you the Europeans who
mislead the minds of the Maori people.
This is another word it is to request that you will give notice to the various runholders in
the centre of the island to remove their sheep to the Coast.
From the Ngdi Tahu tribe. [Signed by Matiaha Tiramorehu and 26 others]

NgEi Tahu saw the new rfnanga system as a way of maintaining what remained of their political,

economic and social status within their own territories. It enabled co-ordination of the hapfi and

a repositioning of their status as the mana whenua groups. The changes introduced by Crown

directed processes instituted democratic councils whose collective will overrode that of the

traditional marae-based hapD groups. The collective of r[nanga became the political voice of

Ngdi Tahu and acted as the main decision-making forum. The r[nanga were eventually to

assume the negotiating role for the claim negotiating process on behalf ofNgai Tahu.2l

In 1921 a Royal Commission appointed by the Government recommended Ngdi Tahu receive

f354,000 as a settlement for the NgEi Tahu Treaty claim. This offer was firmly rejected by NgAi

Tahu as not adequate compensation. The claim itself and the recommendations of the Royal

Commission were mostly ignored by central Government during the economic and political

climate of the 1920s and 1930s.22 Ngai Tahu's organisation continued to be shaped around the

district runanga during this period and nothing was to happen to either the claim or the proffered

compensation payout until 1946. ln that year, the Government introduced legislation to enact the

Ngai Tahu M6ori Trust Board Settlement Act. The Trust Board was established to administer

the compensation payout as recorrrmended by the l92l Royal Commission, and was established

despite objections from Ngdi Tahu that they had not agreed to the compensation amount. The

18 Ibid: From the Mdori text. South Island dialect.
rn The division referred to was the two separate areas for MSori and Pdkeh6. Ngdi Tahu would have access and
control over the areas that they occupied and Pakehd would be confined to the areas the Ngii Tahu considered had
been sold to tle Crown.
to From the M6ori text of the NgEi Tahu proclamation,Le lll874ll2l, Archives New Zealand. South Island dialect.
2r Caldwell 1995: l0-l L
'2 lbid. 13
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Trust Board had limited powers under the trust board legislation, being primarily a central

administration body that was legally answerable to the Crown rather than to iwi. It was severely

constrained in its actions by regulations that limited its powers to act without the concurrence of

the Minister of Maori Affairs.23 The legislation that bound the Trust Board also ensured that any

tribal assets administered by the board had to be dealt with in a modem, rational way,

answerable to government standards. However, constrained as it was, it took over a governance

role from the rtinanga - a marked shift away from marae-based governance to legislated

governance.

The Ngai Tahu M6ori Trust Board, as with all other tribal trust boards created under government

legislation during the 1940s and 1950s, was the only NgEi Tahu tribal body corporate recognised

by law. It came under increasing pressure from both Ngdi Tahu and the Government to expand

its range of activities and adopt responsibilities towards the tribal members. Both saw the Board

as the voice of Ngdi Tahu, but both wanted rather different things from it.

The Government wanted a representative body it could deal with, representative in the sense that

it could speak for NgEi Tahu and bind them to its decisions. Ngdi Tahu wh6nui on the other

hand wanted a body that could represent their opinions and decisions, and be bound by these

rather than by the Government's directives. The external pressures to have an official voice for

Ngai Tahu iwi collective led to inconsistencies between the dual roles of ttre board. The trust

board structure highlighted the tension ueated between the board's statutory responsibilities to

the Crown while acting in a de facto role as the voice for Ngei Tahu whdnui. 2a The non-Mdori

initiated trust board helped to entrench the legal-rational-bureaucratic style of organisation

withinNgEi Tahu organisational structures. The Trust Board spoke for the Ngai Tahu iwi as a

whole and continued a system of trusteeship within NgEi Tahu that had begun with their

adoption of Grey's r[nanga plan. It introduced legal-rational-bureaucratic authority to the iwi.

Despite the compensation package provided by the Crown, the claim was still considered

unsettled by Ngai Tahu. In 1985 the Govemment introduced changes to the Treaty of Waitangi

Act,1975, which opened the way for all grievance claims dating back to 1840 to be heard before

the Waitangi Tribunal. This allowed Ngdi Tahu to reopen their long-standing grievance and in

1986 Rik Tau, the chairman of the Ngii Tahu MEori Trust Board, lodged the NgEi Tahu claim.

Following the recommendations by the Waitangi Tribunal in 1991, negotiations were reopened

between Ngdi Tatru and the Crown.

tt From University of Canterbury Archives web page, p.l,webmanager@libr.canterbury.ac.nz.
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It became evident that the level and range of the settlement packages were on a much larger scale

to that of the small monetary payments made annually to trust boards. The Crown decided that

the trust board legislation limited the role of the boards and their capacity to fulfil the type of

management and administration needed to meet the challenges of a settlement payout. It was not

prepared to negotiate settlements unless the iwi body could provide evidence of a suitable

administration structure that was designed to meet the present and future needs of all the

beneficiaries, and introduced a framework in 1994 to guide iwi in how to form a structure

suitable for receiving settlement packages.

The Crown's proposal document for the settlement of Waitangi Treaty claims - the "fiscal

envelope" - w:rs released in 1994.25 The Govemment proposed to settle claims by direct

negotiation on an iwi-by-iwi basis. They planned to limit the total value of all claims to

NZ$lbillion, and to settle claims without utilising any natural resources or the conservation

estate.26 The negotiation period was set at ten years ando to ensure the settlements were frrll and

enduring, the Govemment proposed to introduce legislation that removed any settled claims

from the jurisdiction of the Waitangi Tribunal or the courts.27 The proposal was developed with

very little consultation with M6ori and consequently it was met with universal rejection. The

head of Te Puni K6kiri during the time of the fiscal envelope consultation process was Wira

Gardiner, who described the reasons behind the large-scale Mdori rejection of the proposal.

The rejection of the Crown's proposals was symbolic of a number of more deeply-seated
concerns felt by Maori [notably] the failure of Crown policies such as the protection
mechanism to provide Maori with a fair process for acquiring surplus Crown lands, and
the drastic impact of economic reforms and long term unemployment on Maori
communities.
During the course of the consultation round it also became clear that the fiscal envelope
proposals provided, for a disparate grcup of small protest movements, the catalyst for
pressing for much wider changes. The issue of Maori sovereignty was raised time and
time again. For the first time in my memory, Maori across the spectrum of political
views were united in opposition to the Government's policy proposali.2s -

Despite the growing Mdori opposition, the Crown pushed atread with a series of consultation hui

around the country and it soon became apparent that these were only an exercise in distributing

information. The government had predetermined its direction for the settlement of claims and by

the time of the 1996 general election, three settlements, including the Ngdi Tahu claim, had been

negotiated using the Government's fiscal policy framework. 'Policy or not, it had become the

24 tbid.
t'Durie 1998:190.

'u lbid.
2t rbid.
tt Gardiner 1996:12.
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practice.'2e The requirements of the policy documents were to further move M6ori leadership

and the traditional political, economic and social structures into a pattern of government-

controlled "chieftainship" - or the government-controlled exercise of their rangatiratanga. The

policy achieved this by setting in place a framework developed by the Government and

published in a booklet entitled, Crown Proposalsfor the Settlement of Treaty of Waitangi

Claims. There were two main requirements under the proposal that had to be met by the

claimants before negotiations could commence. The first requirement was for a Deed of

Mandate to be in place, and the second was an iwi-endorsed governance system.

The core elements of the Deed of Mandate included the definition of a claimant group and a

description of its claim to be covered by the negotiations. The deed required mandated

representatives to be listed and the signatories of the deed had to be identified. The deed was to

show on whose behalf the signatories were signing, and include confirmation of the deed's

'vitality': how authority had been obtained from the beneficiaries for the mandated

representatives to go ahead and negotiate the claim. Other information to be included in the

definition of the claimant group was the description of the group's territory and its boundaries.30

The directives in the proposed Deed of Mandate sought to remind claimant groups of the

importance of clearly and correctly identiffing who they were and exactly what it was that they

wanted to achieve through the negotiation process. On the whole this notion was not a bad one

and the Crown left it entirely up to each group to reach an agteed mandate.

A second part to the Crown's mandating requirement saw changes to the whanaungatanga layers

of participation. The Section 6 of the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 was to be amended so that

any Mdori individual or Mdori group would be able to lodge a claim with the Waitangi Tribunal

on behalf of a hapfi or iwi. The amendment took as its reference the wording from article two of

the Treaty that 'highlights the collective nature of the mana of iwi and of kaitiakitanga (authority

and stewardship).' The Crowns proposal stated that it intended to, '...truly reflect the Treaty by

providing that the Tribunal can require that claims be lodged only in the name of and under the

mandate of hapl or iwi.'31 This directive forced the amalgamation of individual whdnau claims

into one umbrella claim under the guise of supporting the principles enshrined in article two of

the Treaty. The amalgamation of claims was particularly relevant to claims that formed part of

the same geographical area.3t This situation occurred in NgEi Tahu where several smaller

" Durie 1998:191.
30 Settlements 1994:36-37. Office of Treaw settlements.
3'rbid:37.
3t The Waitangi Tribunal has taken up this principle of amalgamation of claims that deal principatly with same
geographical area. The idea will be discussed at a later stage in this thesis, as the amalgamation of claims is a major
part of the proposed Volcanic Interior Plateau structure.
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whdnau claims were subsumed into the larger iwi claim. They became known as "ancillary

claims" and dealt with things like whdnau access to riverbank areas for whitebait and eeling

stands, return of a small area of land taken by the Departrrnent of Conservation for a car park, and

other smaller claims that were already registered with the Tribunal.

The Crown's reasoning behind both mandate proposals was that it would strengthen the existing

negotiation process by providing assurances to MSori claimants and to itself that the claimant

representatives were acting with mandated authority from recognised iwi or hap[. The Crown's

assurances that it had no intention to reduce the rights of M6ori raised fears similar to those that

had been detailed in submissions conceming the Rflnanga lwi BiU. Whetri Tirikatene-Sullivan

had spoken then about concerns of loss of mandate for whdnau and hapti and of the fears

expressed by Waitaha that they would lose their rangatiratanga status in the South Island.33

These fears and concems had not been addressed by the R0nanga lwi Bill and similarly remained

outside the directives of the fiscal envelope framework for iwi representation. ln the case of

Ngai Tahu, the amalgamation of individual whdnau or hapii claims into the main Ngdi Tahu

claim had resulted in one umbrella settlement that had neither settled the disputes, nor provided

justice to any of the claimants.

The Crown's guidelines for setting up a deed of mandate and an amendment to the Treaty of

Waitangi Act required that iwi and hapfl define themselves in a way that suited the Crown for the

purposes of negotiation. They were designed to ensure that the Crown and the claimant group

had a valid negotiation process that would not be constantly under threat because of questions

over representation. This requirement went hand-in-hand with the Crown's aim to negotiate

"full and enduring" settlements that could not be recontested at some future date. The selection

process to establish representation was, in the Crown's view, crucial to ensuring enduring

settlements, and guidelines to selecting representatives were included in the proposal document.

They required firstly that iwi or hapu should identify themselves by using the Crown's

guidelines that outlined the characteristics of a claimant group. Secondly, once it was identified,

mandated representatives were to be elected from within the group. The selection process was

designed by the Crown to establish the identity of both the claimant group and their

representatives. The Crown guided the groups into establishing an identity that fitted in with

Crown's expectations of what an iwi or hapE was, despite assurances within the proposal

document that it was entirely up to each individual group how they selected representatives.

33 
See Whetu Tirikatene-Sullivan, p. 125 of this thesis.
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The State-controlled negotiation process introduced changes to NgEi Tahu leadership and

goverrumce structures. It introduced changes to the whanaungatanga process by insisting on

negotiating with only one main group -Ngai Tahu iwi. This directive relied on a common

history from 1840 onwards that demonstrated the iwi had held the mana whenua when the Treaty

was signed. The negotiating process offrcially defined who the claimant group was and Ng6i

Tahu introduced a history that showed intermarriage had subsumed the other main iwi groups -
Ngati Mamoe and Waitaha - into Ngai Tahu. The history of the claim was well recorded by

both Ngdi Tatru and the Govemment officials and this substantiated Ngdi Tahu's claim as the

appropriate claimant group.34 h order to meet the requirements of the Crown as to what

constituted a claimant group, it was important to show that the group had maintained an

unbroken political, economic and social structure as the recognised representatives and

descendants of the original claimants. The adoption in the 1860s of the multi-hapt runanga

system, demonstrated a history of unified groups that helped to verifu NgEi Tahu's claim of one

iwi holding the mana whenua. NgEi Tahu was directed through a state process to redefine their

history to ward offany challenges to their mana whenua status in order to reach a settlement with

the Crown. Oakeshott has referred to this type of process as the past appearing when we need to

understand the present through events that have already occuned.35 The State-directed

negotiating process assumed certain things about South Island iwi groups, and the iwi accepted

the assumptions to the extent that they redefined themselves and created Ngai Tahu whdnui. The

iwi's redefinition was, though, designed to suit Ngai Tahu whanui objectives - a claim

settlement.

The Crown's second main requirement in the proposal guidelines concerned the establishment of

an iwi govemance system. The claimants were asked to identifu different'levels of interest (iwi,

hapu, whanau).'36 The iwi governance structure proposals were to outline ways the groups

intended to exercise govemance of resources and assets. They were also required to show details

of a disputes resolution process.3t The Crown wanted to enswe that the claimants had sufficient

opportunity to discuss and define their governance structureo and so it insisted that the claimant

gloups' proposals should include adequate consultation processes. It also suggested ways the

3n Refer also to Sharp 2001:35-36.
35 Oakeshott 1962:161.
36 Settlements 1994:45. Office of TreaN Settlements.

" The MAori Land Court was to be assigned the role of overseeing the disputes resolution process. [Settlements,
1994:461. This was the same role assigned to the Court in the Runanga Iwi Bill, a role that was considered
inappropriate by iwi who were firmly opposed to the Court having any say in the settlement of disputes, 'these
should be resolved separately by iwi: the use of the Courts is to trample on the mana of the iwi' [Aotea report,
National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March 1990, Tongariro High School, Turangi,
p.l 81.
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plans could be implemented such as through referendums and the 'traditional hui process.'38

However this latter suggestion came with the proviso that an independent body such as Te Puni

KOkiri would need to verifi that the process had been fairly canied out. No doubt the guidelines

issued to Te Puni Kokiri would reiterate the Govemment's policy framework. A main concern

of the Crown was that the governance structure needed to be in place by the time a settlement

was reached. This was so that the Crown had a legal entity to which it could entrust the

settlement and 'ideally the permanent govemance structure should be endorsed [by the claimant

group] before the Deed of Settlement was signed.o3e In Ngai Tahu's case a series of nation-wide

hui were held at which the draft Deed of Settlement was presented to beneficiaries and questions

and concerns taken from the floor. The Ngdi Tatru negotiating team considered the settlement

offer to be below the total value of the claim, but urged people to agree to it, because in the

words of NgEi Tahu's chief negotiator, Sir Tipene O'Regan, the Crown's settlement offer was

'the only show in town, the only deal in town.'4O O'Regan maintained that the risks for not

obtaining a settlement were too high ifNgai Tahu continued the struggle in the hope of winning

Justice', adding that:

...what we have to give up ...is the old notion of utu - 'en eye for an eye, a tooth for a
tooth. As I have said before, 'justice' in that sense is simply not available to us.... The
Ngai Tahu Negotiating Group unanimously recommends that you vote 'infavour 'of the
Crown's Settlement Offer."'

A postal vote was taken and of the 60% of those eligible voters who sent back their voting forms,

93.6% agreed to the settlement. Despite the fact that this method of ratification met the

requirements of the Crowno some Ngdi Tahu have argued and continue to do so, that a 60Yo

return of over eighteen year olds did not adequately represent the majority of NgAi Tahu whdnui.

However, the arrangements had met the directives of the Crown as outlined in its proposals for

settlement - the fiscal envelope framework.

Both the Runanga Iwi Bill and the Crown's fiscal envelope proposal were aimed at the

consolidation of groups and group interests rather than autonomy and recognition of the

rangatiratanga processes. As with the Grey's runanga plan, MEori were being amalgamated for

ease of management. This policy went against the retention of whakapapa processes as

determinants for Mdori self-government and forced Mdori groups into a governance framework

in tension with traditional organisational processes. The fiscal envelope framework required that

38 Settlements. 1994: 45. Office of Treaw Settlements.
3e lbid. 4s-46.
a0 Comment made to beneficiaries attending the Settlement hui at Waipuna Lodge, Auckland 1998.
ar Sir Tipene O'Regan, A stepping stone into the future, in Crown Settlement Offer: consultation document from the
Ngdi Tahu Negotiating Group, Te Karaka, Special Edition, November 1998:6-7.
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the iwi-endorsed govemance structure had to be in place prior to the completion of any

settlement.

The Ngdi Tahu MEori Trust Board had entered the claims and negotiations arena prior to the

release of the Govemment's fiscal envelope proposal. By 1989 they had begun a protracted legal

process designed to initiate changes to their governance structure that were in line with the

Govemment's negotiation and settlement policies. The first step was the formation of Te

REnanganui o Tahu (henceforth Te Rfinanganui), which became part of the Ngdi Tahu

govemance structure in 1990. 
n2 When commenting on the Ngdi Tahu governance processes,

JeffSissons noted, in a 1995 article, that

At hui held on marae throughout the South Island during 1988 and 1989 there was
widespread consensus that any representative structure established in accordance with the
Govemment's devolution agenda had to be accountable to the tribe as a whole. Time and
time again it was stressed that the tribal mana (power, authority) must flow from papatipu
nrnanga (councils representing local kin-groups) upwards or inwards to their
representative on a tribal council. Consensus decision-making procedures would ideally
follow the same pathway...Te Runanganui o Tahu (the Great Council of Tahu) would
become the major policy-making body for the tribe as a wholea3

The idea behind Te R[nanganui was that tribal policy would be the result of collective decisions,

reached by consensus during marae hui, that formed the basis for decisions made by the Ngai

Tahu MEori Trust Board. The structure was designed to place the Government-recognised legal

entity, the Trust Board, under the mana of the tribe, and in so doing 'it would also reconcile two

potentially contradictory forms of representation.'aa Individual members of Ngdi Tahu whinui

would be able to influence the actions of the Trust Board through'haditional channels' by

expressing their views at papatipu rEnanga and Rtnanganui levels. The formation and purpose

of Te Riinanganui was consistently endorsed by members of all eighteen papatipu r0nanga, and it

was well understood by the iwi members that the papatipu rEnanga should be 'given their proper

status as the primary source of influence to the functional base of the iwi.'45

Te Riinanganui o Tahu was to be a safeguard against a bureaucracy overtaking the decision-

making of the eighteen papatipu rfinanga, thus ensuring that the mana and rangatiratanga

remained with the marae-based hap[. It would ensure that the Trust Board would remain fully

accountable to the runanga by 'deliberately positioning the Trust Board to become an

intermediary, or buffer, between the tribal life-world of consensus politics and the state system

a2 See Fig# 4, p.140 of this thesis.
n' Sissons 1995: 67.
e Ibid.
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of bureaucratic hierarchy.'ou However, the release of the fiscal envelope proposal in 1994

prompted another rethink as to the future form and direction of Ngdi Tahu's governing body.

It must be remembered that the settlement of the claim was the driving force that consumed Ngdi

Tahu wh6.nui for 149 years. The whakataukr-used by the NgEi Tahu M6ori Trust Board summed

up the feelings of all of NgEi Tahu.

Mo tatou,6, mo kd uri ka muri ake nei
For us, and for those who come after us.

Everything that was put in place was done to ensure the end of the grievance mode for Ngai

Tatru and ensure that future generations had a future. In carrying out these aims, Ngdi Tahu

chose to restrict their political and economic layers of whanaungatanga connections and

participation to that of an iwi collective. This was done through their desire to achieve a

settlement and remove the long-standing grievance claim as their impediment to future

development. Sissions noted that 'during 1991, therefore, the tribe debated a number of

alternative structures intended to ensure the continuity of its tino rangatiratanga (chiefly

autonomy), while at the same time securing the necessary govemment recognition.'47 Ngei Tahu

also based their decisions for the final structure on the ideas behind the setting up of Te

Runanganui. The new structure would be in the form of one overarching body that would act as

the voice and decision-making body for the iwi collective, whose decisions, policies and

directions for future development would remain firmly under the control of the l8 papatipu

r[nanga. However the government's directives to settlement restricted the choices available and

the final outcome of both settlement package and the administration system was a compromise.

From the House of Tahu to TRONT

The formation of TRONT heralded a transition into a new tribal structure or, as Sir Tipene

O'Regan has recently described it, was a final stage in the 'institutionalised evolution of the Ngdi

Tahu tribe.'48 He maintained that TRONT was needed to establish a legal personality to provide

'autonomous Ngdi Tahu control over Ngai Tahu assets.'4e He concluded that it was merely a

means to an end and was part of an on-going development process for Ngdi Tahu that, 'served its

purpose in being able to provide the legal entity required by the Crown in order to reach a

o5 Runanga Otakou cited in Sissions 1995:67.
a6 Sissions 1995: 69.
n7 Sissions 1995:69.
n8 Sir Tipene O'Regan, 2001. The voice of the people: who owns it? From the Te Tapuae o Rehua address, at the
New Zealand Historical Association Conference, University of Canterbury 2 December 2001.
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settlement.'s0 O'Regan had previously claimed, in 1995, that by forming a structure such as

TRONT 'we would beat them at their own game', by adopting non-Maori methods of control,

authority and prestige, but in such a way that was appropriate to the cultural beliefs and needs of

Ngdi Tahu whanui. He maintained that if the tribe's identity was recognised by statute then the

Crown was more likely to be able to relate to Ngdi Tatru as its treaty partner. Any structure

formalised in legislation would also give the treaty partner standing before the law.sl

The Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act, 1996, saw the multi-hapfr r[nanga replaced by an overarching

iwi collective. When asked if he thought Ngai Tahu whdnui had any aftrnity with the structure,

Mark Solomon spoke about the consultation process that had taken place on each of the papatipu

marae, claiming that the govemance structure proposal had been widely debated and the choice

to adopt it was entirely that ofNg6i Tahu.

Within the Te R0nanga o NgEi Tahu Act, which was the structure widely debated by the
tribe and accepted by the tribe, my argument would be that the structure we are operating
under, as a rdnanga is the creation of the people - of the corporate center.... The other is
the Ngdi Tahu Claim Settlement Act. We are bound by the conditions of that act and that
act was approved and agreed to by 93.6% of those that bothered to respond to the vote. I
think we have affinity [with the legislation] in the sense that the people voted in favour of
it and it was widely debated amongst the tribe. There was nothing that came out under
that act that was not debated on our marae. We were fully informed because we had open
discussion on it.52

Howevero it is my opinion that the widely debated structure that Mark Solomon referred to was

not the current TRONT structure now in place. The consultation huiwere held among the

eighteen papatipu r[nanga, but they had the earlier Te Runanganui o Tahu structure firmly in

mind as the model for TRONT. An incident at an NgEi Tahu hui in 1999 that was held at Rehua

Marae in Christchurch, illustrates this. The rtrnanga representative for Wairewa rfinanga spoke

against concems expressed that TRONT was govemance by bureaucracy. She stated that

TRONT was a collective body of the eighteen papatipu runanga and that the mana and decision-

making was still firmly held by the papatipu rfinanga. TRONT, she declared was merely a

structure put in place to administer the settlement and was fully accountable to the marae-based

rilnanga, and the power and authority remained with the eighteen marae.53 However the

legislated body, TRONT, is far different from the initial stmcture designed to be Te REnanganui

o Tahu.

ot lbid.
50 lbid.
5l Personal communication 1995.
5'From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
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The future of Ngdi Tahu is dependant on economic growth and political shength and is anchored

primarily in the efficient management of the contents of the Treaty settlement. Throughout Ngdi

Tahu's restructuring process they have maintained the notion that they are a whakapapa-based

society that exhibits certain qualities and characteristics in its behaviour. During their

restructuring process however, they adopted a non-Mdori, non- whakapapa based system of

governance in order to move the iwi collective forward in terms of economic and social

development. The TRONT model represents a shift from a political, economic and social system

ordered by traditional kinship relationships, to a democratic, centralised system that is ordered by

legislation. The central governance model ignores all claims to autonomous govemance over

each group's own assets and resources. There is no place for whakapapa in this style of

leadership and authority. Whakapapa based organisation is inelevant. It is this inelevance that

has created the tension between TRONT, the ofEcial legal voice ofNgdi Tahu whanui, and the

eighteen papatipu r[nanga, the traditional authorities operating under tikanga.

The Government has publicised Ngdi Tahu's TRONT structure as an ideal model for future

M6ori development.sa In a discussion document from Government agency, Te Puni K0kiri (The

Ministry for M6ori Development), the TRONT model is praised as the ideal modern iwi

govenunce structure, and the agency encouraged other Mdori groups to adopt the model for their

own use. They stated that the considerable cost of establishing a legislated body would be offset

by adapting the TRONT legislation, which 'has provided the precedent for Parliament to pass

such legislation.'55 The agency is clearly of the opinion that the TRONT model will serve as the

draft model for any future statutory iwi bodies, meaning that the Govemment does favour iwi

establishing non-traditional centralised models of governance.

During but more importantly after the formation of TRONT, tensions began to arise among Ngdi

Tahu whdnui over some key governance issues: the growth of legal-rational organisation, the

commercial imperative, and objections to these in terms of whakapapa. None of these matters is

straightforward. The basis for the analysis is the TRONT strategic plan released n2002, Vision

202s.

The strategic plan had its origins in the legislation governing the settlement. The plan was

accepted by the eighteen papatipu runanga representatives as the blueprint for the future

development of NgEi Tahu. Implicit within the plan was the concept that everything done to

53 Comments expressed at a Vision 202 5 consultation hui held at Rehua marae, Christchurch, I 999.
5a Te Puni KOkiri draft discussion paper, Treaty claims and Mandating, Volume Three. Managing Your Treaty
Claims and Settlemenl. (n.d): 14.
u'lbid: 

14.
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ensure future development must take'T.lgai Tahu values" into account. The "values" t}tus

asserted were as follows. Wanaungatanga (farr'ily) would establish mutual respect, unity and

help build lasting relationships. Manaakitanga (looking after our people) would create honest

communication and support for each other and hospitality to non-Ngdi Tahu. Tohukntaka

(expertise) would increase the skills base of all Ngdi Tahu members through education.

Kaitiakitanga (stewardship) would make Ngdi Tahu part of the landscape in the South Island.

Finally there was Kaikokiri/Manu tioriori (translated as 'warriorship'). This virtue was one, in

modem times, of initiative, creativity, vision and energy to ensure the future development of the

iwi collective.56 But the values of a society are only one part of an integral part of the mles, laws

and customs that shape the organisational structures. What was missing in the preamble to

Vision 2025 was any mention of Ngdi Tahu tikanga or kawa. It is becoming obvious then that

the tikanga, values, and the kawa shaping TRONT are those enshrined within the two pieces of

legislation. The generic values such as those being espoused by TRONT are the result of a

generic structure that does not take into account the guiding principles of whakapapa or the

tikanga processes of each multi-hapE rflnanga. The structure now taking shape demonstrates

this. 57

The Vision 2025 planwas divided into nine main sections each with its own statement of intent

that outlined the development and growth of Ngdi Tahu during the next twenty-five years, The

way each of the corporate divisions was charged with the implementation of the plan was

explained in TRONT's Annual Report 2002 that was released at the same time. The plan

purported to combine "Ngai Tahu values" with economic development strategies thus providing

some level of reassurance to members ofNg6i Tahu whdnui that the values based on the

principles of whakapapa remained intact. This was done primarily through the use of Mdori

terminology in the strategic plan document. Te Ao tuuroa/natural environmenr explained the

importance of Ngdi Tahu's link with the land and other natural resources in the South Island.

Any actions undertaken in this area should substantiate Ngdi Tahu's status as the iwi having the

recognised mana whenua over the greater part ofthe South Island. Ko Nga

Whakapapatanga/Tribal communications and participation explained the importance of

maintaining and establishing strong communication with all members of Ngdi Tahu whdnui

regardless of where they live. Te Whakaariki/influence recognised that Ngai Tahu no longer haq

sole governance over the South Island, and therefore no longer has sole access to the resources

within their territoies. Te Whakatipu/Papatipu rilnanga developmenl recognised the historical

importance of the eighteen runanga as the base for participation by the individual NgEi Tahu

members. It explained what could be done to ensure that the rfinanga remained the 'contact
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point' for all NgEi Tatru. The papatipu r[nanga would also be the vehicle to guide and assist

individual members and whanau to grow both in a cultural and economic sense. Whanau/social

development and Matauranga/education both stressed the importance of increasing the

educational skills and cultural aspirations of Ngdi Tahu members in order to ensure the future

economic gpwth and stability for the iwi collective. Kaitiakitanga and Tdhuhtt/governance and

organisational developmenthad their reference points in the two pieces of legislation that

provided the future organisational "rules" for Ngdi Tahu. The first of these was the Te Rflnanga

o Ng6i Tahu Act, 1996 that gave a legal identity to the tribe in the form of the governance

structure, TRONT. The second piece of legislation was the Ngdi Tahu Claims Settlement Act,

1998 that legalised NgAi Tahu's settlement with the Crown. Te Putea/investment planning

described how the settlement would be managed in order to grow the economic and commercial

base for future development. Despite what terminology is used, however it is the way the

concepts behind the words are incorporated into the organisation and practices of the iwi that is

more important. The actions ought to demonstrate that the guiding principles of whakapapa are

being incorporated into the organisational practices, to ensure that tikanga will continue to shape

the relationships and governance strategies. The key points concerning governance, mana

whenua and mana tangata suggested otherwise.

The strategic plan recognised the historical importance of the papatipu r[nanga as the base for

participation by individual Ngdi Tahu members, and explained the strategies for ensuring that the

papatipu r[nanga remained the contact point for all NgAi Tahu. On the other hand, the plan

stated that in order for the runanga to provide assistance, provision would be made within the

central govemance structure for funding to be devolved out to the papatipu r[nanga. The

eighteen papatipu rflnanga are not the ones charged with either decision-making or with overall

development roles.

The groups charged with deliveing Vision 2025 are the Ngdi Tahu Holding Corporation

(henceforth NTHC) and the Ngdi Tahu Development Corporation (henceforth NTDC). The

NTDC has recently decentralised its administration and legal services units and formed the

Offrce of Te Rfrnanga o Ngdi Tahu (henceforth OTRONT).5t Th* way that these three groups

proposed to deliver Vision 2025 to Ngai Tahu wh6nui can be analysed to show the tensions

57 
See fig #6, p.140 of this thesis.

5* OTRONT contains the Legal and Risk Services unit, the Whakapapa unit, Kaupapa Taiao (Natural Resources),
Executive SupporUColporate Services (including communication), and Group IT Services.
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between hadition-based authority and organisation and the legal-rational-bureaucratic

organisation adopted by Ngai Tahu.se

The plan was quite clear as to what method had been adopted foi achieving efficient decision-

making: 'Efficiencies have been maximised through decentralised structures that allow for a high

degree of management and governance autonomy in both NTHC and NTDC. Decision-making

has been placed in the hands of those recruited for their ability to optimise short-terrn tactical

objectives...growth and progress dictate that Ngdi Tahu 2025 is achieved through a change

process that will deliver the long-term strategic objectives of Te Rflnanga o Ngdi Tahu.'60

Effectively the decision-making had been removed from the eighteen papatipu runanga and put

into the hands of bureaucrats employed by NTHC, NTDC, and OTRONT.

There had been concerns about papatipu runanga losing control during the earlier settlement

process. The two main criticisms expressed byNgai Tahu wh6nui members were to do with

mandate and mana and the way that rangatiratanga would be carried out. Many of the

submissions before the parliamentary select committee for the Ngai Tahu Settlement Bill dealt

with issues to do with the change from individual group rights to a pan-tribal approach for

settlement. During the select committee hearings, many of the presenters criticised and disputed

the right of a corporate body to represent them. Professor Andrew Sharp noted recently6l that,

oThere were those who argued that no legal corporation like the runanga, constituted according

to Pdkehd custom and law in a founding statute, could represent MEori groups at all. The act of

founding was not a commissive in tikanga Mdori. It could not bind individuals, hapu and

whanau.... o'Maori tribes have the mana and still do, bequeath to them at birth by their t-rpuna and

in accordance with their hereditary tribal structure and whakapapa. They cannot give up that

mana, least of all to a corporate structuren:62 63

The consolidation of hapfl interests into the interest of one collective iwi body was preceded by

the Government's insistence that individual claims be consolidated under the settlement

negotiating process. The flaw in the Crownos negotiation process surrounding the consolidation

5e See Fig# 6, p.140, for each division's area of responsibility.* Vision 2025:36.
6rSharp200l:18.
62 Sharp 2001:18, citing Rik Tau.
u' During the discussions about the Runanga Iwi Bill there were similar comments expressed about the proposed

rtinanga system. Te Tai Tokerau Kotahitanga groups stated that they did not agree with giving the power to rEnanga
to be the Iwi govemment over and above the iwi gloups; Tainui accused the government of attempting to destroy the
tribal base; Te Arawa said that the riinanga bill would not provide 'sufficient recognition of the status of existing iwi
operationsn as iwi currently wish them to operate' and NgAti Porou stated that Kawanatanga would become
entrenched to the detriment of tino rangatLatanga and that they did not want 'a larger bureaucratic monster to
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of claims becomes evident when the Ngdi Tahu ancillary claims are examined. At a meeting

held at Tuahiwi marae in 1997 to discuss the Deed of Settlement, J. Te Aika asked who had

given the negotiators the right to propose a settlement based on the fiscal envelope. Te Aika also

questioned a settlement based on a pan-Ngdi Tahu settlement stating that'we are not pan-Ngdi

Tahu...you asked us to oppose a pan-Mdori settlement in fisheries, and yet you tell Tuahuriri that

we should accept a pan Ngdi Tahu settlement, that is only 2%of what we rue entitled to.'64 With

the merging of the many small individual claims into the one negotiation structure many of the

smaller claimant groups missed out on any kind of adequate redress for their particular claim

area. Rik Tau disputed the right of a corporate body to assume control over the individual rights

of each of the 1,344 names of the 1848 census, the original basis for the blue book. He claimed

that each of the 1848 individuals had ocustomary rights ... to identifiable areas,'6s and the

settlement should be made to their descendants, not to a corporate body bearing the name of a

minority group within those 1848 names.66 He added that, 'any mandate to resolve a breach of

contract or Treaty principle, must come from the descendant of those original ancestors who

possess [the] rights [in question], and no one else.'67 What is apparent from the submissions is

that many believed the proposed legislated structure was not the appropriate body to manage the

settlement. The corporation overrode whakapapa and intemrpted the processes of tikanga that

allowed the practice of whakapapa, particularly in the management of resources. ln his

submission to the select committee Rik Tau explained that each individual hap[ had

rangatiratanga, or management, over their individual areas and he stated that, 'we [Tuahuriri] are

a people responsible for our own actions and ourselves. I do not, and cannot give you the right

or customary rights of members of Ngai Tuahuriri to extinguish. We do not accept that people,

who have no rights, can give our rights to another.'68 The effect of the merging of individual

claims was to produce one collective claim to be negotiated by representatives of a collective

group - the iwi. A further affect was to force the TRONT governance structure that would

manage the collective settlement on behalf of the iwi as a whole. The interests of the group as a

whole overrode both the individual claims and rights. The whdnau and hapu layers of

whanaungatanga were removed in favow of participation at a single layer - the iwi.

It was clear from the objectives outlined inVision 2025 that TRONT was assuming a greater role

than was originally intended. Unlike the objectives of the earlier Te Rtnanganui structure, there

oversee and supervise our progress...' [Te Tai Tokerau report, p.5; Tainui report, p.7; Te Arawa report, p.l4; Ngati
Porou report, p.20. National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui, l0 March 1990, Turangi].* NTS/I51, Question from J. Te Aika, Appendix 3, Minutes of meeting of Te Runanga o Ngai Tuahuriri with the
Ngai Tahu Negotiators heldTuahiwi Marae,29 October 1997.
ut NTS/l5l:2.
uu lbid. See also NTS/20: Submission from lwikau Te Aika (Ben Speke).
Ut NTS/l5l:5.
ut lbid.
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has been a shift away from r0nanga miuae authority based on whakapapa to the legal-rational

authority of the overarching structure that is now formulating the iwi's policy and direction.

TRONT is now the sole body for the exercise of governance over lands, people and resources

within Ngdi Tahu's South Island territory.

It is ironic to note that Sir Tipene O'Regan, one-time leader of NgEi Tahu in pursuing the Treaty

settlement with modern organisational tools, and the prime architect of TRONT, has, since 2001,

had some reservations about the current positioning of TRONT. He maintains that the power

should be held with the eighteen r0nanga who omaintain the tribal estate, hold the ahi ka.'6e His

position may have come from the realisation that the TRONT structure has now taken on a

personality of its own. TRONT has become a "thing" created by legislation. This has rendered

the people, in this case a M6ori people called Ngdi Tahu whanui, as o'things" that the'othing" has

to administer in some way.70 In its objectives to increase the economic independence of Ngdi

Tahu, the people and the cultural objectives are becoming part of the commodities to be

managed. The operational objectiyes of TRONT are cementing the idea of governorship over

eighteen runanga. By adhering to an iwi-collective philosophy, the TRONT structure is

undermining its own hap[. Ngdi Tahu is in effect forming a state-induced nation - a single

homogeneous group. The standardising of many hapii into one iwi through a r[nanga structure,

allows nationhood to evolve and therefore succeed in an idea of combined political, economic

and social structure.

The 'state' formed the matrix of a new population units fonnat, the onationo. It aided the
type of compact, unified, standardised and culturally homogenized unit format that the
nation exemplifies."

The constant referring to the majority decision to accept and put in place the TRONT structure

only serves to ensure the longevity and constant readjusting of the structure itself. As Kelly

Tikao pointed out, 'we did it to ourselves'72 - we allowed ourselves to become 'one people.'73

The scholar, A.A. Smith has spoken of how a communal structure must be constantly redefined

and reconstructed through a 'national and civic appropriation of ethnic history which will

un Sir Tipene O'Regan 2001 . The voice of the people: who owns it? The Te Tapuae o Rehua address, at the New
Zealand Historical Association Conference, University of Canterbury, 2 December 200 I . Sir Tipene O'Rega4 Ngdi
Tahu, was the chief negotiator for the Ngai Tahu claim. He was a strong supporter of the TRONT structure and was
ilstrumental in bringing about the changes to the iwi organisational structure.
'' Apologies to Marx for adapting the words he used to describe the relationship between employers and their
workers that considers workers as commodities to be managed [Marx 1979:164-177).t'smith r989:352.
tt From taped interview with Kelly Tikao, 14 May 2002.
73 Description of Ngdi Tahu from Maika Mason when being interviewed about the west coast rtinanga boundary
dispute, The Press, I November 2000.
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mobilize members on the basis of a rediscovered identity.'74 ln plaitte. words, TRONT is

reinventing itself and, by refening to the extensive consultation hui that were held to decide the

shape of the new governance structure, has been creating the appropriate history to satis$ its

own reinvention.

But is this a bad thing? On the surface TRONT has certainly improved the economic well being

ofNgdi Tahu wh6nui. For example Ngdi Tahu Seafoods won the 2002 TRADENZ export award

and their fishing company, NgEi Tahu Fisheries, has come to enjoy international recognition as a

significant player in the fishing industry. Ngai Tahu zre now the largest private land owner in

the South Island, because of the parts of the settlement package that enabled them to choose to

purchase surplus govemment properties that came onto the market. They also contribute

Nz$30million annually to the South Island economy. This suggests that NgEi Tahu are moving

confidently into the twenty-first century at least on a strong economic footing. Ngdi Tahu's

success in certain economic areas displays their mana whenua status, which allows for the

extemal recognition of NgEi Tahu mana and authority in the South Island. TRONT has also

been successful in its relations with central and local government in New Zealand. It is seen as

the voice of Ngai Tahu wh6nui in the South Island, and it must be consulted on all matters to do

with anything in its South Island territory.

The standardisation of the hapu-based runanga into one iwi, though, is what makes structures

such as this contradictory. It is also a structure that compromises whakapapa. The structure has

one set of processes that govem the tribe as a whole but on the other hand it insists that the

oveniding iwi structure has ono legal riglrt to interfere with the rangatiratanga (self-governance)

of the individual marae.'75 However, this does happen. There is a constant tension between the

tradition-based structure where the hapD determine the access to the resources within its

individual territory, and the iwi collective structure where each r[nanga must adhere to the

decision of a majority who may or may not vote in favour of the rfinanga's interest. The

autonomous right has gone - NgAi Tahu agreed to a charter that placed the good of the iwi

collective over and above that of each multi-hapfl runanga. What this means is that TRONT

interferes with the rangatiratanga of the individual rdnanga groups.

Under this type of dual-governance system, the process of rangatiratanga has been weakened.

TRONT is a structure that was designed from the directives outlined in the Runanga Iwi

legislation. The Runanga Iwi Bill was widely rejected by iwi as 'entrenching government

7a smith 1989.352.
75 From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
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controls over assets and resources that are traditionally and customarily Mdori owned'76 and

submerging iwi mana under'controls of accountability, charters and the like.'77 Some NgEi

Tahu whdnui think TRONT has compromised NgAi Tahu rangatiratanga.

I think orn tino rangatiratanga is a compromise and we've allowed it to be compromised,
but I never know if we can regain it fully an5rmore, we can regain perhaps strands of it,
we can pretend we've got the whole lot of it, but I think we've lost it through the process
of settlement. So perhaps we can regain some of it, but I think we've compromised and
lost some of it. Some would say we are utilising their fPekeha] tools in the way things
are nm now for our own benefit, to an extent I can see that, but I also think its not our
laws, its legislation that's been placed on us by someone else. So yes, we're playing that
game, but we're also being dictated to, so I guess we are being guided by those [aws].'o

Reina Whaitiri however, stated that she never thought of TRONT as a government-imposed

strucfure.

I still see it as an autonomous body, which has to comply with the laws of the land in
some aspects. And I suppose that's one way of keeping some people honest, and that's
not a bad thing. In the hearts and minds of the people, the power still resides with the
hapti. I have to trust in the people who are there to do what's best for the people as a
whole.Te

Mark Solomon's earlier statements regarding the Kawenata support this popular thinking about

the structure as a trusteeship through which the recognised mana of each rtinanga is vested in the

central structure.s0 This was also one purpose of Grey's rdnanga plan and was best illustrated by

the comments of Hare Huka of Te Arawa in 1862.8t While discussing the r[nanga plan with the

govemment agent, Smith,82 Hare Huka agreed to vest his mana in the Queen but only for as long

as she operated in the best interest of the hapfr groups. If the Queen had abused the mana given

t6 Aotea report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March 1990, Tongariro High
School, Turangi, p. 17.

" Ibid. Te TaiTokerau report, National Maori Congress Whakakotahi Taskforce Hui Report, l0 March 1990,

Tongariro High School. Turangi, p.5.
'o From taped interview with Kelly Tikao, 14May 2002.
'' From taped interview with Reina Whaitiri,17 May 2002.
E0 Refer to earlier comments about Te Riinanganui o Tahu pp: 152-153 of this thesis.t' [n a personal conversation with Te Ururoa Flavell, Ngati Rangiwewehi, he suggested that this could have been
Haere Haka of Te Araw4 however I have tanscribed the name as it appeared in the manuscript. 'In figurative
language the old chief Huka bade adieu to the "mana" of his ancestors, which he now laid at the feet of the
Covernor; adding that he did so, trusting in the wisdom and skill of the Government to direct ma$ers so that the
advantages of their connection with the Pakeha might be perceived by all Chiefs and people. "Take careo', said he,

"that you do not give me cause to repent my present concession. I am a man, let me be treated as a man, do not
trifle with me. If I surrender to you the direction of my affairs, take care that you guide me alright, or if you lead me
astray I wifl have done with you and return to my old mana" [Cited in AJHR 1862 E.-9:.12. Second reportfrom T.H.
Snith Esq., R.M., -to the Native Minister, Auckland. Tauranga, January 25 1862.7. The authority that Hare Huka
passed over to the Queen was the authority to implement her laws within Te Arawa tribal tenitories. It is
questionable that he would be passing over the mana of his position as ariki. [t was more than likely a question of
recogtizing the mana and the mandate of the Queen to act on Te Arawa's behalf.
tt T.H. Smith was the government agent for the Bay of Plenty area. For copy of Smith's reports conceming Te
Arawa riinanga see AJHR 1862 E.-9:3-5, 13-14. 
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to her than it would have been withdrawn. In NgEi Tahu the mana of each individual hapfi group

has been vested through the eighteen r[nanga in the iwi group as a whole. This is clearly set out

in the NgEi Tatru Claims Settlement Act, 1998. When the final settlement legislation was

drafted, the wording of Section 467 stated that the settlement was for the benefit of Ngdi Tahu

whanui collectively.

The settlement is for the benefit of Ngdi Tahu Whdnui collectively, and not for the
benefit of any individual, single whanaq single marae, single hapu or single Papatipu
rflnanga. s3

Many submissionssa to the Ngdi Tahu Settlement Bill objected to the addition of the word

'collectively,' because (as did happen when it became law), all individual hapti and whdnau

rights would disappear into the NgEi Tahu whanui collective - the iwi. ln the 1862Te Arawa

example, Hara Huka stated that he would remove his mana from under the mantle of the Queen

if his people did not continue to receive any benefit from the relationship. It is debatable,

though, if any of the individual Ngai Tahu hapfr groups or whdnau could remove their mana from

under the mantle of TRONT, because as Mark Solomon rightly pointed out, Ngdi Tahu are now

governed by the two pieces of legislation that outline and guide their future development as an

iwi collective. The legislation reinforced the choice made to restrict the layers of

whanaungatanga to that of the wider iwi collective and in so doing restricted the layers of

authority. The idea of the iwi collective has been further cemented by acceptance and adherence

to the NgAi Tahu Charter of Incorporation. If any of the papatipu rfinanga chose to remove their

mandate they would have to stand outside of the iwi collective as defined under the legislation,

and all benefits of the settlement could be denied them. The key to the future sustainability of

TRONT is the centralised control achieved through separating the eighteen papatipu riinanga

from authority and control. The eighteen papatipu rlinanga remain recognised as the base for

providing assistance to the tribal members - Ngdi Tahu whEnui. And the eighteen elected

representatives of TRONT advocate the collective will of the members. ln reality however, the

eighteen papatipu riinanga have lost their authority and control in mandating it (in theory at least)

to the TRONT structure, which actually makes decisions for, and govems, Ngdi Tahu.

Listed in the plan among the key requirements for effective future governance is the idea that

fundamental to the modern organisation structure is the separation of the 'protection of growing

the asset base' from the 'delivery of benefits.'8s The central authority needs two arms to carry

out different functions. One is bureaucratic the other is commercial. Because there are different

83 Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act, 1998, Part 16, Section 467,p.206.
8a Further examples were also found in NTS/I5lC, NTS/268C, NTS/335.
8t Virion 2025:37.
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organisations acting for Ngdi Tahu whdnui, problems of accountability arise. Firstly there is the

eighteen papatipu r[nanga's accountability to their respective marae-based iwi members,

because the r[nanga continue to be acknowledged as the body responsible for providing

assistance to tribal members. Secondly there is the papatipu r[nangas' elected representatives'

accountability to TRONT. And there is TRONT'S accountability to Ngdi Tahu "beneficiaries"

as outlined in the legislation, To complicate matters further, there is accountability to

government service agencies and to other bureaucratic structures that TRONT must work with.

This comes about because TRONT is part of a bigger nation state, New Zealand, and shares

everything with the rest of the population in the South Island. NgEi Tahu have been officially

acknowledged as the Treaty partner with the Croum, and since the settlement, are offrcially

acknowledged through legislation as being the tribal authority and power-base in the greater part

of the South Island. But any decisions made conceming its political and economic direction

must always take into account the non-Ngdi Tahu peoples who live within TRONT's territory. It

is at times not clear to whom those who act for the iwi should answer; nor is it cleax what

standards of behaviour they should be following. All things considered though, the legislation

points to the iwi collective, TRONT, as the voice of NgEi Tahu in all matters. The authority to

act as such is mandated authority, instituted by the legislation and capable of overriding

whakapapa-based authority. Mandated authority that had been instituted by the Crown has

replaced mana kokiri.

A rdnanga representative may have more than one area of mandated authority, each with its own

purpose. Mandate allows for any party to accept the authority to carry out specific policies and

objectives on behalf of the group who have endorsed it. But if mandate is coupled with a

trusteeship model such as the M6ori trust boards or TRONT, the altruistic nature of the

trusteeship allows for action and policies that do not require further consultation with the groups

who may have endorsed the mandate in the first place. In other words the trustees are free to

make and carry out policies that they feel are for the good of those who may not know what is

best for them. Mark Solomon stated that sometimes while at TRONT meetings he has been

asked to make a decision about a matter that has not previously been debated on his marae. He

has the mandate to do this - to assume the notion of making a omature judgment'86 that will

ultimately be in the best interests of those he represents. ln this instance his accountability is not

to the people who delegated him as their representative, but to the iwi collective. Any leadership

roles that Mark undertakes in the context of decision making, the mandate and accountability is

not necessarily determined by his marae, but by the collective decision-making process of the

iwi.
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Mark Solomon and Kelly Tikao explained how they understood TRONT'S decision-making

process to function.

(Mark Solomon)
Anyone who can put up a whakapapa to Marukaitatea or to Kuri has an automatic right to
entry, automatic right to vote, automatic right to participate in any decision-making on
our marae. Our model of participation is that we say that the mana of that region rests
with the descendants of Marukaitatea who took that authority from eating from Tohu
Raumati. That mana still rests with those people. Our Upoko can only come from the
descendants of Marukaitatea and that is for the upholding of the tikanga and the kawa of
the marae. But all people who have a whakapapa to Kuri will have full rights to the
decision-making on our marae. The TRONT representative is open to all descendants of
Kuri. The Upoko decision is made by the kaumdtua. The Upoko's role is the tikanga and
the kawa of the marae. It is not an executive role, as in making the decisions of the putea
etc. That belongs to the people. The only priority that the mana whenua will have is in
the decision-making around who will be Upoko and that is it. Everything else on that
marae is open to anyone as long as they can whakapapa to Kuri. Any decision relating to
Te Riinanga is governed by the Te Rfrnanga o Ngdi Tahu act. But the mana whenua and
the Upoko are governed by ahi kA. Now the legislation does not talk about what happens
at ahi kd level. It talks about all Ngdi Tahu having the right of participation in Te
R0nanga activities. Not the marae. The marae is yours, come home. But the Upoko has

to come from the descendants of Marukaitatea.sT

(Kelly Tikao)
I see it's quite good having an overseeing body, but it's the role of that overseeing body
and how much input and how much manaaki that they do without taking over. I'd like to
see an overseeing body that can bring people together, connect, support, and do all those
things. But how do they do it without actually taking over and creating a sense of the
runanga losing faith in their own ability to make decisions...E8

Both Kelly and Mark agreed that whatever decisions were made it was important that they

represented the thinking of the whole of Ngdi Tahu iwi and that the decisions made were based

on Ngdi Tahu's own tikanga and kawa. However, since the adoption of the original rtinanga

system in the 1860s, Ngdi Tahu tikanga and kawa has undergone changes and compromises

along the pathway to redevelopment and it is now no longer clear as to what is meant by

"traditional" tikanga and kawa. Mark Solomon stated that any decision related to TRONT is

govemed by the Te R[nanga o Ngdi Tahu act. He also admitted that TRONT govemed

Kaik6ura by way of its agreement to sign the Charter of Incorporation. Both these documents

have reference to "tikanga" and *kawa" within them, but as explained earlier in this chapter, the

rules and regulations as outlined in the legislation and offrcial documents are generic. There is

86 Heywood 1997:207.
8t From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
t8 From taped interview with Kelly Tikao, 14 June 2002.
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no indication that any of the tikanga and kawa followed by TRONT is guided by the principles

of whakapapa in the traditional sense.

Kaikdura rftnanga, as do many of the other eighteen r[nanga, has a differentiation between

whakapapa-based mana whenua and elected representation at TRONT. This produces different

kinds of representation and participation. The tension between mana k6kiri and mandated

authority begins at the runanga marae. Ngdi Tahu riinanga are marae-based and the marae are

recognised as being the 'focus of tribal and social order.'8e Mark Solomon was adamant that the

eighteen rfinanga were marae-based and stated that if people wanted to participate then they

needed to return home to their marae.e0 The mandated authority of the r[nanga representatives

however, can oveffule the marae mana k6kiri. The tension between the two types of authority is

magnified by the administrative structure culminating in TRONT. The overarching governance

structure becomes a democratic decision-making process rather than a whakapapa-based

decision-making process.

This example of dual representation can be further explained by looking at Mark's statement

about the appointment of the Upoko. This is a whakapapa-based appointment and the

appointment must go to a descendant of Marukaitatea. His or her role is to uphold the tikanga

and kawa on the marae itself and to carry out the mana kdkfui process on behalf of the marae.

Upoko oversee all decision-making that directly affects the operation of the marae. They have

the role of ensuring the mana whenua is upheld and continues to be recoguised on the marae at

Kaikdura. However, the hapfl at Kaikdura, Ngdti Kuri, are part of the wider iwi decision-making

group - one of the eighteen r[nanga that make up TRONT. They are listed in the legislation as

one of the five hapti that make up the iwi of NgEi Tahu and one of the five hap[ that have mana

whenua in the various r[nanga areas that make up TRONT. Their representative's role is to

uphold the tikanga and kawa that governs TRONT- the Te Rflnanga o NgEi Tatru act and the

later Ngdi Tahu Settlement act - and he or she carry the mandate of the riinanga. We have

already heard from Mark how Kaik6ura can be ovemrled by a majority decision at TRONT

board level. The board makes decisions that are beneficial to the good of the iwi as a whole and

the board carries the mandate for the iwi collective.

There are two levels of mandate and two levels of governance working at Kaik6ura and at the

other seventeen runanga in NgEi Tahu.el ln Kaikdura's case only one level is working for the

8e Caldwell 1994: I l.
'o From taped interview with Mark Solomon, 24 April 2002.

'' Since 1999, following the death of the Upoko, the rtinanga at Wairewa has been operating without whakapapa-
based authority overseeing the marae. The riinanga has restructured itself to adhere solely to the directives from the
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benefit of the iwi collective. The other is in conflict because it is working solely for the benefit

of the marae. So the idea of effective mandate is in question because the different authority

processes are in tension with each other. The nadition-based mana kdkiri process is still

operating at marae level in limited circumstances, such as the successor to the leadership

position. In all other circumstances the legislated mandate process takes precedence.

The elected representative who, although chosen because of his or her membership of a

particular r[nanga, is actually a member of a central governing body and part of a collective

decision-making body looking after the interests of the iwi collective. The decisions are not

solely for the good of the individual runanga that has elected the person into a position of

representation. The delegated authority has changed to tnrsteeship. The representative's

accountability is to the iwi collective, not exclusively to the individual runanga who they

represent. Each representative is accountable to the govemment through the Minister of M6ori

Affairs because of the directives laid down in the legislation that outlines the operational

guidelines for TRONT. It was these types of inconsistencies that were highlighted by M6ori

leaders when Grey's r0nanga plan was introduced. The trusteeship model entered NgEi Tahu

hapfi structures when they adopted Grey's r[nanga model. It was further embedded in Ngdi

Tahu within the legislation that set up the MSori tribal tnrst boards, including the Ngdi Tahu

M6ori Trust Board. The power was vested in a few elected trustees who had the authority to

carry out certain roles and duties without consulting the people.e2 They were the official voice

and carried the officially recognised mandate of the iwi collective. The trusteeship system was

to be further entrenched within TRONT through its Charter of lncorporation. The trusteeships

re-organised the autonomous hapt mana and rangatiratanga into kawanatanga by iwi collective.

The taking of individual group autonomy and mana and transfening it to a central goveming

body has its problems when carrying out the exercise of rangatiratanga over mana whenua. It

directly affects the layers of participation in whanaungatanga relationships by removing two

layers, hapfr and whdnau, from the structure. There is a constant tension between the tradition-

based structure where the hapfi determined the access to the resources within its individual area"

and the iwi collective structure where each rdnanga must adhere to the decision of a majority

who may or may not vote in favour of the rdnanga's interest. The collective iwi structure

interferes with the mana whenua interests of each individual papatipu rflnanga and one example

Charter and its signed agreement with TRONT. At Wairewa anyway, mana k6kiri no longer takes an active
management role.
n2 This is what prompted the formation of Te Riinanganui o Tahu: to protect the mana of the marae-based rtinanga
and ensure that the Trust Board carried out the aspirations and directions of Ngii Tahu wh6nui.
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of this occurred recently when the question arose of how boundaries are determined and by

whom.

The issue of boundaries was contentious in Grey's rtinanga plan and, throughout the discussion

surrounding that and the Runanga Iwi Bill debate, questions and concerns over hapu and iwi

boundaries arose. Part of the TRONT legislation concerned the boundaries of Ngdi Tahu as an

iwi collective and the boundaries of each individual runanga. In the tradition-based whakapapa

societyo land or a connection to a place in the environment was the 'other side of whakapapa.'e3

The relationships were remembered in the whakapapa-k6rero that surrounded that part of the

whakapapa. For example the following story discussed the actions of the Ngdti Kuri tipuna,

Marukaitatea when he claimed Kaik0ura for his hap[.

An important aspect of our tradition is that the final settlement of Kati Kuri under
Marukaitatea at Kaikoura itself was not directly a result of conquest. It was the result of
cession by Kati Mamoe with who Kati Kuri had already established extensive marriage
relationships. The act of cession was affected by Kati Mamoe vacating the land and
leaving a symbol of their going. This was a large poha with a carved wooden neck called
"Tohu Raumati". Mamoe placed it on the marae at the center of the Takahanga pa. The
poha, 'oTohu Raumati'oo contained all the preserved foods for which the coast is famous -
birds, fish, karekoea and various other treasures. This poha was symbol of the resources
of the region. There was an historic debate amongst Kati Kuri rangatira and various
rangatira of allies of Ngai Tahu hapu about who should eat the food from o'Tohu

Raumati" and in that way claim manawhenua. At the conclusion of the debate, Maru
broke the poha and symbolically consumed the food. By this act Kati Kuri became
established as the manawhenua people of the Kaikoura coast.... Takahanga is therefore,
the putahi of Kati Kuri manawhenua. It was from here that the rohe was claimed..."

Boundaries then, were determined by whakapapa and the actions of t-rpuna, and like the story of

Marukaitatea, were remembered and substantiated through whakapapa kdrero. By contrast,

boundaries in TRONT's takiwd were determined by legislation, and it is this method of

determining where each group resides that has been the cause of a dispute between the two west

coast r[nanga. Their boundaries were prescribed in the legislation as follows.

Te REnanga o Te Koeti Turanga.

e3 Personal conversation with Professor Sir Hugh Kawharu, May 2003.q 
Kareko /karengo, Porphyra columbina. 'Greenish-purple seaweed with a tough, silky texture, growing to about

30cm' [Crowe 1993: 155].
e' From a story told to the thesis author during a visit to Takahanga marae in 1995, and reproduced in the brochure
thatwaspublishedtomarktheopeningoftheWharenuiatTakahanga,'Marukaitatea.'SowenirofOficialOpening
I 8'' January I 992 . The whare kai [dining hall] at Takahanga is named "Tohu Raumati".
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The takiwd of Te Rflnanga o Te Koeti Tauranga is centered at Makawhio and includes a
common interest with other Papatipu r0nanga in the Poutini region from Katruraki to
Piopiotahi and inland to the Main divide.

Te R[naka o Kati Waewae
The takiwE of Te R[naka o Kati Waewae is centered on Arahura and Hokitika and

includes a common interest with other Papatipu Rflnanga in the Piopiotahi and inland to
the Main Divide.e6

It is evident from these descriptions that there is no clear distinction in the legislation between

one takiwd and another despite the geographical and ancestral locations of hap[ in both r0nanga.

As explained by Rik Tau,e7 in pre-l840 Ngdi Tahu society, each hapu had the control over access

and use to specific resource gathering areas. The resource areas were in turn divided into

wakawaka and each hapu or whdnau had their own delineated area. The residency status of each

individual whEnau or person did not necessarily determine the access to a particular are4 and

people travelled to participate in a seasonal gathering round. Each area was determined by

whakapapa and there were quite distinct tikanga and kawa that originated from whakapapa as to

how the rangatiratanga was exercised, particularly in respect to manuhiri and other

whanaungatanga issues. The legislation takes none of these into account. The centres of activity

for each individual rflnanga are their marae, but they have a common interest in the rflnanga

districts and share responsibility for the management of these with the other r[nanga.eE This fits

with the new iwi collective nature of NgEi Tahu and is expressed in the strategic plan as one of

TRONT's objectives to be achieved within the next five years.ee In general there can be no

distinctly different areas of control and authority as this would conflict with the collective good

of the iwi as a whole.l00 Any disputes would automatically conflict with the majority decisions

because the r[nanga would be looking after its own interests first. So the tension that is created

by redefinition of wakawaka into takiwd either forces a constant stalemate over access and

control of any resources within the traditional hapti territories or forces everyone to share all

territory. In the case of the west coast runanga the boundary issue persisted and eventually led to

court action being threatened by the Makawhio group if Kati Waewae should encroach upon its

traditional territory. Maika Masono the Kdti Waewae chairman, responded that they did not

* From The Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act, 1996, Section 9 (2),p.22.
tt 

See pp. 52-57 of this thesis.
e8 For example the two west coast-based r[nanga have shared responsibility for the whole of the west coast area, as

per the legislation.
ee In the section entitled 'Te Ao Tiiroa.Natural resources one of the objectives is to promote the installation of a
'generic "Ki ut4 ki tai" environmental development plan' fVision 2025: l0l. The term 'Ki uta, ki tai' means from
the land to the sea, and refers to a generic iwi collective resource management plan. The Te Ao Tlroa section also
talks about developing *Ki uta, ki tai" management plans on behalf of papatipu r[nanga who would carry out the
day-to-day management of the various areas allocated to them. The Te Ao Tiiroa unit is part of OTRONT.
rm The exception is of course the marae itself where, as with Kaikdura, the authority for the marae is held by the
mana whenua.
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support the establishment of a boundary because Kdti Waewae did not recognise that traditional

boundaries had existed.

We are all one people. We're not interested in division and excluding people from

anything.... We h'arre no haditional knowledge of it ever being separate ... from our point

of view we have to keep with the traditions of our people. I've been dealing with the

tribal affairs for the land 40-odd years and I've never heard of any particular boundary.'"'

Maika Mason was also reported as saying that Kati Waewae owned land in South Westland and

historically did not recognise any boundary, and hinted that the Makawhio insistence on a

boundary was purely based on economic rivalry.to' Mukawhio were, however, clearly of

another opinion and the dispute was taken to a formal disputes resolution meeting before

TRONT members. The evidence given at the hearing was in the form of the traditional

knowledge that explained the existence of hapfr boundaries. Following the hearing, the disputes

resolution decision was that a boundary should be formed that was based on the traditional

boundaries of the individual west coast hap[. What this did was position a common boundary

between the two rnnanga that eftectively placed all resources to the south under the control of

Makawhio runanga and all those to the north under the control of Kdti Waewae rflnanga.lo3 The

dispute highlighted the potential conflicts that could arise when meddling in whakapapa

processes. The west coast boundary example illustrated that the TRONT structure did not allow

for the principles of tiakitanga, whanaungatanga or rangatiratanga except in a generic way. The

west cost hapu had clearly delineated resource areas and these were substantiated with

whakapapa and whakapapa korero during the disputes resolution hearing. These were seemingly

ignored in the formulation of the TRONT legislation, which created the iwi collective approach.

The two types of authority, hap[ mana whenua and iwi collective are in tension with each other'

The TRONT legislation has modified whakapapa and the principles of whakapapato suit the

idea of an iwi as the goveming body over and above all else - a ocompact, unified, standardised

and culturally homogenized unit and format.'lOa

to' Maika Mason, Kati Waewae representative n The Press, Christchurch, llll/2000.
ro2 lbid.
to' Common boundaries, or border areas, did exist between hapii and iwi districts. A good example of this is the

small mountain range, Tuhua, in the Taumarunui area of the central North Island. This area marked the boundary

area between Ngdti Maniapoto and Tuwharetoa and continues to be recognised as such today. The boundaries were

not lines drawn-on maps. They were expansive areas of land that were recognised as common areas. ln Tuhua there

are still the remains ofpou [boundary markers] that symbolise the merging of two areas 'and they used to come

together near these pou to hold meetings or let the other know they were coming into their areas-' Personal

conversation with Isobel Roderick, January 2003.

'Turangi is a common area between Tuwharetoa and the Whanganui tribes. Dad [Sir Hepi te Heuheu] suggested it
remainihat way during the land court disputes over the area.' Personal conversafion with Tumu te Heuheu,

December 2002.
r@ smith r9t9:352.
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One question remains as to the outcome of the boundary dispute. In the dispute over

rangatiratanga at Papakai,l05 the decision was based on evidence from whakapapa and

whakapapa k6rero, and it was determined by an iwi-guided disputes resolution process. An

appeal by the unsuccessful party was made to the iwi committee, but the decision and the

decision-making process was upheld. However, here the similarities end, because in the South

Island west coast example, the final decision over boundaries was not solely determined by the

iwi itself. The boundaries were locked into legislation and a decision to change them obviously

required some official notification. This was done in the following way.

The rest of the r[nanga sits, in a sense, as a jury. We have an independent barrister or
solicitor who acts a chair, he or she must have a minimum of 7 years practice ... their
role is to make sure that we do not breach natural justice and they govern the marmer of
the process.106

When a decision has been reached the barrister then informs the Minister of Maori Affairs of any

changes. The Minister then approaches the Governor General who makes an Order in Council to

the effect of the boundary change, just as the Crown-appointed civil commissioner would have

done through Grey's judicial rtinanga process, and just as the Maori Land Court would have

done under the disputes resolution process outlined by the Runanga Iwi Bill. The same type of

disputes resolution process was also proposed in the Crown fiscal envelope proposal. This

process would have occurred only if both sides accepted the decision of the iwi-based jury.

There was provision for appeal to the Maori Land Court in the TRONT legislation just as there

was provision for an appeal against any decision made under Grey's riinanga plan and with all

the successive government policies and legislation. Therefore, unlike the Papakai decision, the

west coast r[nanga boundary decision was not finalised by the iwi itself, but needed non-iwi

sanction. The representatives of all eighteen papatipu runanga are accountable to the Minister

who ensures that they follow the guidelines as laid out in the legislation.

The boundary dispute highlights how mana and rangatiratanga over mana whenua has been

altered because of the TRONT legislation. The legislation has also affected the way Ngai Tahu

now exercises its rangatiratanga over mana tangata, which has been redefined through past

legislative process and government policy.

tot See Fn.#37:p.l l3 of this thesis.
t* From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
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Beneficiary lists: Redefining whakapapa tpuna

One of the contentious issues in the Runanga Iwi Bill was the question of who exactly qualified

as Mdori, and how iwi would determine and manage membership. The membership issue was

also raised in the Crown's fiscal envelope proposal, and one of the Crown's directives to

settlement negotiation was for a beneficiary register to be established. From the Crown's point

of view, it was important that everyone 'with a whakapapa right' should have the opportunity 'to

take part in and benefit from a settlement.'lOt Ngai Tahu formed their register around a

government census taken in 1848, the results of which had been published in 1966 in the form of

the Blue Book.tos

Under the terms of the settlement the Blue Book was to be the primary source for determining

who could claim to be NgEi Tahu.roe One of the important subsidiaries of TRONT is the

Whakapapa Unit.ll0 This administersthe BIue Book and is responsible for the care, protection

and restoration of the tribal whakapapadating back to 1848. Its key priorities are 'to update and

upgrade the whakap apa database and to complete the Runanga Registration project.'lll The

existence of the Blue Book lists meant that Ngdi Tahu had already met one of the Govemment's

directives for establishing membership as required in its settlement negotiation process. The

BIue Bookprovided individual Ngdi Tahu with evidence of their "point of origin" by providing a

tipuna nnme and a whakapapa. This in turn enabled them to focus on which of the papatipu

r[nanga they belonged to and identifu the person with a "place." The place for each rDnanga is

centered on their marae, thus giving each registered individual a sense of both'oplace" and

"space" within the Ngdi Tahu takiw6. An individual is not recognised as being Ngai Tahu if
they do not have the official sanction by way of the Blue Book lists. This reasoning is justified

because of the meticulous preparation of the lists by the 1925 and 7929 Ngai Tahu census

committees, which resulted from the whakapapa k6rero recited and debated during the hearings.

It is this whakapapa tTpuna that is at the heart of the Blue Book, and consequently the Blue Book

is also called "whakapapa" Ngdi Tahu.

tot From Te Puni Kdkiri draft discussion document, Treaty claims and Mandating. Volume Two. Developing a
Deed of Mandate. n.d:9.
tot The name comes from the blue colour of the book's cover.tt The purpose of the 1848 census was to establish descendants from the Ngai Tahu signatories of the Kemp
Purchase deed in order for them to receive compensation payouts. There were additions made to the lists in 1925

and 1929. The Iists now included all descendants from the 1848 lists, not just those from the Kemp purchase
signatories. In 1966 the book was given official recognition when parliament enacted Section l6 of the Maori
Purposes Act. At the same time the Land Court's right to determine beneficial interests came to an end and this
power was passed over to the Ngai Tahu M6ori Trust Board. 'Almost immediately' the Trust Board published a
combined version of both the 1923 and 1929 lists which became a book entitled, "Ngai Tahu Kaumdtua Alive in
1848, as established by the Mriori Land Court in 1925 and the Ngdi Tahu Census Committee in 1929," commonly
referred to as the BIue Book (Caldwell 1994: l2\.
rro The Whakapapa unit is now a unit managed by OTRONT.
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A list of beneficiaries though, is quite different from a group of people who are obligated to and

responsible for land, family, and resources through whakapapa. The book on its own is a list of

names isolated from the stories that explained the kinship connections. It is also isolated from

any knowledge of howthe relationships are maintained and sustained. There is no responsibility

on a registered beneficiaryos part to uphold the principles of whakapapa. Neither is there any

obligation to acquire the knowledge to do so.

There is another means by which Blue Book list descendants can obtain membership of a

rlnanga, and that is through an unofficial policy of descent from a Crown land grantee. The

TRONT whakapapa unit devised the Crown gpntee method because it gave rfinanga a larger

potential beneficiary list.r12 The Crown grantee lists contained names of individuals who had

been awarded Crown land grants, in particular during the later part of the nineteenth century and

early part of the twentieth century. The grants were awarded regardless of whakapapa

connections to land and were in some cases awarded under the various Half-caste land grant acts

inhoducedbetween 1873 and 1906. ThegranteehadtohavebeenNgEiTahuinordertobe

awarded a Crown grant, which meant that the registrations for the original half-caste land grants

provided descendants proof of their Ngdi Tahu ancestry.

The two methods of tracing descent challenge the way whakapapa principles guide the land

access practices in the papatipu rBnanga areas. The Crown grants provided a point of origin for

descendants, but this has skewed the practice of whakapapa by emphasising a different track to

tracing descent.l13 The connection to land in a particular r[nanga's area was created by

nineteenth century land legislation. Regardless of the origin of the Crown grantee, the

legislation now enforces the right of the grantee's descendants to remain as a member of the

papatipu r[nanga. Although the members are defined through whakapapa, it is without regard to

the additional obligations and responsibilities associated with ahi ka.

Most of the runangatook up a mixtwe of both whakapapa and Crown grantee members, though

this meant that in some rdnanga areas, Crown grantee members outnumbered those with mana

whenua status. Mark Solomon stated that Kaikdura were given a list of 2000 people who could

trace land connections to Kaik6tra area as Crown grantee descendants, the majority of who did

not have mana whenua stafus. He pointed out, however, that any participation by r[nanga

"t From the Whakapapa Unit's strategic plan released in 1999.
rrt For many NgEi Tahu the Crown grants are the sole means of determining their whakapapa status with a place.

Therefore the whakapapa unit saw the need to recognise this and introduced the idea of allowing riinanga
registration through descent from one of the original Crown grantees.
"' From personal conversations with Professor Sir Hugh Kawharu, 2003.
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members to do with mana whenua issues are based solely oon whakapapa not land reserves

which are a P6kehd concept.'l14 On Kaikdura marae there is a distinction between whakapapa

members and Crown grantee members, and this distinction is based around the recognition of

mana given to the mana whenua.

The TRONT legislation and the Vision 2025 strategic plan emphasised the responsibility that

TRONT had towards enswing benefits would reach all its members. Each registered papatipu

r[nanga member would have the right to participate fully in the affairs of TRONT. Although the

legislation did not base papatipu rtinanga membership on residential status, all of the rflnanga are

based within TRONT's South Island territory. This means that in order to fully participate, the

registered member must live in the South Island. But not all Ngai Tahu whdnui live within

TRONT's tenitory. It is estimated from the2002 national census figures that as many as 43Yo

live outside the territory and they exist, offrcially, on the periphery of TRONT's structure. The

TRONT structure does not take into account the changing demography of NgEi Tatru whdnui,

thereby denying any way of accommodating the iwi members who live outside the South Island.

The term, Ngai Tahu whanui, is defined in the TRONT legislation as othe collective of

individuals who descend from the primary hapu of NgEi Tahu and Ngdti Mamoe, namely, KEti

Kuri, Kati lrakehu, KEti Huirapa, Ngdi Tuahuriri, and Kdi Te Ruahikihiki.'rtt The members of

Ngai Tahu whdnui are described as people who are descendants from 'the persons, being

members of NgEi Tahu iwi living in the year 1 848 whose names are set out in the list. . .'l 16

appearing in the blue book. Each individual is required to register with the whakapapa unit in

order to be recognised as a member of Ngdi Tahu iwi. The individual member is also required to

register with one of the eighteen papatipu runanga whom are defined as the members of TRONT

and make up the iwi collective. The r[nanga registration gives the individual member his or her

right to participate in iwi affairs through their chosen rDnanga. Mark Solomon stated that Ngdi

Tahu are a marae-based iwi and people needed to come home to their marae in order to

participate, t't *d their participation in iwi or rdnanga affairs can only be done through the

riinanga. This requirement effectively keeps the political, economic and social base tightly

within the South Island takiwd.r'8 This policy has been adhered to in all stages of the

development of TRONT into the primary govemance structure for Ngdi Tahu wh6nui. But

although the legislation does not define specific categories of NgEi Tahu - either home groups or

un From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
"' The Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act, 1996, Section 2:p.2. ln the Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act, 1998, the iwi
list has been amended to include Waitaha.
I'u The Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act, 1996, Section 7, l(a): p.4.
l17 From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 Ap/rl2002.
"* Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act, 1996: pp.34.
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taura here - the TRONT structure ensures participation is firmly based on residency status within

the legislated tribal takiw6.

Since the TRONT legislation was passed, a division has occurred withinNgdi Tahu wh6nui

made up of two distinct $oups: those who live within the takiwd as it is defined by the

legislation and those who reside elsewhere, the taura here groups. This is not an official "legal"

division but occurs nevertheless and creates a feeling of 'othem" and'\$." The relocation by

individual Ngdi Tahu to areas outside their home areas in search of employment and other

benefits placed them outside the legally defined Ngdi Tahu takiw6. The expectations that Ngdi

Tahu are marae-based groups and must 'come home to participate' meant that taura here were

less likely to be under the care of papatipu rflnanga. The Vision 2025 plan stated that each

papatipu r[nanga will be responsible for the welfare and delivery of benefits to all their

registered members. Representation at r0nanga level is strictly through the participant's chosen

papatipu rfinanga. This is despite the fact that during the Ngdi Tahu Trust Board days, there was

a board representative with full voting rights who represented all Ngai Tahu living in the North

Island. There is provision in the charter for a nineteenth seatlle at the TRONT board table to

ensure a voice for taura here groups. TRONT recognises its responsibilities to all Ngdi Tahu

whEnui, but the board's policy is firm in its resolution for members to participate through their

chosen papatipu runanga. l'0 However, in the 2002 Annual Report from TRONT, taura here are

listed as one of the obligations and responsibilities of NTDC.r2t The status of those members of

Ngdi Tahu whanui, who do not live within the papatipu r[nanga territories, is changed to one of
ooa managed entity" rather than participating members of Ngdi Tahu whdnui. They may well be

registered members of a runanga and therefore entitled to full benefits through the act of

registering, but the eighteen papatipu r[nanga are not expected to look after the well-being of

their members who do not live within their takiwa. Members need to return home to participate.

This is not always practical or desirable and the taura here groups have often felt isolated and

unable to fulfil their obligations and responsibilities as Ngai Tahu whdnui. During the Select

Committee hearings for the Ngdi Tahu Claims Settlement bill, there were several references to

the lack of direct representation for Ngdi Tahu ki waholz2 in the rflnanga structure.

At the Hui a Tau 1996, Ngdi Tahu rangatira were presented with a tonol23 from the Ngdi
Tahu ki waho representatives requesting a seat on Te Runanga o Ngdi Tahu so that

rteSec.6.12,p.l,oftheChqrterofTeRfinangaoNgaiTahu,statesthatthereisprovisionfora'Beneficiaries

Representative.' This person is entitled to speak at meetings but does not have any voting rights.
r20 Personal conversation with Mark Solomon at a meeting with ttre taura here group residing in Auckland, Kdi Tahu
ki Tamaki Makaurau, November 2001.

'tt TRONT I nnual Report 2002:27 .

'tt Ngai Tahu who live outside the iwi territory.

'" Tono: instruction or order or demand.
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NTKW too could have a voice in the issues and affairs of Ngdi Tahu that impacted on
those living outside of the rohe.... We were told that Ngdi Tahu development corporation
was going to be our voice and that we should return to our (papatipu) rEnanga to have a

voice.... The figures supplied by Ngai Tahu stated that 42Vo of Ngdi Tahu lives ki waho.
That is too many people to takahil24... we foresee only lack of communication and

understanding of the plight of those who live ki waho.
... We respectively ask that Ngdi Tahu ki Waho be granted the same status as was held
under the Articles of the NgEi Tahu MEori Trust Board; i.e., a memb_er with full voting
rights representing Ngai fatru tci Waho on Te Riinanga o Ngdi Tahu.l25

When Mark Solomon was questioned about the representation of taura here he stated that Ngdi

Tahu was a marae-based society and participation was on the marae and that taura here needed to

come home to be acknowledged and to participate.l26 Kelly Tikao, a long-standing member of

Kditahu ki Tamaki Makaurau. discussed those comments in the course of an interview.

I think that's so wrong because I think its coming from a really wrong past, I mean if you
look at our tlpuna who travelled all over the place, and to say that because they weren't in
their area that they didn't participate - sometimes they travelled /o participate - and I
think it totally contradicts what we are doing - we are an iwi support group to help access

K6itahu living away, to participate in events happening either at home or providing them
here, so participating to me is not a whenua-attached thing, its not a venue-attached thing,
you can participate in a number of things and ways. I think he's [Mark Solomon] just
looking at it in one way.
...You certainly feel like you're on the outside and its not part of you, it's part of a

structure of your iwi so it's become very structural and disseminated, like it's something
that [um] I'm not sure that goes on really and I'm not sure whose really there. It's
become a shell that sometimes as taura here is hard to get in and feel comfortable with
cause your not there on a daily basis. 127

The struggle of various Ngdi Tahu taura here groups perhaps highlights the 'nonexportability of

the tribal essence.'I28 Those who are taura here tend to operate without the guidance and

protection of kaum6tua and without any formalised tikanga practices to follow. The group in

Auckland was formed in response to Ngdi Tahu whdnui domiciled there wanting a larger

participation in their tribal affairs and a desire to retain their iwi identity. After six years the

group continues to act in a social capacity only and has no input into the organisational, political

or economic power base of TRONT. Although it has formalised links with some of the other

Ng6i Tahu taura here groups in the North Island, it struggles to maintain a strong formalised link

with the South Island tribal body. Several attempts have been made to appoint NTDC staff

members to act as the link between TRONT and taura here. but it is only since the introduction

ttn Takahi: hample.
ttt NTS/I54. Ngdi Tahu Ki Waho steering committee submission to the Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Bill, 4 May
1998, p.l.
t'u From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 Apnt2002.
rzt From taped interview with Kelly Tikao, 14 May 2002.
r28 Maaka 1994:327.
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of Vision 2025 thattaura here have been formally recognised as a responsibility of NTDC.l2e

There has been a facility established for the group to access TRONT funding for various social

activities that they put in place.l30 Recently the group had been asked to offer assistance to a

NgEi Tahu inmate at the main maximum-security prison in the Auckland area who was about to

be released. He had asked for support and sponsorship from the Auckland group and required

ongoing assistance in the form of housing, financial assistance, employment and moral support.

The structure of the group is not appropriate for this type of support. Although this type of help

is available within the TRONT takiwS" it cannot easily extend to members living outside. And

nor is the framework for this type of social service delivery likely to be put in place by TRONT

outside of the main Ngdi Tahu takiwd. This is because the relationship between government

service agencies and Ngdi Tahu as laid down by the legislation is only recognised within the

South Island takiwa.r3r This type of request is not an isolated one for Auckland Ngai Tahu. The

lack of provision in TRONT administration for the management of these requests, when they

come from Ngdi Tahu living outside of the rohe, is an indication of how unprepared NgAi Tahu

were when it came to putting measures in place to cope with the changes to their social structure.

The way rangatiratanga is being exercised over mana tangata is clearly exclusive of any who do

not reside within the territory as it is outlined in the legislation. The legislation has limited the

capacity of leadership in its role of practising manaakitanga among its own iwi members simply

by basing participation on a residential basis. The issue of participation by taura here has limited

the degree and the extent to which NgEi Tahu can incorporate whanaungatanga as a guiding

principle in their runanga structure. It has redefined the principles of ahi ka by not openly

recognising the hau connections between those who have moved away and their haukainga. It

represents a non-understanding of the principle of whakapapa - the care and nurturing of the hau

that has gone outside but is still very much alive. As Kelly Tikao pointed out,

I can see this happening - they don't acknowledge the hau that's ki waho, and to me they
should be seeing us as a part of everything. They're not utilising the ki waho group as

they could to their advantage if they look at it that way. The ki waho ropu all over are so

incredibly talented and skilled that they should be utilising our skills and spreading it like

'tn This role has now been handed over to the communication group within the OTRONT, restressing the point that
taura here are not viewed as the responsibility of papatipu riinangq despite the insistence by TRONT that the
delivery of Vision 2025 states that 'all Ngdi Tahu whdnui will be provided with oppornrnities to participate in tribal
affairs, with particular emphasis on Papatipu Rlinanga' (Vision 2025: l3).
tto The group holds regular monthly meetings, arranges events such as Te Reo wananga, cultural activities such as

mogi [mokihi] construction wananga, assists with TRONT events held in Auckland, karanga workshops, whaikdrero
workshops and Ngdi Tahu history wEnanga. To date these have all been primarily self-funded with limited
assistance from TRONT.
Mogi/mokihi: boats made from raupo - bulrushes; Typha orientalis
r3r This issue was also raised during the Runanga Iwi Bill debate. It was not clear from the bill if the funding for
each taura here or ruranga group was to come from their iwi rtinanga, from the host iwi r[nanga or directly from the
government. When Ngdti Kahungunu taura here domiciled in the South lsland attempted to form their own rtinanga
group they were denied recognition from both their own Ngati Kahungunu in the North Island and from the
Government.
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a wheke [octopus] so that those strands on this wheke are feeding the heart, because I
don't deny that my heart is back there, but I feel that we could be utilised so much more
in making our heart stronger, but that sort of blood-line, we're having to activate it, not
the heart activating the arms. I think they should be utilising the hau around the whenua
so much more wisely, and the priority as equal as the priority back ho4e, but not
forgetting us, because I don't think its good for the ngdkau theartl of the iwi.l32

An attempt to formalise a taura here ropu was also made by Ngati Kahungunu members living in

Christchurch, who were hoping to maintain their cultural ties with NgAti Kahungunu hau kainga

in the North Island. According to Roger Maaka, the group suffered from similar problems to

that of other taura here groups in that they were unable to offer any effective assistance to other

Ngdti Kahungunu members in the South Island. 133 There was non-recognition of their status

both by the govemment and by the home group. He noted that a 'bureaucratic infrastructure

needed to be established if such a group were to be more than a repository of traditions . . . ', and

suggested that the attempts to create a tribal outpost far from their home territory and in the

territory of another tribe was fraught with problems.' The Ngdti Kahungunu group was hoping

to formalise their position as a political and economic outpost of their haukainga group under the

Government's riinanga iwi scheme. Although taura here were acknowledged in the Runanga Iwi

Bill, there were no clear directives as to what status they would be allowed to have, and no

directives at all as to what form, if any, their relationship with the Govemment might take.

Maaka concluded that the Govemment's policies to formalise relationships with iwi under their

rflnanga iwi scheme forced the Ng6ti Kahugnunu group to reduce the scope of their vision to

become established as an outpost of Ng6ti Kahungunu.l3a

But in one way, the Kahungunu example is different to the situation of the Auckland Ngai Tahu

taura here group. The Auckland group has never wanted to be a political and economic outpost

for TRONT. They simply wish to act as a vehicle to participation in the affairs of the iwi.

Kelly Tikao has expressed a certain amount of faith in the TRONT system to work for the good

of NgEi Tahu whdnui as a whole, but has questioned the effectiveness of the structure to meet the

needs of Ngdi Tahu living away from the hau kainga. She also had reservations about the term,

'taura here,'o that the Auckland-based Ngai Tahu had been labelled with. In 1998 when the

group was asked to adopt this terrr they were told that it was more appropriate than "ki waho"

because it showed that although they were living away they were still connected and nourished

from home. Kelly explained how kaumEtua Riki Pitama had defined the term, taura here, and

her understanding of what that might mean.

t" From taped interview with Kelly Tikao, l4 May 2002.t" Maaka 1994:327.
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It is a long piece of rope connected to TRONT or to Te Waipounamu stretching out to
those who are stranded out here, and that's an interesting thing, cause sometimes stranded

is exactly what it feels like - like there is no one on the other end of the rope, so they can

keep us as taura here, but sometimes that lenglh of rope is pulled in or lengthened
depending on how TRONT and those - even our runanga to an extent - feel comfortable
about where we are at on it. And I didn't really like the taura here term because it didn't
feel like we were actually connecting, because we should have been, but it didn't feel to
us that they actually had a responsibility to make sure that we were kept informed, and on
a taura that was really strong. You know, to me I see the taua as a placent4 but I don't
think that they see it like that, and I don't actually feel that there is any nurturing and
supplementing or fostering happening in that taura, at this stage. I think that there are

strands that are happening, but not an overall whakaaro about it.

Interviewer: Do you think you are "here" [tied] or "dkiria atu" [cast away]?

Kelly: Yeah, yeah, I think it's a bit of both. I think there doing a bit of casting away
with us, and its kind of weird because in a way I'd rather they cast with us than not cast at
all. I'd rather they go through this casting in and out, and then eventually they'll have to
take us, they are pulling us in on events that are to their advantage and it's, like, do we
take a bit or nothing at all, or do we say well, "weoll be involved in this because

potentially it might mean being involved with a lot more," or do we say, oolook you only
pull us in when you really need us not when we might need you"" so where does the two-
way process begin? And you don't want to shoot yourself in the foot [because we] could
have developed on from that. I think that's where we are at the moment, we're getting a
few bites and we're going with it, and we're being really supportive and we're leaming
lots through it, but sometimes it seems to be going back to a void where we get a little bit
of acknowledgement at the time, then it's gone. There's nothing.l35

Reina Whaitiri expressed her disapproval at the term taura here.

I don't need anyone to give me a label. I don't need a label to connect me, because I'm
spiritually connected and emotionally connected, and I feel that my place is concreted in
the work of my father, and me taking [adopting] my grandsonrtlo..'tJz

Both Reina and Kelly expressed a strong affinity with their papatipu marae and understood the

concepts of ahi kd roa and ahi kd and the concept of hau. They understood that they were living

away from the papatipu marae but that this did not exclude them. They were part of the hau

kainga because of whakapapa and the obligations and responsibilities that went with that. ln

some respects the taura here people interviewed had a stronger understanding of the whakapapa

principle of whanaungatanga than the South lsland-based people. They all understood that

although they did not live permanently in the takiwd" they were still connected and they all

mentioned ways that they participated and maintained connections. Reina Whaitiri spoke about

her grandsons and stated that to them, 'whakapapa is a living thing' and she felt that her

t'o lbid.
f 

'5 From taped interview with Kelly Tikao, 14 May 2002.
136 The grandsons are whangai [adopted] and live permanently with Reina in Auckland.
t" From taped interview with Reina Whaitiri,17 May 2002.
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connections back home were strong, 'I just expect that those people who are there are looking

after my rights and ensuring that everything that we are, is protected.'l3E These are the same

ideas about participation that are expressed in the stories from Isobel Roderick, Maru Stirling

and Mark Solomon.l3e

One of the main issues that came out clearly when talking with the members of the Auckland

taura here group was that they all expected to be allowed to participate regardless of residency.

Neither Kelly nor Reina expected to receive any benefits without putting something back into the

iwi that would contribute towards the overall development of the iwi.laO

The dilemma facing Ngdi Tahu and every other iwi group today is one of rising numbers of

members and limited resources. Increasingly the resources will be the compensation payouts

that come from the Government following a Treaty settlement. The bulk of the compensation

packages is likely to be cash, like the $NZl70 million given to Ngdi Tahu. The non-whakapapa

based resources in the form of Govemment compensation handouts will ultimately alter the way

the relationships between iwi members are carried out. The contemporary expectations of

individual Mdori are that if they belong to an iwi, that is, if they have registered as beneficiaries,

they are entitled to a share of any Treaty settlement money, regardless of their level of

participation in the life of the iwi. There is for example, the Ngdi Tahu education grant.

From the point of view of the iwi, if they are registered with the iwi, then they have an
absolute right. Currently it's a universal benefit and there are no restrictions once they
register.... We've come to the decision that a lot of people have left our rohe simply
because they were looking for work and they had no choice. At this time we do not
believe that we have any right to discriminate against them because they have left our
tribal area. One of the things we say to most of the applicants who are successful, "one
day we're going to tap you on the shoulder".... It's a universal grant regardless of where
you live regardless of your input into the tribe. You have a right.'*'

Mark Solomon was concemed that if TRONT started to differentiate in some way, based on

levels of participation, there would be a loss of trust in how the structure can actually deliver

r38lbid.
t3e Isobel Roderick and Mark Solomon, see pp.58-59; Maruhaeremuri Stirling, see p.77 of this thesis.
loo Many of the members of the Auckland group had made an effort at some stage to reconnect with whdnau and
riinanga areas back in Te Waipounamu. This was despite the fact in some cases tley belonged to families who had

been two or three generations living in the North Island. They all understood the importance of staying in touch
with their respective southem riinanga and once it had been achieved were more inclined to get involved with the
activities organised by the Auckland whanau group. Although they were staying in contact with the South Island
rtinanga they all acknowledged that doing this on a regular basis was often cost-prohibitive and the Auckland
whdnau group offered an opportunity to "live Ngdi Tahu."
ror From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
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what it says it can deliver in terms of resources. He also noted that Ngdi Tahu had recognised

the future difFrculties in an equal shares policy.

At this point we will carry on using [this system], but the debate has to be had by the
people. We're getting more and more coming in. Weove gone from having 18,000

registered at the time of the settlement act going through to just under 31,000 now. And
each time there's an increase, there are more and more people accessing, so it might have

to go down to a different criterion.la2

The way that iwi $oups such as NgEi Tahu are organising their resource distribution is one

instance where whakapapa has been modified more because of contemporary expectations based

on an individual's needs than one that looks to the future of the group as a whole. It is one

example of the situation facing many groups when dealing with widely scattered members: how

much participation is required to ensure the stability and continuation of the iwi as a whole. The

beneficial registers are certainly one way of ensuring everyone at least participates by registering

their interest for being recognised as a member of their hapii or iwi. The choice made by

individuals as to the level at which they wish to participate is perhaps an inevitable change to the

way we engage with whakapapa. The four profiles of Mdori identity refened to by Durie

outlined the degree by which individuals participated through different levels of self-identity as

M6ori. ra3 The extent to which individuals are willing to belong to their whakapapa group will

determine in the future the degree and the extent that the group can adhere to the principles

surrounding the whanaungatanga relationships - such as mana tangata, ahi ka, hau, tohatoha,

manaakitanga and kaitiakitanga. But that said, the taura here group in Auckland wish to fully

participate and they are finding it difficult to do so. Mark Solomon stated that the TRONT

structure was based on the principles of 'manaakitanga, whanaungatanga and such like."oo Th.

Ngdi Tahu "value" of manaakitanga is defined as 'honest communication and support for each

other' and the "value" of 'whanaungatanga' is defined as establishing 'mutual respect, unity and

help towards building lasting relationships.'145 These are generic values that are expressed as

being part of TRONT management practices, but are not actively practised in terms of NgEi Tahu

tikanga or values. The experience of the taura here groups would be that TRONT has no base in

these principles of whakapapa at all. But taura here are not the only target for manaakitanga, and

the structure must take into account how to practice manaakitanga, particularly towards manuhiri

to'From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
'o' See pp.l23-124 of this thesis.
r* From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 Ap/rl2002.
f o5 Cited in the Te Riinanga o NgEi Tahu Annual report 2002:2-3.
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who are perrnanently domiciled within TRONT's takiw6 - the taura here of other iwi. In the

South Island these groups are known as "mdt5wakultr46

Ngdi Tatru, as the mana whenua group has certain responsibilities and obligations within the

practices of manaakitanga to taura here living in their territory. In the Runanga Iwi legislation

these two groups were referred to as ruranga and taura here and special provision was made as to

how each iwi or rEnanga was to deal with them.la? There is no such provision in the TRONT

legislation and the strategic plan simply states that the Ngdi Tahu'ovalues" will ensure

"hospitality" is extended towards mdt6waka.

Mark Solomon outlined how TRONT followed the principle of manaakitanga towards mdt6waka

visiting or living permanently inside the takiw6. He based his answers around the principles

enshrined within the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi. As far as resources were concemed he stated that

under article three the mdt6waka groups had as much right to access funding in order to provide

service delivery, as did Ngdi Tahu. But when it came to article two, owe hold the treaty right,

and in this takiwd we have the exclusive right."o8 Mark added that as the tangata whenua group

Ngdi Tahu had the 'absolute duty and obligation to extend our values of manaaki and tautoko to

other groups'rae that lived within the Ngdi Tahu takiw6. He spoke about having both formal and

informal relationships with North Island groups such as Tuwharetoa. Ngdi Tahu gave absolute

assurance to these partners that Ngdi Tahu would be responsible for looking after their people

who lived in the NgEi Tahu takiw6. However when it came to establishing a permanent presence

in the takiwa through, for exarnple the building of a marae, he was adamant that NgEi Tahu

would be opposed to any outside iwi coming in to set up a marae, oThis is our takiwE, it is our

right to build marae and no one elseos.'150 His comments do echo the traditional ideas of

manaakitanga. It is the responsibility of the host group to offer hospitality and guidance as to the

appropriate behaviour to any visitors. There is no denying that there were also differing levels of

manaakitanga in the tradition-based system and differing levels of alliances between the tangata

whenua and the visiting group. But that was when there was only the relationship between

m5t6waka and tangata whenua. Now there is the added complication of the relationships

between the tangata whenua and the Crown, the mdtdwaka groups and the Crown, and the

relationship between the tangata whenua and the mdtdwaka groups. Since the permanent

ra6 ln the South Island, people categorised as 'Matawaka' are people who are 'you [M6ori] lot from somewhere
else'. The term is not used in its truer context as people who are recognised descendants ofvarious waka groups

who have mana whenua status. In the South Island "mdtdwaka" have no recognised mana whenua status in Ngai
Tahu territory, because they are only visitors who reside there.
tot 

See p.127 of this thesis.
r" From taped interview with Mark Solomon,24 April2002.
tnt lbid.
Ito lbid.
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relocation of people into another group's territory, an added complication is how the level of

manaaki is now being determined by the changes that have come about through the article two

rights and article three expectations of the Treaty of Waitangi. It is because the date of the

signing of the Treaty of Waitangi forms the baseline for all contemporary relationships between

the Crown and Mdori groups. And it is primarily because of the partnership between the Crown

and iwi and hapti groups that the Treaty of Waitangi comes more into play when determining

roles and responsibilities under the principles of manaakitanga and whanaungatanga.

The host group holds the ahi ka of an area and has a relationship with the Crown under article

two of the Treaty. They also have a relationship with the Crown under article three, which

further protects their article two right. They also have a responsibility to mdt6waka under the

principle of manaakitang4 because of their status as the tangata whenua group. Any m6tdwaka

group living within their rohe has a relationship with the Crown under article three, which

entitles them to equal access to all services provided by the Crown, such as healthcare and

education. For example when the Auckland-based group Te Whanau o Waipareira lodged a

treaty claim under article three, they were supported by the tangata whenua through the Ng6ti

Wh6tua o Orakei M6ori Trust Board. The trust board recognised that it was their responsibility

to manaaki and support mdtdwaka in ensuring that they received their right to social service

funding.r5r The Runanga lwi legislation placed the responsibility for establishing formal

operational ruranga groups on the group holding the mana whenua. Under the act, there was a

directive in the Chaner of Incorporation for the establishment of ruranga groups within the host

r[nanga's takiwd. If there were no offrcial rtinanga group, then permission would have had to be

sought from the iwi who held the mana whenua. There was also a built-in protection for the host

group's resources. There was to be no automatic access to the host group's resoutces by the

ruranga group. TRONT follows these principles but they are not expressed in the wording of the

TRONT legislation itself.

The way that rangatiratanga is recognised and allowed to be exercised is the main cause of

tension in the relationship between iwi groups and the Crown. The TRONT structure is a

product of a change from Govemment evolutionary policies of Maori integration into Pakeha

society, to Government devolution policies that forced Mdori into an exclusive, restricted forrr

of tribalism, particularly in the context of Treaty of Waitangi claims. In the TRONT legislation

the exercise of rangatiratanga has been compromised and reduced to a level of state-controlled

management rather than strenghened to a position of Ngdi Tahu self-govemment. The Crown's

insistence to settle with an "ivvi" body defied all the integration objectives of the past few
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decades. The form of tribalism advocated by the Government was a very restricted form of

social organisation whose shape has been dictated by the Crown. For contemporary generations

of Maori who are the result of past governments' integrationist policies, they have found

themselves having to o'rediscover" their'oMdoriness" or their *iwi'o affiliation if they were to

benefit in any way from Treaty settlements. Mdori groups have not been given the opportunity

or support to develop future economic and social structures that are based in tikang4 kawa and

the principles of whakapapa. Tumu te Heuheu discussed the importance of retaining tikanga and

kawa in maintaining iwi identities.

I just sort of get the feeling sometimes that the cultural, the kawa, the tikang4 we talk
about it but we don't necessarily practise it, and in our desire to grow and develop I have
the feeling that we've achieved that to a certain extent, but the thing that means perhaps

the most to us at the end of the day is the protection of our kawa and tikanga. That's
probably a difficult thing, because on the one hand we are trying to survive in this new
world, and at times one gets the feeling that the new world doesn't necessarily have a
great deal of time for the traditions of our ancestors. I think throughout the country all
the tribes have striven to create a firm base upon which to grow and develop. And today
I think we've achieved, well many of the tribes have actually achieved that or have the
ability to achieve that. And so if we look at fisheries, for many of the tribes the benefits
will actually accrue, will actually provide a new beginning for all of them, because it's
something that they have not had. There are others who have actually had the good skills
and tenacity to develop their assets to a point where today they have assets that are

deriving income for the well-being of their beneficiaries. So we've actually gtown,
grown in many ways, but I think at times that we've grown in a way that actually
divorced us from our roots. And if we are not careful we will move ahead too quickly
and perhaps loose the strength of those things that make us who we are...l52

The way TRONT is structured is not to express who Ngdi Tahu whdnui are as a people, but

rather for the sake of economic growth distanced from the cultural base of the hapii and iwi. The

base for the TRONT structure is not a base that comes from tikanga. It does not use whakapapa-

based knowledge to organise its principles and objectives. It is instead organised by the

legislation that lays down democratic, bureaucratic and accounting procedures that are then

carried out by the office-holder in TRONT. None of these procedures are sourced from within

Ngai Tahu tikanga, but are sourced from within Government policies designed to re-shape Mdori

social structures. Some of the ways that the office holders carry out the procedures have a

semblance of adherence to Ngdi Tahu tikanga and kawa but this is because the individual

papatipu rDnanga groups try to maintain some kind of control over the management activities of

NTDC, OTRONT, and NTHC. Often, though, the policies put forward as NgEi Tahu policy are

policies that are written by the office holders within the bureaucracy. TRONT represents the

membership of the papatipu r[nanga, and at the same time it exercises total control over their

l5r Personal conversation with Professor Hugh Kawharu, 2002.
tt' From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 luly 2002.
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activities through its bureaucratic organisation. The danger of this type of policy-making is that

over time the bureaucracy and the businessmen may escape the control of TRONT, and

illushates how the principles of centralised democracy can override the inalienable rights of the

papatipu r[nanga. There is a bureaucratic takeover of whakapapa-

The danger of this type of government-directed tribal structure is that economically it is

successful and held up to be the way for Mdori into the furure. But it can become a culturally

problematic structure for the Mdori groups who adopt it. This has not prevented the Govemment

from encouraging other groups to look towards copying the TRONT model, and the Govemment

Department, Te Puni Kokiri, has recommended the TRONT structure to be an ideal model in its

mandate and representation documents. A group of hapE and iwi, who have been asked to

consider a central governance model, are the groups who are part of the amalgamated Volcanic

Interior Plateau claim [VIPl.t53 Another g'oup, the far north iwi, Ng6ti Kahu, has had

experience of the iwi collective model and has chosen to remain within their own tikanga and

kawa for determining their future direction.

Is legal-rational-bureaucracy the way forward? Case studies of The Volcanic
Interior Plateau claim, and Ngiti Kahu.

The Crown settlement process encourages amalgamation of claimant groups in order to speed up

the claims process. The amalgamation of all the claims from the sarne geographical region has

proved to be a popular and efficient process for settlement. This has occurred in the central

North Island where each of the claimants has become part of a collective force to progress their

claims through to hearings before the Waitangi Tribunal. Ted Te Kohu Douglas explained the

reason for this process in the context of the VIP claim.

What VIP has tried to do is get a mandate from the 150 claimants ... if they get that
mandate they will progress your claim with you. Your claim will still remain your claim
but it will be managed, it will be heard, it will be considered in the context of the adjacent
claims, all the other claims from Te Arawa and Tuwharetoa that are in the area and refer
to the same land, same resources. So [the Waitangi] Tribunal doesn't have to hear the
evidence over and over again and that speeds up the process.lsa

153 'I'he Volcanic Interior Plateau claim process involves Tuwharetoa, the Te Arawa confederation of iwi and some
of the Mataatua iwi groups who all have valid claims for areas of forest and other interests in the same geographical
region. The claims were amalgamated in order to speed up the settlement process so that the tribunal does not have
to hear the same evidence over and over. The VIP claim structure though was never intended to become the post-

settlement governance structure.
rso From taped interview with Edward Te Kohu Douglas, Ngdi Tahu and Ngiti Mamoe. January 2000. Ted worked
with the VIP claimants and was involved with the 'Finding our whanau' project, which helped put in place a process

for establishing hapii beneficiary lists. Tumu te Heuheu clarified the position of the VIP group: 'lt is correct to say

that claimants have come together under a collective claim process. A negotiation process is being considered only
for the forests at this stage.. .once the judicial hearings are completed, and to date these have been held in Rotorua
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Ted noted, however, that by establishing a collective pan-iwi process to negotiations and

settlement there was a danger that the Crown would only come up with a pan-iwi settlement

package.

As far as the government is concemed, in terms of an iwi-wide settlement they're going
to say o'we're going to settle only with Tuwharetoa. Were not going to settle with
anything smaller than that because that's too much humbug." And perhaps ideally we'll
settle only with VIP, which is Te Arawa and Tuwharetoa, and then leave it for M6ori to
fight over how they allocate it within that collective. And that thinking comes from
forces outside saying "be more efficient, be more effrcient." A hap[ is too small a group

to be considered a nation. The Crown is now saying that o'were not giving money to
anybody who doesn't have a political structure like Tainui or NgEi Tahu," and so you've
got to demonstrate that you've actually got a viable political structure that will divide up
the settlement.ls5

What makes the Crown's proposal potentially messy is that VIP involves more than one iwi

group and a number of individual hap[ and wh6nau and all their respective tenitories, tikanga

and kawa. In the VIP vision statement the organisational structure was to be the formation of a

general assembly, which was designed to oversee the advisory process. The general assembly

consisted of 150 hap[ groups who have claims in the volcanic plateau area. Tumu te Heuheu

described VIP as a body who would oversee the process towards settlement.

VIP is just an advisory body, for me its just advisory. I mean if I use our Tuwharetoa
claim [as an example], there are many others that actually relate to the Kaingaroa forest,
but there have been Tuwharetoa claims now for the last ten years. They were brought
together at the request of the Crown Forest Rental Trust. So they came together as a
collective, and although CFRT did little in the frst five years the collective remained,
because it was considered that the collective would improve your chances of gaining an

early settlement. It has never been discussed, but the view is, by those claimants, that
when those claims have been processed they.will manage their business themselves. So

there were valid reasons for coming together."o

The VIP vision statement supported the notion of self-management by stating that the intention

of the amalgamation was,

To restore the economic, physical and social ability of tangata whenua within the
Volcanic Interior Plateau to determine their own destiny by developing self-governance
arrangements which enable them to achieve an honest, timely and efficient settlement of
their outstanding treaty claims. 157

and Taupo, then claims will begin to be heard in the various districts. 2004 is when the frst hearings will begin.'
(Personal communication, April 2003)
ttt lbid. Edward Te Kohu Douglas.

'tu From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 luly 2002.
'" Committee 1999-2000:4.
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A pan-iwi settlement package could change the initial role of VIP and its general assembly if
somewhere along the way the general assembly might come to be considered by the Crown as

the final post-settlement structure. The possibility of this had also been considered by some of

VIP's advisors who proposed extending the advisory role of the general assembly to that of a

permanent, central governing structure.

VIP needs to find a skucture which allows all hapu of the region to participate in a
meaningful fashion - each hapu will be able to elect a representative to the General
Assembly (total approximately 150 Hapu).,#upu can sit together to settle claims and to
hold assets from the settlement at this level."o

The dual role of a general assembly governance structure was spelt out in a report from VIP's

advisors. 'Agreement must be reached on the appropriate body to negotiate a settlement and on

the appropriate body to manage the proceeds of settlement before entering into formal Waitangi

Tribunal hearings or Crown negotiations. Governance, therefore must be the priority issue for

VP.'l5e The document went on to state that the proposed general assembly would be an ideal

body for carrying out both these roles. If the general assembly model were to be proposed as the

governance structure both before and after settlement, that anangement would be fraught with

problems from the start. The general assembly model would consist of more than one iwi group

and several hap[ groups, which must agree to be amalgamated into one central goveming

system. As Tumu explained a general assembly was seen as a good process to adopt for

speeding up the myriad of claims that exist over this one large geographic are4 'critical mass to

achieve maximum effort,'160 but that was all it was to set in place for.

The situation as I know it is that the VIP role is to develop the process of settlement. The
claimants will facilitate the settlement itself. That's still the focus today. I never really
considered a general assembly as being an entity that might proceed from VIP once the
claims were settled, and I still don't believe that. I mean you could have a general
assembly within your own tribe but to have one that sits across the three, I don't agree

with that, but that's my view. The essence of VIP is that when the job is done it will
collapse.. .. WP's role is advisory and its time is finite, and that's an understanding that
our current taumata people have.l6l

Should a general assembly be allowed to remain in place there would certainly be adverse affects

on the autonomy of the individual groups who became part of it.

r58 Committee 1999-2000:34. Emphasis mine.
ttn Offices 2000:5.
t6o Committee 1999-2000:6.
tut F"om taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 luly 2002.
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The general assembly model relies on the amalgamation of all the claimants into one collective

group. If this was to occur at post-settlement stage the VIP general assembly would amalgamate

two waka layers of whanaungatanga that are made up of several iwi who are in turn made up of

150 hap0. Amalgamation of whanaungatanga layers to that of the loosest possible layer of

participation eliminates not only whdnau from the equation, but hapf and iwi as well. A

permanent general assembly would become an amalgamation of all whanaungatanga layers into

one confederation based on two major waka. In the past, crossties between the clusters of waka-

related iwi have always been weak. The waka level of whanaungatanga has 'rarely acted in solid

form of union for any length of time and was rarely a controlled, cohesive group.'162 The waka-

related iwi did come together from time to time, but the formation did not force a permanent

amalgamation of hap[ or iwi mana and each goup retained its own autonomy. Perhaps there

could be situations when this type of waka alliance would be appropriate, such as in matters

between M6ori and the State where a collective M6ori voice can be an advantage. But as far as a

permanent structure is concerned it would not be feasible unless each group handed their mana

over to the general assembly in the way that Ngdi Tahu hap0 handed over their mana to the

combined iwi collective, TRONT. ln the VIP general assembly model this would create a

centralised rangatiratanga of two waka confederations along with a cenhalised asset base.163

If the groups did come together at a pan-waka structureo the rules for determining the collective's

leadership would change from a tradition-based system to one of trusteeship and elected

representation. This would destroy tuakana/teina relationships and replace the traditional

leadership completely. The final structure would be a larger version of TRONT - a bureaucracy

with legal-rational authority. The conflicting decision-making processes that cause tension

between marae-based authority and bureaucratic authority in TRONT would be present in the

general assembly, and even more. A report from the VIP legal advisors stated that there would

need to be a 'balance struck between democratic decision-makine and efficient decision-

making.'l6a

Not everyone needs to be involved in every decision. Fundamental decisions should be
taken by the largest group possible. However provision must be made for quick,

f62 Mead 1997:193.
163 The recent model put forward by Te Ohu Kai Moana in a bid to settle the allocation of the Maori fisheries
resource also proposed a central controlling body that would control the allocation and distribution of the deep-sea
fisheries quota. The Treaty Tribes coalition group who opposed some aspects of the deep-sea fisheries allocation
model argued on the grounds that it would destroy their autonomous rangatiratanga over their mana moana. The
chairman of Te Ohu Kai Moana, Shane Jones, dismissed their argument by stating that 'your type of rangatiratanga
is a cancer on the collective rangatiratanga that I am trying to achieve [with a centralised controlling body],' perhaps

suggesting just how entrenched this type of government policy has become amongst some Mdori. Source: From
speeches made by Ngdi Tahu fisheries representatives at the NgEi Tahu Hui-a-Tau, Tuahiwi marae, November 2002.
f @ offices 2000:7.
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decision-making. This can be done by a small inner-group provided it has the authority
to do so.l6s

On the surface this sounds sensible. However the statement suggests that the office holders will

be instigating policies that have not necessarily been previously discussed and agreed upon by

members of each of the 150 hap[. The hapfl tikanga and kawa that underlies marae decision-

making would be replaced with a democratic one-vote-per-hapfl system. The good intentions of

a bottom-up approach will eventually be replaced by the top-down paternalism that has

characterised relationships between Maori groups and the Crown since Grey's plan for iwi

reform in 1862.

The other question conceming leadership is that of the arikitanga of Tuwharetoa and what

exactly the ariki's role would be in the general assembly. If all the representation were elected

there would obviously be tensions created between the mana whenua statuses of each hap0, as in

the TRONT model. The same tensions between representation and mandate that exist in Ngdi

Tahu, would also exist with the general assembly model and force changes to the way the

arikitanga operates. The ariki would only be a representative of his or her hapfi if elected and

would not necessarily have a voice in any of the decision-making except at the hapfl level of

participation, when he or she would participate like anyone else in his or her marae or hap[

discussions. If the role is recognised at all it could not be in a role, as anything other than

ceremonial - like the Queen of England's. When questioned on this, Tumu te Heuheu replied

that he had stated his position about the role with Tuwharetoa.

You know that I keep saying to our ones at home, to those who disagree, well if you
don't want it just say so. Don't hum and ha and talk under your breath, just stand up and

say what you are feeling. It might be that there is a consensus amongst you who might
have a similar view. But you need to be very clear in your reasoning, because people will
stand against. It doesnot bother me really, it will never change who I am, but what we are

talking about is not who / am, you are actually talking about the leadership and that's one

of the things that you can't take away from me. There are some things that only the ariki
can do ...166

The political role of the ariki would be under threat from a pan-waka collective, as would other

ranks of leadership such as the rangatira. The action over mana tangalawould also alter. If the

general assembly were to become the sole determining body in the access and distribution of all

the resources of all 150 hap[, then the general assembly would have the rangatiratanga over all

mana whenua and all mana tangata. As exists with TRONT, there would be a division between

r65 Ibid.
t* From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 luly 2002. See also pp.7l-72 for more discussion from Tumu te
Heuheu about his role as ariki.
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those beneficiaries who live within the takiwd of the general assembly and those taura here

groups who live outside. The same issues that have arisen over the participation and

management of Ngdi Tahu taura here would also be found in the general assembly model. The

issues however would be magnified by the extent of the amalgamation between so many

different iwi into one giant central, governing body. The role of hapt and iwi in exercising

rangatiratanga over mana tangata would disappear and each individual's participation would be

reduced to the level of a shareholder receiving a dividend or other benefit as prescribed by the

economic considerations of the central corporation.

Boundary issues would also be magnified if the general assembly were to extend its role from

being an institution set up to speed up a claims settlement process, to become a post-settlement

governance structure. Each of the iwi groups has its own well-defined territories, whose

boundaries were determined by past actions of t-rpuna and maintained by tikanga specific to the

individual groups. The problems that arose between the two South Island west coast rflnanga

appear small when compared to the potential disputes that could occur if a pan-iwi or pan-waka

approach was taken in determining a common VIP territory. In order to ensure the division of

settlement assets there would have to be a common territory defined under the post-settlement

legislation.

The dangers of this type of amalgamated model for so many autonomous groups was recognised

by the VIP claimants themselves and measrues were put in place to prevent the role of the

structure becoming anything more than what it was originally intended - as part of an initiative

to advance the process of claims through to negotiations for settlements. The main concem was

that the claimants would loose control over the negotiating process if outside influences were

allowed to manipulate it. Tumu te Heuheu spoke about the restructuring of the taumatal6T to

ensure that only the claimants themselves had control over the settlement process.

I suppose itos been clarified since Bishop Manu passed away.l68 Just prior to his passing

this whole question arose about not only the process, but also affirming the direction that
we are taking. And so we have what today is called the directorate, that's where the main
work is done, and then above that you have the taumat4 whose role has changed today.
It changed in that they are now the people responsible rather than anyone else. Rather

167 The taumata is a group of kaumdtua appointed by the claimant groups to oversee the VIP process. Tumu te
Heuheu explained it as'...they were appointed by the groups, so we had me, which was basically the southern
region, Bishop Bennett for the northern region which is Te Arawa and then we had Rangi Briggs who was asked to
sit there for Mataatua, those groups. And that was an issue because our role was simply to oversee... Now there
was a claim made to the Tribunal, it was an application put into the Tribunal on behalf of myself, Manu and Rangi
Briggs, as taumata members. And the claim was for a process... So we were setting various platforms that allowed
govemance to occur but also allowed the hapti as well as the claimants to be associated and to be informed' [From
taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 July 20021.

'ut Bishop Manu Bennett passed away on 20 December 2001.
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than the directorate or the claimants, on behalf of the claimants, and maybe this is leading

a little towards the sort of assembly or governance or whatever, and this has only arisen

because, up until the present, Crown Forest Rental Trust had actually dealt with the

commifiee, and they were about four or five people who actually managed the VIP claim,
who were responsible for receiving the funds on behalf of the claimants and dealing with
those frrnds in an appropriate way. That has now become the responsibility of the
taumata. So it's at that level and everyone else is there to work on behalf of the claimants

through the taumata. I 6e

Tumu te Heuheu explained that the changes were made to ensure that VIP's role remained as a

body that would oversee the process towards settlement,

So there were all these things that were taking place to ensure that the structure was

soundo safe and secure for the claimants. And also recognising again, or reaffirming, that
VIP was simply a process.

[Interviewer: Rather than a final solution and post-settlement governance structure?]
Yes, yes that's tight.tto

The notion that the VIP general assembly would continue after the successful negotiation of the

claim has not been held among the claimant groups. Tumu te Heuheu explained that in their

minds the general assembly would collapse once its role was complete. But the idea of iwi

collectives persists in the mind of the Government as ways to managing Mdori.

Another group that has rejected a pan-iwi approach to settlement and post-settlement govemance

structures is the iwi, Ngdti Kahu, in the north of the North Island. Ngati Kahu prefers instead to

draw from their tradition-based hapfl and marae structures. They have already had experience

first-hand of the problems and tensions caused by the amalgarnation of more than one iwi group

when the five far north iwi formed a collective known as Te Rrlnanga o Muriwhenua l7l Te

Riinanga was an incorporated society, and brought the iwi of the far north together for the far-

north fishing claim. The name Muriwhenua came from a female tipuna and was also the name of

one of the large land blocks in the far north territory of Te Aupouri. Professor Margaret Mutu, in

an interview, outlined the problems that occurred when the Muriwhenua rtinanga set up a

common territory. 172 The defined boundaries cut across iwi boundaries and excluded the hap[

of some iwi from runanga tenitory. One of the problems with the rEnanga as far as Ng6ti Kahu

was concemed was that the boundary'cut out half of Ngdti Kahu and half of Te Rarawa,' and

therefore they did not represent all groups equally. r73 h 1995 the five iwi withdrew their

tun From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 luly 2002.
tto Ibid.
r7r The five iwi were Ngdti Kahu, Te Rarawa, Te Aupouri, Ngati Kuri, and NgEi Takoto.
f 72 From taped interview with Margaret Mutu, 14 May2002.
rt3 rbid.
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mandate and the r[nanga disbanded. Subsequently further suggestions of an imposed collective

structure have been turned down by the five iwi who share the area.

The people make the decisions. Rik Tau told me, o'never take the power away from the

nupg *a the wh6nau. Make sure all decision making power is vested in them," and that

is consistent with our tikanga.lTa

When asked if NgAti Kahu feared that the government would vest the decision making in a

runanga stmcture as with NgEi Tahu, Margaret replied that their claim negotiators were not the

decision makers. That was the priority of the hapfl who made up the Ngati Kahu iwi, 'The

rfnanga would have no autonomy of its own - actions will be entirely determined by the maras.'

The rflnanga will carry out the instructions that come from mana whenua and that is

definitely ihe understanding of Ngdti Kahu marae. You cannot interfere in the business

of the mana whenua when it comes to something over which they hold the mana.

Margaret did add however that the situation was different in the case of a joint resource like the

fisheries. She said in this case owhen something concems the iwi it goes back to the iwi rather

than the hapfi or the marae.' This understanding of the process of whanaungatanga was

explained in the story from Wairete NormanlTs that showed how in some cases, all the hapfr

groups would come together in order to jointly fish a particular area. She explained that the

catch would be divided up depending on the level of participation and need of each hap[.

Margaret Mutu also told a story about how the fish was divided between whdnau on a needs

basis.r?6 She explained that this was the tikanga for Ngdti Kahu and was still adhered to.

Certain resources were those of the iwi collective rather than individual hap[. What the

examples tell us is that decisions are made based on tikanga and principles of whakapap4 and

that this practice will be carried through to any govemance structure that needs to be formed for

the purposes of a settlement and post-settlement governance'

Margaret outlined the idea behind the fomration of an Ngati Kahu iwi rflnanga and the retaining

of marae-based hapt. She explained that 'for the groups who lost, whatever was lost, they will

determine how it is managed when it comes back.'177 Margaret added that in some cases many

of the whdnau groups did not have the expertise to manage things effectively 'but then it would

be themwho will sayo'oRiinanga you do it,o'and not the role of other hap[ to determine if,

r74lbid.
ttt See Fn.#189:p.78 of this thesis'
tt6 See p.59 of this thesis.
r77 From taped interview with Margaret Mutu, 14 May 2002-
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whatever was returned, should be collectively managed or not.' She discussed the problems her

iwi had encountered with a pan-iwi body.

What caused us the big problems up there is where we've wandered away from what the
reality on the ground is. The politicians in particular said okay, "5 iwi, 5-way split," and

not thinking any further than that. But it was trying to do things at surface level and,like
the fisheries settlement, too much was based on the pragmatics of what the Pdkeh6

wanted to get it done and not enough thought was given to what the tikanga was, at the
time.

Margaret was adamant that 'there would be no Crown involvement whatsoever - it's none of

their business.' She added that Ng6ti Kahu were determined to base their settlement structures in

tikanga and this would be reflected in the constitution.

Uncle Mac said, "Hey if we need a constitution so that the Pdkehd will give us some

money - get yourself a constitution but bear in mind that the rules under which this
runanga rurs are tikanga, that they are flexible and therefore if legal things get in the way
where what's in your written constitution is not in accordance with tikanga; change your
constitution," and we've done that, two or three times, we've done that and its not a
problem. That's just the Pdkehd side of things but its tikanga that has to rule.l78

Despite being adamant that neither VIP nor Ngati Kahu would force independent hapE to form

non-MEori instigated post-settlement structures, neither Margaret Mutu nor Tumu te Heuheu

ruled out the idea of some level of Kotahitanga - iwi unification. tn the past Kotahitanga

movements have allowed the formation of relationships between iwi for specific reasons. In

recent times the collective assemblies have included the National Maori Congress. ln the

economic arena, the M6ori business advisory body, the Federation of Maori Authorities [FoMA]

has acted as a pan-iwi advisory body.

Both these groups have initiated iwi alliances that help further the development and growth of

iwi as a collective national body, but not at the expense of individual iwi autonomy. Tumu

spoke about FoMA's success in building the business exposure, experience and successes of

M6ori initiatives and their recent extension into money, brokering and investments, because

'collectively there is much financial resource that sits in the M6ori communities.'l7e He felt that

there was a place for an advisory organisation like FoMA in the post-settlement development

stages of VIP. Tumu described FoMA's role as not just based in commercial and economic

ideals but'has an overriding thing that talks about cultureo talks about whanaungatanga, and so

actually provides a Mdori commercial approach in a slightly different way to everyone else...our

ttt [bid.
tt'From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 July 2002.
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tribal-ness is something in addition to the commercial economic approach. "but its main

objective is the growth of business.'180 Tumu also spoke about the emergence of M6ori groups

as a strong economic and political force in a global sense'

I suppose in the last couple of meetings I have had overseas with international people,

you-begin to see this picture starting to develop, and it's a picture about where we 4s

Mdorisit. Not ,o *o.h in the Pacific but in the way the world expresses its knowledge,

and at this time there isn't a great deal that's said about the Pacific and M6ori. We are

still very much an untouched world. When it comes to the essence of who we are' But if
we talk about fish and forest and all that we become no different to anyone else in the

world. But as a people, and I think that's our strength. Our strength is as a people with a

strong commitmlnt and value to life. And we talk about the whanaungatanga; we use

these expressions because actually they mean more than just relationships. And I just

hope that u"f ,oo1we realise that ourstrength is in protecting those values. Money is,

well money will come and go, true, and *e *iil"ute it to best advantage. But I think, I

heard this morning, the koreio from Terry Ry*tt' who spoke at length about whakapapa

and what that meins. What that means i ruppose, is rather than who we are' the journey

is about finding out where we come from, *h"t" our roots are and I think at the end of

the day that's o'nly purt of it, only the beginning. The journey is about knowing who we

*., und why we're like this, and what our boundaries mean to us. They meant a lot to

the old people. Unfortunately they are not here to say what they mean' And so we have

to make up our own something that suits us, and sometimes what suits us is the easy way

out.l82

Margaret Mutu also did not rule out an iwi collective approach for the management of resources

that were part of the iwi as a whole, such as the fish resource. What concerned them both was

that the autonomy of independent hapil and iwi was not diminished or taken away by non-Mdori

imposed post-settlement structures. When discussing the VIP claimants and the Ngati Kahu

hapd, both Margaret and Tumu were adamant that whatever structures were put in place the

individual groups would not be giving up their independent autonomy. Tumu explained:

... In terms of a general assembly, in my mind that's a focus of the past, but that's only

me. Every time i hear it I think, no, no, that's wrong, it will never happen, not in the way

that it is being touted. ... The claimants belonging to the three areas have a strong view

about the prJection of their autonomy. Given that, that's who they are,they [Te Arawa]

aren,t Tuwharetoa and neither is Tuwharetoa Te Arawa. Oh well, by all means the waka"

but they respect each other. But at the end of the day their kawa is still their view of their

own people. ur,lrs Te Arawa waka becomes Te Arawa waka, and you do away with

Tuwhareioa and with Ngdti Pikiao and all the others, eh? But flaughs] its not going to

happen in this generatioi ...183

tto [bid.
rar t"* Ryan is the tohunga whakapapa for Ngdi Tahu and heads the whakapapa unlt of t!: Ngai Tahu

Development Corporation. Tumu was'referring to Terry's appearance on the Television NZ programme' 'Vl/aka

Huia, iprogtamme in the Miiori language that screens on Sunday mornings'
tEz From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu, 7 luly 2002'
rE3 From taped interview with Tumu te Heuheu' 7 July 2002' 
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Whakapapa and the knowledge contained in tikanga is a viable framework for Mdori

development and as Kelly Tikao pointed out it contains everything we need as a starting point in

the decision-making process, and in Ngai Tahu's case, 'we haven't even gone there.'lEa

... I think we've followed what other iwi have done that is we've gone to the one extreme

before we can come back to find that medium that is more suitable for us. And the

problem is the damage that's caused in going to that extreme, like going to legislation.ls5

Kelly Tikao expressed the hope that TRONT could retum to the original idea held by Ngai Tahu

whdnui about their iwi structure.

We need to come back and reconnect with our tikanga again and to trust our tikanga to
actually take us through to the future. It always has in the past, but for some reason we

got lost. I think the tikanga of the past can actually accommodate what's happening

today and we haven't even gone there, haven't tried to create something for ogg own ease

and benefit. We should certainly highlight our way through with whakapapa.ls6

NgEi Tahu does have a tikanga model to follow. The way the t-rtT are managed and protected is

based on tikanga. The mutton birds are an economic resource and access and harvest of the

resource is granted to those who have a property right based on whakapapa. The mutton bird

management structure survived the government instituted restructuring that began for Ngdi Tahu

with the adoption of the rfnanga system in the 1860s. It continues to be upheld by Ngai Tahu as

the example of whakapapa-based organisation, but is seemingly ignored as a model that offers

practical experience in the use of tikanga-based management that could be useful for future Ngai

Tahu development.

There is no perfect post-settlement governance model that will be right for every Mdori group.

The TRONT structure has its strong points especially in economic growt[ but it also has

weaknesses in the way it overrides whakapapa processes. The TRONT structure could be right

for NgEi Tahu. Certainly something like it was inevitable given that Ngdi Tahu embraced Grey's

runanga scheme, setting them on the road to forming this type of institutionalised structure. The

TRONT structure has its guiding principles in the two pieces of legislation, not, as it claims, in

whakapapa-based knowledge and processes. The legislation is in danger of driving Ngai Tahu

too far away from whakapapa processes in their attitudes and practices in order for them to return

to them. A bureaucracy that instigated policy and controlled the future direction of Ngdi Tahu

t* From taped interview with Kelly Tikao, 14May2002.
t*t lbid.
t* From taped interview with Kelly Tikao, 14 May 2002.
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could threaten any final remnants of whakapapa-determined organisation. The bureaucratic

structure would become the censored version of Ngdi Tatru society.

The example ofNgdi Tahu whdnui as an endangered whakapapa-based group needs careful

consideration by other groups who are about to take part in the Government's negotiating and

settlement process. If M6ori societies are to maintain their cultural uniqueness, they must

consider carefrrlly the future structure of their political, economic and social organisation. In the

past it has been whakapapa and the way that the principles of whakapapa guide the relationships

that have been the key to the uniqueness. However, the conditions of settlement have tended to

move groups towards "modernising" solutions to their problems - solutions proffered to them by

state, and registered in legislation. Such changes may be expected to alter Mdori organisations in

ways with which whakapapa cannot compete. The resulting structures would accomplish what

historic and contemporary government and Crown policies set out to do - amalgamate groups

under one system regardless of boundarieso whanaungatangaalliances, and issues of self-

governance.
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CIIAPTER FI\rE

WHAKAPAPA AND THE STATE: CLOSING REMARKS

This thesis was concerned with the survival of whakapapa as an organisational process for Mdori

society. It also examined the challenges and changes to its continuation as such from non-

whakapapa driven systems of organisation. One system stems from the processes ordered by

whakapapa which is tradition-based and aims to move M6ori forward without compromising the

cultural integrity of the groups. The other processes are ordered and shaped by State-driven

policies and legislation and aim to move Maori forward as modern legal-bureaucratic entities.

Mdori, as part of a wider nation-state, must comply with the laws of the State in order to

maintain relationships with non-Mdori groups and Government alike. Therefore all M6ori

groups cunently have both whakapapa systems and legal-bureaucratic systems within their

organisational processes, whether they are, for example, in the form of Trust Boards or Marae

committees. M6ori have also gained experience in the State-driven organisational methods and

this has expanded their ways of acting and contributing economically, politically, and socially.

Somewhere though there needs to be a balance sought between the two processes that does not

deny the distinct identity of Maori, but allows continued growth and development in all parts of

society. In the case study in chapter four I discussed in detail the two conllicting governance

processes as they exist inthe contemporary structure of Te Runanga o NgEi Tahu. This study

highlighted the implications for the wider M6ori community of relying too heavily on non-M6ori

processes, and of attempting to justifu change after the fact. By corporatising culture and calling

it "tikanga-based,'o M6ori will increasingly move towards governance processes that are

dependant more on State law and policies than on whakapapa.

Apirana Ngat4 in 1929 stated that, 'in the study of the Maori as he was, in the appreciation of

what he has become and the assessment of his probable future,'l whakapapa needed to be taken

into account when considering the future development of Mdori groups. M6ori tradition-based

societies functioned through knowledge systems that were explained through the relationships

and processes of whakapap1which meant that M6ori were obligated to carry out certain

responsibilities as prescribed by their whakapapa connections. These were governed by a set of

principles that they needed to adhere to if they were to live up to claims of being whakapapa-

based societies. The principles were contained within the stories - the traditions - that contained

the instructions and lessons in how to carry out obligations and responsibilities as prescribed by

whakapapa. The stories explained the origin of all things and why each was important in
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maintaining the balance between the spiritual and the physical worlds. The stories had trryo

elements to them - the spiritual elemento ira atua; and the practical element, ira tangata. For

things to be successful and work right, both elements needed to be in balance. The balance was

maintained by a set of rules and laws, tikanga and kaw4 that controlled how everything worked.

Tikanga was based on systems of values, knowledge and beliefs in things like tapu, noa, mauri,

wairua and hau. Whakapapa prescribed relationships. The stories in chapter two explained

relationships between people and other people, and between people and other whakapapa-

organised elements such as land. The stories served to illustrate that whakapapa in its entirety

was incredibly complex. It needed strong commitrnent to particular ways of thinking, knowing,

and acting, and the participants needed to adhere to these in every way. This has not always

been possible because of difficulties that each individual had in maintaining effective contact

with their hapE group. It has not always been allowable because of various govemment policies

and legislations that forced rigid rules and ways of doing things. And more commonly between

Maori, participation has not always been desirable because of the loss of contact with each

individual's hapf group over several generations. If M4ori are to continue to claim that they are

whakapapa-based societies then clearly whakapapa in its entirety must have undergone

modification in practice.

Mdori ire now part of wider, non-Mdori New Zealand communities. ln order to continue,

whakapapa needs acknowledgment by non-whakapapa based goups that it is a viable

knowledge-based system and, as such, the processes ordered by it are practical and viable for

organising MSori political, economic and social structures. For example Ngdti Kahu's choice of

post-settlement structure must be recognised by both treaty-partners as being right for them. It is

after all based on Ngati Kahu's laws and rules of organisation - on their tikanga and kawa that

has been carried forward in the practice of whakapapa. If whakapapa is not recognised by non-

whakapapa-based groups, as the dynamic organisational system it is, then it will be dismissed as

no longer relevant towards future development and sustainability of Maori groups.

Consequently it will not form part of official, legal and political opinion when new policies or

legislation are introduced that directly influence state relationships with Maori groups. The drive

towards settlement of long-standing grievances against the Crown is putting Mdori groups in

danger of re-inventing themselves to fit with a state-induced modification of whakapapa

practices. The extent of any modification to the practice of whakapapa will reduce its overall

effectiveness in governing the mechanisms of Mdori social processes and relationships. M6ori

hap[ and iwi societies would be in danger of disappearing and being replaced by a generic

group, integrated into the wider nation-state of New Zealand, and the special qualities that make

f Ngata 1929.8.
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individual Mdori societies different would be reduced to ceremonial gestures. Whakapapa can

only remain at the core of M6ori societies if M6ori allow it to remain so. By not accepting it, by

accepting a generic "Mdori" category, hapfi and iwi societies will willingly become a censored

version of their former selves.

Cultures develop, change and grow over time. Knowledge develops and changes. That is part of

being a dynamic living society. And being a tradition-based society should not mean stifling the

growth. The changes have created challenges but, as demonstrated by Tumu's story about the

way the Tuwharetoa kaumdtua altered the tikanga to suit the circumstances, tikanga has the

capacity to change and can be adapted to ensure that the changes and adjustments do not

detrimentatly affect the groups as a whole. Knowledge from tikanga can be used to effect

change. There is no set formula, only additions, and a variety of possibilities that have been

experienced through the past generations and could be useful starting points for new

circumstances. Mdori have a saying that they walk backwards into the future. Each new

generation learns from the past, from those who have already been in the world and have

acquired an understanding of it. In this way each new generation gradually makes sense of the

world for themselves. They are 'dependent upon it in order to move independently within it'2

and to move independently away from it.

The post-settlement structures are crucial to how M6ori gloups develop and grow as themselves,

as Ngdti Tuwharetoa, as NgEi Tahu, and as other distinct whakapapa-based groups. The

Government-controlled settlement negotiation process is not based on whakapapa principles, but

is based on legal-rational-bureaucratic processes. A rationalist doctrine will only accept a

formalised version of knowledge. That is something that has been converted into a set formula

ready for use, and will provide an unalterable state of things. Legislation is like this. It provides

a fixed set of rules to work within. It is shaped by fixed policies and ideas of what things should

look like. It provides an easy solution to how things should be managed because, with

legislation, everyone has the answer at their fingertips, set out neatly in the printed rules and

regulations. It provides a fixed, unquestionable solution.

The rationalistic nature of the Treaty settlement process has changed the status of all resources to

that of commodities. Iwi are being forced to put a monetary value on their resources, including

people. This was illustrated by the Native Land legislation, which turned land, formerly a

parent, into a commodity. It is also apparent in the tegislation that defined degrees of
o'Mdoriness.o' The legislation influenced how Mdori a person felt they were, which had a huge
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inJluence on the extent to which they felt they could participate in their culture. Grey's runanga

scheme was a rationalist solution to the ordering and managing of M6ori as one group' The

Runanga Iwi Bill was a continuation of the rationalist thinking, as was the Crown's fiscal

envelope proposal. All these policies and pieces of legislation compartmentalised M6ori neatly

into a formula of what the state thought M6ori iwi and their members and social process should

look like. This disempowered M6ori individuals by suggesting that they were not "real" Mdori,

and disempowered Maori gloups by suggesting that they were not "real" iwi, if they did not fit

the criteria laid down by Crown policy and proposals. The fiscal envelope proposal stated as

much by insisting on its directives being used to provide an unalterable state in the forrn of final

and enduring settlements. The various settlement packages negotiated using the Crown's

negotiation process also called for enduring settlements that could not be revisited' This ensured

that iwi were locked into a rigid structure for management of a settlement, which tumed iwi into

unalterable structures that can only be altered through non-Maori processes' The obvious

challenges that this caused to the practice of whakapapa is evident in any examination of

boundary issues and the practice of manaakitanga. It is also evident in the tension caused

between marae-based mana and mana kokiri and the mandated authority of the TRONT

representatives of each Ngai Tahu papatipu r[nanga. The challenges to leadership and the

practice of rangatiratanga over resources, including people, also highlighted the tensions between

the practice of whakapapa-based authority and adherence to a legal-rational-bureaucratic

authority.

It is the process of formalising the rules within structures such as TRONT that changes the

intensity and the scope to which we practice whakapapa. The thinking behind the structures that

are being developed is important in understanding the end result. Some, as in the case of Ngdti

Kahu, are tikanga based while others, as in the case ofNgdi Tahu, are based in an adopted

system of organisation from the 1860s. Whakapapa-based organisation has been moved from a

dynamic system to constrained areas, or blocks, of development influenced by the State' This

has created an illusion of power and control moving to iwi' Mdori goups have reinvented

themselves and their history to fit with the ideals contained in state-initiated negotiation and

settlement processes. With each completed settlement, Government processes continue to

standardise Mdori gloups into one type of social organisation' The terminology used in the

legislation suggests that they are based on MEori social values, but the values are not those found

in Mdori tikanga. They are in effect the values of a structure that is based on an authority that

stems from other than whakapapa. The term, whakapapLis being used but it refers only to

whakapapa t-rpuna in the form of beneficiary registers. The registers 
^re 

a very superficial layer

2 Oakeshott, 1962:xvi.
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ofwhakapapa, because they ignore the deeper layers surrounding the concepts ofahi k6 and ahi

kd roa hau, kaihaukai, and whanaungatanga. Whakapapapttaiao and whakapapa atuatanga are

not included, which is evident when considering concepts such as tiakitanga and how they are

being modified to fit with the modern organisation and development plans' Grey's use of Maori

terminology and the examples in the Runanga lwi Bill demonstrated how the concepts were

modified to fit with the State's proposed plans and ideas of what a Mdori structure should look

and act like. As Sir Tipene O'Regan explained to Ngdi Tatru whdnui at the 1998 Hui-a-Tau'

when discussing the type of shaping needed to produce TRONT, whakapapa becarne irrelevant

as a organisational Proc"rs.3

I also examined two other models of post-sefflement governance structures: that of Ngdti Katru

and the other of the Volcanic Interior Plateau amalgamated claim. These were included to

illustrate the implications of a TRONT-like central structure to the wider M6ori community'

Ngati Kahu is attempting to form a structure that is right for them and based on their tikanga and

kawa. Ngati Kahu have rejected a centralised governance system because of the difficulties and

interference to their autonomy that arose from a multi-iwi amalgamation that they had forrned

with other far north iwi.

The VIp amalgamated claim is perhaps the only sensible way for the Waitangi Tribunal to cope

with a multitude of grievances for the same geographical area and resources. However it is not

sensible to force the centralised negotiation structure into becoming the post-settlement

management structure. The amalgamation of trrro waka layers of whanaungatanga and their

many hap[ and iwi into one central goveming body is problematic for whak4papa' It leads to a

.centralisation of tribal formations,'4 that ultimately destroys the independence of individual

hap[ and iwi groups. Govemment policy insists that because many hapfr have a large

geographical area in common then it is possible to ignore the various whakapapa-determined

boundaries and territories when establishing a centralised system. The consequence of these

policies is the limitations they will place on the practice of whakapapa in its entirety, particularly

the process and exercise of rangatiratanga'

Government preoccupation with having correct mandate has also contributed to pushing groups

towards central authorities. Grey's r[nanga plan introduced the idea for a centralised

representation when it insisted on the formation of multi-hapfi and multi-iwi r[nanga' regardless

of territory and whanaungatanga connections. Grey's ideas were later evident in government

3 Comment made by sir Tipene o'Regan, in reply to a question about where whakapapa was to be found in the new

TRONT shrcture. Ngdi Tahu Hui-a-Tau, Kaik0ura' 1997'
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legislation that formalised mandate and centralised governance structures through the

establishment of tribal trust boards. The trust boards' legislation introduced the trusteeship

model of management to Mdori. The trust boards' accountability was divided between

answering to their hap[ and answering to the Minister of Maori Affairs. The tradition-based

leadership structures were overridden by elected representation that was approved by the

Minister. The Govemment accepted the elected officers as the voice for each representative's

respective group. Mandate had effectively ovenidden concepts of mana k6kiri. Government-

controlled management had overridden rangatiratanga. Although each of the boards may well

continue the process of holding regional hui with their hap[ groups, ultimately neither the

government nor the representatives on the central boards needs to consult with the beneficiaries.

The altruistic nature of the trust board system means that trustees have the govemment support,

and their elected position gives them the mandate to exercise power and authority as they see fit.

The unravelling of M6ori social fabric began with the new groups coming into the Mdori world

that had different perceptions about what determined a person's ethnicity. Although whakapapa

is inclusive there are obvious divisions between Maori themselves as to what constitutes being

Maori. These perceptions have been influenced by early Pdkehd comments about degrees of

Mdoriness. The way M6ori were obliged to describe their degree of Mdoriness through census

classifications also had some inJluence in achieving a less than Mdori view of whakapapa and its

inclusive nature. If a person is told they are only one fifth MAori and therefore not "full blood"

Maori, so presumably not a proper MAori, than perhaps they start to believe this. To take this

one step further, if Maori do not know what it is to be Mdori then perhaps they also do not know

what it is to be a Maori group - whdnau, hap[ or iwi. Perhaps they no longer know how to

interrelate at the different layers of whanaungatanga in their everyday lives. If this is the case

how are M6ori living their lives? It is true that the urbanisation of Maori was the beginning of

the end for Mdori communism, but it should not have been the beginning of the end for the

knowledge and values based system of whakapapa unless MSori have allowed it to be. If
individual Mdori still upheld the principles of whakapapa then whakapapa would have survived

as the system of social practices by which Mdori social processes are governed. Whakapapa

should have survived as the system of political, economic and social values and knowledge

through which Mdori structured as groups.

The beliefs in what makes a person Mdori have been imposed by a system that follows

integrationist policies. Whakapapa has become separated into degrees of participation. At some

layers the principles are not upheld at all. Whakapapa is at its weakest state and is static, and it

o Maaka. 1998:203.
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has no movement, and no place to go. But it cannot disappear entirely because even at this layer

it is still represented by the physical presence of the person who claims some degree of M6ori

ancestry. The extents by which Mdori groups practice whakapapa vary its effectiveness as a

knowledge base and social process. Whakapapa will become less effective as people create

more divisions between individuals and the iwi and hapti base. It will become less effective as

people employ more freedom of choice to participate. This will destroy the cohesiveness of the

group. Notions and practice of whakapapa assume fulIparticipation and do not take into account

the notion that people will choose not to participate. This creates a dilemma because whakapapa

does not disappear. It is part of people whether they participate or not, because of the inclusive

nature of whakapapa. The choice of level of participation has forced iwi to become exclusive.

Choice excludes those who do not want to re-establish relationships. The introduction of

beneficiary rolls has changed the ways that alliances and participation are maintained. The rolls

have changed the way whakapapa obligations and responsibilities are carried out thereby

providing a check on the contribution from each individual as to how they participated. All

practices of tiakitanga and the reciprocal obligations and responsibilities that are part of

maintaining whakapapa relationships disappear, because the main requirement to participation is

simply to register a name on a list. The rolls have separated people from the environment,

except in a very materialistic way.

This situation has created a dilemma for all Mdori groups. They need to rethink how they are

going to be able to continue relationships with their taura here members. The practice of

whakapapa processes such as whanaungatanga and manaakitanga need to be addressed in light of

the changes to the residential situation for many of the group's membership. The changing

demographics of Mdori groups should be viewed as adding more layers of experience to

whakapapa, not diluting it. All the knowledge contained within whakapapa is available for use

in contemporary society. The knowledge frameworks form the social fabric of Mdori societies

that allow their continuation. When Ngata, in 1929, discussed the continuation of traditional

M6ori social organisation, he suggested that if Mdori were to remain an integral part of the

population of New Zealarflthey would need to develop a culture based on a compromise

between 'persistent elements of the old regime' and 'adapted elements of the new.'S Ngata had

recoguised that Maori would need to draw on past experience in order to move forward.

Whakapapa-based tikanga provides solutions from the past that could be useful in contemporary

situations or they could not be. The information contained in the tikanga and kawa that

surrounds the maintenance of whakapapa relationships offers the opportunity to correct, or help

think through the issues at hand. Hirini Mead recently outlined a process for incorporating new
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situations by refening to the principles contained in tikanga.6 He offered a model of analysis to

assist in aniving at a decision that is informed by an intimate knowledge of tikanga. what he is

suggesting is that tikanga is adaptable and although aspects of it may or may not be successful in

the new circumstances, it offers shared and tried experiences. An example in this thesis was

discussed by Rik Tau who described how Ngdi Tahu continued to follow tikanga in their

management of the mutton bird. The mutton birds are an economic resource that is successfully

managed solely on a whakapapa and tikanga basis. Tau referred to it as the only surviving

example of Ngdi Tahu traditional rangatiratanga over their natural resources. All management

strategies are arrived at through a management framework based on tikanga that is referred to

when new situations arise. The Muttonbird management successfully incorporates both

organisational systems discussed in chapter four'

In the discussion concerning tikanga practices, Kelly Tikao pointed out that being guided by

tikanga has not let us down in the past and she questioned the way it was no longer being

referred to. Tikanga is there as a guide and can be changed to suit changing circumstances'

Oakeshott stated that .no generation can be known to be the final one,'7 but each generation -
each new layer - can offer a suggestion of what was, and maybe could still be. Even if the

suggestions are not practical in the changing circumstances they assist by adding experience to

the new circumstances of the group. A rationalist'has no sense of the accumulation of

experience, only of the readiness of experience when it has been converted into a formula: the

past is significant to him only as an encumbrance''8

M6ori are part of two societies - their own and New Zealand. Meori recognise this but New

Zealanddoes not always recognise M6ori. There will be increased con{lict and tension between

whakapapa-based authority and legal-rational-bureaucratic authority as post-settlement strucfures

move towards situations that do not recognise or stem from M6ori knowledge systems' Tumu te

Heuheu spoke about how Mdori needed to be accepted in global terms for who they are, not just

as another group from New zealand. He also stated that Mdori must accept that they had unique

qualities that could be used to advantage in the economic arena. Perhaps a model for collective

iwi approach could be based on the National M6ori Congress model, which recognised the

autonomy of individual hapfl and iwi. The FoMA model as an economic development model is

already working in practice. It does not take away individual group autonomy but groups come

together in order to advance the economic viability of all iwi and hapfl regardless of the size of

5 Ngata 1929: 17-18.
6 Mead 2003: 335-350.
7 Oakeshott, 1962:xxi.
E Oakeshott, 1962:6.
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their business operations. Both these models recognised that M6ori groups must retain control

and authority over their own assets and resowces, and both offer past experiences of organising

gfoups through a tikanga basis that could be used to develop future processes.

Another contemporary example given in this thesis was the recent agreement between Ngdi

Tahu, Ngati Kahungunu and several of the Hauraki groups who have formed ajoint fishing

venture. The venture recognised the whanaungatanga links befween the groups based on the

waka layer of co-operation. The groups amalgamated together based on whakapapa principles

adhered to through tikanga that ensured the continuation of individual group mana over their

own resources. Neither the amalgamation nor the recognition of autonomous mana was

detrimental to the economic growth of the fishing group.

Mdori have a unique status in New Zealand society as tangata whenua and, through the Treaty of

Waitangi, they have a unique relarionship as a partner with the Crown. That relationship often

will involve negotiation and reaching an agreement with the Treaty partner over long-standing

grievances. In the context of treaty settlements all groups completing a settlement with the

Government will end up with a dual governance approach. It is inevitable because directives for

a legal entity to be put in place form part of the Govemment's negotiation and settlement

policies. The post-settlement structures are crucial to how M6ori groups develop and grow. The

need to end grievance mode and achieve an economic, political and social equality with non-

Mdori has driven the changes to the way MEori groups practise the processes inherent in

whakapapa. The settlement packages will enable iwi to be successful economically, but the

structures put in place may not necessarily meet the cultural needs of the claimant goup. There

will be a division between corporate desires and expectations and cultural expectations. The

Ngdi Tatru experience illustrated some of the difficulties in getting "the right mix" in order to

maintain cultural integrity. Corporate success is measured financially, so financial success

provides the justification for changes to group organisational processes. Cultural success is

measured through the continuation of whakapaparelationships and the degree to which Mdori

identity can be maintained. Cultural symbolism, such as carving and weaving, and cultwal

entertainment, such as kapa haka, are only part of identity maintenance. Living as "M6ori" by

incorporating tikanga values, knowledge, and beliefs into everyday situations is also part of

identity maintenance. It is inevitable that some knowledge will be discarded as newer practices

are put in place in order to take advantage of the new economic, political, and social

opportunities available. The maintaining of tikanga and kawa - working from within their own

knowledge base - will be important for the future development of hapfi and iwi groups if they

are to move forward with their cultural integrity intact. However, when a dif[erent
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organisational process is imposing different structures, difficulties arise in the merging of the

two systems. Neither system is designed to accept the other without compromises being made'

compromise and adjustment are needed to incorporate all of these into the bi-cultural nation

such as New Zealand. It may well be that M6ori will choose to adopt the centralised governance

systems that organise people as individuals rather than as whakapapa-based collectives' But' it is

up to M6ori to make the decisions on what to discard and what to retain, not to accept all the

compromises as directed by non-M6ori organisations. There is no doubt that whakapapa will

survive in some form. The existence of people who claim to be Mdori will ensure the longevity

of whakapapa t-rpuna. But the continued practice of whakapapa in its entirety - the connections

between t-rpuna pltaiao and atua - to help reinforce the whakapapa relationships' relies on M6ori

allowing them to remain as the base for social processes. It also relies on the same recognition

from non-M6ori, and how theyallow whakapapa to intersect within any policies and legislation

that will be used to reshape Mdori social structures'

Perhaps the last word should go to the man who best represents whakapapa in its entirety'

through all its layers and relationships'

At the end of the day, I don't care what you think. '.nothing you will say will change my

feelings and the retiionstip I have with those mountains and our taonga' This is about

rny .it*", not whaty ou i^tmy culture to be'e

TumuteHeuheu,Tuwharetoa,totheWorldHeritageCouncilinHelsinki,
2001. lncluded in this thesis with kind permission from Tumu' 
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GLOSSARY

atri ka / atri kd roa:

ariki:

ake:

atu:
awa:
haka:
hdkari:

hap0:
harakeke:
hau:
hau kainga:

Haumiatiketike:
hui:
iho:

Io:

ira tangata:
ira afua:
iwi:
kai moana:
kai taonga:
kai whakahaere:
kainga/kaika:
karakia:

kaumatua:
kaupapa:
kawa:
kawanatanga:
kawenata:
kawemate:
kete:
kdrero:

mahi taunaha:

matringa kai:

mai:
mdkutu:
mamae:
mana:
mana k6kiri:
mana moana:

.buming fires', recognition of permanent occupation of a territory and

control over resources

leadero the highest status of leadership, the physical manifestation of
everything that makes uP the iwi.
indicates direction of time or space from below moving upwards towards

speaker
indicates direction of time or space away from speaker

river
waiata with dance and gestures

feast, food platform displaying physical example of a group's mana

whenua
pregnant, M6ori social group

flax, Phormium tenax
breath of life
the place where the whakapapa is strongest, the source of the hapfl's mana

whenua.
ancestor of uncultivated foods such as the cabbage tree

meeting or gathering of PeoPle
indicating directionbf time or space from above, downwards from

speaker
tn the context of this thesis used for supreme or highest level of
knowledge [see p.93]
the human principle
the spiritual principle
bones, wider layer of whakapapaconnections
seafood
an exchange ofland or resource for other taonga

chairperson
village
incan=tations requiring correctness in word form, fluency and intonation;

mediation between the atua and the tohunga-between spiritual and

physical worlds
elder person, acknolwdged leader of family goup
framework or basis for the way something is established or organised

rules, regulations to carry out tikanga
government; govemment-controlled exercise of rangatiratanga

charter of incorporation
returning the wairua of the deceased to their whakapapa connections

woven flax basket

speech, stories, discussions, to talk, conversation, orally tansmitted

knowledge
ancestral right to land through discovery and subsequent naming of the

land
refers to all foods and commodities such as pounamu and kokowai [red
ochre] that was gathered or produced from designated areas

indicating extension of time or space towards the speaker

' infl uence psychologically through incantation'
pain, distress
power and authoriry, the manifestation of tapu

io lead, to conduct or execute the mana, to lead (with the mana of) a group

authority over the sea
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mana tEngata:

manaakitanga:
manawhenua:

mdngai:
manuhiri:
marae:
marae dtea:
matariki:
maunga:
mauri:
moana:
moko:
mokopuna:
noa:
pdkehE:
Papatuanuku:

pdtaka / whata:
pingao:
piupiu:

poha:
poua:
pttake:
rdhui:
Rakaihautu:
Rakinui / Ranginui:
rangatira:
rangatiratanga:
Rehua:
rohe:
Rongo:

roto:
Ruamoko:
ruranga:

take:
takiwa:
timoko:
Tane:
Tangaroa:

tangata / t6ngata:

tangatatiaki /
t6ngata whenua:
tangihanga:
taniwha:
taonga:
taonga tuku iho:
tapu:
taua:

recognised authority and control over people belonging to particular hap0

or iwi groups
hospitality and caring for visitors and members of your own iwi or hapfl

,""ognit"d political ind occupational control and authority over land and

other resources

spokesperson, mouth Piece
visitors
gathering place, meeting Place
space in front of the meeting house

the star sign, 'pleiades'
mountain
the life force
the sea

facial tattoo
grandchild, descendent

to make something safe for access and use

non-Maori residents of New Zealand
,the earth mother', tane created the first human from the soil of
Papatuanuku, hence the term, 'tangata whenua-people from the land'

food storage platform or storage house

golden sand sedge, Desmoschoenus spiralis
fl* gut*.nt woven in special strands designed to swing to and from

[piupiu] with movement of a performer

bag made of bull kelp
grandfather, old man
origin, cause, reason

conservation measure, 'to announce a thing'
claimed mana whenua over the South Island for the Waitaha people
.the sky father" his realm is the sky and space that surrounds Papatuanuku

leader [ofhapu]
govemance, self-determination
Tane's brother; the star, 'Antares'
district, hapt's territory
ancestor of cultivated ioods and guardian of peaceful pursuits. His realm

includes the inside of a meetinghouse.

lake
ancestor of earthquakes and volcanoes

a Mdori person *ho it residing within the territory of an iwi other than

their own, a pennanent visitor
reason, cause
general area or territory over which the iwi collective holds mana whenua

tattooing
ancestoiof the land and everything that dwells upon it
ancestor of the sea, riverso lakes and everything that dwells within these

waters
psrson, people
p".ron whohas the responsibility of guardianship, guardian or keeper

'people of the land'
funeial,'tangi' is to lament, make wailing sounds, to cry

guardian
treasured item [includes land, the language, people]

treasured gift from the ancestors

restrictionof some kind differing in intensity, set apart, sacred

grandmother, old woman 
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Te Kete
Uruuru-matua: baskets of most sacred knowledge

TeKete Uruuru-rangi: baskets of knowledge of the heavens

TeKete Uruuru-tau:- baskets containing knowledge of ancestors, and the natural world

Te Kore: the void, nothingness

taura:
taura here:

tauranga ika:
Tawhirimatea:
Te Ao Marama:
Te Ao Tuuroa:
Te Kete Aronui:
Te Kete Tua6tea:

Te Kete Tuauri:

Te Korewhiwhia:
Te KoretErawea:
Te KoretEt6maua:
Te Po:
teina/taina:
tr kouka:
tiakitanga:
tikanga:
tipuna/t-rpuna:
tohatoha:
tohunga:
tono:
tuakana:
tuku whenua:
T[matauenga:
tuturu te noho:
umu tdngata:
uri:
waiata:
wairua:
waka:
waka t6ngata:
wakawaka:
whakak6tahi:
whakakdtahitanga:
whakapapa pfitaiao:
whakapapa t-tpuna:

whakapapa
atuatanga:
whakanoa:
whakataukT:
whdnau:
whanaunga:
whanaungatanga:
whanui:
whare tdngata:
whenua:

rope
taura -rope or cord; here-to be tied or fastened. Semi-formal group of an

iwi or hapti who live in another iwi's area, but retain connections with

their own hapE or iwi.
fishing are4 fishing reef
ancestor of the winds and climatic conditions

the world of potential energy
the permanent world
knowledge of the natural world
basket containing knowledge of the spiritual world

basket containing intuitive knowledge and understanding of the world

around us

the void containing the seeds of life and knowledge

the void in which nothing could be obtained

the void in which the parents could not be conceived

the darkness
junior [in ranh in birthright]
cabbage tree
guardianship, role or circumstance of guardianship

laws, lore, customs, Practices
ancestor, ancestors
method of distribution
person who is an authority in a specialist field
instruction, command
senior [in rank; in birthright]
gift of land with expectation of return
ancestor in charge of war, his realm includes the marae atea.

permanent settlement
land rights by conquest
descendant/s
song,lament
spirit, essence of a being, soul of an ancestor

canoe, vessel
vessel of the people, womb
a share or division of land
to unite into one
unification
the natural world
the ancestral world

the spiritual world
to make something safe and accessible, neutralise tapu

saying, proverb
family, birth
relative, extended familY
layer of relatedness, layer of co-operation
extent, wide
house of the people, womb
land. afterbirth
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Place names
Arahura river:

Christchurch:
Kaiapoi:
MaketE:
Mataura river:
Murihiku:

Muriwhenua claim
area:

Ngongotaha:
Otakou:
Te lka-a-Maui:
Te Umu Kaha:
Te Waipounamu:
Tuahiwi:

Kai moana
hdpuku:
kdkihi:
kanakana:
karengolkareko:
kina:
kdura:
kotai:
moki:
pdua:
r6waru:
rimu rapa:
tdmure:
fuere:

Maunga
Aoraki:

Kai-Iwi:
Karioi:
Ngongotaha:
Putauaki:

Raki-roa:
Raki-rua:
Raraki-roa:
Taranaki:

Tararua:

Te Aroha:
Titiokura:

at Greymouth on the west coast of South tsland; a sogrce of the pourulmu

I greenstone/j ade/nePhrite]
South Island's largest city, on the Canterbury plains

east coast, South Island, just to the north of Cbristchurch

Bay of Plenty coast, south of Tauranga

in ivlurihiku, flows out to east coast at Fortrose, Southland

the Southland area of South Island, excluding Te Whakatakanga o te

karehu o Tama [Fiordland]

starts from Whangape harbour in the west, in a line across the island

including the Maunga taniwha ranges [centre] to Whangaroa Harbour in

the east, and all the lands above, to the top of the North Island

on the northem shores of Lake Rotorua, central North Island

near Dunedin, South Island
'the fish of Maui', the North Island of New Zealand

Temuka" south Canterbury, South Island

the South Island of New Zealand
in the Christchurch are4 South Island

goper; P olyprion oxYgeneios

limpet; Cellana species

lamprey eel; Geotria australis
sea lettuce; Porphyra colombina
seaegg; Evechinus

"ruyioh; 
Jasus lalandii arrdJ. hugeli (salt-water species)

mussels; Mytilus canaliculus
Latridopsis ciliaris
abolone; Haliotis sPecies

rock cod; Parapercis colias
bull kelp; Durvillaea antarctica
snapper; P agrosomus aurctua
blind eel; Heptatretus cirrhatus

maunga tapu [ancestral mountain of NgEi Tahu whanui], South Island; the

Pdkehd name is Mount Cook
maunga tapu [ancestral mountain] for NgE Rauru

mauoga tapu [ancestral mountain] for Waikato nation

Lake Rotorua area
maunga tapu [ancestral mountain] forNgdti Awa ki Tuwharetoa, Bay of
Plenty
Mount Damier, South Island

Mount Teichelmann, South Island

the Silberhorn, South Island
maunga tapu [ancestral mountain] for Taranaki hapii, west coast of North

Island
maunga tapu [anceshal mountain] for Ngdti Raukaw4 Ngeti Awa and

Ngdti Kahungunu

-i*trgu tapulancestral mountainl for Ngati Maru, Hauraki plains

maunga tapu [ancestral mountain] for NgAti Hineuru
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Tongariro: maunga tapu [ancestral mountain] of Tuwharetoa; volcanic plateau,

central North Island
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